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A B S T R A C T
Advances in both seabed imaging capabilities and numerical models
of shelf sea dynamics means new approaches are required to study
those seas which surround us. Shelf sediment transport pathways
are still principally derived from bedform and sediment indicators.
A wealth of newly acquired data requires novel tools for extracting
meaning in order to better understand shelf sediment dynamics.
A new objective and quantitative method for extracting bedform
dimensions has been developed and tested against synthetic and real
data. New bedform analysis results have produced the largest global
bedform measurements collection and extended the analysis range by
an order of magnitude.
To explore sediment transport at both tidal bank (< 10 km) and
shelf (> 10 km) scales, a new well-calibrated unstructured grid model
of the European shelf has been developed, and model results using
uniform and observation-derived bed roughness compared. Temporal
changes in shelf sediment transport over both the recent past (∼ 100
years) and during the Holocene marine transgression (last 8 ka BP) are
further explored.
Marine and aeolian bedforms are compared through a range of
statistical analyses and are shown to share the same morphology.
Variability in medium to large marine bedforms (Ashley, 1990) is
greater, and due to sensitivity to relatively larger changes in flow;
larger bedforms are found to be more stable. Deviations from the
derived global relationships are shown, through the palaeomodelling,
to be due to relict bedforms.
Variable bed roughness derived from the bedform observations and
grain size has produced hydrodynamic results at least as good as those
obtained from uniform roughness. Modern sediment transport on the
shelf is found to be more complex in areas where traditional analyses
cannot capture the temporal variability. The flexible nature of the
model has meant subset bank modelling has benefitted from the well-
calibrated shelf model, and results have highlighted the differences in
sediment transport regimes on the shelf. Sediment transport evolution
during the Holocene transgression is shown to have been episodic,
with quiescent periods followed by rapid changes.
The quantitative analysis and modelling performed here has shown
it is possible to take advantage of newly acquired data: the bedform
analysis has confirmed the relationship between aeolian and marine
bedforms and provided a tool for use in numerical modelling. The
unstructured grid shelf model flexibility has produced both individual
bank transport as well as pathways across the entire shelf.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Assessing changes in the offshore environment is especially important
due to ever-increasing demands on offshore resources. Statutory re-
quirements to measure impacts from offshore activities, including the
potential impact of aggregate extraction, or the installation of offshore
structures (e.g. wind farms, tidal power turbines etc.) means it is more
important than ever to be able to identify potential changes in sedimen-
tation. Such changes might arise from variability in large-scale forcing
(e.g. changes in global sea levels), or from smaller changes (e.g. the
introduction of new technologies into offshore environments), and the
evolution of sediment transport pathways has important consequences
in both marine and terrestrial environments.
This research aims to further the understanding of the behaviour
of sediment transport across the north-west European continental
shelf, with particular emphasis on the potential impacts due to anthro-
pogenic and natural changes under modern and ancient conditions.
More specifically, this work aims to:
1. Develop a tool with which objective and automated measure-
ments of bedforms can be made.
2. Use the tool to investigate the structure and distribution of
bedforms from a range of marine and aeolian environments.
3. Based on a combination of the bedform results and extant grain
size and bathymetry data, create a map of bed roughness for the
north-west European continental shelf. Test the variable rough-
ness against traditional uniform roughness and create a sediment
transport model of the north-west European continental shelf.
4. Use the shelf model to drive subset models at tidal bank locations
in the Bristol Channel and eastern English Channel. Combine the
model results with bathymetric and sedimentological anlayses
to investigate the evolution of those banks.
5. Modify the shelf model to investigate changes in sediment trans-
port due to changes in sea level over the last 8,000 years.
3
1.1 shelf bedforms
The analysis of sediment transport pathways at a range of scales, from
entire continental shelves to individual coastal banks, is of interest to
both industry and academia. Geophysical surveying tools were greatly
improved during the 1960s and 1970s, leading a large number of
studies of shelf dynamics (e.g. Stride, 1963a; Allen, 1966, 1968; Kenyon
and Stride, 1968; Kenyon, 1970; Kenyon et al., 1981; Stride, 1982; Amos
and King, 1984). Traditional approaches to the characterisation of these
pathways include the analysis of bedform alignments and asymmetries
from geophysical data. In more recent decades, the improvements
in acoustic sensors as well as in general computing have led to a
resurgence in this type of study. Typically, the areas analysed were
more limited in their extent but had much higher sampling densities
(e.g. Goff et al., 1999; Todd et al., 1999; Besio et al., 2004; Ferrini and
Flood, 2005; Goff et al., 2005; Knaapen, 2005; Parsons et al., 2005; van
Dijk et al., 2008; Van Landeghem et al., 2009a,b; Westley et al., 2010).
As with any discipline, with better quality and more numerous data,
more robust relationships can be developed. The mapping undertaken
in the latter part of the twentieth century by a range of institutions,
including the British Geological Survey (BGS), National Institute of
Oceanography (NIO) and Institute of Ocean Sciences (IOS), sought to
sample the seabed, determine the distribution of geological formations
(Walmsley, 1987) and map the distribution and type of bedforms (e.g.
Stride, 1963a, 1982). This early work was enhanced with analyses on
the relationship between certain readily observed parameters, most
notably the bedform wavelength and height. Flemming (1988) plot-
ted the wavelength and height of 1,491 individual bedforms from a
range of environments over five orders of magnitude. The regression
through these data gave rise to a global wavelength/height relation-
ship, defined as H = 0.0677λ0.8098, where H is the bedform height
and λ is its wavelength. This relationship was used as the basis for a
classification scheme based on the dimensions of bedforms which has
been frequently used since (Ashley, 1990).
Prior to the existence of full-coverage seabed data sets, those analy-
sing the single beam or sidescan sonar data were typically data-poor
and relatively time-rich. Thus, manual measurements were common
in which subjective bias is more likely. For example, smaller bedforms
may be ignored in favour of more obvious large bedforms, increasing
apparent bedform heights. With the massive amounts of data available
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today, the reverse case is now true: we are data-rich but time-poor.
Thus, where before manual measurements were an efficient use of
time, now, the manual measurement of billions of data points is ex-
tremely ineffective, and as such, automated approaches are necessary.
With the recent increase in the quality of data which can be acquired
at relatively low cost, the early relationships between the forms seen
on the seabed and their origin are being tested more frequently. The
shape and size of bedforms are a function of the flow velocity acting
upon the bed as well as the level of sediment supply (Stride, 1982).
Water depth also forms a critical upper bedform height threshold in
continental shelf systems, commonly defined as 25% of the water depth
(Terwindt, 1971; Francken et al., 2004). Thus, accurate measurements of
their dimensions can be used to infer hydrodynamic conditions at the
time of formation, which has implications for the amount of sediment
transport which may have occurred. The relationship between bedform
wavelength and height and is also often used in the calculations used
to determine sediment transport rates (e.g. van Rijn, 1984a).
A new trend in the analysis of the seabed has emerged in the form
of spectral and wavelet analysis (Li et al., 2005; van Dijk et al., 2008;
Cataño Lopera et al., 2009; Andreotti et al., 2009). These techniques
provide objective and quantitative analysis techniques which can be
applied to a large area with relative ease. The results of this type of
analysis include wavelength and height, but also asymmetry direction,
asymmetry ratio, crest orientation and the position of each bedform
crest and trough.
Bedforms have been shown to orientate relative to the maximum net
sediment transport direction in both marine and aeolian environments
(Rubin and Hunter, 1987; Rubin and Ikeda, 1990). Whether bedforms
are flow-parallel (longitudinal) or normal to the flow (transverse) is
a function of the transport divergence angle (the difference between
the two dominant transport direction) and the ratio of the dominant
transport directions. Transverse bedforms occur when the divergence
angle is less than 90◦, approaches 180◦ or the transport ratio is high;
longitudinal bedforms are formed under equal transport ratios and
when divergence angles are greater than 90◦; oblique bedforms oc-
cur when divergence angles are greater than 90◦ and transport ratios
range from equal to 8:1 (Rubin and Ikeda, 1990). The results of the
work on bedform orientation showed that longitudinal bedforms need
not be parallel to the flow since the orientation is the vector sum of
the dominant transport directions (Rubin and Ikeda, 1990). Know-
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ing the orientation of a bedform can therefore be used to limit the
range of environments under which it might have formed. Thus, the
measurement of bedform parameters, particularly their wavelength,
height, orientation and asymmetry properties, are especially useful in
determining the potential flow conditions at their time of formation.
Whether bedform dimensions observed in marine and aeolian envi-
ronments share the same distribution is unknown, and is explored
here.
1.2 numerical modelling
Numerical modelling has experienced massive growth in the last five
decades, and the proliferation of numerical models can be found in
almost all areas of science. Their ability to modify their virtual envi-
ronment, to test new theories or improve understanding of existing
observations, is one of their greatest strengths. Hydrodynamic models
are used across many spatial and temporal orders of magnitude, from
Navier-Stokes models of the interactions of individual particles (e.g.
Zedler and Street, 2001; Wu, 2004) to the flow and subsequent trans-
port of material across continental shelves (e.g. Austin, 1991; Hall and
Davies, 2004; Uehara et al., 2006).
A common approach to the design and implementation of numer-
ical modelling of shelf-scale basins has typically involved an error-
minimisation calibration approach, where model parameters, partic-
ularly roughness, are modified to make the predicted parameters
(water level, current speed etc.) behave such that they match previous-
ly gathered observations. A more desirable approach is to gather a
range of different observations and use them as inputs and see what
predictions the model makes. This approach can highlight both areas
in which data coverage is poor or inaccurate and limitations in the
mathematical formulations used.
The development of a new shelf model has advantages, particu-
larly when a new approach to implementing bed roughness is used.
The observation-based approach gathers measurements from bed-
form analysis, existing comprehensive archives of sediment grain size
distribution across the north-west European continental shelf and
increasingly high quality bathymetry data. These data are combined
using existing relationships to create a new map of bed roughness.
Thus, rather than changing the roughness based on the results of the
model, the modelled flows and sediment transport rates are changed
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by the roughness calculated from the material and morphology of
the seabed. Due to the extensive coverage of this roughness map, the
model extends from full shelf-scale analysis of sediment transport
down to the transport which occurs around individual sand banks. In
addition to the results from the novel modelling, traditional seabed
analysis (sidescan sonar, sediment samples, multibeam bathymetry
etc.) and water column data (current speed and direction and sea
surface elevation) are used to extend and confirm the model results,
which in turn improve existing transport regime theories.
Once the shelf-scale model has been shown to accurately predict
tidal flows, both currents and surface elevations, for the modern
condition, it can be used as a tool to turn back time. The combination
of models describing the readjustment of the Earth’s crust following
deglaciation with hydrodynamic models have described changes in the
distribution and magnitude of tides around palaeoshorelines as well as
changes in the distribution of bed stress (Austin, 1991; Hall and Davies,
2004; Uehara et al., 2006; Neill et al., 2009, 2010). To date, however,
the next logical step, from bed stress to sediment transport, has not
been taken across the entire shelf. By modelling sediment transport
at discrete periods, the evolution of sediment transport, particularly
the identification of areas which cease to be actively transported, can
be found. Many of the legislative constraints in place for a range of
marine activities require clarification of which parts of the bed are
inactive and at what point they became so; this modelling approach
can provide some indication of that timeline.
1.3 research themes and structure
1.3.1 Research themes
The work presented here addresses five principal research themes.
Firstly, the measurement of bedforms has been subjective from the
outset of geophysical observation of the seabed. This has been typically
the result of calculating the properties of those bedforms from one-
dimensional profiles through what is otherwise a two-dimensional
surface with a single elevation component. Sampling the seabed in
such a manner means the vast majority of the information contained
in the bedforms is ignored. Furthermore, the resulting measurements
of wavelength are affected by the sampling orientation since any
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deviation from a profile perpendicular to the crest alignment increases
the apparent wavelength.
Recently, more objective approaches have been used to quantify
bedform parameters (e.g. van Dijk et al., 2008; Andreotti et al., 2009).
Work presented here continues this objective analysis, and introduces
an automated approach which allows the discrimination of areas of
bedforms from flatter seabeds, as well as allowing the analysis of
spatially extensive and densely sampled surfaces in relatively little
time.
Secondly, the bedform analysis technique developed to satisfy the
first objective is used on a large number of marine and aeolian surfaces
to extract objective measurements of bedform orientation, wavelength,
height, asymmetry direction and asymmetry ratio. These results are
collated and compared with existing results from the literature, and
the impact the difference between the traditional measurements and
the new, objective and automated measurements has on existing rela-
tionships between various bedform and hydrodynamic parameters is
tested.
Thirdly, the analysis of the seas which surround the British Isles has
often used numerical models to predict water elevation and currents
(e.g. Flather, 1976; Pingree and Griffiths, 1979; Davies and Furnes,
1980; Pingree and Griffiths, 1981; Davies and Jones, 1990; Austin, 1991;
Grochowski et al., 1993; James, 1996; Davies et al., 1997b; Hall and
Davies, 2004; Uehara et al., 2006; Guillou et al., 2009; Neill et al.,
2009; Guillou and Chapalain, 2010; Neill et al., 2010). These models
have been used to predict the stress imparted by the water on the
seabed (e.g. Austin, 1991; Uehara et al., 2006) from which predictions
of sediment transport can be made (e.g. HR Wallingford et al., 2002;
Guillou et al., 2009; Guillou and Chapalain, 2010). They are also used
to determine the effect of the changes due to ice-unloading and the
subsequent isostatic readjustment of the crust (e.g. Austin, 1991; Hall
and Davies, 2004; Uehara et al., 2006; Neill et al., 2009, 2010).
Little attention, however, has focussed on the effect the bed rough-
ness has on the subsequent flow and sediment transport, and par-
ticularly how the roughness can be calculated from observations of
bedform dimensions as well as from grain size data. The second re-
search theme is the incorporation of a large body of data of bedform
dimensions from the automated and objective techniques developed
for the first theme as well as the amalgamation of a range of grain size
data across the shelf. These data are used to test the performance of
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a kilometre-resolution model of the north-west European continental
shelf in terms of the calculated tides as well as the subsequent sedi-
ment transport. These results are compared with observations across
the shelf to determine the sediment transport pathways and the extent
of sediment mobility.
The fourth theme explores the stability of tidal banks in a shelf
environment. Analyses on bank stability have shown that they ori-
entate themselves oblique to the flow direction (Kenyon et al., 1981;
Huthnance, 1982; Bastos et al., 2002, 2003; Jones, 2007). However,
their stability under present-day hydrodynamic conditions is often
unknown, and large banks present in the Thames Estuary are known
to be relict features (Dix and Sturt, 2011) whilst banks fewer than
50 km away are still mobile (Cloet, 1954). Comprehensive analysis
of both observed data (e.g. time series of bathymetry) as well as pre-
dicted sediment transport from subset models within the shelf model
provide the tools with which to assess the current and past stability of
kilometre-scale banks.
Two subset models will examine banks in the Bristol Channel and
the eastern English Channel, both of which are actively dredged for
aggregates. The short-, medium- and long-term stability of banks is of
particular interest to aggregate extraction companies. As a condition
of the aggregate extraction licences, monitoring prior to and during
extraction is required, and these data, combined with numerical mod-
elling, form the basis of the work on bank stability. Existing work on
the Bristol Channel shows two competing theories for the sediment
transport regime (Stride and Belderson, 1991; Harris and Collins, 1988).
The bedload parting regime of Stride and Belderson (1991) is based on
the asymmetry in the tide in the Bristol Channel, with the outer and
middle Bristol Channel dominated by ebb flows, and thus westward
transport of material, compared with flood dominated eastward trans-
port in the inner Bristol Channel. The “mutually evasive” sediment
transport regime put forward by Harris and Collins (1988) instead
suggests transport in the Bristol Channel can be categorised based on
water depth, with eastward and north-eastward transport along the
shallow coastal regions and westward transport in the deeper central
channels.
Combining climatological, sedimentological, hydrodynamic and
morphological analyses means greater insight into the spatial and
temporal variability can be extracted, lending support to or refuting
either or both of the proposed theories. In contrast, the eastern English
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Channel is known to be dominated by eastward transport of material
with each flood tide (Grochowski et al., 1993), although smaller scale
local transport is more complex. The time series of bed elevations,
sedimentological and numerical modelling tools will show whether
the conditions are uniform within the environment and whether the
bank is active under current conditions.
The last research theme is a continuation of the modelling, though
with a focus on the effect of changing sea level, particularly during the
most recent marine transgression. Several models of the reaction the
crust has undergone since the ice sheets of the north-western European
shelf have retreated have been proposed (Peltier et al., 2002; Peltier,
2004; Brooks et al., 2008; Bradley et al., 2009). These models provide
a topographic surface which represents the state of play at regular
intervals over the past 20,000 years. A new palaeosediment transport
model is created from the shelf model developed to analyse the mod-
ern sediment transport pathways. With boundary conditions from an
existing palaeoocean tidal model (Uehara et al., 2006) and palaeoto-
pography from Peltier (2004), the spatial and temporal evolution of
potential sediment transport pathways can be explored.
1.3.2 Thesis structure
The body of the thesis, from Chapter 2 to Chapter 6, describes the
work outlined in the research themes above. Chapter 2 deals with the
development, refinement and application of the bedform analysis tool.
The tools developed in Chapter 2 are used in Chapter 3 to analyse
a wide range of environments (both marine and aeolian). A range of
statistical analyses is applied to the results to determine whether the
formation mechanisms of bedforms are common across marine and
aeolian environments. Relationships between additional parameters
are compared against published relationships to test their suitability
to a broader range of data.
Chapter 4 describes the parameters selected in the construction of
the shelf model, from the boundary conditions based on an eight
constituent tidal prediction, to the grain size data, bathymetry, and
crucially, the bed roughness map. This model is calibrated against
a large number of tide gauges and current meters across the north-
west European continental shelf. The model is used to create maps of
transport asymmetry, transport direction and magnitude, from which
a series of sediment transport pathways are identified.
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Chapter 5 increases the shelf model resolution to investigate smaller
scale (< 10 km in length) features. Two models are created with a
focus on two banks, one in the Bristol Channel (Culver Sands), the
other in the eastern English Channel (Hastings Shingle Bank). The two
environments differ in their tidal regimes, with Hastings dominated by
flood tides and Culver Sands dominated by ebbing tides. The models
are used in conjunction with time series of water depth as well as
with the results of the bedform analysis (Chapter 2) to describe the
two bank systems. The modelling shows differences in the sediment
transport regimes: Culver Sands is shown to be more active than
Hastings Shingle Bank, and the analysis of the extant data confirms
this.
Finally, Chapter 6 shows the results of the modelling using the
palaeotopographic data as input to the model. Seventeen models
in 500 year intervals are used to explore the temporal and spatial
evolution of sediment transport on the shelf from the present day to
8 ka BP. Maps of tidal range, bed shear stress and sediment transport
direction and magnitude are used to determine the driving forces for
changes in transport regime.
Chapter 7 summarises the main findings of this work.
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2
Q U A N T I TAT I V E A N A LY T I C A L T E C H N I Q U E S
2.1 introduction
The quantitative analysis of the Earth’s surface has undergone a renais-
sance with the proliferation of remote sensing technologies. Through
the 1960s and 1970s mapping of marine environments was revolu-
tionised by the use of sonar to identify the position and form of
bedforms on the seabed (e.g. Stride, 1963a; Kenyon, 1970; Kenyon
et al., 1981; Stride, 1982) whilst a second revolution occurred over the
last two decades through the mapping of large sections of the shelf
with swath bathymetry (e.g. Mitchell and Hughes-Clarke, 1994; Todd
et al., 1999; Duffy and Hughes-Clarke, 2005; Ferrini and Flood, 2005;
Goff et al., 2005; Van Landeghem et al., 2009a,b; Westley et al., 2010).
Terrestrial mapping also benefitted from the launch of a number of
satellites (e.g. radarsat-1, geosat, ers-1, Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM), Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflec-
tion Radiometer (ASTER) and Terrasar-x) which map the surface of the
earth in ever-increasing detail. The Digital Elevation Models (DEMs)
generated from these data provide valuable resources for the quantita-
tive analysis of earth systems and processes.
Surface analysis has also benefitted from the increase in compu-
tational power now available at little cost. Early work on 2d data
recognised the advantages this approach could provide (Davis, 1974;
Fox and Hayes, 1985), but computational limitations prevented their
use. These analyses are now being used in a range of fields, including,
but not limited to: aeolian dune analysis to analyse dune formation
mechanisms (e.g. Lancaster et al., 2002; Hiller and Smith, 2008; Ewing
et al., 2006; Bishop, 2010; Ewing et al., 2010); submarine bedform
analysis (e.g. Goff et al., 1999; Duffy and Hughes-Clarke, 2005; Ferrini
and Flood, 2005; Goff et al., 2005; Cataño Lopera and García, 2006a,b;
van Dijk et al., 2008; Van Landeghem et al., 2009b); geological inter-
pretation (e.g. Mitchell and Hughes-Clarke, 1994; Todd et al., 1999;
Gupta et al., 2007); river drainage networks (e.g. Chorowicz et al.,
1992); physical oceanography for Rossby wave propagation studies
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(e.g. Cipollini et al., 1998; Challenor et al., 2001; Cipollini et al., 2006);
and submarine slides (e.g. Micallef et al., 2007a,b).
The quantification of sub-aerial and submarine bedforms is a partic-
ularly important first step in both the classification of these features
and for developing an understanding of their behaviour. Using pa-
rameters which describe the size and shape of observable features
on the bed (Figure 2.1), including wavelength, orientation and height,
Ashley (1990) created a widely-used riverine and marine bedform
classification scheme. Similarly, desert geomorphologists have used
quantitative morphological analysis to underpin a number of aeolian
dune classification schemes (see Bullard and Nash (2000) for review).
In terms of studies into the origin and behaviour of bedforms, accu-
rate measurements also play a fundamental role. For example, form
drag is often parameterised through relationships between wavelength
and height (Wooding et al., 1973; van Rijn, 1984c; Soulsby, 1997). If
those relationships are shown to be unreliable across a range of scales,
marine sediment transport estimates based on them will be erroneous.
Similar relationships between pairs of parameters (e.g. wavelength,
height, water depth and grain size) have been explored by numerous
authors (e.g. Yalin, 1964, 1977; Allen, 1968, 1982; Wasson and Hyde,
1983; van Rijn, 1984c; Flemming, 1988; Ashley, 1990; Van Landeghem
et al., 2009b) with varying degrees of success. In the desert context, the
relationship between various dune parameters has also been explored
through simple (2d and latterly 3d) numerical models (Werner, 1995;
Werner and Kocurek, 1997, 1999; Baas and Nield, 2007; Nield and
Baas, 2008; Andreotti et al., 2009). The validation of these models has,
to date, been achieved through painstaking manual measurements
of dune crest and trough positions from aerial photography or DEMs
(Lancaster et al., 2002; Kocurek and Ewing, 2005; Ewing et al., 2006;
Bishop, 2010).
Traditional measurements of height, wavelength and orientation
are obtained through time-consuming manual measurements from 1d
profiles. van der Mark et al. (2008a) improved upon this through an
objective and automated zero-crossing analysis technique to identi-
fy the crests and troughs, from which measurements of height and
wavelength could be extracted.
Further automated approaches to bedform quantification can be
split into two broad groups: 2d analysis by way of either Discrete
Fourier Transforms (DFTs) or Wavelet Transforms. van Dijk et al. (2008),
working on marine swath bathymetry data, used a DFT approach to
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of synthetic bedforms. Feature dimensions have formed
the basis for aquatic bedform classification schemes (Ashley, 1990).
Typical measurements include: wavelength (λ); orientation from
North parallel to bedform crest (φ); height (H); crest (C) and
trough (T ) position.
separate two scales of bedforms. Following separation, the surfaces
were analysed using curvature analysis to extract crest and trough po-
sitions. A second approach, using Factorial Kriging provided a similar
surface separation, from which crest and trough positions were identi-
fied by means of the surface’s second derivative. Bedform orientations
were obtained from the spectral peaks associated with each bedform
scale. The comparison of a spectral and a geostatistical Factorial Krig-
ing approach showed the quantification of bedform parameters can
achieve good results compared with manual measurements with less
potential for subjective interpretations.
Perron et al. (2008) used 2d DFTs to analyse the characteristic spatial
scales of aeolian landscapes, focussing on the structure of ridge-and-
valley structure separations. Filtering of the spectra to focus attention
on specific scale features is also described, an approach similar to that
used by van Dijk et al. (2008) to separate the two bedform spatial
scales. Andreotti et al. (2009) tested a range of quantitative techniques
for measuring a range of different dune types (transverse, barchan,
longitudinal and star dunes) including the Wavelet Transform, auto-
correlation and DFT.
The DFT is sensitive to the size of the domain relative to the size
of the bedforms being analysed. However, this can be mitigated by
carefully selecting a domain size such that enough bedforms fit within
the domain to minimise the sampling effect, or a number of tapering
functions exist to further mitigate these effects. The DFT provides data
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from which measurements of wavelength, orientation and height can
be extracted.
Analysis of bedforms by use of the Wavelet Transform has success-
fully extracted wavelength and height (Li et al., 2005; Andreotti et al.,
2009; Cataño Lopera et al., 2009). The Wavelet Transform is less prone
to the effects caused by sample size. However, the wavelet selected for
the analysis is important in determining the quality of the result, and
the selection of an appropriate wavelet varies depending on the size
and shape of the bedforms of interest. Furthermore, the most common
implementation of the Wavelet Transform analyses 1d profiles only.
This approach is subject to sampling error in generating 1d profiles
as the apparent wavelength increases with increasing misalignment
of the profile relative the crest orientation. Given the abundance of
2d data available today, this approach seems to potentially discard a
large amount of information. Whilst less prone to sample size effects,
the Wavelet Transform does not provide as many measurements as
the DFT, in particular, there is no way to extract an orientation for a
given bedform from a 2d surface.
In both of the common quantitative analysis approaches (DFT and
Wavelet Transform), the features of interest are broken down into
component parts, using sinusoids in the DFT and one of a range of
wavelets in the Wavelet Transform. In the Wavelet Transform, the
wavelet selection must be made based on the type of bedform being
analysed; the DFT uses cosine waves only, and is therefore most suitable
for rhythmic features. Given the extra measurement possible with the
DFT (orientation), the full use of the 2d surface, and with awareness
of the limitations in terms of sample size and feature type, the DFT is
selected over the Wavelet Transform. Further analyses presented here
focus on linear bedforms, eschewing more complex dunes (e.g. star
dunes).
This Chapter builds on the existing DEM bedform analysis tech-
niques and proposes a new methodology for the quantitative analysis
of 2d surfaces, with particular focus on linear rhythmic bedforms. This
approach provides measurements of wavelength, orientation, crest and
trough positions, height, asymmetry direction and asymmetry ratios
in a single flow for any 2d surface with a vertical component. Each
approach is explored through comparison of the automated analysis
with manual measurements on synthetic surfaces, small observed data
sets and a spatially extensive terrestrial data set. The analyses are
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tested to identify a combination of approaches which works reliably
across a range of scales.
2.2 quantitative analytical techniques
The measurement techniques explored here include 2d spectral analy-
sis and topographical spatial analysis. Although 2d spectral approach-
es have been identified previously as preferable over 1d spectral anal-
yses (Fox and Hayes, 1985), computational limitations have, until now,
prevented efficient use of 2d spectra. To test their suitability to auto-
mated analysis, a synthetic seabed of known parameters (Figure 2.2a)
is analysed and the result accuracy and precision compared with the
input parameters.
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Figure 2.2: A. Synthetic seabed with a sine wave: φ=150◦, λ=15 m,H=4 m. θ is
the angle perpendicular to crest orientation (φ). The grid spacing
(∆x and ∆y) is 0.5 m. B. Output from the DFT of A. The peak
in the spectrum (P) is identified through an empirical threshold
power (65% of the maximum, Sp). The line DE indicates bedform
perpendicular orientation. FG is parallel to the bedform crests in
the synthetic surface. Wavelength is the reciprocal of the length
of DP.
The DFT is most often applied through a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
In this instance, the DFT is implemented through the “Fastest Fourier
Transform in the West” (Frigo and Johnson, 2005). The transform rep-
resents a spatial or temporal domain in frequency space: with changes
as a function of distance or time being converted into measurements
of the number of changes per unit of space or time. By representing
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features on the seabed as a number of repetitions per unit space rather
than a distance between similar points on the feature of interest (i.e.
crest to crest), a uniform repeating feature will be reduced to a single
point. This representation does not modify the input data beyond
rounding errors at scales many orders of magnitude smaller than
acquisition uncertainty. The input data can be recovered using the
inverse transform.
2.2.1 Crest orientation
To obtain the synthetic bedform orientation in Figure 2.2a with a
DFT, the wavenumbers (in units of m-1) of the input in the x and y
directions are extracted. These wavenumbers (kx and ky) are plotted
as shown in Figure 2.2b with the location of the maximum spectral
power being at point P. The angle of this point from the positive y-axis
(θ) can be measured using simple trigonometry to give the orientation
of the bedform from north. Crest orientation (φ) is perpendicular to θ.
The discrete nature of the input data means there is a limit to the
accuracy with which measurements can be made. Figure 2.3 shows a
schematic of the uncertainties associated with a measurement from the
2d spectrum. The positive, or clockwise uncertainty (φp) and negative,
or anti-clockwise uncertainty (φn) relative to the measured orientation
θ for the values of kx and ky at P are given by
φp = tan
−1
(
kx +
1
2∆kx
ky −
1
2∆ky
)
− θ; (1)
φn = θ− tan
−1
(
kx −
1
2∆kx
ky +
1
2∆ky
)
, (2)
where ∆kx and ∆ky are the frequency resolution in x and y respec-
tively:
∆kx = (M∆x)
−1; (3)
∆ky = (N∆y)
−1, (4)
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Δkx
Δky
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of uncertainties from the discrete nature of the input
data. Shaded cell indicates picked spectral peak (P). Uncertainties
in orientation (φp,n, where subscripts p and n refer to clock-
wise and anti-clockwise uncertainty) and wavelength (λp,n) are
described in Equations 1, 2, 5 and 6, respectively.
where M and N are the number of samples in x and y, and ∆x and
∆y are the input data grid resolution in x and y respectively.
These uncertainty calculations can be used to define a minimum
measurable wavenumber and hence define the minimum domain size
necessary to accurately represent the bedform wavelengths present.
Uncertainties in the wavenumber measurements are inversely propor-
tional to their magnitude. In the spatial domain, this means wavelength
uncertainties decrease as wavelength decreases relative to the domain
size. Figure 2.4 shows how uncertainty changes as a function of a fixed
domain size and orientation, but varying wavelength.
The variability in crest orientation and wavelength uncertainty in
panels c and d from Figure 2.4 respectively, gives an indication of
the optimal domain size necessary to capture the largest wavelengths
present. The greater the size of the domain relative to the wavelength
of the features of interest, the smaller the uncertainties become. Subset
domain size selection therefore becomes a balance between decreasing
uncertainty and optimising the spatial resolution. Hence, in order
to analyse spatially extensive areas, a brief manual estimate of the
dimensions of the features of interest is necessary.
This same relationship can also be used to define a circular highpass
filter which can be applied to eliminate those components whose
wavelengths are greater than 10% of the domain size. This filter means
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Figure 2.4: The effect of varying wavelength on the wavelength and orienta-
tion uncertainties. The parameters used to calculate λp, λn, φp
and φn are those used to generate the surface in Figure 2.2a
(λ=20 m, φ=150◦, ∆x,y=0.5 m and a 200 × 200 m domain). A.
The effect of varying the wavelength as a function of the domain
size on the orientation uncertainties. As the wavelength approach-
es the domain size, the wavenumber becomes very small. From
Equations 1 and 2, as kx and ky approach zero, the effect of the
frequency resolution (∆kx and ∆ky) becomes more important,
leading to larger uncertainties. B. Wavelength uncertainty also
increases markedly as the wavelength increases relative to the do-
main size (i.e. wavenumber approaches zero). C. The orientation
uncertainty as a percentage of the input crest orientation. D. The
wavelength uncertainty as a percentage of the input wavelength
varying as a function of the domain size.
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the signal from the features of interest is more readily extracted from
the spectrum. For the purposes of this analysis, the low wavenumber
components are discarded. It is possible to reverse the filtering such
that the low wavenumber components are retained, or the filtered sur-
face can be subtracted from the original, leaving the long wavelength
components. These surfaces may contain important relict landscapes
upon which more modern features form (e.g. Figure 13 in Kocurek
et al., 2010) or they can reveal different scales of features e.g. valleys,
ridges and river drainage networks (Perron et al., 2008). Figure 2.2b
shows the results of the DFT analysis of Figure 2.2a. The final calcu-
lated orientation is 149.38◦ (φp = 3.11◦, φn = 3.03◦) from an input of
150◦.
2.2.2 Wavelength
Obtaining objective measurements of wavelength can be difficult due
to the sensitivity of wavelength to sampling orientation. The DFT out-
put can be used to measure the orientation independently of the
sampling orientation. The wavenumbers kx and ky at P used to iden-
tify the orientation can also be used to obtain wavelength. The length
of segment DP in Figure 2.2b gives the wavenumber of the input data,
the reciprocal of which is the bedform wavelength. As is the case for
the orientation, the discrete nature of the input data means there is
uncertainty associated with each wavelength measurement (positive
and negative uncertainty, λp and λn respectively) given the frequency
resolution ∆kx,ky:
λp =
√
(kx +
1
2
∆kx)2 + (ky +
1
2
∆ky)2 − λ; (5)
λn = λ−
√
(kx −
1
2
∆kx)2 + (ky −
1
2
∆ky)2. (6)
Figures 2.4b and 2.4d show how, as wavelengths approach the
domain size, the uncertainties can be as high as 170% of the input
value. When the wavelength is 10% of the domain size (λ = 20 m),
Figure 2.4 indicates λn = 1.46 m and λp = 1.3 m, corresponding to
7.3% and 6.4% of the input wavelength, respectively.
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This variability in uncertainty also has a lower limit. The Nyquist
rate gives a lower bound for sampling a function (in this case the sur-
face morphology) such that aliasing is avoided. For a given sampling
resolution (∆x and ∆y), the Nyquist interval is double the sample
resolution. This can be used to calculate the minimum measurable
wavelength of a feature; e.g., for data gridded at a 0.5 m resolution, the
minimum measurable wavelength is 1 m. Whilst this minimum main-
tains frequency, a larger interval is required to maintain the amplitude
(or height) component of the signal.
Figure 2.2b shows the DFT spectrum of the synthetic surface in
Figure 2.2a. The measured wavelength at P is 15.71 m (λp = 0.80,
λn = 0.90), which is 0.71 m more than the defined input of 15 m, but
still within the uncertainty range.
2.2.3 Height
Of all the parameters in Figure 2.1, the height is often the most difficult
to obtain. For a surface with little regional morphology (i.e. only
bedforms), a simple Root Mean Square (RMS) calculation will suffice
for estimating the height of the bedforms. With increasing complexity,
or a range of different height bedforms within a single domain, the
RMS becomes less representative of the bed. For a synthetic surface
such as in Figure 2.2a, the DFT spectrum can be used to obtain the
amplitude A (half the height (H) in Figure 2.1) of the input data. The
input bedform amplitude can be obtained using the power at P (Sp)
(Cipollini et al., 1998)
A =
2Sp
MN
. (7)
Using the value of Sp from Figure 2.2b, the recovered amplitude
is 1.22 m (H = 2.44 m), 39% lower than the input amplitude of 2 m
(H = 4 m). This underestimate is the result of the assumption in
the DFT that the input signal is periodic with a period equal to the
sampling period (or subset size for spatial data). If the frequency of
the input is not a harmonic of the sample size, discontinuities form at
the boundary, and the energy from the harmonic components of the
input signal leak into the adjacent frequency bins (Salvatore and Trotta,
1988). This causes a “smearing” of the signal such that some energy
is taken from the peak at that frequency and placed in the adjacent
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bins. Thus, the magnitude of Sp is reduced, and the corresponding
amplitude calculated from Equation 7 is lower. The “leakage” can be
seen in Figure 2.2b as the elongation of the peak at P along the x and y
axes. Salvatore and Trotta (1988) show that for 1d data if the frequency
component of interest lies halfway between two DFT output bins, then
the amplitude degredation is 36% of the true amplitude.
Mitigating spectral leakage can be achieved through windowing
the input data such that an integer number of waves are presented
to the DFT, thereby ensuring periodicity of individual bedforms. A
large number of different windows exist, but for amplitude recovery,
the Flat Top window provides the greatest improvement (Salvatore
and Trotta, 1988). To recover the amplitude at Sp using the Flat Top
window (F), a weighting coefficient (W) must be calculated which
is determined by the number of samples in the input (MN) and the
values in the Flat Top window
W =
1
MN
M−1∑
m=0
N−1∑
n=0
Fm,n. (8)
To recover the true amplitude of the input when the window func-
tion has been applied, Sp must be multiplied by the reciprocal of
W. However, each window has a cost: firstly, the Flat Top window
is very narrow in the spatial domain and thus wide in the spectral
domain, meaning the area of the seabed passed to the DFT is only
4.2% of the size of the total input at the window’s full width half
maximum; secondly, since the window is wide in the spectral domain,
it decreases the frequency resolution, so similar wavelength features
are more difficult to separate (Salvatore and Trotta, 1988). In spite of
these limitations, when the Flat Top window is applied to the surface
in Figure 2.2a, the recovered height is now 4 m (precisely the input
height), rather than 2.44 m from the un-windowed spectrum.
Alternative methods for obtaining the height of a bedform often
include the identification of crests and troughs along 1d profiles from
either second derivative or zero-crossing analyses (van Dijk et al., 2008;
van der Mark et al., 2008a). Adapting these techniques from 1d profiles
to 2d surfaces requires only processing each row or column of the 2d
surface. Measured crest orientation is still taken into consideration: in
the situation where crests are parallel to a row of data, measurements
along that row would give zero heights. Thus, if the crest orientation
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falls between 45◦ and 135◦, the data are sampled in columns, otherwise
sampling occurs along rows of data.
Calculating the second derivative for a surface will identify all
stationary points. This method is simple to implement and is usually
the fastest crest and trough identification method. However, it is
particularly sensitive to the quality of the input data (e.g. artificial
peaks and troughs due to misaligned acoustic sensors). Although
these errors can be avoided, they are common in multibeam data,
particularly towards the edge of a swath. These errors can appear as
peaks and troughs along a seabed and the second derivative analysis
will erroneously report these as bedform local minima and maxima.
These are often much smaller than the actual bedform height of interest
which reduces the median height. Therefore, the use of the second
derivative analysis to obtain the crest and trough positions is only
suitable for high quality data.
A more robust method, used by van der Mark et al. (2008a) on 1d
profiles, is to use a zero-crossing analysis to identify peaks and troughs
between two up- and down-crossings. To automatically identify the
crest and trough positions along a 1d profile, the crests must lie
above the zero line, and the troughs below. This approach does not
work well when the seabed contains longer wavelength bedforms
with the bedforms of interest superposed upon them. A simple linear
detrending algorithm (the removal of the best straight-line fit through
the profile) can remove some trends, but only works reliably on simple
seabeds. For more complex beds, particularly those with superposed
bedforms, a more sophisticated approach is needed.
The DFT method of van Dijk et al. (2008) separates different scales of
features on the seabed, creating a new surface composed of only the
parts of the seabed which fall either side of a threshold wavenumber.
To achieve this here, the spectrum is filtered with a circular 6th order
Butterworth highpass filter. Its cutoff wavenumber is based on the
wavenumber identified in Section 2.2.2. This ensures the higher wave-
number components are retained in the spectrum which is important
in correctly capturing the peaks and troughs in the bedforms. The
inverse DFT of the spectrum produces surface with a limited range
of wavelength features. Applying the zero-crossing analysis to this
filtered surface more readily identifies the crest and trough positions.
From these positions, the height of the bedforms is calculated from the
difference between adjacent crest and trough heights. When applied
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to the surface in Figure 2.2a, the second derivative and zero-crossing
analyses both give heights of 4.0 m.
2.2.4 Asymmetry
The direction of asymmetry can be calculated using the ratio of the
length of the two faces of an individual dune or bedform. These
ratios can be calculated from the distances between the crest and
trough positions. If the ratio is one, the bedform is symmetrical; less
than one means backwards, relative to the sampling direction; greater
than one is with the sampling direction. By applying this analysis
to every crest-trough pair in a subset, the number and direction of
asymmetrical bedforms can be quantified, and a dominant asymmetry
direction obtained. Given the known orientation of the sampling
(in this case, west to east) and the direction of asymmetry relative
to the sampling, the bedform asymmetry direction can be given in
geographical terms from the orientation measurement obtained in
Section 2.2.1. In addition to a binary description of the asymmetry
(forward/backward), the ratio of the length of each side of a bedform
can give an indication of the amount of asymmetry for a given subset.
This analysis, when applied to the cosine wave synthetic surface in
Figure 2.2a identifies symmetrical bedforms across the domain, with
an asymmetry ratio of 1 (i.e. perfectly symmetrical).
2.3 technique validation
The application of the techniques developed in Section 2.2 to a 0.75 m
resolution 335 m × 410 m subset from a real bathymetric surface is
used to test each of the techniques to ensure they perform as well
on real data. The result from each technique is compared against
the relevant equivalent from a manual measurement to ensure the
technique is working correctly. The initial real test dataset is from
a survey of the West Solent, Southern UK (Figures 2.5b and 2.6a),
followed by three increasingly complex seabed datasets from other
sections of the North-west European Shelf (Figure 2.5b, c and d).
In preparation for the DFT, the input surfaces are subjected to a
simple linear detrending algorithm to reduce the mean depth to zero,
removing a large spike in the spectral content at zero wavenumber.
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Figure 2.5: A. Location of the four subsets used for developing and testing
the quantitative analysis techniques. Boxes 1, 2 and 3 indicate the
position of the subset boxes in B, C and D for the Solent, Hastings
and Wadden Sea bathymetry respectively.
2.3.1 West Solent, UK.
The West Solent, UK is a 19 km long, ∼ 3.5 km wide coastal channel
between the Isle of Wight and the English mainland (Figure 2.5b).
Wave activity from the English Channel is limited due to the narrow
entrance to the west between Hurst Spit and the Isle of Wight, and
so the system is tidally dominated with tidal velocities approaching
2 m s-1 (Dyer, 1971; Langhorne et al., 1982). Water depths range from
0 to 60 m and the seabed is composed mainly of gravel and coarse
sand (Dyer, 1971).
The data were collected in 2005 with a simrad em3000d multibeam
bathymetry sonar operating at 300 kHz. The manufacturer data sheet
on this sensor states the depth resolution is 1 cm and the depth accu-
racy is 5 cm (RMS). The data are gridded to 0.75 m resolution using the
Total Propagated Uncertainty (TPU) weighted uncertainty algorithm
from caris hips and sips (version 7.0 Service Pack 2) (Calder and
Mayer, 2003). Depth values with greater uncertainties contribute less
to the final depth value for a particular node than those with a smaller
uncertainties, ensuring higher quality data are used preferentially
for final depths at each node. The data in Figure 2.6a are gridded
using a 0.75 m cell size with, on average, nine raw soundings per
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Figure 2.6: A. Gridded bathymetry from the West Solent, UK collected with
a simrad em3000d. L–L′ is orientated based on the results of the
DFT. B. 6th order Butterworth highpass filtered DFT spectrum. Ring
shows picked wavenumber and the vector is orientated based on
the mean spectral peak (P) position. C. Profile through the surface
generated with the inverse DFT of the highpass filtered spectrum
(B) sampled along L–L′. The dotted line shows the recovered
amplitude using the zero-crossing technique from the inverse
DFT surface. Triangles indicate direction of asymmetry, with black
forwards and grey indicating symmetrical bedforms.
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cell, a median depth uncertainty of ± 0.12 m and a median horizontal
uncertainty of ± 0.57 m.
The results of the analytical techniques are shown in Figure 2.6 and
Table 2.1. The true wavelength of each bedform on the bed varies
subtly since the wavenumber peak in the spectrum is distributed
across a small range of wavenumbers (see the diffuse nature of the
peaks in the spectrum in Figure 2.6b). This diffuse peak is in contrast
with the synthetic spectrum, which shows a cleaner peak (Figure 2.2b).
Thus, the use of the raw maximum power (Sp) as an indicator of the
wavelength and orientation is less suitable, giving wavelengths and
orientation of the dominant signal rather than the amalgamation of the
signals forming the bedforms. To allow the wavelength and orientation
measurements to better reflect the variability in the bedforms, analysis
of a range of relative power thresholds was performed. The choice
of this threshold determines the number of points picked from the
spectral peak which will contribute to the wavelength and orientation
calculations: a lower threshold increases the number of values which
exceed the threshold, increasing the range of wavenumbers identified;
a higher threshold limits the number of points identified and can give
erroneous results when the bedforms have a more 3d character. Figures
2.7a and 2.7b show the orientation and wavelength measurements,
respectively, obtained from a range of relative threshold magnitudes.
A simple assessment of the data in Figure 2.6c shows heights are
typically 0.45 m. The signal power in the spectrum is a function of
the number of samples within the domain and the amplitude of the
input, therefore it is possible to determine an amplitude threshold
above which frequency components are not considered part of the
bedform signal. However, real bedforms have components spread
over a narrow range of wavenumbers which attenuates the maximum
power compared to the theoretical maximum. As such, a scaling factor
(0 6 ω 6 1) is necessary to compensate for the variability in real
bedforms. The predicted threshold (St) above which a wavenumber
component is considered to not contribute to the characterisation of
the bedform is
St = ω
[
1
2
A(MN)
]
, (9)
where the amplitude of the input A = H/2, MN is the domain size
(Cipollini et al., 1998) and the scaling factorω is 0.1 for these bedforms.
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Figure 2.7: The effect of changing the power threshold value (as a percentage
of the maximum power) on wavelength and orientation measure-
ments. Variability in the measured mean bedform orientation
(perpendicular to the crest) (A) and wavelength (B). Dots indicate
all the orientation/wavelength measurements calculated from the
wavenumbers whose power breached the threshold power. Dotted
line indicates the power threshold below which the results are
excluded from the calculation. C. The percentage of the number
of points in the spectrum used to calculate the wavelength and
orientation measurements relative to the number at the lowest
threshold (grey × symbols and left y-axis) and the rate of change
in the number of samples (black ◦ symbols and right y-axis). The
gaps indicate a zero gradient. D. Plot of the calculated orienta-
tions represented as fixed length vectors (lighter colours the result
of higher threshold percentages).
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Analysis of a range of marine and aeolian environments has shown
the value of ω in Equation 9 typically falls between 0.05 and 0.1,
values which scale the variability in amplitude to the range of similar
wavenumbers visible in the spectra (typically between 5% and 10%).
This approach eliminates the large range of calculated wavelengths
when the power threshold is low. The dashed vertical lines in Figures
2.7a and b represent the power below which the frequency components
are not contributing to the bedform signal, based on a minimum
expected height of 0.45 m.
With the lower thresholds, the proportion of the spectrum used
in the calculation is higher which, in turn, increases the standard
deviation of the measured wavelength and orientations (at times, the
standard deviation approaches the measurement magnitude). Figure
2.7c shows that with higher thresholds, the number of points used
(grey × symbols) decreases dramatically, with values typically less
than 0.2%, with a corresponding decrease in the range of wavelengths
calculated (grey dots in Figures 2.7a and 2.7b). The derivative of the
number of samples identified in the spectrum (◦ symbols in Figure
2.7c) shows the point at which the signal has stabilised, and changes
in measurements become small. In the case of the West Solent data
(Figure 2.7d), the difference between the orientation measurements
with a 60% threshold and a 95% threshold is 4.9◦; the wavelength
measurements differ by 0.01 m.
The analysis of the low amplitude components, the number of sam-
ples selected and the rate of change in the number of samples selected
together suggest thresholds between 50% and 80% give a large number
of samples, have stabilised (i.e. the rate of change of points is low) and
the signal is devoid of low wavelength, regional morphological signals.
Thresholds higher than 80% have too few samples; lower than 50%
and the low amplitude wavenumber components dominate the picked
values and the number of samples picked is still fluctuating. For DEMs
with more complex dune patterns (e.g. 3d dunes), a low threshold or
a dynamic threshold (based on Equation 9) is recommended. Further
analyses presented here use a threshold of 65% of the maximum power
to identify the bedform wavenumbers.
The height analysis results in Table 2.1 are generally in good agree-
ment with the manual measurement, though the Flat Top window
approach (Section 2.2.3) produces lower heights because the window-
ing cannot fully compensate for the spectral leakage. An RMS value
for the entire surface (Figure 2.6a) is shown for comparison which
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Method Result
Height (m)
DFT and Flat Top Window 0.3
2nd Derivative (filtered) 0.6
Zero-crossing (filtered) 0.6
RMS 0.5
Manual ∼ 0.5
Orientation (◦)
DFT mean 153.8 (+1.0,-1.0)
Manual ∼ 150
Wavelength (m)
DFT mean 9.5 (+0.2,-0.2)
Manual ∼ 10
Asymmetry direction (◦)
DFT mean profile 63.8 (+1.0,-1.0)
Table 2.1: Results of the analytical techniques on a section of real seabed from
the west Solent, UK (Figure 2.6a). Depth uncertainty for the bathy-
metry, and therefore measured heights, is ± 0.12 m. Asymmetry
direction taken from the DFT mean orientation shown in Figure 2.6.
gives a similar result to the manual measurement. The spread of
the power from this range of wavenumber components lowers the
maximum power, which in turn reduces the calculated amplitude in
Equation 7. The zero-crossing and second derivative analyses of the
Butterworth filtered surface both produce similar results, though for
further analysis, the zero-crossing method will be used because it is
more capable of handling outliers in the input surface. Figure 2.6c
shows a profile (L–L′) through the inverse Butterworth filtered surface.
The dotted lines represent the picked height range for this line using
the zero-crossing analysis result. The position of this range closely
matches the position of the crests and troughs in the profile.
Wavelength and orientation measurements from the DFT closely
match the manual measurements, though do so automatically and
objectively. The highpass filter, designed around the size of the input
domain, has removed the long wavelength components of the survey
line misalignments, and as such, the remaining bedform signal is
readily identified in the spectrum (Figure 2.6b).
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A noteworthy feature of the spectrum is the disperse nature of the
peak associated with real bedforms compared with the delta function
from the synthetic surface. To quantify the variability in Figure 2.6b,
the standard deviation of the picked spectral peaks gives a metric for
the natural variability in the wavelength and orientation of the seabed
in Figure 2.6a. From the results of the DFT analysis for wavelength and
orientation in Table 2.1, the variability in the orientation is 4.8◦ and
wavelength variability is 0.68 m. This variability also impacts on the
maximum power (Sp) which will be obtained in the spectrum. Whilst
a manual measurement will give an amplitude which is independent
of wavelength, in the spectral analysis, the two are intrinsically linked.
Results from the asymmetry analysis successfully extract direction of
asymmetry. The profile in Figure 2.6c shows the asymmetry direction
for each bedform sampled from the profile L–L′. The asymmetry
direction is consistent with the shape of the bedforms and successfully
identifies a small number of symmetrical bedforms from this single
profile. The mean asymmetry ratio across the domain is 1.48 indicating
strongly asymmetrical dunes facing north-east.
Although the distribution of directions is dominantly one direction
across the entire subset, the variability is not insignificant within the
Butterworth filtered surface. For example, the surface in Figure 2.6a
has ∼ 250,000 data points in it; the asymmetry analysis has generated
18,207 results. Of these, 75.78% face 63.8◦, 13.47% face 243.8◦, the
remainder (10.74%) are symmetrical.
Figure 2.8 summarises the steps required to obtain quantitative
measurements of wavelength, orientation, asymmetry (direction and
ratio) and height from an input data set.
2.3.2 Increasing bed complexity
The results of the quantitative analysis from the West Solent and three
other, increasingly complex, small (< 200 m × 200 m) seabed domains
from across the north-west European continental shelf (Figures 2.5
and 2.9) are shown in Table 2.2.
Figure 2.9a shows a tidally dominated, shingle bank subset off
Hastings in the eastern English Channel with 10 m depth variability;
Figure 2.9d is from the East Solent, UK, a macrotidal estuary with a
regionally flat seabed; and Figure 2.9g shows lunate wave and tide
derived bedforms in the Wadden Sea, Netherlands.
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Figure 2.8: Flow chart showing the steps required to process a domain to
extract quantitative measurements of wavelength, orientation,
asymmetry direction and height. Solid outlines show position in
the flow at which measurements are obtained; dotted outlines
indicate processing steps required before such measurements are
possible.
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Measurements of orientation, wavelength and height using the anal-
ysis flow described in Figure 2.8 provide values that agree with the
bedform dimensions manually derived from conventional 1d profiles.
The spectral peaks of the tidally dominated, West Solent, East Solent
and Eastern English Channel data, are relatively well constrained, with
standard deviations of the orientation of 7%, 10% and 9% respectively.
By comparison the Wadden Sea data set has a very widely spread
spectral peak (standard deviation of the orientation is 20%) due to the
irregular, lunate nature of the bedforms present, this being more in-
dicative of a mixed wave and tidal environment. Despite the variability
in the Wadden Sea, the mean orientation gives a representative result,
collapsing that range to a single representative orientation. The DFT
of the Wadden Sea data shows that, although the orientation of the
bedforms varies about a mean value, the wavelengths are consistently
distributed as a ring of peaks of a relatively fixed radius.
Result West Solent Hastings East Solent Wadden Sea
Height (m) 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.4
Orientation (◦) 153.8 (±1.0) 140.5 (±2.9) 32.3 (+3.4, -3.3) 177.9 (±2.8)
Wavelength (m) 9.5 (±0.2) 18.2 (+3.0, -2.9) 10.7 (±0.2) 11.2 (±0.2)
Asymmetry (◦) 63.8 (±1.0) 50.5 (±2.9) 122.3 (+3.4, -3.3) 88.0 (±2.8)
Asymmetry ratio 1.48 1.84 0.94 2.08
Table 2.2: Results of the analytical techniques on observed seabed surfaces.
Height is calculated using the zero-crossing analysis on the inverse
DFT Butterworth filtered surface; orientation and wavelength are
measured from the point P in the DFT spectrum. Asymmetry di-
rection is from DFT orientation and the ratio of the bedform face
lengths identified from the crest-trough analysis. Asymmetry ratio
is the average ratio of the two faces of each bedform.
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The crest-trough result of the zero-crossing analysis has allowed
asymmetry directions to be extracted from 2d surfaces (Table 2.3). The
1d profiles in Figure 2.9 show some of the picked peaks and troughs
for each seabed. Whilst the dominant orientation of asymmetry can be
extracted, there is some variability in the ratios of asymmetry direction
(i.e. not all bedforms face the same way in a given subset). Asymmetry
direction ratios vary from 2:1 at Hastings and 3:1 in the East Solent
to 5:1 for the Wadden Sea, reaching a high of 6:1 for the West Solent.
These asymmetry results show that, although a primary asymmetry
direction exists for each analysis area, the finer detail reveals some
variability in individual bedform asymmetry which has implications
for localised sediment transport directions across individual bedforms.
The actual mean bedform asymmetry (rather than the number of
forwards and backwards facing bedforms) for each site vary from
almost symmetrical (East Solent) through mildly asymmetrical (West
Solent and Hastings) to strongly asymmetrical (Wadden Sea). The
Wadden Sea regime has strong transport asymmetry and may be
driven by either strongly asymmetrical currents or relatively weak
currents combined with strong wave action. The West Solent shows
asymmetry to the north-east, which, given the channel orientation,
shows a strong correlation with the tidal flows. Transport in the East
Solent is less strongly asymmetrical than the West Solent, suggesting
transport is more balanced on flood and ebb tides though the long-
term transport is to the south-east. Asymmetry at Hastings indicates
transport follows the regional long-term transport trend towards a
bedload convergence zone to the east. Given the water depth and
wave activity, it is likely to be dominated by tidal transport with only
episodic storm driven wave transport.
2.4 large-scale analysis
The analyses presented so far have been of four individual subsets
of a few hundred metres in size extracted from multi-kilometre sized
surveys. In most situations, analysis of larger areas is preferable. The
proliferation of remote sensing technologies (satellite, LIDAR, multi-
beam) means higher resolution and more spatially extensive surfaces
are increasingly common. Mapping the changes in the morphology
across these large areas means they must be subdivided into discrete
subsets. The manner in which this subdivision is undertaken must
balance a number of factors. Firstly, the data resolution sets a lower
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Area Forwards Backwards Symmetrical Direction Asymmetry
ratio ratio
West Solent 13798 2453 1956 6:1 1.48
Hastings 1728 782 266 2:1 1.84
East Solent 1972 660 250 3:1 0.94
Wadden Sea 4943 1019 285 5:1 2.08
Table 2.3: Results of the asymmetry analysis on the observed seabed surfaces.
Forwards and backwards are relative to the horizontal grid axis,
starting from the west. Overall asymmetry direction is given in
Table 2.2. Direction ratio is the ratio of forwards to backwards
facing bedforms. Asymmetry ratio is the mean ratio of the length
of each side of a bedform (lee and stoss slope).
limit on which features can be observed through the Nyquist sam-
pling theorem (Section 2.2.2); secondly, variability in the features of
interest means too large an area will exclude the ability to resolve fine
scale variability; thirdly, due to the discrete nature of the data and the
uncertainty in measurement outlined in Section 2.2 and 2.3, too small
an area will cause uncertainties which are approaching the size of the
feature of interest.
In order to objectively distinguish whether the surface contains
bedforms or not, a power threshold is created based on the parameters
of the features of interest. When a surface is analysed using the DFT,
the maximum power in the spectrum is a function of the size of the
domain and the amplitude of the input signal. As such, for a known
amplitude and domain size, it is possible to predict the maximum
power in the frequency domain (Equation 7), from which a maximum
power threshold can be calculated (see Section 2.3.1 and Equation 9). If
the DFT analysis of a surface has a maximum power over the threshold
value, then that input surface is more likely to contain a dominant
wavelength bedform.
2.4.1 Rub’ al Khali, Arabian Peninsula
Aeolian dunes have been the subject of recent intense study in terms
of both their morphology (in response to the availability of high res-
olution global topographic data sets (Blumberg, 2006; Bubenzer and
Bolten, 2008)) and the fundamental processes that control dune for-
mation (e.g. Andreotti et al., 2002; Lancaster et al., 2002; Hersen, 2005;
Kocurek and Ewing, 2005; Ewing et al., 2006; Andreotti et al., 2009;
Ewing and Kocurek, 2010). These strands of research have improved
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our understanding of how and over what timescales dunes react to
changing wind regimes, which in turn can have significant impacts
on many anthropogenic activities (e.g. farming, settlement expansion).
Such insights are important given the potential future changes in the
global climate system (Pryor et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2010; Pryor et al.,
2010). Consequently, the ability to rapidly quantify dune morphology
of large, desert scale datasets can provide both direct information as in-
puts to both 2d and 3d aeolian dune evolution models (e.g. Andreotti
et al., 2009).
Figure 2.10 shows a 39,000 km2 subset from the Japanese Ministry
of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) and United States’ NASA
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiome-
ter (ASTER) Global Digital Elevation Model (GDEM) for the south-
western Arabian peninsula encompassing part of the Rub’ al Khali,
one of the world’s largest sand seas and an area of extensive longitu-
dinal sand dunes. The ASTER GDEM data are estimated to be accurate
at the 95% confidence level to 30 m horizontally and 20 m vertically
(Hugenholtz and Barchyn, 2010).
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Figure 2.10: Twenty-four tiles of topography from the ASTER GDEM of the
southern Arabian peninsula. Coordinates are UTM Zone 38N
over the wgs84/egm96 geoid. Gridded resolution is 30 m with
artificial illumination from SSE. Overview colour palette range
is limited to 200–1200 m to accentuate detail; true minimum and
maximum heights are 156 m and 2179 m. Dashed box indicates
location of subset shown in upper left hand corner; boxes A and
B are subset areas shown in Figure 2.13.
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A brief visual analysis of the data in Figure 2.10 shows the dune
spacing (or wavelength) is approximately 2.5 km. Natural variability
in dune spacing means selecting a 30 km subset allows the existence
of greater spacing between dunes to still be identified correctly, whilst
minimising the impact of regional morphology. Figure 2.11 shows the
results of the analysis in 30 × 30 km subsets. The bedform likelihood
based on the power threshold defined in Equation 9, with ω = 0.1 and
a target amplitude (A) of 15 m, has successfully allowed the analysis
on parts of the bed with dunes present and excluded the flat and more
mountainous areas (particularly in the south, north and north-east).
The crest orientation histogram in Figure 2.12 shows a single mode.
The median value of this histogram gives a dune orientation of 60.8◦.
There is a visible crest deviation from the north-east to the south-west.
Classifying the results on the basis of dune height (often indicative of
transport activity), two principal classes of height can be identified
(Zones A and B in Figure 2.11) with a separation running from the
south-western corner to north-eastern corner: those in Zone A have a
mean height of 22±10 m with a standard deviation (σ) of 9 m (total
samples n = 106); meanwhile, those in Zone B have a mean height of
56±10 m (σ = 13 m, n = 57). Sampling vectors from the eastern end of
Zone B gives a mean orientation of 61◦ whilst the westernmost vectors
in Zone A have a mean crest orientation of 52◦, giving a difference
of 9◦ across the domain. Dune spacing is more consistent across the
domain, however dune spacing does scale with height: mean dune
spacing in Zone A is 2029±15 m (σ = 362 m) whilst in Zone B, mean
dune spacing is 2067 ±15 m (σ = 263 m). The median overall value
in the dune spacing histogram (Figure 2.12) gives a representative
spacing of 2096±15 m.
Analysis of the height to crest spacing ratio (H:λ) across Zones A and
B reveals a small difference between the two areas: Zone A dunes have
a median ratio of 0.011, whilst the median ratio for those in Zones B is
0.028. These ratios indicate smaller heights than are expected for such
dune spacings based on existing dune height/spacing relationships
(e.g. Flemming, 1988; Ashley, 1990; Van Landeghem et al., 2009b;
Blumberg, 2006; Andreotti et al., 2002), particularly in Zone A. The
discrepancy between the observed and predicted heights may indicate
a readjustment of the very large dunes in response to a changed
wind regime. This can be further investigated through the presence of
smaller parasitic dunes and changed orientations at the dune extremes
(Kocurek and Ewing, 2005; Ewing et al., 2006). Closer inspection of
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Figure 2.11: A. Results from the quantitative analysis over the Rub’ al Khali
sand sea. Each subset measures 900 km2. Long vectors indicate
crest orientation (from north) and are scaled by the measured
dune spacing (m); arrows perpendicular to the long vectors
indicate measured asymmetry direction and are scaled by the
asymmetry ratio; semicircle radii are scaled to the measured
height (m) and lie on the opposite side of the orientation vector
relative to the asymmetry direction. Zone A contains the smaller
dunes and Zone B the larger dunes. Three PVD plots at the three
airport locations indicate the long-term wind direction (from
2000–2011). B–D. Wind roses for the Wadi al-Dawasir (B), Najran
(C) and Sharurah (D) airports.
the dunes in the west does indeed show the presence of parasitic
dunes whose orientation differs by 30◦ from the very large dunes
(Figure 2.13a). Furthermore, the tails of the longitudinal dunes show
a bending which is parallel to the parasitic dunes and differs from the
main body of the dune (Figure 2.13b).
Rubin and Hunter (1987) and Rubin and Ikeda (1990) showed that
dune crests align to maximise transport as a function of the transport
occurring, which amounts to the vector sum of instantaneous transport
directions. Longitudinal bedforms are shown to form under bimodal
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transport conditions where the two directions diverge by at least 90◦.
In order to determine whether the crests measured in the Rub’ Al Khali
conform to this, wind data for 2000–2011 from three wind stations
(Figure 2.10) is used to calculate the long-term wind direction. Figure
2.11b–d shows the three wind roses and the summation of individual
wind vectors, a Progressive Vector Diagram (PVD), is shown overlaying
the topography in Figure 2.11a for three airports close to the sand sea.
The roses for the wind data at Najran and Sharurah show divergent
transport directions and similar distributions for each mode; Wadi
al-Dawasir shows a less equal distribution between the two principal
directions. These patterns are also visible in the PVDs as sinuosity of
the PVDs which represents the seasonally varying wind direction over
the sand sea.
Overall, there is good agreement (within 10◦ of one another) be-
tween the long-term wind directions (68.7◦ at Najran and 77.6◦ at
Sharurah) and the measured crest alignment, with the vectors closest
to Najran indicating crest orientation of ∼ 67◦ and ∼ 70◦ at Sharu-
rah. In contrast, the long-term wind direction at Wadi al-Dawasir is
93.1◦ while the crest orientation is ∼ 74◦. The anomalous result at Wadi
al-Dawasir is likely the result of funnelling of wind through a gap
in the mountainous terrain upwind of the wind station (see Figure
2.11), skewing the wind analysis results. The directions at Najran and
Sharurah match more closely (within 10◦ of one another).
Analysis of the asymmetry directions in the asymmetry histogram
in Figure 2.12d shows two distinct populations whose peaks are at
ratios of 1.08 and 1.70. The asymmetrical dunes are concentrated in
the west of Zone A as south-easterly facing vectors whilst the rest
of Zone A and the entirety of Zone B have symmetrical dunes. This
suggests there is a localised change in transport regime in the west of
Zone A. Analysis of the cross-sectional profile of other longitudinal
aeolian dunes suggests that those with asymmetrical profiles migrate
laterally in the direction of the asymmetry (Rubin and Hunter, 1985),
although this can be reversed in the presence of vegetation (Nanson
et al., 1992, 1995).
The coefficient of variation (cv) has often been used to quantify
variability in dune parameters in aeolian (e.g. Wasson and Hyde,
1983; Dong et al., 2009; Ewing et al., 2010) and marine environments
(e.g. Dalrymple and Rhodes, 1995; van der Mark et al., 2008a). The
coefficient of variation is the standard deviation divided by the mean
for a given measurement (e.g. height or spacing). For the results in
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Figure 2.13: A. Subset A from Figure 2.10 showing the parasitic dunes orien-
tated differently from the very widely spaced dunes. B. Subset
B from Figure 2.10 showing the realignment of the ends of the
dunes, possibly in response to a changed wind regime.
Figure 2.11, the mean coefficients of variation for dune spacing and
height (cv(λ) and cv(H), respectively) are 0.17 and 0.56. Values from
the literature for other longitudinal aeolian dunes fall in the range of
cv(λ) from 0.16–0.75 and cv(H) 0.22–0.65 (Wasson and Hyde, 1983).
The results here indicate heights fall well within the range previously
measured. However, the dune spacings are close to the existing lower
bound, suggesting the dune spacing within the Rub’ Al Khali are more
organised relative to other aeolian dune fields; the heights, however,
fall within the typical range.
2.5 discussion and conclusions
Extant techniques for the measurement of wavelength, orientation,
crest and trough position, height, asymmetry direction and asymmetry
ratio have been adapted to produce a methodology to analyse 2d
surfaces of bedforms at multiple scales. This suite of tools provides,
for the first time, a complete, semi-automated and objective description
of the parameters which are commonly used to describe bedforms on
subaerial and marine surfaces. The method can produce measurements
on very large data sets, ranging from small coastal marine surfaces
(from a few to hundreds of square kilometres) to planetary scale data
sets (tens of thousands of square kilometres). For example, the analysis
of a 39,000 km2 surface with 311 billion data points took 16 minutes on
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a dual quad core Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz to produce measurements at 267
locations. A comparable subjective manual analysis would take orders
of magnitude longer. Discrimination of areas of flatter relief from those
with bedform-like features is achieved through a threshold analysis.
At each step in the development the results have been checked against
manual measurements.
Due to the discrete nature of the inputs, uncertainties and errors
have been propagated through each measurement. These provide a
framework to determine the subset size based on the balance between
larger subset sizes and minimising changes in regional morpholo-
gy. Given too large a domain, changes in regional morphology will
manifest themselves in the surface being analysed, thus rendering the
characterisation of that domain inappropriate.
It is apparent from the domains analysed here that naturally occur-
ring bedforms exhibit a continuum of wavenumber components which
fall within a narrow range. The development of the power threshold
appropriate for linear bedforms has shown the extent of the range of
wavelengths contained within what might otherwise be considered
a uniform bedform field. For organised bedforms in the West Solent,
for example, the range of wavelengths measured from the spectrum
is 9.2–10.7 m. With further analyses, existing statistical descriptions
of the distribution of naturally occurring bedform dimensions can
be further tested (e.g. van der Mark et al., 2008a). Such distributions
have important consequences, particularly in the realm of sediment
transport modelling and the inclusion of form drag, which is often
calculated on the basis of assumed relationships between wavelength
and height (van Rijn, 1984c).
The analysis of the 267 subsets of the Rub’ Al Khali sand sea has
revealed the presence of two discrete zones characterised by a marked
difference in dune heights: 22±10 m and 56±10 m in Zone A and
B respectively (wavelengths within the two Zones Are similar, given
their magnitude: 2029±15 m and 2067±15 m for Zones A and B
respectively). Analysis of the coefficient of variation has shown that the
dune wavelengths are less variable than found elsewhere (cv(λ) = 0.17)
whilst the heights (cv(H) = 0.56) are within typical ranges (Wasson
and Hyde, 1983; Dong et al., 2009).
A first-glance analysis of dune crest orientation in the sand sea
might suggest a uniform area. However, the analysis has identified
a 40◦ range of orientations, with strong variability from north-east
to south-west. Bedform orientation has been shown to be a function
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of sand transport vectors (Rubin and Hunter, 1987; Rubin and Ike-
da, 1990). The long-term wind direction analysis suggests the dune
alignment in the north-west differs from the wind orientation by 20◦;
the dunes proximal to the two other stations have long-term wind
directions which match within 10◦of the crest alignments.
Although less often performed on longitudinal dunes, the asym-
metry analysis also reveals two distinct populations, with strongly
asymmetrical dunes in the west Zone A (ratios of 1.70) compared
with those in east Zone A and Zone B (ratios of 1.08). This suggests
there is a driving force at work in the west of Zone A changing dune
morphology and inducing dune realignment. The two zones may,
therefore, represent different stages of reorganisation based on spatial
variability in the wind regime. The combination of the lower than
anticipated heights, the smaller parasitic dunes on the longitudinal
dunes, the realigning dune tails, the asymmetrical dunes in the west
of Zone A and the difference between crest orientation and wind di-
rection suggest the dunes are actively reorganising under the present
climatic conditions. Work on dunes north-east of the area analysed
here indicates that recent changes in dune morphology may be linked
to the introduction of livestock and the resulting loss of stabilising
vegetation (Goudie et al., 2000).
The quantitative analysis techniques explored here show it is possi-
ble to objectively extract measurements from a range of digital repre-
sentations of topography. In addition to multibeam sonar and satellite
derived topography, the technique is suitable for any quantitative sur-
face including, for example, laboratory-based laser scan surfaces with
sub-millimetric resolution. The wavelength and orientation analyses
can also be applied to data with tonality scales related to backscatter
strength (e.g. side scan sonar). These results are particularly useful in
a number of areas. Notably, for marine applications, wavelengths and
heights can be used to generate observation-based measurements of
form drag for use in numerical modelling, or the asymmetry direc-
tions can give objective measurements of sediment transport direction.
Secondary statistics such as height/length ratios (e.g. Potts et al., 2008)
and equivalent sediment thickness (e.g. Hugenholtz and Barchyn,
2010) can be readily and quickly extracted with this method.
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3
B E D F O R M VA R I A B I L I T Y
3.1 introduction
The dynamics of sedimentary bedforms have long been the focus of
study, going back to the earliest work on wind blown sands (Bagnold,
1933, 1937). The characterisation, classification and measurement of
bedforms has been an integral part of developing understanding of
their dynamics. In the marine environment, the earliest analyses fo-
cussed on exploration and mapping of the distribution of bedforms,
including flow transverse (Werner and Newton, 1975; Hamilton et al.,
1980; Amos and King, 1984) and longitudinal bedforms (Kenyon, 1970;
Werner and Newton, 1975), resulting in maps of the shelf bedform
distribution (e.g. Kenyon and Stride, 1970; Stride, 1982). The discov-
ery and classification of new bedform types continues, particularly
with the increasing availability of extensive high-resolution seabed
bathymetry (Murray and Thieler, 2004; Goff et al., 2005; Knaapen et al.,
2005).
Initial work on the dynamics of aeolian bedforms showed their
morphology was a function of the wind and sediment available (Bag-
nold, 1933, 1937). More recently, analyses of aeolian bedforms have
focussed on the mechanisms of their formation from remotely sensed
data (Lancaster et al., 2002; Ewing et al., 2006; Hiller and Smith, 2008;
Bishop, 2010; Ewing et al., 2010). Andreotti et al. (2009) used quantita-
tive analyses of small subsets of much larger aeolian desert bedform
fields to produce a numerical model to describe the limits on their
dimensions.
Bedforms have typically been separated into a number of types,
most notably longitudinal and transverse (Ashley, 1990). The theory
proposed by Rubin and Hunter (1987) and Rubin and Ikeda (1990)
that bedforms align transverse to the gross bedform-normal transport
direction is often used in aeolian bedform fields (e.g. Lancaster et al.,
2002; Kocurek and Ewing, 2005; Parteli et al., 2009; Kocurek et al., 2010;
Reffet et al., 2010) and marine environments (e.g. Kisling-Mø ller, 1992;
Dalrymple and Rhodes, 1995; Gallagher et al., 1998; Wu et al., 2009).
The theory states that all bedforms form such that the gross bedform-
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normal transport is maximised. Longitudinal bedforms are the result
of symmetrical transport ratios (where transport reverses equally)
and transport direction divergences of greater than 90◦; asymmetrical
transport ratios (as are found on the majority of the north-west Euro-
pean continental shelf) and divergences less than 90◦ or approaching
180◦ give rise to transverse bedforms.
To date, however, the majority of quantitative bedform analysis has
been the result of either manual analysis of the crest and trough posi-
tions (Wilson, 1973; Wasson and Hyde, 1983; Lancaster, 1988; Kocurek
and Ewing, 2005; Blumberg, 2006; Ewing et al., 2006; Bubenzer and
Bolten, 2008; Dong et al., 2009; Ewing et al., 2010), or, where automated
approaches have been used, limited to relatively small subsets within
much larger areas (e.g. Potts et al., 2008; van Dijk et al., 2008; Andreotti
et al., 2009; Bishop, 2010).
With the increase in data available in both marine and aeolian envi-
ronments, an analytical technique (described in Chapter 2) has been
developed to rapidly quantify the major parameters in bedform mor-
phology, including wavelength, height, orientation, asymmetry ratio
and asymmetry direction. Despite the work by Rubin and Hunter
(1987) and Rubin and Ikeda (1990) in which marine and aeolian bed-
forms both formed in the same manner relative to the sediment trans-
port, there has been little work comparing the range of morphological
signatures of aeolian and marine bedforms derived from statistical
analyses of bedform populations. Given the large amount of high
quality remotely sensed data available for the Earth’s surface (e.g.
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiome-
ter (ASTER) Global Digital Elevation Model (GDEM), Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission (SRTM)), combined with an increase in marine
surveying (e.g. Joint Irish Bathymetric Survey (JIBS)), the time is ripe
for such a comparison.
Bedform analysis results underpin a number of secondary parame-
ters of interest to both academia and industry. The magnitude of bed
roughness imparted on a flow from the bedforms is an often neglected
part of the process by which numerical models are built and calibrated.
The most common approach to including bed roughness in a numeri-
cal model is to apply a uniform value across the model domain with
little consideration for the spatial variability in roughness (Flather,
1976; Pingree and Griffiths, 1979; Davies and Furnes, 1980; Pingree
and Griffiths, 1981; Davies and Jones, 1990; Grochowski et al., 1993;
James, 1996; Davies et al., 1997a; HR Wallingford et al., 2002). More
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recently, variable roughness from grain size variability has begun to
be used in large-scale numerical models (HR Wallingford et al., 2002;
Guillou et al., 2009; Guillou and Chapalain, 2010). The manner in
which the roughness is derived is based on empirical relationships
between wavelength and height (e.g. Wooding et al., 1973; van Rijn,
1984c). These relationships are the result of the analysis of data sets
containing several hundred measurements of bedform parameters,
although the number of results from open ocean conditions is an
order of magnitude smaller than that from flumes and rivers (van Rijn,
1984c).
These approaches are useful, particularly given the interest in off-
shore structures, mainly through increased energy infrastructure.
van der Mark et al. (2008b) outline a number of practical applications
of the information which can be extracted from statistical analyses of
bedforms. In particular, bedform height and wavelength are important
for pipeline planners to avoid spanning crests or unwanted exposure
due to migration. Likewise, the stability of small and large bedforms
affects the likelihood of pipeline spanning adjacent bedform crests.
The frequency of maintenance channel dredging in busy harbours is
also dependent on the rate at which the channel infills, which can be
dependent on bedform migration and size.
To best determine whether traditional measurements of bedforms
are representative of bedforms observed in shelf sea environments,
the technique in Chapter 2 is applied to a range of marine and aeolian
environments. Further statistical analysis of the measurements by use
of Probability Density Functions (PDFs), the coefficient of variation,
parameter deviation from the mean and a regression analysis will
be used to assess the quality of existing relationships against those
derived here in terms of the natural variability in coastal, offshore
shelf and aeolian environments. The statistical approaches provide
an objective measure on the distribution and relationship between
bedforms and their environment.
The PDF and coefficient of variation provide methods by which to
determine naturally occurring bedform variability. Given a best fitting
PDF for either a particular environment or a general shelf function, the
probability that a specified range of bedform parameters will occur
(height or wavelength) can be calculated. Understanding the dynamics
of bedforms, particularly the range of sizes common in a range of
environments, is especially important due to the increasing pressures
in offshore resources. The explosion in offshore renewable energy
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infrastructure (e.g. wind and tidal) provides a pressing reason for
better understanding of the behaviour of marine bedforms (Morelissen
et al., 2003); aeolian bedforms also threaten infrastructure, particularly
in desert regions (e.g. Malaki et al., 2009). The results of the PDF and
regression analysis can also be used to inform expected variability in
bed roughness values for a region for use in numerical modelling. The
shelf or regional PDF can be used to calculate bounds on the bedform
parameters which are used to calculate roughness (wavelength and
height).
3.1.1 Analysis areas and data quality
Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of the areas which are subject to
the quantitative analytical technique described in Chapter 2. The
aeolian data are derived from some of the world’s largest sand seas
in which extensive bedforms are present whilst the marine data are
predominantly from the north-west European continental shelf.
Figure 3.1: Location of the topographic and bathymetric data sets available
for analysis. Main map: A. Rub’ Al Khali B. Taklamakan Desert
C. Badain Jaran D. Simpson Desert. Subset map: E. SeaZone F.
BritNed G. UKHO hi1059 H. Hastings Shingle Bank I. West Solent
J. DORIS K. Culver Sands L. Aggregate Licence Area 481 M. JIBS N.
UKHO hi1152 O. UKHO hi1150.
The multibeam swath bathymetry marine data in Figure 3.1 repre-
sent a total seabed coverage of 58,000 km2 available for analysis in
resolutions ranging from 1 m to 50 m. Subdivided into subsets (see
Table 3.1), the total number of subsets analysed is 8,443. These subsets
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Area
Spatial Subset Filter Threshold Height
size coverage size height scaling
Marine
(L) Area 481 (small) 5 km2 200 m 10% 0.4 m 0.05
(L) Area 481 (big) 35 km2 0.5×1.5 km 5% 1 m 0.1
(K) Culver Sands 35 km2 200 m 10% 0.25 m 0.05
(H) Hastings 48 km2 300 m 10% 0.2 m 0.1
(M) JIBS (small) 48 km2 1,000 m 10% 0.2 m 0.05
(M) JIBS (big) 680 km2 2,500 m 10% 2 m 0.05
(E) North Sea 24,500 km2 1.5×2.5 km 10% 1.5 m 0.05
(G) UKHO hi1059 9,000 km2 20×2.5 km 10% 2 m 0.04
(I) West Solent 20 km2 200 m 10% 0.25 m 0.1
Aeolian
(C) Badain Jaran 120,000 km2 45 km 10% 50 m 0.04
(A) Rub’ Al Khali 380,000 km2 30 km 10% 15 m 0.1
(D) Simpson Desert 200,000 km2 15 km 10% 10 m 0.05
(B) Taklamakan 530,000 km2 40 km 10% 15 m 0.05
Table 3.1: Summary of the subset sizes selected for each data set (labelled as
per Figure 3.1) and the spectral thresholds used to automatically
identify bedforms from the spectra. In all cases, a power threshold
of 65% was used as determined in Chapter 2.
in turn represent 4.2×109 raw bathymetry soundings. When analysed
with the quantitative analysis technique in Chapter 2, the bedform
detection threshold is exceeded in 60% of the analysis subsets. Despite
40% of the area analysed contained no bedforms, this still represents a
sizeable proportion of the north-west European continental shelf and
is the largest marine area analysed to date. In contrast, the aeolian data
are lower resolution (30–90 m), but have much greater spatial coverage.
Of the 1,230,000 km2 analysed, 60% of the subsets were again found
to exceed the defined thresholds for the bedform detection (see Table
3.1).
All the marine data are from surveys on the continental shelves,
with depths less than 260 m. The shelf grain size range varies from
0.01 mm on the continental shelf slope, to 12 mm in the central En-
glish Channel (Blanpain et al., 2007). The majority of the seabed is
dominated by a mean shelf-wide grain size of 0.34 mm. The marine
data are all transverse bedforms, and the majority are dominated by
current action, with one shallow area in which waves are known to
have some effect on the seabed (see Chapter 5 for more information
on the Culver Sands). The uncertainty calculated from the Total Propa-
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gated Uncertainty (TPU) (Calder and Mayer, 2003) for the West Solent
multibeam data is ± 0.12 m vertically and ± 0.57 m horizontally. For
the remaining marine data sets, since their origin is often from the
UKHO, the data are assumed to have been acquired such that their
uncertainty meets International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) S-44
Order 1a. Since this is a depth dependent uncertainty, it ranges from
0.5 m at 15 m depth, to 3.25 m at 250 m. Horizontal uncertainty is less
than 5 m±5% of water depth.
The aeolian data are from the SRTM or ASTER GDEM data sets, with
resolutions of 90 m and 30 m respectively. The SRTM data have uncer-
tainty bounds of 20 m horizontally and better than 16 m vertically
(Slater et al., 2006); the ASTER GDEM data have published uncertainties
of 30 m horizontally and 20 m vertically (Hugenholtz and Barchyn,
2010).
The residual sediment transport results from the shelf modelling
in Chapter 4 provide a method for classifying the analysis areas be-
yond purely their geographical location. The magnitude of residual
transport is high when transport is asymmetrical and vice versa. Giv-
en uncertainty in absolute sediment transport rates (van Rijn, 1984a;
Soulsby, 1997), Table 3.2 shows the relative classification of high,
medium and low for each area in Table 3.1. The crest type has been
determined from existing work on the area in question, or, if no work
exists, it has been found from long-term measurements of wind or
tides (decadal and monthly timescales, respectively). Classification
into 2d or 3d crests is determined based on the continuity of indi-
vidual crests lines, in which 2d crests are those in which there are
few bifurcations relative to the wavelength; 3d bedforms are those
where there are many bifurcations relative to the bedform wavelength
(Ashley, 1990).
3.2 methods
The approach described in Chapter 2 provides a method by which
to obtain a large number of objective bedform parameter measure-
ments with ease. This spectral approach provides a robust method for
capturing bedform variability across large domains (Figure 3.1).
During the development of the technique, it became apparent that
not all seabeds share common morphology, and that the spectral
signatures of these seabeds differ (see Figure 2.9). To explore this
variability further, Figures 3.3a–3.3c shows three subsets in which
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Figure 3.2: Seabed energy classification based on residual transport magni-
tude. Locations of analysis areas are shown in Figure 3.1.
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Area Crest type Energy
Marine
UKHO hi1059 Transverse (3d) Low
Hastings Transverse (2d) Medium
North Sea Transverse (2d/3d) High/medium
Area 481 (small) Transverse (2d) High
Culver Sands Transverse (2d) High
JIBS (small) Transverse (2d) High
JIBS (big) Transverse (2d) High
West Solent Transverse (2d) High
Area 481 (big) Transverse (3d) High
Aeolian
Badain Jaran Transverse (2d) –
Rub’ Al Khali Longitudinal –
Simpson Desert Longitudinal –
Taklamakan Longitudinal/Transverse (2d) –
Table 3.2: Summary of the dominant bedform type and the energy derived
from residual transport magnitude (for the marine data). The
low, medium and high categories are derived from the range of
modelled transport visible on the shelf.
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the calculated mean bedform wavelength is approximately the same
(∼ 12 m), but where the bedform crest types differ. The method by
which wavelength and orientation is measured captures a number of
wavenumber values in the spectrum for each subset and uses these
to calculate a mean value for that subset. Figures 3.3d–3.3f show
histograms of the wavenumbers extracted by the analysis technique,
with the mean wavenumber superimposed (dotted line) as well as one
standard deviation from the mean.
Bedform classification typically considers both the size of the bed-
form (its wavelength and height) as well as its crest characteristics (2d
or 3d, barchan etc.) (Ashley, 1990). The distribution of the wavenum-
bers in Figure 3.3 shows that in addition to the physical parameters
(e.g. the wavelength), the distribution of the individual picked wave-
numbers picked differ depending on the secondary characteristics: the
2d linear bedforms in Figure 3.3b have a more limited range of values
than the strongly 3d bedforms in Figure 3.3a and c. In order to exploit
this variability, for each area which is analysed using the mean value
from each spectrum, the corresponding picked wavenumbers can also
be extracted and analysed. Thus, comparing results of wavenumber
distributions extracted from the spectrum (e.g. λspectral) with the
mean values (λmean) derived from those spectral values provides
a way to differentiate between the first and second order bedform
characteristics.
The exploratory analysis of spectral bedform morphological vari-
ability indicates that there are differences in the spectral composition
of different environments (Figure 3.3). In addition to insights in bed-
form morphological variability which might be gained, the spectral
approach dramatically increases the number of results from 6,737 for
the marine data and 1,486 for the aeolian to 42,887 (6.4-fold increase)
for the marine and 6,523 (4.4-fold increase) for the aeolian, respectively.
In particular, given van der Mark et al. (2008b) find distributions tend
to be positively skewed overall, what are the implications of this in
terms of the magnitude of predictions based on the mean, and does
increasing the number of data points in the analysis alter this?
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In addition to extracting the bedform parameters from the quanti-
tative analytical technique, a range of techniques (PDF, coefficient of
variation, regression analysis) are outlined below which have been
used to describe bedform variability and allow comparison between
mean and spectral derived measurements. The analysis of the mean
parameters represents the analysis of the physical shape of the bed-
forms, whilst the spectral analyses are more representative of the
mathematical description of those physical characteristics, which are
proxies for the secondary characteristics used in bedform classification
(Ashley, 1990). Variability, particularly in bedform height, can be sig-
nificant (Van Landeghem et al., 2009a), and therefore the combination
of regression analysis with a range of other statistical approaches is
necessary to properly describe bedform dynamics.
3.2.1 Probability density functions
To tackle the variability in populations of bedforms, Probability Densi-
ty Functions (PDFs) can be used to provide estimates of the likelihood
of a given bedform occurring within a specified sample (van der Mark
et al., 2008a). The PDF of the observed data is produced by calculating
the frequency distribution of the measurements and scaling by its
integral. This PDF can be used to estimate shape parameters for known
PDF functions to achieve a best fit. The best fitting PDF can be used
as a tool to predict the distribution of bedform parameters within
a given environment (van der Mark et al., 2005), for example, or to
reconstruct the thickness distribution of cross-set (Paola and Borgman,
1991). From a modelling perspective, relationships between water
depth and bedform wavelength and height can be used with PDFs to
calculate bed roughness values which match observed distributions.
van der Mark et al. (2008a) used 1,826 measurements of the geomet-
ric stochastic variables wavelength, height, crest and trough position
and lee face slope from multibeam and flume elevation data. The
distribution of the measurements were compared with known PDFs to
determine whether the measurements shared a common distribution.
Each variable was first normalised to its mean so that results from both
flume and field data could be analysed together. In total, eight PDFs
were compared with the known PDFs for each of the five geometric
stochastic variables. To quantify how well each known PDF matched
the measured PDF, its fit was quantified based on the Relative Error
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(EX∗), which is the sum of the absolute difference between the two
PDFs:
EX∗ =
N−1∑
n=0
|[Pm(n) − Pk(n)]|dX
∗ (10)
where X∗ is the measured variable, Pm and Pk are the measured
and known PDFs, respectively, and N is the number of samples in
the PDF. To fit the known PDFs to the data, a Maximum Likelihood
Estimate (MLE) analysis provided the requisite moments. Since each
PDF has an integral of one, two PDFs which overlap completely have a
relative error of zero; those with no overlap whatsoever, an error of
two.
This approach objectively quantifies the quality of the fit between
the known PDF and that from the observations. Furthermore, the pa-
rameters produced by the MLE analysis can also be used to statistically
describe the distributions, particularly in terms of their skewness and
kurtosis.
3.2.2 Coefficient of variation
An additional metric often applied to the variability of both marine
and aeolian bedforms is the coefficient of variation (cv) (e.g. Wasson
and Hyde, 1983; Dong et al., 2009; Ewing et al., 2010; Dalrymple and
Rhodes, 1995; van der Mark et al., 2008a). Defined as a data set’s
standard deviation divided by its mean, the coefficient of variation
is a ratio in which more disperse data show higher values of cv,
quantifying the homogeneity of the parameter being measured. It
is particularly useful as it is a dimensionless number, facilitating
comparisons between different feature scales. Very small values of
variation are the result of a small standard deviation relative to the
mean, indicative of highly organised distributions, and vice versa.
A summary of coefficients of variation for bedform height and wave-
length from the literature is given in Table 3.3. Values in the literature
extend from 0.15–0.65 for height and 0.2–0.9 for wavelength. Since
small changes in transport have a larger effect on height (Dalrymple
and Rhodes, 1995; Werner and Kocurek, 1997), more variability is to
be expected in height than wavelength. As such, the coefficient of
variation of the height measurements ought to be larger due to the
larger standard deviations.
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Area cv(H) cv(λ)
Marine/Fluvial
Africa (Flemming, pers. comm.) 0.65 0.87
Bay of Fundy (Rhodes, 1992) 0.15 0.32
Netherlands/Nebraska (usa) (van der Mark et al., 2008a) 0.2–0.6 0.2–0.9
Published marine range 0.15–0.65 0.2–0.9
Aeolian
Badain Jaran I (Dong et al., 2009) 0.54 –
Badain Jaran II (Dong et al., 2009) 0.40 –
Badain Jaran III (Dong et al., 2009) 0.22 –
Published aeolian range 0.22–0.54 –
Table 3.3: Coefficients of variation for height and wavelength from marine
and aeolian bedforms from the literature.
van der Mark et al. (2008a) found that the variability in bedform
wavelength and height could be quantified by the coefficient of varia-
tion in a given environment; conversely, bedform asymmetry coeffi-
cient of variation values were found to vary between environments
(flume and fluvial) (van der Mark et al., 2008b). Since sediment trans-
port is a function of current velocity, grain size and bedform size
(and thus material available for transport) (Barnard et al., 2012), the
combination of the coefficient of variation may be useful with grain
size data, in addition to bedform dimensions, to serve as a proxy
for transport. For such a relationship to be determined, however, co-
incident observations of sediment transport (e.g. radioactive tracer
experiments) and bedform morphology are necessary.
3.2.3 Global regression
The analysis of large populations of bedform parameters lends itself to
regression analysis (Yalin, 1964; Allen, 1968; Yalin, 1977; Wilson, 1973;
Dalrymple et al., 1978; Rubin and McCulloch, 1980; Wasson and Hyde,
1983; Amos and King, 1984; van Rijn, 1984c; Flemming, 1988; Dalrym-
ple and Rhodes, 1995; van der Mark et al., 2008a; Van Landeghem
et al., 2009b). Based on results from regression analysis, a number of
equations have been produced which provide a predictive mechanism
for use in a range of settings e.g. calculating form drag (e.g. Wooding
et al., 1973). Comparison between the predicted measurements and
the observed bedform parameters also provides a tool with which to
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assess the skill of the prediction compared with the data from which it
is derived. These approaches provide the mechanisms with which the
variability in marine and aeolian bedform dimensions can be further
assessed.
Flemming (1988) plotted a regression between 1,491 measurements
culled from the literature and from experiments (flume based, riverine
and marine). This regression yielded a high correlation coefficient
(r2) of 0.960 across five orders of magnitude. The approach was the
first to combine such an extensive data set, although smaller data
sets had been analysed previously (Sharp, 1963; Allen, 1968; Wilson,
1973; Dalrymple et al., 1978; Walker, 1981; Amos and King, 1984). This
approach continues to be used on a range of marine (Francken et al.,
2004; Van Landeghem et al., 2009a) and aeolian (Lancaster, 1995; Dong
et al., 2009) data. Similarly, the relationships between grain size and
bedform size as well as water depth and bedform size have been used
to define upper bounds to the size and shape of bedforms (Jackson,
1976; Francken et al., 2004; Van Landeghem et al., 2009a; van der Mark
et al., 2008a). These relationships are intrinsically linked with sediment
available during their formation. For example, height is particularly
sensitive to small changes in sediment transport rate due to the relative
height of a bedform to its substrate grain size (Dalrymple and Rhodes,
1995).
The initial work on wind blown sands by Bagnold (1933) and Bag-
nold (1937) and subsequent work on the dynamics of marine bedforms
showed that bedforms are the result of the grain size, water depth and
current velocity (Yalin, 1964; Allen, 1966, 1968, 1982, 1985; Yalin, 1985).
Rubin and Hunter (1987) and Rubin and Ikeda (1990) showed marine
and aeolian bedforms align themselves as a function of the sediment
transport direction and magnitude. Table 3.4 gives an overview of
the relationships found between the most commonly measured pa-
rameters: wavelength and height, and Figure 3.4 shows data from the
literature and the regressions in Table 3.4. The bedform height and
wavelength depth dependency is only important insofar as a critical
minimum depth can be defined. Beyond that depth, increased flow
velocity due to the shallowing water increases erosion, altering the
wavelength and height.
Assessing the skill of the regression can be performed by calculating
the ratio of the predicted and observed values, giving rise to a dis-
crepancy ratio for a given analysis (Van Landeghem et al., 2009b). The
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Author
Wavelength-height Correlation Number
relationship coefficient (r2) of samples
Marine
Allen (1968, 1982) H = 0.074λ0.77 – –
Dalrymple et al. (1978) (Type I) H = 0.0947λ0.346 0.213 70
Dalrymple et al. (1978) (Type II) H = 0.0865λ0.787 0.621 255
Dalrymple et al. (1978) (Large) H = 0.0635λ0.733 0.626 58
Amos and King (1984)∗ H = 0.1405λ0.5061 0.110 –
Flemming (1988) H = 0.0677λ0.8098 0.960 1,491
Francken et al. (2004) H = 0.0321λ0.918 0.81 61
Van Landeghem et al. (2009a) H = 0.0692λ0.8020 0.728 935
Aeolian
Sharp (1963)† }
H = 0.067λ1.02 0.94 –Walker (1981)†
Lancaster (1995)†
Wilson (1973)∗ H = 0.1591λ− 164.4 – 43
Blumberg (2006) (Barchans) H = 42.364λ− 24.23 0.61 8
Blumberg (2006) (Linear) H = 37.38λ− 29.656 0.74 9
Dong et al. (2009) H = 0.12λ 0.98 587
Zhang et al. (2010) (Model) H = 0.16λ+ 1.6 – –
Table 3.4: Published relationships for bedform wavelength and height rela-
tionships. In all bar three cases, the relationship is described by
a power law. The exceptions are described by a linear fit to the
aeolian data (Wilson, 1973; Blumberg, 2006) and modelled results
(Zhang et al., 2010) only. ∗Regression calculated from a figure when
no equation provided in the text. †Regression calculated from data
collated in Dong et al. (2009).
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Figure 3.4: A. Data from the literature of marine bedform wavelengths and
heights. B. Marine (solid) and aeolian (dashed) regressions from
the relationships in Table 3.4.
proportion of values which fall beyond 50% and 200% of the predicted
value provides a metric for the quality of the prediction.
The number of results generated by the quantitative bedform anal-
ysis undertaken here more than doubles the existing studies and
provides a good data set for re-examination of these relationships. In
particular, for the first time, both marine and aeolian data will be used
in a single analysis. Testing the linear and power law relationships
between wavelength, height and water depth can only be achieved
with a sufficiently large data set across a range of environments. If the
existing relationships hold for the new data, these relationships will
have been validated against the largest data set to date.
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3.3 marine analysis
To explore the difference between different energy environments,
the three analytical techniques described in Section 3.2 are applied
to each of the marine environmental types (Table 3.2). In so doing,
differences in the type of bedform present in these environments
can be highlighted, which in turn means that future decisions on
secondary measurements (e.g. form drag) can be tailored to the specific
environment of interest.
In total, the quantitative analysis has produced 6,737 wavelength,
height, orientation and asymmetry measurements from the marine
data.
3.3.1 Low energy environments
The low energy environments in Figure 3.2 are mainly found in deeper
water (> 75 m) where there is little sediment transport despite grain
sizes similar to those in areas where transport occurs. Of the nine
different areas analysed here, the mean and spectral analysis of the low
energy results from the UKHO hi1059 western English Channel data
provide 74 mean and 620 spectral bedform measurements, respectively.
3.3.1.1 PDF analysis
The results of the PDF analysis for the low energy data are shown in
Figure 3.5a and 3.5b for the mean and spectral analysis, respectively.
Table 3.5 shows the best fits for the mean and spectral wavelength
analysis results, as well as the height analysis results for the low
energy environments.
The best fit to the mean wavelength analysis is the Cauchy, whilst
the spectral analysis is most readily represented by the Gumbel distri-
bution. Both mean and spectral distributions are strongly positively
skewed with a strong bias to under-predicting wavelengths due to
the low proportion greater than the mean (29.7% and 35.6% for mean
and spectral results, respectively). Since so few of the bedforms ap-
proach the mean value, the use of the mean value as a predictor in
this environment is not reliable.
The similarity in the trends for the low energy mean and spectral
analysis indicates the spectral decomposition of the bedforms does not
provide significant additional insight into the distribution of bedforms
in this low energy environment, although the quality of the fit with
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Wavelength (λmean) Wavelength (λspectral) Height
PDF Goodness of Fit
Cauchy 0.68 0.39 0.59
Exponential 1.03 0.65 0.96
Gamma 0.81 0.20 0.34
Gaussian 1.00 0.56 0.36
Gumbel 0.77 0.08 0.33
Log-normal 0.83 0.10 0.38
Rayleigh 0.85 0.37 0.45
Uniform 1.14 1.03 0.40
Weibull 0.85 0.33 0.33
PDF Shape Parameters
Kurtosis 5.6 5.7 2.2
Skewness 1.76 1.75 0.25
Proportion greater
29.7% 35.6% 47.3%
than the mean
Table 3.5: Quality of the fit between the observed marine bedform param-
eter distribution in low energy environments and the imposed
distributions. Values in bold indicate best fitting results.
an order of magnitude more data is much better, from a relative error
(EX∗) of 0.68 in the mean analysis to 0.08 in the spectral.
Figure 3.6a shows the results of the PDF analysis for the height
measurements. The PDF fit parameters in Table 3.5 show a much more
normal distribution, with 47.3% of the height measurements greater
than the mean and a low skewness of 0.25. The best fitting PDF is the
Weibull distribution, which differs from the results in the wavelength
analysis.
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Figure 3.5: Results of the PDF analysis on the marine bedform wavelengths
for the low, medium and high environments. The plotted PDFs
are the best and second best fit across all wavelength results
and environments (Tables 3.5, 3.7 and 3.8). A and B show the
distribution of mean and spectrally derived results for the low
classification, respectively, C and D for the medium, and E and
F for the high energy classification (Table 3.2). Measurements
have been normalised by the mean for each data set to facilitate
comparison across all data.
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3.3.1.2 Coefficient of variation
Table 3.6 shows the coefficients of variation for the three environments
analysed here. The low energy data have a very high coefficient in
wavelength (both mean and spectral) whilst the height coefficient lies
in the range observed elsewhere. Such a high coefficient for the wave-
length indicates a poorly sorted range of values. As is to be expected,
the larger number of results in the spectral analysis has produced
a larger coefficient, indicating a less well organised distribution. In
contrast with the wavelength results, the measured heights are more
typical of the existing bedform height distributions on the shelf in
Figure 3.4.
The morphology of the bedforms gives a clue as to why the height
and wavelength coefficients differ in their placing within the continu-
um of results. The bedforms in the low energy environment have a
3d crest character, with sinusoidal crests and even isolated barchans.
The isolated nature of the bedforms means their wavelength is much
larger than would be found in a more 2d bedform, and explains the
high coefficients from the wavelength analysis. The height values are
therefore only lower relative to the unusually high wavelength values;
when compared with other areas, the heights are within the ranges
found elsewhere. Given the paucity of marine bedform data with
wavelengths in excess of 1 km, whether such large bedforms can be
sustained under hydrodynamic conditions present on shelf seas is
unclear. However, the current hydrodynamic regime on the continen-
tal shelf does not provide sufficient energy to transport very large
grain sizes (d50 > 10 mm). Given the oft-cited relationship between
wavelength and grain size of λ = 1000d50 (Soulsby, 1997), bedforms
in excess of 100 m are unlikely to occur on the shelf. In areas where
current speeds are able to transport larger grain sizes (e.g. the Strait of
Dover), sediment supply is limited (e.g. through transport divergence),
preventing the formation of bedforms. The evolution of shelf sediment
transport during the recent marine transgression is explored in fur-
ther detail through modelling in Chapter 6. The deviation of heights
at these large wavelengths suggests either such bedforms cannot be
maintained and an upper limit exists, perhaps limited by water depth,
or the bedforms are relict features and not a result of the current
hydrodynamics.
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Area cv(λmean) cv(λspectral) cv(H)
Marine
Low energy
UKHO hi1059 0.74 0.85 0.38
Medium energy
Hastings 0.17 0.24 0.43
North Sea 0.14 0.19 0.65
High energy
Area 481 (small) 0.09 0.15 0.53
Area 481 (big) 0.05 0.09 0.18
Culver Sands 0.28 0.32 0.31
JIBS (small) 0.32 0.36 1.20
JIBS (big) 0.09 0.15 0.74
West Solent 0.30 0.34 0.49
Marine range 0.05–0.74 0.09–0.85 0.18–1.20
Aeolian
Transverse
Badain Jaran Desert 0.18 0.21 0.59
Longitudinal/Transverse
Taklamakan Desert 0.20 0.25 0.70
Longitudinal
Rub’ Al Khali 0.17 0.20 0.49
Simpson Desert 0.26 0.33 0.41
Aeolian range 0.17–0.26 0.20–0.33 0.41–0.70
Table 3.6: Measured coefficients of variation for height and wavelength from
marine and aeolian bedforms as well as values reported in the
literature.
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Figure 3.7: Relationships between the low energy marine wavelength and
height and the extant data. Thick solid line is the regression
through the new results (low, medium and high environments);
grey lines are the relationships from Flemming (1988).
3.3.1.3 Regression analysis
To explore the relationship between the measured wavelengths and
heights, Figure 3.7 shows the regression analysis for the low energy
data sets (Table 3.2).
In terms of the low energy environments, they deviate strongly
from the trend observed between 0.01 m and 500 m. Besides the
data analysed here, the Amos and King (1984) data is the only data to
follow a similar trend at comparable wavelengths. The Amos and King
(1984) data are unusual insofar as they are one of few marine data sets
where lengths exceed 1 km. The heights of marine bedforms at these
scales appear to not fit with the established trends for bedforms with
wavelengths less than 1 km. The interpretation of the long wavelength
data by Amos and King (1984) stated the bedforms at the upper end
of the wavelength range were moribund. For the bedforms analysed
here, given the decrease in bedform height expected when they are no
longer in equilibrium with their environment (Dalrymple et al., 1978)
and the similarity of the trend with that from the moribund bedforms
in Amos and King (1984), it is likely the bedforms in the low energy
environment are also largely moribund.
Figures 3.8a and 3.8b show the wavelength and height dependen-
cy on depth. Overall, the relationship is less well defined than the
wavelength and height inter-relationship. Francken et al. (2004) pro-
posed an upper limit on the height based on the water depth of
Hmax = 0.25h, where Hmax is the maximum bedform height and h
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Figure 3.8: Relationships between wavelength and height and the correspond-
ing water depth. Grey lines represent maximum parameter trend
as a function of depth from the literature whilst the black lines
indicate new relationships which fit the results from this analysis.
Blue coloured symbols are the low energy classification results;
green are medium energy and orange/red indicate high energy
environments.
is the water depth, and Jackson (1976) suggested wavelengths were
bound to λmax = 9h, where λmax is the maximum wavelength. The
data from the low energy environment fall well outside the predicted
wavelength to depth relationship, whilst the height results fall below
the corresponding relationship. Given the results from the PDF and
coefficient of variation analysis in which the wavelengths differ from
expectations, this result is not unexpected.
Figure 3.9 shows the discrepancy between the predicted and ob-
served height ratio relative to the observed height for the results from
the marine data analysis using the regression in Figure 3.12. It is clear
from both the regression analysis in Figure 3.7 and the discrepancy
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plot that the low energy results are well outside those commonly
observed in higher energy environments. The low transport energy
in this environment coupled with the lower heights relative to their
wavelength suggests these bedforms form part of a moribund seabed
in the western English Channel.
3.3.2 Medium energy environments
The medium energy classification in Figure 3.2 corresponds with
water depths less than 75 m, with the majority of the medium energy
environments being found around in the Irish Sea, English Channel
and Southern Bight.
3.3.2.1 PDF analysis
Figure 3.5c and 3.5d show the medium energy environment results of
the mean and spectral wavelength, respectively; Figure 3.6b shows the
PDF analysis of the height measurements. The quality of the fitted PDFs
is shown in Table 3.7. The bedform analysis has produced 3956 mean
wavelength and height results and an additional 19,974 wavelength
results from the spectral analysis.
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Wavelength (λmean) Wavelength (λspectral) Height
PDF Goodness of Fit
Cauchy 0.48 0.74 0.40
Exponential 1.29 1.24 0.59
Gamma 0.54 0.53 0.22
Gaussian 0.40 0.52 0.57
Gumbel 0.38 0.50 0.09
Log-normal 0.61 0.57 0.10
Rayleigh 0.93 0.77 0.40
Uniform 0.87 0.77 1.15
Weibull 0.34 0.51 0.31
PDF Shape Parameters
Kurtosis 4.3 2.4 9.3
Skewness -1.07 -0.30 2.04
Proportion greater
58.3% 50.8% 36.1%
than the mean
Table 3.7: Quality of the fit between the observed marine bedform parameter
distribution in medium energy environments and the imposed
distributions. Values in bold indicate best fitting results.
Immediately, it is clear the distribution of wavelengths differs in the
medium energy environment from that in the low energy environment.
The skewness has shifted sign, with values of -1.07 and -0.3 for the
mean and spectral wavelength distributions. This change in skewness
is accompanied by a decrease in kurtosis, indicating a smoother spread
of values. This is confirmed by the deviation from the mean, which
shows values closer to 50% (at which point the mean can be considered
representative of the entire distribution). Differences in the mean and
spectrally derived results are largely the result of the increase in data
points: the skewness and kurtosis both decrease, indicating almost
normally distributed values and fewer extremes, respectively.
Of the known PDFs fitted against the observations, the Weibull is
shown to fit best against the mean observations whereas the spectral
results are best represented by the Gumbel PDF. In contrast with the
results from the low energy environment, the spectral data fit less
well than the mean data, with relative errors of 0.34 for the mean and
0.50 for the spectral. Compared with the results from the low energy
environment, these results indicate both the spectral wavelength (from
0.68 to 0.34) and mean wavelength observation (from 0.08 to 0.5) fit
better. When comparing the best fit in the spectral wavelength low
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energy results (Table 3.5), the two lowest values (0.08 and 0.1) are
much lower than the rest of the data. In contrast the mean wavelength
and height results show a smaller range of values overall. Thus, it
appears the anomalous result is the good fit in the low energy results
rather than the poorer fit here.
The height PDF results in Figure 3.6b also differ from the low energy
results. The goodness of the fits in Table 3.7 indicate the Gumbel PDF
fits the observations most closely. This contrasts with the low energy
environment in which the Weibull fitted best. However, given the
unusual distribution of bedforms in the low energy environment, the
difference is not surprising.
3.3.2.2 Coefficient of variation
The coefficient of variation results for the medium energy environ-
ments are shown in Table 3.6. The range of results for the medium
energy environments (see Table 3.2) is cv(H) 0.43–0.65, cv(λmean)
0.14–0.17 and cv(λspectral) 0.19–0.24. The large height coefficient com-
pared with the two wavelength coefficients indicates a less well sorted
range of heights. In contrast with the low energy results, the heights
fit with the expected distribution given their sensitivity to relatively
small changes in sediment transport.
3.3.2.3 Regression analysis
Figure 3.10 shows the regression through the marine wavelength and
height data. The medium energy data sets lie within the range of
values found in both the existing analyses and the overall trend for
bedforms with wavelengths of less than 500 m. Using the deviation of
the predicted height values from the observed values (Figure 3.9), the
medium energy data again fall well within the overall trend.
Although the results of the wavelength and height dependency on
water depth from Hastings Shingle Bank fall within the extant ranges,
the North Sea data fall well outside, particularly in the case of wave-
lengths (Figure 3.8a). Given the wavelength and height measurements
in Figure 3.10 fit with the existing data, there is little to suggest the
wavelength and height measurements are erroneous.
There is a clear limit on the wavelengths which have been measured
across a large range of depths. Whilst the deepest bedforms fit to the
existing trend, the shallow bedforms are unusually large. Given the
low modern transport in the shallow parts of the Thames Estuary
(Carrizales, 2010), it is likely these bedforms are largely relict (Dix and
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Figure 3.10: Relationships between the medium energy marine wavelength
and height and the extant data. Thick solid line is the regression
through the new results (low, medium and high environments);
grey lines are the relationships from Flemming (1988).
Sturt, 2011) and as such the much larger bedforms are not the result
of the current hydrodynamic regime.
3.3.3 High energy environments
The highest energy environments in Figure 3.2 are found in coastal
waters in the Irish Sea, in the central English Channel, in the Thames
Estuary and along the Belgian, Dutch and German coasts in the
southern North Sea. Typically, these environments are characterised
by bedload parting zones (Stride, 1982).
3.3.3.1 PDF analysis
Figure 3.5e and 3.5f show the mean and spectral wavelength results
of the PDF analysis in the high energy environments (Figure 3.2);
Figure 3.5c shows the height PDF analysis results. The quality of the
fitted PDFs is shown in Table 3.8. The analysis has produced 6,126
measurements, with an additional 40,781 from the spectral analysis.
The shape parameters for the PDF fits suggests a similar distribution
to the medium energy bedforms. The skewness is more pronounced in
the mean (-1.07) than the spectral (-0.3) results, which is translated into
values of 58.3% of values greater than the mean bedform wavelength
in the mean measurements and 50.8% in the spectral results. This
indicates the mean value for high energy bedforms is typically an
underestimate of the majority of bedforms. Overall, the quality of the
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Wavelength (λmean) Wavelength (λspectral) Height
PDF Goodness of Fit
Cauchy 0.43 0.60 0.40
Exponential 1.22 1.11 0.64
Gamma 0.48 0.41 0.21
Gaussian 0.36 0.35 0.57
Gumbel 0.31 0.29 0.09
Log-normal 0.54 0.47 0.11
Rayleigh 0.86 0.58 0.38
Uniform 0.78 0.42 1.02
Weibull 0.30 0.33 0.33
PDF Shape Parameters
Kurtosis 3.2 2.2 35.3
Skewness -0.78 -0.26 3.5
Proportion greater
58.4% 53.1% 36.5%
than the mean
Table 3.8: Quality of the fit between the observed marine bedform param-
eter distribution in high energy environments and the imposed
distributions. Values in bold indicate best fitting results.
PDF fits is much closer in the high energy results, with differences
in relative error (EX∗) of 0.2 between the best and second best fits.
However, the Gumbel was the better fit to the spectral data whereas
the Weibull was closest to the mean results, a pattern which is repeated
from the medium energy results, but differs from the low energy
results.
The height measurements exhibit a trend through the three energy
classifications, with an increase in kurtosis from low to high energy.
The kurtosis of the low energy data is 2.2, increases to 9.3 in the
medium and is 35.3 in the high energy results. Such a trend indicates
that bedforms found in increasingly energetic environments are sub-
ject to greater changes in height within the distributions observed
here. Similarly, the skewness values for each environment increase
(starting at 0.25 and increasing from 2.04 to 3.5). As with the medium
energy results, the Gumbel fit is most appropriate for modelling the
distribution of bedform heights in high energy environments.
3.3.3.2 Coefficient of variation
The coefficient of variation values for the high energy environments
are shown in Table 3.6. Overall, the trend is the same as for the medi-
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um energy environments, with low coefficients for the wavelength
measurements (cv(λmean) 0.05–0.32 and cv(λspectral) 0.09–0.36), and
higher values for the heights (cv(H) 0.18–1.20).
Drilling down into the specifics of each area, the coefficients from
the small JIBS data are approximately double the other values, in
particular, the height variation upper bound is 1.20. A coefficient
greater than one means the standard deviation is larger than the mean
value. Inspecting the bathymetry (Figure A.5) reveals this is due to the
presence of two scales of bedforms in the area. The superposition of
bedform scales means the standard deviation is large whilst the mean
will sit between the two populations, giving rise to a large coefficient
of variation. Should the two scales be separated, the coefficient will
decrease accordingly.
As with the low and medium energy results, the difference between
the mean and spectral results is an increase in the coefficient, indicating
greater scatter in the distributions. Due to the increase in data points,
this is to be expected. Both the mean and spectral results follow the
same trend in each environment.
3.3.3.3 Regression analysis
The regression analysis results are shown in Figure 3.11. The high
energy results fit the overall trend seen in the existing data (grey and
black points). The clustering of wavelengths within each high energy
environment indicates each area is dominated by a single bedform size.
This is particularly evident as wavelengths increase, although this may
be because larger bedforms are less abundant on the shelf. In areas in
which two bedform scales are observed, each scale is similarly limited
in its range of wavelengths. The deviation from the regression in in
Figure 3.9 shows the high energy results are well clustered around
the mean, with the majority of the points falling between the 50% and
200% ratio.
The height and wavelength relationships with depth in Figures
3.8a and 3.8b for the high energy results are consistently below the
upper bounds described in the literature (Jackson, 1976; Francken
et al., 2004).
3.3.4 Marine regression
Figure 3.12 shows the wavelength and height results for all the marine
bedforms. A power regression through these data gives a relationships
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Figure 3.11: Relationships between the high energy marine wavelength and
height and the extant data. Thick solid line is the regression
through the new results (low, medium and high environments);
grey lines are the relationships from Flemming (1988).
of H = 0.0451λ0.6915 with an r2 of 0.721. The regression follows the
same trend as the existing trends (Table 3.4). The grey and black points
are data extracted from various existing studies on bedforms across a
range of shelf environments, with the global regressions of Flemming
(1988) shown in grey and the regression from the new marine data
analysed here shown as a solid black line.
Although the separation of the bedform analyses into different
energy classifications has revealed differences in the distribution of
bedform parameters, this is not apparent in an absolute sense: the
medium and high energy data are intermingled with one another in
the marine global regression, with only the low energy data deviating
from the trend. The overall trend calculated through the new marine
data follows the existing trend, but is flatter than that of Flemming
(1988), in part due to the low energy results at high wavelengths.
3.4 aeolian analysis
Areas a–d in Figure 3.1 show the locations of four of the world’s largest
deserts. Selection of these deserts was largely determined based on the
extent of the dune formations visible on remotely sensed data as well
as selecting areas in which bedform type differed (from longitudinal
to transverse).
It has not been possible to classify each desert into low, medium
or high energy, in contrast with the marine data, where a numerical
model allowed for a spatially comprehensive analysis of the sediment
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Figure 3.12: Summary of the marine wavelength and height and the extant
data in all energy environments. Thick solid line is the regression
through the new results (low, medium and high environments);
grey lines are the relationships from Flemming (1988).
transport regime. Such a tool is not readily available for the aeolian da-
ta sets, and as such, each desert has been classified based on bedform
type (longitudinal and transverse) alone.
3.4.1 Probability Density Function analysis
Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show the PDF analysis for the transverse and
longitudinal bedforms, respectively. Table 3.9 shows the quality of the
imposed distributions relative to the observed distributions measured
using the goodness of fit (Equation 10).
The results of the PDF analysis for the transverse and longitudinal ae-
olian bedforms show very similar distributions. Overall, the transverse
and longitudinal results show a similar distribution in both height
and wavelength, with more widely spread results in the heights in
both bedform types. In all bar the longitudinal height, the best PDF fit
is achieved by the Gumbel distribution. Generally the fit between the
transverse bedforms is poorer than the longitudinal, with minimum
quality of fit values of 0.32-0.33 for the transverse and 0.16 for the
longitudinal. This is likely to be because of the larger number of values
from the longitudinal analyses (1940) compared with the transverse
(433).
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The PDF skewness and kurtosis again indicate a consistent difference
between height and wavelength in the transverse and longitudinal
bedforms. The wavelengths are always negatively skewed, though
the transverse bedforms are an order of magnitude more negatively
skewed than the longitudinal. Conversely, heights in both longitudinal
and transverse bedforms are both positively skewed, this time the
longitudinal bedforms are two times more positively skewed than
the transverse. Kurtosis values also show the same pattern across
the longitudinal and transverse bedforms, with larger values for the
heights than for the wavelengths. In the case of the longitudinal
bedform heights, kurtosis values are six times higher than in the
transverse bedforms, suggesting greater variability in longitudinal
heights than is found in transverse heights.
The discrepancy ratio results from the longitudinal and transverse
bedforms show a similar pattern: both height distributions have less
than half the values greater than the mean, with deviations of 14.6%
and 6.4% away from the mean for transverse and longitudinal bed-
forms, respectively, and thus the mean is an overestimate of the
height. For the wavelength measurements, transverse bedforms show
a stronger deviation from the mean than the longitudinal, with 9.9%
and 0.5%, respectively. The smaller longitudinal deviation indicates
the mean describes the typical bedform distribution whereas the trans-
verse aeolian bedforms mean values are more often likely to be an
underestimate.
3.4.2 Coefficient of variation
The aeolian results in Table 3.6 show less variation than in the marine
results, with cv(H) ranging from 0.41–0.70 and cv(λ) from 0.17–0.26.
Subdividing the aeolian data into longitudinal and transverse bed-
forms (Table 3.2) gives longitudinal height and wavelength ranges
of 0.41–0.49 and wavelength of 0.17–0.26, whilst transverse bedform
ranges are 0.59–0.70 and 0.18–0.20, for height and wavelength, respec-
tively. There is a separation in the transverse and longitudinal aeolian
distributions, with larger ranges and magnitudes for the transverse
heights, indicating greater variability. As with the marine data, the
mean coefficients for the heights are larger than those from the wave-
lengths, relating their morphology back to sediment transport and its
effect on bedforms.
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Transverse Longitudinal
Wavelength Wavelength
Height
Wavelength Wavelength
Height
(λmean) (λspectral) (λmean) (λspectral)
PDF Goodness of Fit
Cauchy 0.45 0.41 0.48 0.49 0.52 0.47
Exponential 1.16 1.25 0.64 1.19 1.13 0.97
Gamma 0.61 0.24 0.34 0.24 0.21 0.20
Gaussian 0.42 0.13 0.58 0.20 0.24 0.44
Gumbel 0.33 0.12 0.32 0.16 0.21 0.17
Log-normal 0.70 0.31 0.35 0.28 0.26 0.16
Rayleigh 0.73 0.75 0.45 0.64 0.53 0.41
Uniform 0.63 0.65 1.07 0.50 0.42 1.33
Weibull 0.39 0.12 0.39 0.17 0.21 0.40
PDF Shape Parameters
Kurtosis 7.6 3.0 2.8 45.7 2.0 2.1
Skewness 1.8 -0.78 -0.25 4.4 -0.06 0.11
In excess
35.4% 59.9% 52.1% 43.6% 50.5% 48.5%
of the mean
Table 3.9: Quality of the fit between the observed aeolian bedform parameter
distribution and the imposed distributions.
3.4.3 Regression analysis
For the aeolian data, it is not appropriate to compare the wavelength
and height measurements against an equivalent of water depth, and as
such, only the wavelength and height relationship is discussed. Figure
3.15 shows the 1,486 results of the bedform analysis of the four deserts
shown in Figure 3.1 as subsets a–d.
The aeolian analysis extends the range of bedform magnitudes
analysed in the original regression by Flemming (1988) to maximum
wavelengths of 5 km and heights up to 100 m. Andreotti et al. (2009)
have shown that the spacing between aeolian bedforms is consis-
tent across many types of bedform (star, longitudinal, transverse and
barchan bedforms). The results from the Simpson and Rub’ Al Khali
longitudinal bedforms follow the same trend as the transverse bed-
forms in the Taklamakan and Badain Jaran deserts, suggesting that the
controlling mechanism for both longitudinal and transverse aeolian
bedforms is the same.
The regression through the new aeolian results is very different
from the extant global aeolian regressions in Figure 3.18b. The existing
relationships show different trends from different environments, with
a strong tendency to linear relationships (Table 3.4). Existing relation-
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Figure 3.15: The relationship between aeolian wavelength and height for the
data sets analysed. The thick black line represents the regression
for the aeolian data analysed here; dashed lines are the aeolian
relationships in Table 3.4.
ships for aeolian bedforms with wavelengths in excess of 500 m predict
higher heights than is the case from the results of the analysis here. In
both the existing relationships and the one obtained here, the gradient
from the aeolian data is greater than in the marine regressions.
When compared with the full range of existing data available from
the literature, the aeolian data appear to follow a slightly different
trend from the lower wavelength features (Figure 3.16). Given the
range of existing aeolian trends in Figure 3.4b, the data from the anal-
ysis here indicate existing relationships based on fewer data points are
either based on overestimates of bedform heights or underestimates
of wavelength.
Figure 3.17 shows the discrepancy between the observed and pre-
dicted heights from the regression analysis above. It shows a tighter
range than is observed in the marine data, with 84% of height re-
sults falling within 50% and 200% of the mean for each data. The
proportion of predicted heights less than one is 58%, indicating the re-
gression tends to over-predict heights for the majority of the sampled
wavelengths.
3.5 discussion
Rubin and Hunter (1987) and Rubin and Ikeda (1990) found that both
marine and aeolian bedforms were subject to the same mechanism for
controlling their orientation in response to bimodal sediment transport.
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Figure 3.16: The relationship between aeolian wavelength and height for the
data sets analysed in addition to the extant marine data. The
thick black line represents the regression for the aeolian data
analysed here; the grey lines are from Flemming (1988); the
coloured dashed lines are the aeolian relationships in Table 3.4.
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Furthermore, they found longitudinal and transverse bedforms were
dependent on the vector sum under bimodal transport. Since bedform
wavelength and height are sensitive to sediment transport (Dalrymple
and Rhodes, 1995; Soulsby, 1997), if marine and aeolian bedforms are
entirely controlled by the same processes, as suggested by Rubin and
Hunter (1987) and Rubin and Ikeda (1990), then their analysis should
show similar trends.
A striking result of the analysis of the marine and aeolian data is
an apparent paucity of data where wavelengths are in the 50–200 m
range. The global regression in Figure 3.18 shows a gap here, with
only a small number of results from the North Sea falling in that range.
Given the total area of the shelf subjected to this analysis, this absence
is curious. However, the range between 5 m and 50 m is extremely
well populated, with the majority of the analyses contributing some
results to that range. This distribution of results is possibly due to a
range of factors, though the most prominent amongst them is that
the spatial extent and quality of the data together limit the type of
bedforms which can be analysed e.g. very large bedforms are too
sparsely distributed relative to the domain size and data quality.
Similarly, the aeolian data have so far been unable to provide results
for the smaller scale of bedforms. The principal sources of data for the
analysis of aeolian bedforms are the ASTER GDEM data (30 m resolution)
and the SRTM data (90 m resolution). The resolution of neither data set
allows the analysis of data with wavelengths much below 200 m, and
thus the aeolian analysis is currently heavily weighted towards very
large wavelengths. As such, the aeolian regression suffers from a lack
of representation at shorter wavelengths.
Figure 3.18 shows the combined aeolian and marine data from
this analysis with the extant data from the literature, and Table 3.10
gives relationships for each major environment analysed (Sections 3.3
and 3.4). Two regressions are plotted: the global marine regression
from Flemming (1988) and the combined marine and aeolian global
regression from the new results. The new global regression from the
results here is H = 0.0290λ0.8052 (r2 = 0.795).
The wavelengths and heights for the new analysis results follow a
similar trend to the previously extracted data, though with a tendency
to lower heights for a given wavelength. At very long wavelengths
(> 1 km), there appears to be a deviation between the marine (blue and
grey dots) and the aeolian data (crosses). Analysis of the palaeosed-
iment transport regime derived from a numerical model in the area
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Figure 3.18: Global regression from the measured aeolian and marine bed-
form analysis results. Regressions are those from Flemming
(1988) and the analysis presented here.
in which the lower bedforms are found (see Figure 3.2) suggests they
are likely to be in disequilibrium with the current hydrodynamic
regime. The other long wavelength marine bedforms which deviate
from the trend are from the south-east Canadian shelf from Amos and
King (1984) and are similarly identified as moribund bedforms in the
original analysis (Amos and King, 1984).
Separating the marine data into energy environments means simi-
larities or differences between populations can be explored. Overall,
the low energy environment is found to differ from the medium and
high energy environments: both low energy wavelength measure-
ments (mean and spectral) are positively skewed, in contrast with the
negatively skewed results from the medium and high energy areas.
Similarly, the distribution of heights is much less skewed in the low
energy environment compared with the other environments. In terms
of the PDF analysis, the low energy environment again differs from
the medium and high with the best fit to the mean wavelength data
Environment Regression r2
Marine H = 0.0451λ0.6915 0.721
Aeolian H = 0.0049λ1.1194 0.558
Global H = 0.0290λ0.8052 0.795
Global and extant H = 0.0681λ0.6696 0.811
Global and extant (no relict) H = 0.0590λ0.7148 0.851
Table 3.10: Regressions through the results of the bedform analysis.
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provided by the Cauchy distribution. In the medium and high energy
environments, the results are dominated by the Gumbel and Weibull
distributions for both wavelength and height results.
The coefficient of variation analysis has shown that aeolian bedforms
are more organised, with lower coefficients of variation (0.41–0.70 and
0.17–0.26 for height and wavelength, respectively). The marine data,
in contrast, show greater variability, between 0.18–0.74 (excluding the
small JIBS result of 1.20) and 0.05–0.74 for height and wavelength,
respectively. Values from the literature follow a similar trend, with
height exhibiting greater variability than wavelength.
The wider distribution of heights relative to the wavelengths reflect-
ed in the skewness and kurtosis results, as well as in the coefficient
of variation magnitudes, can be linked to the transport of individu-
al grains in both marine and aeolian environments. The process of
formation for bedforms has been shown to start from small perturba-
tions of otherwise uniform surfaces from saltating grains (Anderson,
1990). The bedform building process continues until an equilibrium
condition is reached, whereafter the size and shape of the bedforms
remains stable (Werner and Kocurek, 1997). In order to change the
height of a bedform, a much smaller number of grains needs to be
moved than is required to change the wavelength of that bedform.
Thus, the height is much more sensitive to sediment transport rates
than the wavelength, and more variability in the height can be ex-
pected, especially in the smaller data which respond more rapidly to
changes in forcing (Werner and Kocurek, 1997).
The low energy results across all three principal analysis types (PDF,
coefficient of variation and the regression analysis) indicate they de-
viate from the results obtained in the higher energy environments.
Although the spectral analysis for individual subsets shows promise
as a tool for quantifying secondary bedform morphological character-
istics, when aggregated across tens, hundreds or thousands of results,
the small differences become too infrequent to be observed in these sta-
tistical analyses. Thus, the mean and spectral results are very similarly
distributed across all three energy environments.
The skewness values for the wavelength and height distributions
have ramifications for the predictions of a range of parameters from
bedforms (e.g. bed roughness). The medium and high energy marine
wavelength results show negative skewness (-1.07 and -0.78 for mean
wavelength). In contrast, the low energy bedform wavelength skewness
values are positive (1.76 and 1.75 for the mean and spectral results,
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respectively). Given the moribund nature of the low energy bedforms,
this difference in the wavelength distribution of moribund bedforms
shows the smaller wavelengths are disappearing more rapidly than
the longer wavelength features since the tail of the distribution is
shifting from the short wavelength to the long wavelength end of the
histogram.
Since Werner and Kocurek (1997) have shown that smaller bedforms
respond more rapidly to changes in forcing, it is not unexpected that
the smallest bedforms are those which have been eroded away first.
Although the effect is less pronounced, the low energy height results
also follow a similar trend, with the medium and high energy results
strongly positively skewed (2.04 and 3.5, respectively), the low energy
height distribution is skewed by only 0.25.
From the aeolian analyses, the differences between the spectral and
mean wavelength distributions is quite marked: in both transverse and
longitudinal cases, the mean distributions are positively distributed
whilst the spectral are negatively distributed. In this instance, the
difference in morphology exposed by the spectral analysis has shown
a difference, with the spectral results following the trend set by the
marine data. These results contrast with those obtained by van der
Mark et al. (2008a) for fluvial and flume bedforms. Their analyses
indicate that bedform wavelength and height distributions tend to be
positively skewed.
To test whether marine bedform heights are limited by water depth,
the relationship between height and wavelength to the depth in which
those results were sampled has been compared. Existing relationships
from the literature indicate height (H) scales according to the water
depth (h) as H = 0.25h (Francken et al., 2004) and Jackson (1976)
propose a wavelength to water depth relationship of λmax = 9h.
The existing relationships place the upper bound of bedform di-
mensions too high, with the results here suggesting relationships of
H = 0.1h and λmax = 6h. The notable exception in these results are
those from the North Sea where both the wavelength and height re-
sults are in excess of the existing relationships. Van Landeghem et al.
(2009a) found many of the existing relationships between wavelength
and height and water depth to be lacking (e.g. Yalin (1964), Allen
(1968) and van Rijn (1984a)) whilst that from Francken et al. (2004)
fitted well, with only 2% higher than the prediction. Of the data in
excess of the proposed relationship, Van Landeghem et al. (2009a)
found it was most often overcome in water depths less than 30 m off
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the Welsh Coast. Analysis of the bathymetry in the Thames Estuary
and southern North Sea bathymetry shows 52% of the seabed falls
below the 30 m contour. Of the analysis results, 29% fall outside the
H = 0.1h relationship. Using the original H = 0.25h from Francken
et al. (2004) will inevitably give a better fit, with 9% of the results
outside the relationship. The similarity in the relationship found by
Van Landeghem et al. (2009a) and the analysis here for shallow water
bedforms suggests their structure is affected by factors not present in
deeper water.
Results from some of the other areas include very shallow depths,
in particular the Hastings Shingle Bank and Culver Sands, and these
results fit the existing trends. The shallowest southern North Sea data,
however, are found within the highly dynamic Thames Estuary. The
height results from this area in Figure A.1c are very high compared
with those immediately east of the estuary. Van Landeghem et al.
(2009a) find that the bedforms which fit least well with the predictions
are those with nearly symmetrical profiles. In the case of the Thames
Estuary, the asymmetry ratio analysis has also identified the bedforms
in the Thames Estuary as being more symmetrical than those further
offshore. Given the wavelength and height regression in Figure 3.10
does not indicate bedforms heights are anomalously low, the deviation
in the wavelength and height with depth plots suggests these bedforms
have, until relatively recently, been active, and that they have not had
time for their heights to erode such that they deviate from the profile
expected from the regression of other active bedforms.
To quantify the regression quality in terms of their ability to predict
bedform heights from wavelengths, the discrepancy ratios in Figures
3.9 and 3.17 show that heights for aeolian data are better predicted
than the marine data (84% within 50% or 200% of the mean for aeolian
compared with 69% for marine). The majority (68%) of the data show
ratios of less than one, indicating the observed heights are more often
lower than predicted.
Van Landeghem et al. (2009a) use this approach and find that, al-
though the regression correlated well to the data (r2 = 0.728), the
discrepancy ratios showed that only 51% of the measurements fell
within 50% of the predicted values; almost 25% of the measurements
were less than half or more than double the predicted value (Van Lan-
deghem et al., 2009a). Predictions based on the mean wavelength will,
therefore, more often be similar to those observed in the aeolian case
than in the marine data. This finding has implications for sediment
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transport formulae, particularly due to a number of assumptions made
about how bedforms affect flow velocity. In particular, the distribution
of wavelengths and heights is important in the quantification of the
drag experienced by a flow due to the size and shape bedforms on the
bed.
3.6 conclusions
In total, over 4 billion marine data points representing an area of
58,000 km2 and an aeolian coverage of 1,427,000 km2 (approximate-
ly 1% of the Earth’s land surface) of over 470 million data points
have been analysed. These massive data sets have produced 6,737
marine results and 1,486 aeolian results for each of the five principal
measurements (wavelength, orientation, height, asymmetry direction
and asymmetry ratio). This work therefore increases the number of
measurements for marine and aeolian data collected over the last forty
years by a factor of approximately 2.5, although the increase in aeolian
data points is much greater (from fewer than a hundred to 1,486). For
the first time, the spectral components of a bedform, both marine and
aeolian, have been analysed, a process which increases the number of
results by a further 49,000 points.
The three analyses (PDF, coefficient of variation and power law anal-
ysis) have shown there is little difference between the aeolian and
marine bedforms. Distributions of both types conform to the same de-
fined PDFs, indicating no structural difference between the two which
is indicative of them both sharing the same formation mechanism.
The range of values quantified through the coefficients of variation
shows that both marine and aeolian bedforms are similarly distribut-
ed. The global regression through the marine and aeolian data do
differ from one another, however this difference is largely the result
of the limited number of data points for the aeolian bedforms. The
extant aeolian relationships show considerable scatter when compared
with one another. These relationships have typically been based on
bedforms from specific deserts, and thus the global regression pre-
sented here provides an average condition applicable across a range
of environments.
Comparison of the various metrics for the longitudinal and trans-
verse bedforms from the aeolian analysis also confirms the hypothesis
put forward by Rubin and Hunter (1987) and Rubin and Ikeda (1990),
in which both types are the result of maximising sediment transport.
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The energy classification based on the modelled sediment transport
rates indicates that bedforms in the medium and high energy en-
vironments are similarly distributed, whilst those in the low energy
environments, and thus likely to be out of equilibrium with the current
transport regime, deviate from the established trends. Examination of
the environmental conditions from the numerical modelling in Chap-
ter 4 indicates these bedforms are likely to be relict, and therefore their
heights are likely to have degraded since their formation. These results
suggest the mechanism responsible for the growth and evolution of
bedforms is the same in both marine and aeolian environments across
a range of four orders of magnitude.
The upper bounds on bedform heights and wavelengths are com-
pared with existing relationships and show that the best fit found by
Van Landeghem et al. (2009a) based on the results of Francken et al.
(2004) appears too high. The basis for the original relationship is from
riverine data, an environment which differs quite markedly from the
tidal environments which form the majority of the bedform analyses
here. The unidirectional flow in a river system may allow greater
bedform growth than is possible in a reversing tidal flow, especially
for smaller bedforms which are more readily altered.
Analysis of the predictive capability of the regressions for the ma-
rine and aeolian data show that the regressions predict heights from
wavelength to a similar level as previous regressions. For example,
(Van Landeghem et al., 2009a) found that the regression based on data
from the Irish Sea were within 50% or 200% of the mean in 76% of
the wavelength measurements. The same analysis of the results here
gives values of 69% for the marine results and 84% for the aeolian,
suggesting the aeolian bedforms are much better sorted compared
with the marine data.
The distribution of the results is particularly interesting when con-
sidering the use of these relationships for predictions of wavelength
and height. The height PDF fitted most closely with the Gumbel PDF in
both the marine and aeolian data sets. The wavelength PDFs were most
closely reproduced by the Weibull PDF, again, in both the marine and
aeolian. Thus, there appears to be little difference between the marine
and aeolian data, suggesting both are the result of the same processes.
The analysis by van der Mark et al. (2008a) found the Weibull distri-
bution best described the distribution of wavelengths and heights. For
the analysis performed here, the best fitting PDFs are the Gumbel or
Weibull for both marine and aeolian bedforms.
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4
N U M E R I C A L M O D E L L I N G D E S I G N A N D
I M P L E M E N TAT I O N
4.1 introduction
Due to increasing pressure on energy resources, a number of govern-
ments are investing heavily in offshore renewable energy, most notably
tidal and wind energy. The level of investment is significant: UK in-
vestment in 2009 in the capital cost of offshore wind alone was £3.2
million per megawatt (MW) (Ernst & Young, 2009). The UK generated
7.5 terawatt hours (TWh) in 2009 from onshore wind (Department
of Energy and Climate Change, 2011). If the onshore wind energy
generation is matched by the offshore component, then the capital in-
vestment in the offshore wind sector will be £24 billion. The placement
of large offshore structures, such as wind turbines, must be chosen so
that their longevity is maximised. Knowledge of currents and associat-
ed sediment transport form a crucial part of the assessments which
accompany the choice of an offshore wind farm location. Similarly, the
placement of offshore cables and pipelines must account for potential
changes in regional sedimentation. The UK is currently a net importer
of gas and imported levels are predicted to increase to 80–90% of all
gas usage (The Crown Estate, 2011a). The responsibility for cables and
pipelines in UK waters lies with the company licensed to lay them; as
such, their placement must be selected such that maintenance costs are
minimised over the lifetime of the infrastructure (The Crown Estate,
2011a).
Increasing rates of construction demand larger quantities of raw
materials, in particular aggregates. In England and Wales, 21% of the
aggregates used in the construction industry come from the marine
aggregate industry, providing some 21 million tonnes of material per
year from 79 licence areas (The Crown Estate, 2011b). Part of the
licensing process for offshore dredging requires an Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) to determine what the likely effects of the
removal of material from the bed will have on local sediment transport
and any subsequent impacts on the flora and fauna within a given
area. Furthermore, the Crown Estate requires continuous monitor-
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ing of the potential impacts of dredging on the seabed and actively
funds research into the impacts the removal of material from the bed
has on local coastal dynamics (The Crown Estate, 2011b). In these in-
stances, the capability of modelling sediment transport is particularly
advantageous.
The use of numerical models for research into the dynamics of
sand transport on continental shelves cannot be underestimated. A
large body of research exists in which numerical models are used to
determine how and in what quantities material is moved across the
shelf, and what the driving forces behind those movements are.
Early numerical models were used to determine the spatial vari-
ability in the major tidal constituents across the north-west Euro-
pean continental shelf (Flather, 1976; Pingree and Griffiths, 1979, 1981;
Davies and Jones, 1990), the impact of the recent Holocene marine
transgression on the bed (Pantin and Evans, 1984; Belderson et al.,
1986; Austin, 1991) and the distribution and magnitude of currents
(Jamart and Ozer, 1987; Davies, 1986; Davies and Jones, 1990). Once
current magnitudes and directions were obtained, the application of
those currents to a bed of given roughness (generally derived from
grain size) could yield predictions of the spatial variability in bed
shear stress (e.g Davies, 1986), and from this the potential sediment
transport pathways on the shelf (Pingree and Griffiths, 1979). The evo-
lution in the scale and detail of numerical models continues to this day
(e.g. Grochowski et al., 1993; Chapalain and Thais, 2000; Harris and
Wiberg, 2001; HR Wallingford et al., 2002; Lesser et al., 2004; Wu, 2004;
Elliott et al., 2007; Levasseur et al., 2007; Warner et al., 2008; Guillou
and Chapalain, 2010). A summary of extant shelf-scale hydrodynamic
and sedimentological numerical models, focussing on those of the
north-west European continental shelf, is given in Table 4.1.
4.2 model design
The processes which govern the physical system are simplified into
equations which describe their behaviour mathematically (mass and
momentum conservation, sediment balance etc.). From these mathe-
matical descriptions, the behaviour of wind, waves, currents, sediment
transport etc. are turned into separate modules within a numerical
model.
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A modern process-based numerical model reduces a complex sys-
tem into a number of discrete parts. Figure 4.1 shows the relationship
between a physical system, the description of that system through the
language of mathematics, and the subsequent interpretation of that
language as a computer program.
Figure 4.1: The relationship between a physical system, its description as
a series of simpler systems, the mathematical representation of
those systems and the subsequent translation of the mathematics
to a form suitable for analysis with a computer (after Jones (2007)).
Converting the mathematical descriptions of the physical processes
in a finite difference model is achieved through a Taylor expansion
of the terms of the partial differential equation of interest. The Taylor
expansion describes a function as an infinite sum of terms. Were it
possible to use the infinite series of the Taylor expansion, the numerical
model would perfectly represent the system described by the original
differential equation, it would also, however, run forever. In order for
a model to run in a time frame practical for most purposes (hours
to weeks), a small number of the terms of the Taylor expansion are
retained. A first order approximation uses only a single term, and as
such is less representative of the original function, however, it reduces
the complexity of the equation which must be solved by the model,
and as such the run-time is decreased. Increasing the number of terms
in the model increases the accuracy of the process being described,
but it also increases the time to run the model.
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The numerical model must also reconcile processes which occur at
two principal different temporal scales: those which occur on the order
of hours and days, and those which occur over much greater time
scales (months or longer). To improve the performance of a model,
the processes which operate over longer time scales are calculated at
a much lower temporal resolution than the more frequent process-
es. For example, given a hydrodynamic model driving a sediment
transport model, the speed with which sediment transport and bed
level changes occur is much slower than the changes in hydrodynam-
ics (Jones, 2007). As such, a number of hydrodynamic and bed level
computations may be performed before the rate of bed level change
and the sediment transport are updated. The manner in which the
latter may be updated can range from simple linear to more complex
interpolation schemes. This “relaxation” reduces the amount of time
required to run a numerical model of a system of interest by omitting
expensive calculations where little change occurs.
The model used here is a closed-source, proprietary model made by
dhi Water & Environment which provides a suite of models, known
collectively as mike by dhi (version 2011). This suite of models has
been used extensively in industry and academia and local expertise
in its configuration and use meant it was selected for this study. The
models in mike by dhi range from 1d urban drainage to 3d unstruc-
tured grid and sigma-layer hydrodynamic models, with a number
of additional modules, including wind, wave, sediment transport,
particle tracking, ecology etc. dhi’s mike suite provides rectilinear,
curvilinear and unstructured grid modelling capabilities as well as
hybrid grids. Traditional finite difference models (see Table 4.1) have
used rectangular model grids to divide a domain into a finite number
of discrete subsets. Whilst these models have proven effective in the
past, there are limitations.
The scientific documentation which accompanies dhi’s mike modell-
ing software is available on their website (http://www.dhigroup.com/)
and details the mathematical formulae chosen for the hydrodynamic
and sediment transport modules within the model. An overview of
the relevant formulae is given in Appendix B.1.
4.2.1 Bed roughness
The equations of continuity used in the hydrodynamic models of
continental shelves contain a range of friction parameters (e.g. k, CD,
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z0, ks) (Flather, 1976; Davies and Furnes, 1980; Davies and Jones,
1990; Austin, 1991; Grochowski et al., 1993; James, 1996; Hall and
Davies, 2004; Uehara et al., 2006; Neill et al., 2009, 2010). These friction
parameters serve to dissipate energy in the water column (Davies
and Jones, 1990) and are thus crucial to accurately predict current
velocity, which in turn is used for sediment transport vectors. Few
models base the value of those parameters on observations, and fewer
still spatially (or temporally, to account for form drag and tidal flow
direction variability) vary those values.
Some friction parameters can be derived directly from observations
of grain size or currents: CD relates current speed to shear stress on
the bed through the quadratic friction law; z0 is the point at which the
logarithmic velocity profile goes to zero for a given current velocity
profile; ks is roughness related directly to the grains on the bed. These
bed friction values are sometimes spatially uniform (e.g Davies and
Furnes, 1980) or spatially varying (HR Wallingford et al., 2002; Guillou
et al., 2009; Guillou and Chapalain, 2010). More often, however, these
values are arrived at through a process of minimising the error between
the model output and a number of observed time series whereafter
they are propagated from one model to its successors e.g. from Flather
(1976) to Davies and Furnes (1980) to Davies and Jones (1990). Spatially
uniform friction often results in models which perform well in some
areas, but less well in others (e.g. Pingree and Griffiths, 1979; Austin,
1991).
4.2.1.1 Uniform friction
Increasing bed friction increases drag and removes more energy from
the flow, lowering the tidal amplitude (Davies and Jones, 1990). Flather
(1976) tested two friction coefficient values (k = 3×10-3 and 2.5×10-3)
giving modelled tides within 10% in amplitude and 10◦ in phase of
observations (Flather, 1976). The lower bottom friction value improved
the model results in the Thames Estuary to within 5% in amplitude and
3◦ in phase for the M2 tide (Flather, 1976), though this improvement
was not related to any data on the seabed, but was rather an error-
minimising calibration.
Using friction coefficients of k = 2.5×10-3 and 5×10-3 in their 3d
model, Davies and Furnes (1980) found that M2 amplitudes were
20–30 cm higher than observations with the lower friction; the higher
friction reduced amplitudes by 40–50 cm in the shallow areas (e.g.
the Southern Bight) and by ∼ 10 cm in deeper areas to better match
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observations. In this 3d model, the bottom friction coefficient k is
comparable to the more readily calculated drag coefficient 1 m above
the bed (C100) (Davies and Furnes, 1980), though the values used
in the model are not derived from any observations, but are simply
iteratively adjusted to improve the model output. Observed values
of C100 in the English Channel from Channon and Hamilton (1971)
are C100 = 5.39×10-3 to C100 = 6.67×10-3, which show the model
requires a slightly lower roughness than the observations suggest.
This indicates the bottom friction on the shelf is lower than in the
English Channel: given the coarser sediment in the majority of the
English Channel provides greater friction than the finer material on
the rest of the shelf (Hamblin et al., 1992), this validates the select-
ed roughness arrived at through the error-minimisation calibration.
Thus, Davies and Furnes (1980) correctly identified a lower shelf-wide
bottom friction as most representative of the bed.
Pingree and Griffiths (1981) used a 3d model to study how friction
affected tides, in particular the M2 and S2 tidal constituents. Two
friction schemes were used: a quadratic friction law and a linear
friction coefficient based on M2 current speeds and a uniform drag
coefficient. Little in the way of calibration was performed, though
for the linear friction model, the drag coefficient was scaled to 95%
of its original value. Harmonic analysis of the model results showed
S2 amplitudes differed by 5% from observations, and by 8◦ in phase.
The S2 tide provides a mechanism for damping the M2 tide to control
M2 tidal amplitudes instead of altering bed roughness (Pingree and
Griffiths, 1981). However, this approach over-dampened the M4 tide
with the quadratic friction approach; Pingree and Griffiths (1981)
suggest using more tidal constituents in the model could eliminate
this over-damping.
Rather than parameterise the energy loss in the water column
through the bed friction, Davies and Jones (1990) used a turbulent
energy closure scheme. To calculate bottom stress from the modelled
current speeds, the new turbulent energy model used the roughness
length parameter z0; Davies and Furnes (1980) had previously used
a constant bottom friction coefficient k = 5×10-3. Three z0 values
were tested: 0.015, 0.025 and 0.035 m. As is to be expected, with in-
creasing friction, the tidal amplitude decreased, particularly in areas
with high tidal velocities and shallow water depths (e.g. the South-
ern Bight of the North Sea). Their three model tests indicated that a
roughness length of 0.025 m gave a good balance between accurate
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phases and amplitudes: lower roughness overestimated amplitude
and underestimated of phase, and vice versa for increased roughness.
This roughness value is larger than a grain size derived roughness
(Heathershaw, 1981; Soulsby, 1997), though observations in the Sev-
ern Estuary indicate that such values are typical when bedforms are
present (Heathershaw, 1981). Davies and Jones (1990) suggest this
roughness is necessary since the model grid resolution is too large
to resolve the effect of bedforms and the important role they play in
overall roughness (Harris and Wiberg, 2001).
A model with a focus on advection schemes in shelf models is
described by James (1996). Proctor and James (1996) apply this model
to the North Sea with a uniform bottom stress coefficient (k = 5×10-3).
No calibration or alteration of this value is performed, instead the
effects of wind and solar heating on water column stratification were
investigated.
A hybrid 2d-3d model is described in Davies et al. (1997a) where the
bottom friction is still parameterised through a coefficient (in this case
described as k, equivalent to C100 (Davies and Furnes, 1980; Davies
et al., 1997a)) rather than through feedback between the eddy viscosity,
current and the bottom stress (Davies et al., 1997a). The hybrid model
is tested with a number of friction parameters (k = 2.5×10-3, 5×10-3,
7.5×10-3 and 1×10-2) to determine which viscosity profile in the 3d
model matched observed current profiles most accurately. The model
under-predicted M2 tidal amplitude which in turn gave rise to under-
predictions of M4 tidal elevations and currents in shallow areas. In
general, the tidal current ellipse is predicted to within ± 5 cm s-1 in
200 of the 278 calibration locations (Davies et al., 1997a).
Models focussing on the effect of changing sea level begin with
models based on the present day conditions. The earliest model
of the north-west European shelf used a uniform friction value of
k = 2.3×10-3 to model variability in the M2 tide (Austin, 1991). This
value remained unchanged and the hydrodynamic model was report-
ed as “no better than that of Flather’s (1976) model despite having
four times greater resolution” (Austin, 1991). Hall and Davies (2004)
and Neill et al. (2010) also modelled changing sea levels and their
impact on bed shear stress and thus potential shelf sediment transport.
Hall and Davies (2004) based their model on the 3d model of Davies
et al. (1997a) with a higher resolution grid. The bed friction k was set
at 0.01 to match the Davies et al. (1997a) models.
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More recently, Uehara et al. (2006) also created a shelf model to as-
sess variability in shelf dynamics due to changing sea levels combined
with crustal motion from ice unloading. Their model used a constant
bed friction CD = 2.6×10-3, again, no sensitivity testing was done for
the impact this had on shelf tidal amplitudes. Neill et al. (2009) used
the same model set up to investigate the effect of wind action on bed
shear stress, again with a constant bed friction value.
Neill et al. (2010) used the 3d polcoms model (James, 1996; Holt and
James, 2001) and a uniform drag coefficient value of CD = 2.6×10-3.
M2 Root Mean Square (RMS) errors were 7.81 cm and 13.35◦ in phase
and nine current meters provided calibration locations across the shelf
with a total RMS velocity error of 0.05 m s-1.
4.2.1.2 Variable friction
Davies and Jones (1990) suggest that spatially varying friction pa-
rameters could improve calculated tidal amplitudes, although they
did not include such variability in their models. Subsequent models
have infrequently implemented spatially varying roughness, favour-
ing spatially uniform roughness values instead. The first instance of
varying the friction was based on water depth: Pingree and Griffiths
(1979) found that in areas where the water column was less than
thirty metres deep, a higher bed friction was required to reduce tidal
amplitudes. Thus, they scaled the drag coefficient used in the deeper
areas (CD = 2.5×10-3) by the water depth:
CD =
0.0025
z
× 30, (11)
where 0.0025 is the deep-water drag coefficient and z is the water depth.
This produced a better fit with coastal observations by increasing
friction in shallow water, reducing the previously over-predicted tidal
amplitudes. However, in particularly shallow (∼ 5 m depth) regions,
the depth-dependent approach still over predicted tidal amplitudes.
This spatially varying, depth-dependent approach gave a certain
degree of control; however, it is apparent that the roughness on the
shelf is controlled by more than the depth alone. Their model experi-
enced a delay of 10 minutes in the M4 phase and M2 and M4 phases
had 20◦ scatter when compared with the observed phases (Pingree
and Griffiths, 1979). These are attributed to non-zero surface elevation
values in the bottom friction term as well as some smaller errors due
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to the use of the vertically integrated second order velocity terms in
the calculation of the water column mean velocity.
HR Wallingford et al. (2002) used the open source Opentelemac
model with a variable resolution unstructured grid to calculate sed-
iment transport in the southern North Sea. As in previous models,
uniform bed friction was parameterised through the Nikuradse rough-
ness parameter ks with values of 0.1 m and 0.01 m. However, as with
the model in Pingree and Griffiths (1979), bed friction was spatially
varied. HR Wallingford et al. (2002) varied friction through the grain
size, however, rather the water depth. This approach gave spatially
varying values of ks from 0.006 to 0.2 m. The model was calibrated
using predicted tidal elevations and directions and current speeds and
directions at 53 sites. The uniform roughness of ks = 0.01 m for a fine
grained flat seabed was found to under-predict current speeds (HR
Wallingford et al., 2002). Results of the spatially varying roughness
showed “generally comparable” results to the uniform bed roughness
model results when ks = 0.1 m (analogous to a flat sandy bed), sug-
gesting a spatially varying roughness can be used to provide results
which are as good as those from uniform roughness values.
A 3d model of the English Channel further refined the use of var-
iable friction on the bed based on grain size data, and, for the first
time, bedform parameters. Guillou et al. (2009) and Guillou and Cha-
palain (2010) reviewed available grain size data sources and compared
their collated data set with spot measurements, particularly in the
eastern English Channel. These data formed the basis for the creation
of eleven classes of grain size. The bed friction in the model was
derived from the grain size using empirical relationships (Yalin, 1985;
van Rijn, 1993). The drag from ripples was applied based on ripple
wavelengths and heights derived from the grain size data (Wooding
et al., 1973), giving eleven separate ripple types. Thus, a measure of
the influence of bedforms was included, though it was based on an
empirical relationship between grain size and previously observed
ripple dimensions. The model predicted current velocities to within
15–20% of the observed values (Guillou et al., 2009).
4.2.1.3 mike roughness design
Appendix B.1 details the manner in which the friction coefficient in
mike by dhi is determined from one of two parameterisations of
bed roughness: the Manning’s number (M) and the Chézy number
(C). Although the method by which the bed roughness has been
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traditionally determined through an error-minimisation approach
(Flather, 1976; Pingree and Griffiths, 1979; Davies and Furnes, 1980;
Davies and Jones, 1990; Grochowski et al., 1993), it is possible to derive
bed roughness from observations of grain size (e.g. HR Wallingford
et al., 2002; Guillou et al., 2009; Guillou and Chapalain, 2010) and
bedform dimensions.
The Manning’s number can be calculated from measurements of
the grain roughness height (sometimes referred to as the Nikuradse
equivalent grain roughness (Nikuradse, 1933)). This is often given as
a simple grain size scaling
ks = 2.5d50, (12)
where d50 is the median grain size in metres. Alternative relation-
ships for different grain size percentiles are given as ks = 1.25d35,
ks = 1.0d65, ks = 2d65, ks = 2.3d84, ks = 5.1d84, ks = 2d90 and
ks = 3d90 (Soulsby, 1997). This variability is of concern, although
since the shear stress which is calculated from these roughnesses
depends only logarithmically on the value of ks, the impact of that
variability is lessened. Furthermore, Soulsby and Humphery (1990)
experimented with a range of grain sizes and showed that the rela-
tionship in Equation 12 was a good fit to the observations.
The Manning’s number (M) for a given grain roughness (ks) can be
calculated as
M =
25.4
ks
1/6
. (13)
This approach calculates a grain size-dependent Manning’s number.
Alternative formulations for calculating the Manning’s number are
given in Soulsby (1997) which include calculations based on grain size
as well as bedform dimensions. Soulsby (1997) states the inclusion
of bedform dimensions in roughness calculations is preferable over
assumptions of equilibrium such as are found in alluvial methods. The
short temporal scales over which currents and waves vary (hours to
days) contrast with the slower bedform response times. This temporal
discrepancy means the bedforms are rarely in equilibrium with the
hydrodynamic conditions. Different relationships between bedform
wavelength and height have been proposed. van Rijn (1989) developed
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a method for calculating the roughness from the grain roughness
height (kbs) and the form roughness height (kbf)
ks = kbs + kbf = 3φs + 20
H2
λ
, (14)
where φs is the sediment grain size (φs = −log2D where D is the
grain size in millimetres) and H and λ are the bedform height and
wavelength respectively. However, this is applicable only for small-
scale bedforms whose sizes typically fall below 1 m (i.e. ripples)
(Ashley, 1990).
An alternative approach given by van Rijn (1984c) calculates ks
based on a combination of the grain size and the wavelength (λ) and
height (H) of bedforms
ks = 1.1H(1− e−25H/λ) + 3d90. (15)
It is more common to find measurements of grain size represented
by the median sieve diameter d50 than the 90th percentile d90. To fulfil
the requirements of Equation 15, an estimate of d90 can be made from
values of d50 if the grain size distribution is assumed to be log-normal
(Soulsby, 1997), in which case d90 ≈ d50× 3.6. The calculation of
the Manning’s number from this value is then given by Equation 13,
though now the calculation is based on grain size and measurements
of bedforms.
To illustrate the two approaches outlined so far, using Equation 12
with a seabed comprised of 0.4 mm sediments gives a value of ks of
0.001 m; adding 20 m wavelength and 0.5 m high bedforms with the
same grain size gives ks values of 0.556 m. Corresponding Manning’s
numbers from Equation 13 are 80.32 and 28.01 m1⁄3s-1 respectively. The
large discrepancy in the two measurements is problematic because
in areas where only grain size measurements exist, the roughnesses
will be very low (i.e. high Manning’s numbers); conversely, where
measurements of bedform dimensions do exist, the roughnesses will
lower: the boundaries between the two areas will be sharp and could
cause undesired hydrodynamic effects, particularly in the long-term
residual flow field.
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To compensate for the slightly simplistic calculation of roughness
from the grain size alone, by calculating the drag coefficient (CD) from
the roughness, water depth can be incorporated too:
CD = α
(z0s
h
)β
, (16)
where z0s is the grain roughness defined as z0s = d50/12 (Soulsby,
1997), h is the water depth, and α and β are coefficients, of which
there are three principal sets:
• Manning-Strickler: α = 0.0474, β = 1/3
• Dawson et al. (1983): α = 0.019, β = 0.208
• Soulsby (1997): α = 0.0415, β = 2/7
For calculating friction, the values of Soulsby (1997) are recom-
mended since they were derived for that purpose whilst the Manning-
Strickler and Dawson et al. (1983) values were not.
Finally, the depth-dependent drag coefficient can be converted into
a Manning’s number as follows (Soulsby, 1997; DHI, 2011a)
M =
√
g/CD
h1/6
. (17)
Chapter 2 outlines a method for extracting wavelength and height
measurements from metre-scale multibeam bathymetry data. However,
the bedform measurements do not cover the entire shelf and using the
grain size alone produces roughness values which are much too low
to be considered realistic. To vary the roughness in areas where bed-
form measurements are not available, therefore, a depth dependency
provides a measure of spatial variability through the calculation of the
drag coefficient. Thus, the calculation of the bed roughness considers
whether there are bedform data available, and if so, those are used
with Equations 13 and 15; if only depth and grain size data exist, then
the roughness is based on the calculation of the drag coefficient with
Equations 16 and 17.
The two principal components within the model (the hydrodynamic
and the sediment transport modules) both require a bed roughness
value to determine the flow speed and the shear stress respectively.
Soulsby (1997) states that the grain derived roughness (skin friction) is
responsible for the initiation of transport and the subsequent bedload
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transport only; the bedform derived roughness (form drag) affects
the water column turbulence and suspended sediment transport on-
ly. Thus, for the sediment transport module, the calculated variable
Manning’s number is based on grain size roughness alone, whilst the
hydrodynamic simulations use the combined bedform and grain size
derived Manning’s numbers.
4.2.1.4 Summary
The bed roughness parameter is a key parameter in ensuring tidal
amplitudes and current speeds are correctly represented in a numerical
model. The earliest models employed constant friction parameters on
coarse grid resolutions (e.g. Flather, 1976; Davies and Furnes, 1980;
Austin, 1991) and this approach is still used today (e.g. HR Wallingford
et al., 2002; Uehara et al., 2006; Neill et al., 2009). More sophisticated
roughness schemes have been employed using complex turbulent
energy closure schemes in 3d models giving comparable results to
the traditional parameterisation approach (Davies and Jones, 1990;
Davies et al., 1997b). Although identified early as preferable, spatially
varying roughness has only recently begun to be used. Typically grain
size data are used as the basis for the calculation of roughness (HR
Wallingford et al., 2002), though some inclusion of form drag has also
been used (Guillou et al., 2009; Guillou and Chapalain, 2010).
The ease of obtaining measurements of bedform parameters has
increased in parallel with recent continental shelf-scale hydrographic
mapping programmes. These measurements can be used to introduce
observation-based form drag components into the bed roughness
applied to the hydrodynamic model. Combining this new data with
observations of grain size as well as with water depths, the modelling
lessons of the last fifty years can be tested with a single comprehensive
bed roughness map. The models results from this approach can be
compared with the more traditional uniform roughness approach to
determine which provides the smallest difference with observations.
4.2.2 Sediment transport
Few shelf-scale sediment transport models have been created; sedi-
ment transport models are more often produced for smaller areas such
as the English Channel, the southern North Sea, or, more common-
ly, estuarine coastal systems. A number of models have investigated
bed shear stress variability, a parameter closely linked to sediment
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transport (Pingree and Griffiths, 1979), often with the intention of
quantifying changes over time due to sea level rise and isostatic read-
justment (Austin, 1991; Hall and Davies, 2004; Uehara et al., 2006; Neill
et al., 2010). Pingree and Griffiths (1979) calculated mean and peak
bottom stress from the M2 tidal constituent on the north-west Euro-
pean continental shelf. A qualitative analysis of sand transport paths
from Stride (1963a) and Belderson et al. (1977) showed comprehensive
agreement between the model outputs and observed transport path-
ways, differing only in some extensive shallow areas (e.g. the Wash)
due to the lack of a diffusive parameter on higher wavenumbers in
the model (Pingree and Griffiths, 1979).
The evolution of bed shear stress during the most recent marine
transgression has formed the basis of a number of studies (Austin,
1991; Hall and Davies, 2004; Uehara et al., 2006; Neill et al., 2010). Each
progressive model has included more data, with the earliest models
working with uniform water level changes and single constituent tidal
inputs, whilst the latest models also include effects from isostatic
readjustment and palaeoocean tidal models. Austin (1991) found that
M2 tidal amplitude spatial distribution has not changed over the last
8,000 years, in spite of changes of 1.1 m in modelled tidal amplitudes
over the same period. Bed shear stresses experienced by the bed have
changed markedly; stresses through the narrow Strait of Dover, the
English Channel and the Celtic and Irish Seas all increased, whilst bed
stress in the North Sea decreased compared with the present day. Hall
and Davies (2004) included four extra tidal constituents (S2, N2, K1
and O1) as well as the M2 constituent, though this did not markedly
change the bed shear stress spatial distribution. However, certain areas
with weaker M2 tidal currents (northern North Sea and the shelf edge
west of the Hebrides) did exhibit increased bed stress magnitudes
∼ 10,000 years Before Present (BP).
Recent numerical models of bed shear stress evolution during the
Holocene marine transgression have included effects of palaeoocean
tides (Uehara et al., 2006) and wind-driven waves (Neill et al., 2009).
Uehara et al. (2006) found three to five times more stress on the bed
that occurs under present conditions, of which 30–40% was the result
of water depth changes, the rest the result of changes in the palaeotides.
During the flooding of the shelf, transport vectors decreased in mag-
nitude, particularly in the Southern Bight (Uehara et al., 2006). The
addition of wind stress to the model by Neill et al. (2009) increased
wave motion, hence shear stress, at the bed due to a greater proportion
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of shallow sea, despite smaller fetch distances creating smaller waves.
Overall, wave heights and period increased during the transgression
due to increasing fetch distances, though the impact on shear stress
has been heavily mitigated by increasing water depths (Neill et al.,
2009).
Using the output from an earlier hydrodynamic model (Salomon
and Breton, 1990), Grochowski et al. (1993) tested three sediment trans-
port formulae: Yalin (1963), Engelund and Hansen (1967) and Gadd
et al. (1978). Transport rates were calculated for the three formulae
from the hydrodynamic model flow velocity magnitude; transport
direction was taken directly from the flow velocity. The predicted
transport rates were compared against radioactive tracer measure-
ments from the eastern English Channel and northern French coast
and ranged over two orders of magnitude, much greater than the
range from the sand tracer experiments. Of the three transport equa-
tions used, the mean predicted transport rates of Gadd et al. (1978)
were closest to the range of observed values of radioactive sand tracer
measurements.
Sediment transport pathways along the eastern English coast in
the southern North Sea were investigated by HR Wallingford et al.
(2002). For the first time, a regional-scale model used an unstructured
grid in combination with varying bed roughness. Sediment transport
was calculated for three separate grain size components using a non-
equilibrium finite element model and a total load formula from van
Rijn (1984a) modified by Soulsby (1997) to include the effect of waves.
This sediment transport model simulates total load using the output
of the hydrodynamic model to create sediment transport vectors. The
model was calibrated using predicted tidal elevations and directions
and current speeds and directions at fifty-three sites. Results from the
transport models were used to assess variability in transport pathways
rather than absolute changes in transport magnitudes HR Wallingford
et al. (2002). Some disagreement between residual transport in the
southern North Sea and previous observations was found, although
generally the results matched observations.
Guillou et al. (2009) presented results from a 3d numerical model
of the English Channel to model the circulation and resuspension of
non-cohesive sediments, focussing in particular on the eastern English
Channel. The results of the modelled suspended sediment transport
were in close agreement with measurements, though the model did
not account for the physical properties of cohesive sediments such as
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flocculation and settling (Guillou et al., 2009). An improved model was
created (Guillou and Chapalain, 2010) and used to calculate suspend-
ed load and bedload transport due to the M2 tidal constituent and
its M4 wave to match previously published models (e.g. Grochowski
et al., 1993). Their results identified the dominance of medium sands
as the material transported as bedload; suspended load was in turn
dominated by silts. Tidally averaged cumulative bedload and suspend-
ed load transport pathways (i.e. residual transport) matched those
from previous models (e.g. Grochowski et al., 1993) as well as sedi-
mentological observations (e.g. Kenyon and Stride, 1970; Stride et al.,
1972). Due to the higher resolution, more subtle details in the transport
around the Channel Islands and the Isle of Wight were resolved. As
with the previous model (Guillou et al., 2009), suspended sediment
concentrations were in agreement with the observations, and revealed
differences in the pattern of transport when compared with bedload
transport in the central English Channel, particularly close to the Isle
of Wight.
4.2.2.1 mike sediment transport
Non-cohesive sediment transport in mike can be calculated in either a
pure current (see Appendix B.2) or combined wave and current hydro-
dynamic model (see Appendix B.4). Transport of material is modelled
using the mean horizontal component of the calculated flow at each
node in the model assuming a logarithmic velocity profile. In the case
of pure current sediment transport modelling, the hydrodynamics at
each model time step are used to calculate resultant sediment trans-
port at each node; combined wave and current models, on the other
hand, make use of a look-up table to calculate rates of transport more
efficiently.
In pure current models, the transport is divided into bedload and
suspended load transport. The bedload transport is in equilibrium
with the hydrodynamics whilst the suspended load is in a state of non-
equilibrium due to the possible delay suspended load may experience
relative to the hydrodynamics. Sediment transport under combined
waves and currents is calculated as total load transport only. Much of
the work on sediment transport was based on the transport of material
within rivers; this work forms the basis of the transport equations in
mike.
The pure current module within mike provides four sediment trans-
port formulae: Meyer-Peter and Müller (1948), Engelund and Hansen
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(1967), Engelund and Fredsø e (1976) and van Rijn (1984a). The choice
of which transport model to use in the north-west European continen-
tal shelf model is based on the quality of the model as determined
by a number of researchers (Chien, 1980; Zhang and McConnachie,
1994; Neumeier et al., 2008). The first three models (Meyer-Peter and
Müller, 1948; Engelund and Hansen, 1967; Engelund and Fredsø e,
1976) have each had limitations discovered in the literature (Chien,
1980; Zhang and McConnachie, 1994; Wong and Parker, 2006). Analy-
sis of the fourth model described above, van Rijn (1984a,b), has shown
that it is most appropriate for fine sands under a current dominat-
ed environment when compared with four other models (Neumeier
et al., 2008). Furthermore, van Rijn (1984a,b) varies the critical Shields
parameter (which controls the initiation of transport) as a function
of the grain size, something the other models do not do. Given the
distribution of sediment and the dominance of currents on the shelf,
the north-west European continental shelf model will use the model
of van Rijn (1984a,b) for pure current driven sediment transport.
It is worth noting that many researchers warn on the potential errors
in sediment transport formulae. Soulsby (1997) states:
. . . in river engineering the best available methods can
only predict sediment transport rates to better than a factor
of two in about 70% of cases. In the much more complicated
environment of the sea, the best methods may not be able
to achieve much better than an accuracy of a factor of five
in sediment transport rates for 70% of cases.
Furthermore, work on the quality of the methods to determine
shear stress from flow velocity indicates that uncertainties range over
approximately an order of magnitude (Thompson et al., 2003).
Analysis of the transport model of van Rijn (1984a,b) by Neumeier
et al. (2008) indicated that this model is particularly suitable for fine
sands (d50 = 0.125–0.25 mm) in current dominated environments,
though the full range of supported grain sizes is 0.05–29.1 mm (Neu-
meier et al., 2008). An in-depth description of the van Rijn (1984a) and
van Rijn (1984b) transport formula is given in Appendix B.2.
Appendix B.3.2 describes the approach which mike uses to de-
termine how wind and wave action impacts current velocity and
subsequently the changes in sediment transport. For the purposes of
this work, knowing the proportion of time for which the bed feels the
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effects of surface waves determines whether to include wave action in
the model.
To determine whether the inclusion of waves in the hydrodynamic
or sediment transport model is necessary, the influence of waves on
the seabed across the shelf needs to be examined. Waves are classified
as either deep- or shallow-water waves based on the dimensions of
the waves and the water depth. Waves can be classified based on the
Ursell number (Us), which is defined as
Us =
HL2
D3
, (18)
where H is the wave height, L is the wavelength and D is the water
depth.
Given surface wave heights and wavelengths, if the Ursell number
is less than 25, the waves are considered deep-water waves, otherwise
they are shallow-water waves. Soulsby (1997) gives an alternative
method to determine the wave penetration depth from measurements
of wave period and significant wave height, parameters which are
much more readily available from offshore wave buoys. The surface
wave penetration depth (Ωh or Ωt: the h and t are height and period
respectively) can be defined as
Ωh = 0.1gTp2, (19)
and
Ωt = 10Hs, (20)
where h is the water depth, g is the acceleration due to gravity, Tp
is the average wave period in seconds and Hs is the significant wave
height in metres. When either Ωh or Ωt is greater than the water
depth (h), the waves affect the bed and are considered shallow-water
waves, otherwise the waves are too small to affect the bed and are
therefore deep-water waves.
The latter approach is preferable over the Ursell number because the
majority of wave buoys measure wave period rather than wavelength,
and the conversion from period to wavelength is not straightforward
(Soulsby, 1997). Thus, Hs and Tp from the nine wave buoys from
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Figure 4.2: Location of the selected BODC wave buoys used in the wave pene-
tration analysis. All buoys record at least significant wave height
and average wave period. Pie charts show the proportion of time
for which the waves do not penetrate to the bed (in black) and
for which they do (white).
the British Oceanographic Data Centre (BODC) archive (Figure 4.2)
were used to calculate wave penetration depth for every sample. The
amount of time for which the wave penetration exceeded the water
depth gives an indication of the influence waves have on the seabed
around the shelf (see pie charts in Figure 4.2).
The percentage of time as a mean value across the nine selected
wave buoys for which the seabed is unaffected by surface waves is
98.8%. Spatial variability in the results shows that the shallower coastal
regions experience waves whose size allows them to penetrate to the
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bed; offshore areas do not experience this so frequently. This indicates
that the influence of waves on the potential sediment transport occurs
for a small amount of time, though shallow banks and coastal areas
are more likely to be affected more frequently.
Based on the low proportion of time for which the bed is affected,
the inclusion of the results of a separate hydrodynamic wave model are
not deemed necessary, and the parameterisation within the sediment
transport module will be used if the focus of study falls in shallow
waters.
4.2.3 Domain size and mesh resolution
The choice of the model domain size and the nodal spacing within that
domain are particularly important in ensuring processes are correctly
resolved. If too small a domain is chosen, the impacts of processes
which occur outside of the domain are omitted or reduced, leading
to poorer reproduction of the system in question. Similarly, if an area
of interest is represented by too few elements in the model grid, the
fine-scale processes will not be captured, which may in turn lead to
erroneous results (Pingree and Griffiths, 1981).
4.2.3.1 Domain size
Previous models of the north-west European continental shelf have
created open boundaries which lie far from the areas of interest and
where water depths are typically in excess of 500 m (Flather, 1976;
Davies and Furnes, 1980; Davies and Jones, 1990; Austin, 1991; James,
1996; Hall and Davies, 2004; Uehara et al., 2006; Neill et al., 2009);
having the model boundaries far from the region of interest (i.e. the
shelf itself), the effect of water depth on the tides can be examined
(Hall and Davies, 2004). Using similar boundary positions as previous
models also allows the results from those models to be more easily
compared with this model.
Work by Jones (2007) and Dix et al. (2007a) has addressed the specific
question of model domain size in mike. Dix et al. (2007a) produced a
model of the English Channel with a particular focus on the sediment
transport in the eastern English Channel. The conclusions of those
studies indicated that model boundaries should lie far from areas of
complex tidal patterns (e.g. close to amphidromic points) as well as
away from narrow channels where flows are constricted.
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Figure 4.3: The shelf model domain size and mesh resolution. The four
model boundaries fall far from amphidromic points and narrow
channels. Parts of the mesh have increased mesh resolution to
accommodate narrower channels (e.g. the Irish Sea, the English
Channel and the sea between the islands of Shetland and Orkney).
Bathymetry data are taken from a range of sources (see Section
4.2.4 for details).
For the continental shelf model, the model boundaries were placed
off the continental shelf, where depth-dependent effects would be
minimised and there are no narrow channels, allowing the model to
develop and propagate the tidal wave on to the shelf (Legrand et al.,
2007). Figure 4.3 shows the domain size selected for the model.
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4.2.3.2 Mesh resolution
Table 4.1 lists the resolution for a number of existing shelf-scale hydro-
dynamic and sediment transport models. Existing shelf-scale models
have resolutions between 1/2◦ and 1/12◦ (though some models have
resolutions of up to 1/45◦), and all bar one of the models in Table 4.1
used rectangular grids. This simplifies the implementation of some
aspects of the model, though poses problems for flooding and drying
due to grid cell blocking (Jones, 2007). Furthermore, a rectangular
grid does not lend itself to the shape of coastlines and limits the ac-
curacy in coastal regions: a rectilinear grid causes “staircase” coastal
discretisation which is known to produce erroneous coastal boundary
layers (Davies and Jones, 1996; Adcroft and Marshall, 1998). When
calibrating numerical model output against observations, it is often
the case that a large number of these observations will come from
coastal stations. If the coastline in the model is composed entirely of
vertical and horizontal sides of a rectangle, the representation of the
coastline is poorly resolved. In contrast, an unstructured grid com-
posed of irregularly sized triangular elements may be made to fit a
coastline much more readily (Adcroft and Marshall, 1998; Legrand
et al., 2007). This improves the calculation of flows along the coast,
reducing errors in predicted flow amplitudes and phases. In addition,
the orientation of facets of the triangular elements may be chosen to
match bathymetric features, again, improving the calculated flows
(Legrand et al., 2007).
Mesh generation in mike is achieved through the use of Shewchuck’s
Delaunay triangulation algorithm (Shewchuk, 1996, 2002). The mesh
design approach adopted in the Flexible Mesh generator in mike
provides three principal controls on the mesh produced: maximum
element area; smallest allowable angle; and maximum number of
nodes. These parameters can be used to create a number of different
mesh types, including those with a uniform element area over the
entire domain, highly refined meshes whose element areas may vary
over many orders of magnitude, as well as a combination of rectilinear
grids and unstructured grids.
The Flexible Mesh (unstructured grid) generator is based on the
element area; in practice, it is often desirable to say that a model
mesh has a resolution of some length unit (e.g. kilometres or degrees)
across the domain. Thus, identifying the relationship between the
input parameters and the generated meshes is necessary. To this end,
a number of meshes were created where only the maximum element
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Figure 4.4: The relationship between the median distance between nodes and
the parameter entered into the mike Flexible Mesh generator in-
terface (solid crossed line); the dotted line with triangles indicates
the quadratic fit. The median distance between nodes of 2,104.8 m
from a mesh with a 2.88 km2 element area is represented by the
square point.
area was varied. Seventeen maximum element areas were tested, each
successive value being double the preceding value.
To calculate how the input maximum element area parameter varied
the distance between each node in an element, the characteristic length
of all element edges within the mesh were measured. Figure 4.4 shows
the relationship between the input maximum element area parameter
and the mesh vertex lengths. The quadratic relationship f(x) = 0.646x2
(where x is the desired median distance between nodes) in Figure 4.4
gives a relationship with which a mesh of a desired vertex length can
be created based on a specified element area.
To generate meshes with a suitable resolution in shallow areas,
mike includes a tool to decrease element area linearly as water depth
decreases. By creating a pseudo-depth data set, where the depth
decreases in areas where high resolution is desired, and vice versa, it is
possible to smoothly vary the element area of the mesh. The quadratic
relationship in Figure 4.4 can be used to calculate the appropriate
element area for the desired vertex length (i.e. the mesh resolution).
Jones (2007) investigated the effect of the turbulence closure scheme
employed in mike to accommodate the effect of sub-grid flow. The
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models uses an energy dissipation approach developed by Smagorin-
sky (1963). This method is dependent on the internal shear stress in
a fluid being a function of the mean strain rate tensor (Jones, 2007;
DHI, 2011a) through a parameterisation known as the turbulent eddy
viscosity, itself a function of the characteristic mesh vertex length. The
turbulent eddy viscosity approaches zero with the second power of
the grid size (Abbott and Minns, 1998) as does the resultant shear
stress and energy from sub-grid flow processes. The net result of
which is that as grid spacing decreases, the amount of energy removed
decreases.
Comparing the computed current speeds at a number of sites from
models with variable mesh resolutions tests the ability of the turbulent
eddy viscosity to correctly scale the currents. This comparison can
identify if there is a mesh resolution beyond which there is no change
in the reported current speeds; this point indicates the maximum
mesh resolution which can be used in the model without affecting the
computed flow characteristics.
In addition to the calculation of a desired mesh size, the spatial
variability in mesh resolution must also be considered. Jones (2007)
and Dix et al. (2007a) investigated the effects of mesh resolution in
mike on the calculated flows. The results of their work indicate that
increasing the resolution relative to the rest of the domain mitigates
the effects of narrow channels on the ability of the model to resolve
flow characteristics. Areas where flows are particularly constricted are
in the North Channel in the Irish Sea and the Islands west of Scotland,
the Strait of Dover as well as the English Channel in general, and the
sea between the Shetland and Orkney Islands north of Scotland.
Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of the mesh size across the model
domain. The coarsest mesh size is 30 km off the continental shelf
increasing to 2.5 km in the shallower and narrower regions, especially
in the English Channel, Irish Sea, southern North Sea and Thames
Estuary.
4.2.4 Bathymetry and coastlines
Water depth forms a crucial part of the equations of state outlined in
Appendix B.1. The speed with which a wave propagates (c) across a
body of water is a function of gravity and the water depth (c =
√
gh,
where h is water depth and g is the acceleration due to gravity). As
such, the defined depth within an element in a model determines
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the phase at which the tide reaches a given location (i.e. a tide gauge
used for calibration). The earliest shelf-scale models relied on contours
from Admiralty fairsheets for bathymetry. Since these models had
coarse grids themselves, this did not pose much of a problem, though
in some shallower regions, the lack of higher grid resolution was
noted (Pingree and Griffiths, 1979; Davies and Jones, 1990; Davies
et al., 1997a). The latest generation of models have improved their
resolutions such that fairsheet contours are now no longer suitable,
and better quality data are required.
Global bathymetric data sets were greatly improved with the work
of Smith and Sandwell (1997) who used satellite gravity data in con-
junction with freely available ship track bathymetry to produce the
first observed global bathymetry data set. Whilst the accuracy of the
depths in areas with little sediment cover is good, areas dominated by
unconsolidated material and poor ship track density have more uncer-
tain depths (Smith and Sandwell, 1997). However, the combination of
this global data set with more conventional ship charts (e.g. SeaZone
or c-map bathymetry products) as well as the increasing availability
of very large (hundreds of square kilometre) multibeam surveys of
the north-west European continental shelf (e.g. the United Kingdom
Hydrographic Office (UKHO), Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA)
and Joint Irish Bathymetric Survey (JIBS) (Westley et al., 2010) conti-
nental shelf mapping programmes, in addition to extensive industrial
data sets associated with extensive engineering projects such as wind-
farm site surveys, cable routes etc.) means more accurate and higher
resolution data are increasingly available for the shallower regions.
Figure 4.5 shows the distribution and extent of overlap between the
high resolution bathymetry data.
The data may be categorised into raw swath and echosounder data,
digitised charts and satellite derived depths (in decreasing quality
order). The sources of bathymetry data are prioritised in order of
quality, quality being a mixture of resolution (higher is better), source
(multibeam being better than digitised charts) and age (newer is better).
Table 4.2 list those data from highest to lowest quality.
The GEBCO data comprises a number of data sets, but at the north-
west European continental shelf latitudes, it is derived principally
from the gravity inversion grid of Smith and Sandwell (1997) gridded
at one minute resolution (IOC et al., 2003; Goodwillie, 2003). The
Celtic Sea bathymetry is 1 km resolution digitised Admiralty fairsheet
contours reduced to Mean Sea Level (MSL) by their creator (Brown
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Figure 4.5: Spatial extents of the eight higher resolution data sets available to
generate the model bathymetry. Those areas not covered by the
higher resolution data sets use GEBCO. Table 4.2 lists subset data
resolutions.
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Data Resolution Coverage
JIBS 1 m 680 km2
DORIS 1 m 800 km2
UKHO hi1150 1 m 4,300 km2
UKHO hi1152 2 m 2,600 km2
UKHO hi1059 12 m 9,000 km2
SeaZone ∼ 20–200 m 24,500 km2
BritNed 200 m 24,000 km2
c-map ∼ 1 km 133,000 km2
Celtic Sea 1 km 138,000 km2
GEBCO 1 arc minute 4,150,000 km2 (global)
Table 4.2: Summary of large bathymetry data set resolutions and coverage in
decreasing order of quality.
et al., 1999). Similarly, the c-map data are from digitised Admiralty
fairsheets, again, reduced to MSL. The BritNed data now form part of
the SeaZone data, though the former is regularly gridded data whilst
the latter is irregular scatter data.
The availability of the highest quality data is particularly important
in numerical modelling for two principal reasons. Firstly, water depth
is a significant factor in the speed at which waves travel through the
water; incorrect water depths delay or advance a wave resulting in a
poorer tidal signal on the shelf. This is particularly important given
the increases in model resolution over the last forty years. The earliest
models suffered from significant averaging within model grid cells
(Flather, 1976; Davies and Furnes, 1980; Davies and Jones, 1990) which
meant the closest observation site could be up to 1/6◦ away. In areas of
complex bathymetry or of intricate coastlines, the model output could
differ from the observations. Furthermore, high quality data make
it easier to increase the model resolution to focus either on complex
areas (e.g. narrow channels such as the Strait of Dover) or on areas
of interest. The second reason is that a better measure of observation-
based bed roughness is obtained when higher quality depth and grain
size data are used.
Coastline data for use when generating the model domain were
obtained from version 2.1.0 of the Global Self-consistent, Hierarchical,
High-resolution Shoreline (GSHHS) database (Wessel and Smith, 1996).
The data represent the amalgamation of two coastline databases (the
cia world database wdbii and the World Vector Shoreline database)
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and provide a series of increasingly high-quality data. Conversion of
the “full” quality coastline within the model domain into a format
compatible with mike was performed manually.
4.2.5 Boundary conditions
Throughout the evolution of shelf-scale numerical models, more and
more tidal constituents have been used to drive the model boundaries.
The earliest models used the principal diurnal tidal constituent M2
to investigate what proportion of the distribution of amphidromic
points, residual flows and energy were due to the M2 tide (Flather,
1976; Davies and Furnes, 1980; Davies and Jones, 1990). The addi-
tion of more tidal constituents was used to determine whether more
complex interactions, such as damping of one tidal signal by another,
were present. Pingree and Griffiths (1981) found that M2 tidal ampli-
tudes were modulated by the S2 tidal signal, though they stated the
appropriate response to fix this was to include more tidal constituents.
Two principal types of boundaries exist in a numerical model: closed
and open. It is important for the model to account for movement of
material (water or other) across those boundaries. A radiation condi-
tion at open boundaries is often employed to propagate disturbances
within the model outward (Flather, 1976; Davies and Furnes, 1980;
Davies and Jones, 1990; Hall and Davies, 2004; Guillou et al., 2009;
Guillou and Chapalain, 2010). Open boundaries are used to drive
the flow of water within the model by allowing the model to propa-
gate tidal waves through the model domain. Previous models of the
north-west European continental shelf were driven by, and focussed
upon the effects of, the dominant tidal constituents, principally the
M2 constituent (Flather, 1976; Davies and Furnes, 1980), but also the
S2 and M4 constituents (Pingree and Griffiths, 1979, 1981). The more
recent models (HR Wallingford et al., 2002; Hall and Davies, 2004;
Uehara et al., 2006; Guillou et al., 2009; Neill et al., 2009; Guillou and
Chapalain, 2010) have all used multiple tidal constituents to drive the
open model boundaries, typically M2, S2, K1, O1 and N2. With the
availability of satellite altimetry data and its subsequent harmonic
analysis (Egbert et al., 1994; Andersen, 1995, 1999; Egbert and Erofeeva,
2002; Egbert et al., 2010), up to thirteen tidal constituents are available
for use as drivers along open model boundaries.
mike models closed boundaries (usually land boundaries) by forc-
ing fluxes normal to that boundary to zero, leading to a full slip
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condition along that boundary in the momentum equations. For open
boundaries, there are two principal equations to be considered: hy-
drodynamic and transport. For hydrodynamic equations, an open
boundary can be specified as either a discharge through that bound-
ary or as a surface elevation. In the case of the transport equations, a
specified value can be given, or a gradient along the boundary.
The first numerical models of the north-west European continental
shelf were driven at the boundary with tides derived from pressure
sensor observations (Flather, 1976). Throughout the evolution of shelf-
scale modelling, a number of boundary inputs have been used (see
Table 4.1), often based on one or two main constituents (e.g. M2, S2,
M4), though less often on more realistic inputs with multiple tidal
constituents. The reasons for this limited tidal input at the boundaries
include assessing the impact particular constituents have on the overall
energy budget on the shelf; for transport purposes, however, a more
holistic approach is necessary to capture potential complex interactions
between constituents.
In the intervening years, global coverage of sea surface height from
satellite altimetry has allowed researchers to create models of the
global distribution of various tidal constituents. Such projects include:
tpxo (currently at version 7.2) (Egbert et al., 1994; Egbert and Erofeeva,
2002; Egbert et al., 2010), which gives thirteen tidal constituent ampli-
tudes and phases on a 1/4◦ global grid; the ag06 Global Ocean Tide
Model from the Technical University of Denmark’s National Space
Institute gives the eight major tidal constituents on a 1/2◦× 1/4◦ global
grid (Andersen, 1995, 1999).
These global distributions of tidal constituents can be used to pro-
duce predicted surface elevations anywhere in the world. dhi’s mike
package includes a copy of the ag06 tidal constituents and software
to predict tidal elevations from those constituents at user-defined
locations. Whilst tidal elevations and currents can be predicted at
any point on Earth, there is difficulty associated with predictions of
tides in shallow waters from the principal tidal constituents due to
the higher order tidal constituents (e.g. M4, M6 and MS4), and spe-
cialised equations must be used to predicted those shallow water tides
(Andersen, 1999; Rossiter and Lennon, 2007). This limitation in the
prediction of tides can be straightforwardly resolved by situating open
boundaries away from shallow water regions, and allowing the model
to propagate the tidal wave across the shelf.
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Figure 4.3 shows the location of the model boundaries. Tidal heights
along the four boundaries (west and south Atlantic, Arctic and Baltic)
were generated at hourly intervals using mike’s Tidal Prediction of
Heights tool in the mike21 Toolbox based on the ag06 global tidal
constituents supplied with mike. Tidal heights at the model boundary
are interpolated linearly between the hourly tidal heights and the
selected model time step (5 minutes). The tidal heights are generated
based on the location of the nodes in the mesh in Figure 4.3 such that
there is no need for spatial interpolation of tidal heights. A detailed
description of the methods used to calculate tidal heights is given in
DHI (2011d).
4.2.5.1 Grain size data
A number of sources of grain size data have been merged from across
the continental shelf. There exist a number of published maps of
sediment distribution, though often lacking detail with regards grain
size (e.g. Larsonneur et al., 1982). More detailed data do exist, in
some instances with grain size composition percentages (Blanpain
et al., 2007) from which median grain sizes can be calculated. Grain
size data from less extensive areas were also obtained from aggregate
industry sampling, particularly on the Hastings Shingle Bank.
The most comprehensive collection of sediment distribution comes
from the British Geological Survey (BGS) and their surficial sediment
distribution maps. The classification scheme employed by the BGS
(Folk, 1954) must be converted from a composition-based classification
to grain sizes in millimetres for use in the calculation of roughness.
The BGS classification uses the percentage composition to classify the
seabed into classes such as “muddy sandy gravel”.
To convert the composite classes to grain size, the centroid percent-
ages of each class in the BGS classification scheme were calculated.
The median grain sizes for gravel, sand and mud from the Wentworth
grain size scale were scaled by the BGS centroids to produce a scaled
grain size for each class.
Of the twenty-six classifications used on the north-west European
continental shelf, nine were merged based on the most abundant
clast size, reducing the total classes to seventeen. Final grain sizes for
these seventeen classes were calculated as the mean of the weighted
composite grain sizes from the BGS classification. Whilst not ideal, this
approach does scale the roughness contribution each sediment size
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Figure 4.6: The mean sediment grain size (d50 in millimetres) interpolated
over the model mesh in Figure 4.3 interpreted from the BGS charts
and from the Blanpain et al. (2007) data.
fraction makes to the final grain size such that areas with a higher
proportion of gravel have a proportionally greater grain size.
A final shelf map of sediment distribution used BGS derived grain
sizes where no other data exists. In practice, the English Channel uses
Blanpain et al. (2007) grain sizes and the remainder of the shelf uses
BGS data.
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4.2.6 Summary
Numerical models on the north-west European continental shelf have
evolved from the earliest linear hydrodynamic models of single tidal
constituents into complex non-linear hydrodynamic models with mul-
tiple constituent inputs. Meanwhile, data from across the continental
shelf provide greater resources for calibration and testing of modelled
results to ensure their applicability to sediment transport studies.
The models in Table 4.1 have all employed rectilinear grids to de-
scribe the model domain except HR Wallingford et al. (2002) which
used an unstructured grid instead. A unstructured grid lends itself to
varying mesh resolution to better capture complex behaviours in areas
of interest, as well as improving coastline resolution (HR Wallingford
et al., 2002; Jones, 2007). To date, no model (to my knowledge) of
the entire north-west European continental shelf has been run with
an unstructured grid. The majority of the models listed in Table 4.1
also drive their boundaries with a small number of tidal constituents,
usually one or two. With the global coverage of sea surface height
from satellite data, harmonic analyses of the world’s oceans means
higher order constituents can now be used to calculate tidal eleva-
tions for open boundaries. Most existing models have focussed on
the distribution of energy and shear stress on the bed due to certain
tidal constituents: the new model presented here will focus instead on
sediment transport pathways on the shelf. For this reason, a more com-
plete tidal data set is required, hence the satellite derived boundary
conditions with eight constituents will be used.
The increase in offshore surveying in the past decade means higher
resolution bathymetry data sets are available. Global altimetry derived
bathymetry provides good bathymetry data where no higher resolu-
tion data exist (Smith and Sandwell, 1997). These sources improve the
model bathymetry which is important in accurately predicting tidal
heights (HR Wallingford et al., 2002).
In twelve of the sixteen models discussed here, the bed friction has
been described through a fixed parameter (either a dimensionless
coefficient k, a roughness length ks or z0 (in metres), or the drag
coefficient CD); Pingree and Griffiths (1979) varied roughness by depth
and the HR Wallingford et al. (2002), Guillou et al. (2009) and Guillou
and Chapalain (2010) models used variable bed friction parameters
based on grain size measurements. Using modern grain size data sets
and the results of the bedform analysis technique described in Chapter
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2, a variable bed roughness map derived from observations will be
used in the hydrodynamic model. The model results from the use
of this novel data set will compared with results from a traditional
error-minimisation approach where uniform roughness values are
used.
The model in this study will utilise a 2d unstructured grid with
boundaries driven by tidal heights derived from an eight constituent
prediction from satellite derived altimetry analysis; water depths will
be calculated based on a range of different bathymetry sources to
give the most comprehensive possible source of data. Observations of
shelf grain size distributions and bedform dimensions will be used
with water depths to calculate variable bed roughness values; compar-
isons of uniform and variable roughness will be used to determine
which is most appropriate for shelf-scale sediment transport based on
comparison with observed hydrodynamic data. This combination of
approaches aims to provide a high quality hydrodynamic model from
which predictions of sediment transport can be made on the entire
north-west European shelf.
4.3 calibration
To determine whether the numerical model of the north-west European
continental shelf is accurately reproducing the hydrodynamics, model
outputs can be compared with a range of observed hydrodynamic
data. For the hydrodynamic calibration, as geographically a dispersed
data set is preferable. Three components of the flow can be compared
against measurements: the flow speed, its direction and the sea surface
height.
The effect of changing certain parameters within the model set up
for mike have formed the basis of previous model calibrations (Jones,
2007; Jones et al., 2007; Dix et al., 2007a). In these instances, the most
commonly tested parameters for sensitivity testing include the mesh
size and coastline resolution, the bed roughness, the boundary inputs,
the solution technique and its Taylor series approximation order (high
vs. low) and eddy viscosity parameter magnitudes.
Of the factors which have been tested by Jones (2007) and Dix
et al. (2007a), the principal parameters which impact the quality of
the model results when compared with observations are the model
roughness, the domain size and the mesh resolution. As such, these
three parameters form the basis of the calibrations undertaken here.
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4.3.1 Data sources
A range of available data sets must be evaluated to compare the
model outputs against observations. Since the north-west European
continental shelf has formed the basis of a number of modelling
studies (Flather, 1976; Pingree and Griffiths, 1979, 1981; Davies and
Furnes, 1980; Davies and Jones, 1990; Grochowski et al., 1993; HR
Wallingford et al., 2002), a large body of data has been gradually built
up against which models can be tested.
The principal repository of such data for the UK is the BODC. Their
repository includes over 4,000 current meter records from various
instruments and locations (Figure 4.7). The BODC is also home to
the National Tide & Sea Level Facility (NTSLF) which manages the
National Tide Gauge Network (NTGN). The NTSLF monitors and pro-
vides high quality coastal tidal data from forty-four gauges around the
UK (Figure 4.7). Tidal data from the Norwegian coast were obtained
from the Norwegian Mapping Authority Hydrographic Service (NHS),
providing twenty-four further tide gauges. The North Sea Tidal Data
cd-rom (available from the BODC) provides tidal data in the central
North Sea and along the Dutch coast. Coastal tide gauges along the
French coast from the Service Hydrographique et Océanographique
de la Marine (SHOM) provide comprehensive water levels at another
sixteen locations.
Whilst the data continuity of the coastal tidal data is particularly
impressive (the tide gauges at Felixstowe and Newlyn were set up in
1913 and 1915 respectively); the offshore tide and current data sets
are much less extensive. Offshore data tend to have been acquired as
part of specific programmes, and thus represent the state of the water
column at those locations for a finite period of time.
Part of the calibration process involved first eliminating sites where
observation duration is shorter than a spring-neap tidal cycle, elimi-
nating 972 sites and leaving 3,032. Given the large number of stations
whose data record is greater than a spring-neap tidal cycle, the selec-
tion of calibration data was finalised based on the spatial distribution
of those data to give calibration points across a large portion of the
model domain whilst minimising the number of discrete time groups.
In spite of the good temporal continuity in tidal data, not all stations
can be included in all models. There are also some notable spatial
gaps (e.g. the Baltic Sea and Danish coasts) due to absence of readily
available and high quality data. Furthermore, some tide gauges were
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Figure 4.7: Calibration data locations. Tidal data come from the NTSLF, SHOM,
NHS and the North Sea Tidal Data cd-rom (providing offshore
data in the North Sea). Currents data are from the BODC (where
duration exceeds two weeks). Note the paucity of current meter
data through the English Channel. Coloured symbols represent
data used in calibration.
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omitted due to their location. For example, Portsmouth is excluded
because of the narrow entrance into Fareham Lake (where the gauge
is located) which at the resolution of the English Channel would not
be properly resolved.
In total, nine separate time groups were created totalling eighty-
one tidal stations and sixty-two current meter stations. These tide
gauge records were processed to remove changes in water level from
atmospheric effects. This processing left the harmonic components
only, allowing a comparison against the modelled elevations.
4.3.2 Constant bed roughness
To determine the effect of varying the bed roughness on the amplitude
and phase of tidal heights at the selected locations (Figure 4.7), twelve
numerical models were run where only the Manning’s number was
varied. The Manning’s numbers tested ranged from a very rough
bed to a very smooth bed with values of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 32, 35, 40,
45, 50, 55 and 60 m1⁄3s-1 applied uniformly across the model domain.
The numerical model was run for a duration of twenty-five days in
model time with a time step of 300 seconds. The surface elevations
at seventy-four coastal and eight offshore tide stations and sixty-two
current meter locations were extracted from the model at five minute
intervals. A detailed description of the calibration from uniform bed
roughness models is given in Appendix C.1.
4.3.2.1 Tides
The results of the tidal height and phase analysis in Appendix C.1 (no-
tably Figures C.1 and C.3 and Figures C.2 and C.4) can be summarised
by averaging (mean and median) the RMS of the residual and phase
difference values across all sites. This averaging will give the uniform
Manning’s number which produces the smallest differences across the
model domain. Figures 4.8a and b show the averaged results for the
RMS residual and phase difference results respectively.
It is interesting to note the difference in the median and mean
values in Figure 4.8. For the RMS of the residuals, the median gives a
minimum error at a Manning’s value of 35 m1⁄3s-1; the mean RMS, on
the other hand, gives a minimum Manning’s of 40 m1⁄3s-1.
Due to the coarsest observed tidal data sampling period (15 min-
utes), the median phase difference results show that the model is
reproducing tidal phases to within ten minutes across the domain
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Figure 4.8: A. Shelf-wide mean (squares) and median (triangles) RMS model
and observation residual at the coastal and offshore tide cali-
bration sites for twelve uniform Manning’s number models. B.
Shelf-wide mean (squares) and median (triangles) phase differ-
ences between the model and observations. n.b. Data from the
North Sea Tidal Data cd-rom only extend for Manning’s number
of 20 to 60 m1⁄3s-1, the rest from 5 to 60 m1⁄3s-1.
when the Manning’s number is greater than 25 m1⁄3s-1. A more vari-
able metric is given by the mean phase difference, however. Here, the
minimum phase difference is uniformly greater than with the median,
however there is more detail in the variability. In this instance, the
minimum occurs at a Manning’s number of 55 m1⁄3s-1. The mean value
at a Manning’s number of 32 m1⁄3s-1 shows the importance of having
the median for comparison: a very large outlier in the phase analysis
at Site 2365 in Figure C.4 is dramatically increasing the mean value.
The results of the calibration based on a uniform Manning’s number
as derived from the RMS residual and the tidal phase difference give
two different results. Work on calculated Manning’s numbers from
observations gives guideline values for sand and gravel sized bed
material. For shallow water (water depths < 40 m), these are 32 m1⁄3s-1
for rippled sand and 35 m1⁄3s-1 for gravel; in deeper water suggested
rippled sand values are 24 m1⁄3s-1 and 26 m1⁄3s-1 for gravel (Lambkin,
2008).
The calibration based on uniform Manning’s numbers produces the
lowest difference between the model and the observations when the
Manning’s numbers are slightly higher (i.e. the bed provides less drag).
The mean phase difference identifies a Manning’s number of 55 m1⁄3s-1,
a value which more closely resembles those one might expect for mud
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Figure 4.9: A. Mean (squares) and median (triangles) RMS of the model and
observation current speed residual at the current meter locations
for all sites in Figure 4.7 for nine uniform Manning’s number mod-
els. B. Mean (squares) and median (triangles) phase differences
between the model and observations.
or unrippled sand (Lambkin, 2008); the median RMS residual analysis
gives a Manning’s number of 35 m1⁄3s-1 and the mean RMS residual a
value of 40 m1⁄3s-1.
4.3.2.2 Currents
As with the tidal calibration, averaging the results of the current speed
and phase analysis in Appendix C.1.2 across all sites identifies the
uniform Manning’s number which produces the smallest error across
the domain. Figure 4.9 shows the results of this averaging for all the
current meter calibration sites (Figure 4.7).
The current speed RMS value mean and median trends in Figure
4.9 differ slightly from those for the tidal height results in Figure 4.8.
Whereas for the RMS tidal heights, the mean and median results gave
similar best Manning’s values of 35 and 40 m1⁄3s-1. With the current
speed RMS mean and median results, a different pattern emerges. The
mean and median RMS residual current speeds results indicate the
minimum difference between the model and observations occurs at
45 m1⁄3s-1. The averaged phase results (Figure 4.9b) exhibit a more
complex pattern from the RMS of the current speed. However, a single
minimum is still apparent at a Manning’s number of 35 m1⁄3s-1. Unlike
the tidal height phase results, which indicated a noticeable improve-
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Figure 4.10: A. Mean (squares) and median (triangles) RMS of the model
and observation current direction residual at the current meter
locations for all sites in Figure 4.7 for nine uniform Manning’s
number models. B. Mean (squares) and median (triangles) phase
differences between the model and observations.
ment in the predicted tides with increasing Manning’s number, here,
the smallest difference occurs in the centre of the Manning’s range.
As with the tidal height analyses, averaging the RMS of the current
speed and direction residuals gives an indication of the Manning’s
number which, across the shelf, produces the smallest difference with
the observations (Figure 4.10).
The current direction RMS residual exhibits similar properties to
the current speed RMS residual in Figure 4.9, with the minimum RMS
occurring in the middle of the Manning’s range. Specifically, the mean
and median minima occur at values of 32 m1⁄3s-1 and 45 m1⁄3s-1, respec-
tively (if the apparently anomalous median result at 35 is omitted).
These values are similar to those obtained from the tidal height and
current speed analyses in Figures 4.8 and 4.9, respectively. The phase
analysis is more variable, with two local minima at 20 and 55 m1⁄3s-1 in
the mean results; the median results indicate no phase offset between
the model the observations across the range of Manning’s numbers.
4.3.3 Observation-based roughness
Using the water depths described in Section 4.2.4, the equations out-
lined in Section 4.2.1.3, the sediment grain size data from Section
4.2.5.1 and bedform wavelength and height measurements from Chap-
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Figure 4.11: The observation-based Manning’s number calculated for each
node in the unstructured grid based on the depth in Figure 4.3
and the grain size data distribution from Figure 4.6. Inset his-
togram shows the distribution of calculated Manning’s numbers
in bins of 1 m1⁄3s-1.
ter 2, a spatially varying bed roughness can be constructed for the
model domain (Figure 4.11) following the approach in Section 4.2.1.3.
This observation-based approach to calculating bed roughness should
provide a more robust method for calibrating the model, though it
depends on a sufficiently large quantity of data to be effective.
The frequency histogram in Figure 4.11 shows six distinct peaks.
A simple k-means analysis of the distribution with six classes gives
centroid Manning’s values of 41.44, 55.44, 63.18, 71.16, 77.59 and
91.45 m1⁄3s-1. Of these, the two principal peaks are those at 71.16 and
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91.45 m1⁄3s-1 which correspond with the values calculated from the
grain size measurements off the continental shelf edge and in the
deeper parts of the shelf itself. These observation-based values differ
from the calibration results based on uniform Manning’s numbers
due to the fine grained sediment covering the majority of the northern
North Sea and the north-east Atlantic Ocean. However, in areas where
the grain size increases, visual analysis of the calculated Manning’s
numbers shows that values fall in the range 30–45 m1⁄3s-1, values which
are similar to those suggested by Lambkin (2008) for shallow, sandy
beds with bedforms present.
Where coincident grain size and bedform dimension data exist, the
results between the grain size and depth calculation and the bedform
dimension calculated roughness can be undertaken. Two areas suitable
for comparison are south of the Cornish coast and in the north-eastern
English Channel. The average calculated Manning’s number for the
seabed off the southern Cornish coast is 76 m1⁄3s-1 (standard deviation
(σ) = 1.7 m1⁄3s-1) when using grain size and depth only; using bedform
wavelength and height measurements, the average Manning’s number
is 63 m1⁄3s-1 (σ = 3.7 m1⁄3s-1). The presence of the bedforms in this area
appears to have little effect on the roughness experienced by the flow,
over and above the grain roughness, due to the very large wavelengths
compared with their heights (0.5–1 m). Empirical relationships of
wavelength and height give wavelengths of ∼ 35 m (Flemming, 1988):
the proportion of flat bed between bedforms is greater relative to their
height, giving a lower overall roughness.
Conversely, the calculated Manning’s value in the north-eastern
English Channel at the Hastings Shingle Bank is on average 44 m1⁄3s-1
(σ = 7.2 m1⁄3s-1) based on bedform wavelength and height measure-
ments. The background roughness from grain size and depth is
∼ 76 m1⁄3s-1 (σ = 6.0 m1⁄3s-1). In contrast with the roughness in the
western English Channel, the bedform derived roughness and the
grain size derived roughness at Hastings differ markedly, by 32 m1⁄3s-1
at Hastings, compared with 13 m1⁄3s-1 in the western English Channel.
This sharp boundary at Hastings is unrealistic given the bedforms
extend beyond the survey area, however, extrapolating bedform di-
mensions in areas where no sufficiently high resolution data exist is
unjustifiable. To eliminate the possibility of unusual edge effects at
the boundary between the bedform and grain size derived roughness
values, a maximum difference of 20 m1⁄3s-1km-1 has been imposed, ef-
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fectively excluding the data from Hastings from the overall roughness
map.
It is interesting to note that the grain size and depth derived Man-
ning’s numbers are generally higher than those which produce the
best calibration in the uniform Manning’s models. For example, the
histogram in Figure 4.11 indicates the two major classes of Manning’s
number are clustered around 71.16 and 91.45 m1⁄3s-1; meanwhile, the
results of the uniform Manning’s number models indicate Manning’s
values of between 35 and 55 m1⁄3s-1 produce the smallest differences
between the model and the observations.
4.3.3.1 Tides
Tidal heights produced at the coastal tide gauges in Figure 4.7 with the
observation-based variable Manning’s number roughness in Figure
4.11 are shown in Figure 4.12.
The median RMS of the modelled and observed difference is 26 cm
across the entire shelf. Some sites have noticeably higher values than
others, particularly Port Rush, Holyhead, Bangor, Mumbles and Sheer-
ness. These tide gauges are found in particularly complex tidal areas
(e.g. the Severn Estuary and the Thames Estuary), are often located in
narrow channels (e.g. Bangor) or on coastal promontories which are
not resolved with the model coastline and mesh resolution (e.g. Port
Rush) or are influenced by fluvial inputs (e.g. Sheerness).
Figure 4.13 shows the phase analysis results for the variable Man-
ning’s number tidal height results. As with the results from the uni-
form Manning’s tests (Figure C.2), the Norwegian sites are not well
reproduced. The complex Norwegian coastline results in localised
flows in the fjords and the channels between islands where the tide
gauges are located which cannot be reproduced given the mesh reso-
lution. Elsewhere, the phases are typically below 15 minutes, with a
median of zero minutes and a mean of 10.5 minutes.
4.3.3.2 Currents
As with the current meter calibration for the uniform bed roughness
tests (Section C.1.2), the modelled current speeds and directions are
compared with observations and RMS values of the speed residual
and the phase delay from the cross-correlation are used as metrics to
quantify model performance. In this instance, only a single model was
run to determine if an observation-based input to the roughness is
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Figure 4.12: The RMS of the residual between the modelled and observed
tidal heights at the coastal tide gauges when using a variable
Manning’s number (see Figure 4.11).
comparable to the error-minimisation approach of the uniform bed
roughness tests.
Figure 4.14 shows the results of the RMS of the residual values for
each current meter calibration location in Group 1 (northern North
Sea). Whilst the pattern is the same as with the uniform Manning’s
current speed results in Figure C.6, the magnitude of the difference
from the variable Manning’s number model at each site is either the
same as the best result from the uniform Manning’s tests, or falls in the
centre of the range (equivalent to a Manning’s number of 40 m1⁄3s-1).
Figure 4.15 shows the results of the cross-correlation analysis of
the model results and the corresponding observations. Again, the
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Figure 4.13: The phase differences between the model and the observations at
the coastal tide gauges when using a variable Manning’s number
(see Figure 4.11). Note, a phase difference of zero indicates the
model tides are perfectly in phase with the observations.
overall pattern is the same, but phase magnitudes differ. As with
the residual RMS analysis, only two sites perform worse with the
variable Manning’s number, and given the measurement precision
(± 5 minutes), the overall results are an improvement on the uniform
results: 48% of sites in Group 1 have phase differences of zero minutes;
94% have phase delays of less than 10 minutes.
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Figure 4.14: The RMS of the residual between the modelled and observed
current speed at the offshore current meter sites (Group 1) when
using a variable Manning’s number (see Figure 4.11).
4.3.4 Summary
Two primary approaches to calibrating the numerical model bed
roughness have been implemented here.
1. Uniform Manning’s number roughness
2. Observation-based, variable Manning’s number roughness
In each case, the modelled and observed RMS of the residual (i.e. the
difference between the observation and the prediction) tidal height and
current speed are used as parameters to gauge the model performance.
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Figure 4.15: The phase differences between the modelled and observed cur-
rent speed at the offshore current meter sites (Group 1). Note, a
phase difference of zero indicates the model tides are perfectly
in phase with the observations.
Likewise, a cross-correlation analysis of the tidal height as well as the
current speed and direction gives a metric for determining the model
output based on the timing of the modelled tides.
To identify the most appropriate uniform Manning’s number for
the entire shelf, the mean and median RMS residual and phase offsets
are calculated for each Manning’s number. The Manning’s number
which produces the smallest difference between the observations and
the model is most closely representing the entire shelf system.
In the case of the variable Manning’s number roughness, the rough-
ness is derived from the observations of bedform wavelength and
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Figure 4.16: The smallest uniform Manning’s predicted coastal and offshore
(A and B respectively) tidal height residual RMS and that from
the variable Manning’s number model.
height in Chapter 2 and the shelf grain size distribution Figure 4.6. In
this instance, comparison is only applicable with the uniform Man-
ning’s results. To this end, the difference between the results from the
uniform Manning’s results for the tidal heights and current speeds
and directions gives an indication of how the variable Manning’s
approach compares with the uniform Manning’s approach.
To assess the performance of the variable roughness model, the
smallest RMS differences from the tested uniform models can be com-
pared with the variable Manning’s results at those locations. This is
an artificial comparison insofar as those smallest RMS differences may
be the result of different uniform roughness models. However, this
approach means the variable results are thoroughly tested against the
best result from the uniform results at each sample location.
Figure 4.16 shows the predicted tidal height RMS values at all lo-
cations across the shelf from the variable and best (i.e. smallest RMS
residual from all the uniform models) uniform model split into the
coastal sites (Figure 4.16a) and the data from the North Sea Tidal Data
cd-rom (Figure 4.16b). Similarly, Figure 4.17 shows the results of the
difference between the best and the variable Manning’s RMS residuals
for currents.
Data points which fall below the 1:1 ratio line indicate the variable
Manning’s RMS values are lower than the uniform model, and vice
versa. The standard deviation of the difference between the variable
and uniform model results for the coastal tidal heights is 0.07 m with
a mean of 0.05 m; for the North Sea Tidal Data results the standard
deviation is 0.07 m and the mean 0.04 m; for the current speed, the
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Figure 4.17: A. Comparison of the uniform Manning’s predicted tidal current
speed residual RMS and that from the variable Manning’s num-
ber model. B. Comparison of the uniform Manning’s predicted
tidal current directions residual RMS and that from the variable
Manning’s number model.
standard deviation is 0.03 m s-1 with a mean of 0.01 m s-1; finally, the
current direction standard deviation and mean are 3.0◦ and 1.2◦ re-
spectively. These results indicate the observation-based roughness is
producing results which are very similar to the best combination of
results from the uniform Manning’s models.
4.4 shelf sediment transport
The shelf sediment transport model used both the spatially varying
grain size and bed roughness (omitting the form drag components
since the sediment transport equations deal with individual grains
(Soulsby, 1997)). To characterise the sediment transport on the con-
tinental shelf, it is useful to calculate the residual transport. This
parameter calculates the net transport of material over a spring-neap
tidal cycle to determine the direction and magnitude of the material
which has been transported in an Lagrangian sense. Equation 21 and
22 are used to calculate the residual bedload transport vectors (xb and
yb) from a time series of model bedload transport vectors (ub and vb)
xb =
T−1∑
t=0
ub(t)∆t (21)
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and
yb =
T−1∑
t=0
vb(t)∆t, (22)
where t is the model time, T is the total number of time steps in the
model run, ∆t is the time between observations and ub and vb are the
sediment transport vectors.
Figure 4.18 shows the distribution of bedload transport of 0.375 mm
sized sediment over the shelf. It is important to note areas of the
shelf which experience no transport over a spring-neap tidal cycle
may be relict (formed when sea levels were lower and at which time
more energy may have been available for transport). It is also possible
that these areas experience transport mostly in suspension and are
thus areas of sediment transport bypass. Finally, the transport mod-
elling undertaken here does not consider the effect of storm induced
transport.
Areas which experience more considerable transport are in the nar-
row straits (e.g. the Strait of Dover, between Scotland and Northern
Ireland) as well as in estuaries (e.g. the Severn and Thames estuaries)
as well as shallow coastal regions and prominent headland (e.g. the
Cotentin Peninsula and west of Brittany). The area over which trans-
port occurs is generally correlated with water depth, with a cutoff
depth in the North Sea of approximately 60 m. However, the western
approaches to the English Channel and the Celtic Sea, the depth is
greater, extending to the continental shelf edge at depths of up to
170 m. Although depths in the Baltic sea of fall below this threshold,
the energy contained in the tide is very low given a tidal range of
0.02–0.2 m, as such, there is very little transport.
Figure 4.19 shows the residual shelf bedload sediment transport
direction. The model results exhibit the same major characteristics
as those from previous models and interpretations from bedform
asymmetry analyses. Figure 4.20 shows the classic transport pathways
as derived from bedform asymmetry directions from a range of sonar
surveys dating back to the 1960s. Modelled transport divergence
and convergences from Guillou and Chapalain (2010) for the English
Channel are shown in Figure 4.21.
Comparison of the residual directions in Figure 4.19 with the ob-
served pathways in Figure 4.20 indicates a good level of agreement:
the major bedload parting and convergence zones in the English Cha-
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Figure 4.18: Shelf residual bedload sediment transport magnitude over a
spring-neap tidal cycle for a uniform distribution of 0.375 mm
sized sediment with the variable Manning’s derived roughness.
Transport formula used is van Rijn (1984a,b).
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Figure 4.19: Shelf residual bedload sediment transport direction over a
spring-neap tidal cycle for a uniform distribution of 0.375 mm
sized sediment with the variable Manning’s derived roughness.
Transport formula used is van Rijn (1984a,b).
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Figure 4.20: Interpreted sediment transport pathways based on evidence of
bedform asymmetry from sonar records (Stride, 1982).
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Figure 4.21: Predicted residual bedload transport vectors over a tidal cycle
from Guillou and Chapalain (2010), omitting vectors with rates
less than 10-6 g cm-1s-1 for the English Channel.
nnel, Strait of Dover, southern North Sea, western approaches to the
English Channel and the Celtic/Irish Sea are all present. The fine scale
detail in the bedload divergence in the southern North Sea displays
the same fingering as is observed in the bedform asymmetry-derived
interpretation in Figure 4.20. Transport in the major estuaries (Thames
and Severn) matches the observations (see Figure 4.22 for interpreted
transport in the Thames Estuary); the bedload parting zone in Figure
4.20 in the Severn Estuary is also successfully recreated.
Some notable differences between the observations from bedform
asymmetry and the model results are also apparent, however. For
example, there is an area of eastward residual bedload transport south
of Cornwall in the western English Channel, which contrasts with
westward residual bedload transport either side. The transport paths
predicted from observations of bedform asymmetry (where present)
in Figure 4.20 show uniform westward transport in the entire western
English Channel. Previous modelling has, however, also replicated this
area of residual transport reversal. Very similar patterns are evident
in the convergence/divergence zones and maximum bottom stress
vectors in Figure 3 in Pingree and Griffiths (1979) and Figure 5c in Hall
and Davies (2004) respectively. These two models, as well as the model
presented here, are those which include the higher order deep-water
tidal constituents. It appears, therefore, that these constituents interact
to produce the transport convergence and divergence in the western
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Figure 4.22: Sand transport in the Thames Estuary (Kenyon et al., 1981).
English Channel which are absent in simulations using only M2 and
S2 constituents.
The bedform indicators used to discriminate transport in the western
English Channel are sand ribbons (Kenyon and Stride, 1970), features
with a given orientation but no directionality. Whilst the orientation of
the reversed area matches that of the areas either side, the direction of
residual transport does not. A reinterpretation of the original data in
light of the modelling results might confirm or refute this possibility.
The predicted residual transport from the shelf model displays the
same pattern of residual transport as from Grochowski et al. (1993)
and Guillou and Chapalain (2010) in the English Channel. Figure 4.23
shows the English Channel residual direction from the shelf model.
A bedload parting zone between the Isle of Wight and the Cotentin
Peninsula is seen and a convergence zone south-west of the Strait of
Dover. Northward transport along the western French coast to the
North Sea is reproduced in all three models, and matches observed
this transport in sediment tracer experiments (Augris et al., 1990).
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Figure 4.23: Residual transport direction over a spring-neap tidal cycle for a
uniform 0.375 mm sized sediment with the variable Manning’s
derived roughness calculated using the van Rijn (1984a,b) trans-
port formulae in the English Channel.
This northward transport meets with southward transport from the
southern North Sea to form the southern North Sea convergence zone.
In addition to a simple uniform grain size, the variable sediment
size distribution in Figure 4.6 can be used as the substrate in the
sediment transport module within mike. Figures 4.24 and 4.25 show
the transport magnitude and direction results from the variable Man-
ning’s number model run. This model calibration and input is based
entirely on the observations of bedform size, grain size distribution
and the corresponding Manning’s number, as calculated from those
measurements and the water depth.
The most striking difference between the magnitude of transport
when a variable, observation-based grain size is used is that the En-
glish Channel transport magnitudes are lower. The greatest transport
in the uniform 0.375 mm grain size model (Figure 4.18) occurs in the
central English Channel, between the Isle of Wight and the Cotentin
Peninsula. The results from the variable grain size model indicate no
transport occurring in this region. This is because the flow velocities in
this area are insufficient to breach the threshold of motion for the grain
size (d50 6.41–8.93 mm from the Blanpain et al. (2007) English Cha-
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Figure 4.24: Shelf residual bedload sediment transport magnitude over a
spring-neap tidal cycle for a variable sediment distribution with
the variable Manning’s derived roughness. Transport formula
used is van Rijn (1984a,b).
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nnel sediment distribution). Overall, transport magnitudes decrease,
particularly close to the coast.
The distribution of residual transport directions is unaffected by the
change in grain size, with the exception of the Strait of Dover, where
the flow is diverted in a northerly direction when the variable grain
size data are used; the uniform model produces an eastward residual
transport instead. This change does correspond with an area of coarser
material similar to that in the central English Channel. Here, however,
the flow magnitude is sufficiently large to move this material, though
the transport rates are very low.
4.4.1 Summary
The results of the uniform sediment transport models indicates that
the potential for sediment transport occurs over large parts of the
seabed. Particularly active areas include the central English Channel,
the Irish Sea through to the west of Scotland and the Dutch and
German coasts. The flows over the majority of the model domain are
incapable of moving sediments whose grain size exceeds 0.375 mm.
Where water flows are focussed through narrow areas (e.g. the Strait
of Dover, between Ireland and the west of Scotland), transport is
increased. Areas with particularly low transport occur in sheltered
embayments (e.g. along the southern Cornish and Dorset coasts).
Whilst the uniform grain size transport results provide an indication
of the potential for sediment transport on the shelf, the results from
the variable grain size model give more realistic results. Using the
potential for transport from the uniform model, those areas with high
transport rates for uniformly sized material coincide with areas of
the bed where the grain size is much coarser: the flows in these areas
appear to have removed the fine material, leaving behind only the
material which cannot be transported under those conditions.
Figure 4.26 shows the interpreted shelf sediment transport pathways
based on the numerical modelling described herein. A number of
bedload convergence and divergence zones are evident, particularly
in the English Channel and southern North Sea, which match those
previously identified from observations and other numerical models.
Some smaller, less evident zones occur in the Severn Estuary, west of
Ireland, along the German and Danish coasts, west of the Cotentin
Peninsula and in the central North Sea. A number of recirculation
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Figure 4.25: Shelf residual bedload sediment transport direction over a
spring-neap tidal cycle for a variable sediment distribution with
the variable Manning’s derived roughness. Transport formula
used is van Rijn (1984a,b).
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Figure 4.26: Interpreted shelf bedload sediment transport direction based on
the results of the sediment transport modelling.
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cells occur, particularly around the Channel Islands, where transport
occurs primarily anti-clockwise around the islands.
A feature which does not appear in the previously published trans-
port pathways of the shelf is the convergence-divergence in the western
approaches to the English Channel. Both the uniform and variable
Manning’s number models with either the uniform or variable grain
size produce this reversal in transport. Kenyon and Stride (1970)
indicate the bedforms in this area are ribbons. Whilst previous inter-
pretations have transport occurring out to the shelf, the ribbons merely
give an axis of transport, not a direction. It may be that in previous
interpretations, given the westward transport either side of this area,
that transport was assumed to occur to the west here too. This model
indicates however, that this area may in fact experience transport to
the east in the long-term.
A several hundred kilometre long convergence zone occurs in the
western approaches to the English Channel; similarly, there is a con-
vergence zone in the eastern English Channel near the Strait of Dover.
Within the strait itself, residual transport is complicated, with inter-
leaved transport both from the southern North Sea and from the
English Channel. The transport magnitudes in Figure 4.24 indicate,
however, that very little sediment is transported in this area due to the
coarse grain sizes.
4.5 conclusions
A review of the previous continental shelf-scale numerical models con-
firmed that mike and its hydrodynamic and sediment transport model
is a suitable model for this purpose. The range of sediment transport
formulae available, in addition to the first use of an unstructured
grid rather than rectilinear grids provides flexibility and advantages
over the previous modelling. In combination with satellite-derived
global tidal constituents to drive the boundaries and comprehensive
sedimentological and bedform data, a new observation-based bed
roughness, generated from objective measurements of bedform height
and wavelength from the technique and data sets in Chapter 2 as well
as from grain size measurements and water depths across the shelf,
was produced.
This is the first shelf-scale model to use an unstructured grid, pro-
viding greater flexibility in model resolution, allowing coarser cells in
the deeper areas, where hydrodynamic complexity is reduced, whilst
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allowing a progressive increase in resolution in areas where more
complex flows occur. This model is also the first to include a com-
prehensive review of available bathymetry data to provide the most
accurate range of depths on the shelf. Data sets of harmonic analysis
of satellite altimetry provide eight deep-water tidal constituents with
which tidal elevations at the model open boundaries are used to drive
flow in the model, more than have been used previously. A large num-
ber of high resolution multibeam bathymetry data have been used in
addition to digitised fairsheets as well as gravity derived bathymetry.
Grain size data across the majority of the continental shelf has been
collected from a range of sources (grab samples, extant distribution
maps in the literature and national repositories) to provide a com-
prehensive grain size distribution map for use in sediment transport
calculations on the shelf. This distribution has also, in combination
with the collated bathymetry and measurements of bedform param-
eters, been used to create the first shelf-scale, variable bed friction
map.
To test the model performance, a range of different calibration
approaches were investigated. The majority of the focus fell on the
effect varying the bed roughness has on the predicted flow velocities
and amplitudes. The performance of the observation-based variable
roughness was compared with the results of a more traditional error-
minimisation calibration, whereby the roughness is varied to find that
which produces the smallest error, no matter how unrealistic that final
value. The variable observed-based variable roughness results were
compared with the best results from the range of uniform roughness
values tested. When comparing the tidal amplitudes and the current
speeds and directions, the variable roughness model was within an
average of 5 cm in tidal amplitude, 3 cm s-1 in current speed and 3◦ in
current direction of the values obtained from the best results from the
range of uniform roughness models.
From the uniform roughness models, typical median RMS values for
the phase offsets and residuals for tidal heights were 0–10 minutes
and 0.2–0.25 m respectively; from the current speed analyses, median
RMS values for the residual and phase offsets are 0.07–0.1 m s-1 and
0 minutes respectively; current direction analysis is more sensitive,
but across all sixty-two sites, the direction RMS residual and phase are
28◦ and 0 minutes.
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Based on the tidal height and current speed and direction calibration,
the observation derived bed roughness has been shown to provide as
good a result as the iterative error-minimisation technique.
The sediment transport modelling of the continental shelf has pro-
duced results which are generally in agreement with the observations
from the 1960s onwards, as well as with the modelling results from a
number of models. The patterns in residual transport directions and
magnitudes in the eastern English Channel found by Grochowski et al.
(1993) and Guillou and Chapalain (2010) have successfully been repro-
duced for bedload transport. Residual transport in the western English
Channel match previous models (Pingree and Griffiths, 1979; Hall and
Davies, 2004), though differ from interpreted observations. The use
of a variable grain size on the seabed has highlighted the importance
of using inputs based on observations. The relationship between the
current speed and its potential for transport matches the distribution
of sediment on the seabed, particularly in the central English Channel.
Elsewhere, transport occurs over most of the shallow (water depths
< 200 m) parts of the seabed; the deeper areas do not experience
transport in either the uniform or variable grain size models.
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5
S H E L F B A N K T R A N S P O RT
5.1 introduction
The full shelf-scale model domain developed as part of this project
has been shown to accurately reproduce shelf tides and currents,
providing a useful and versatile basis for further investigation of
areas in greater detail. Due to the unstructured nature of the model
grid, locally refining the resolution is a straightforward exercise, and
using the pseudo-bathymetry technique implemented in Chapter 4, a
smooth gradient between the shelf model resolution and the desired
resolution over the area of interest can be created. This enables higher
resolution models to be run which have little impact on the calibration
results outside the domain of interest. It is, however, still necessary to
ensure the finer resolution is reproducing tidal heights and current
speeds accurately (see Section 4.3).
A particular focus of interest has been the evolution and dynamics of
shelf sand banks (e.g. Cloet, 1954; Huthnance, 1982; Stride and Belder-
son, 1991; Dyer and Huntley, 1999; Vanwesenbeeck and Lanckneus,
2000; Bastos et al., 2003, 2004; Jones, 2007; Neill and Scourse, 2009).
Existing work on the dynamics of sand banks has often been based
on observations of their morphology (Cloet, 1954; Huthnance, 1982;
Stride and Belderson, 1991; Dyer and Huntley, 1999; Vanwesenbeeck
and Lanckneus, 2000; Bastos et al., 2003), although the more recently
work has used numerical modelling to investigate their properties
(e.g. Bastos et al., 2004; Jones, 2007; Neill and Scourse, 2009). Under-
standing the behaviour of sand banks is particularly important given
their roles in maintaining beach levels (and therefore preventing cliff
erosion), protecting vulnerable coastlines by refracting and disspating
wave enegy and providing sheltered zones in which important fish
nursery and feeding grounds can develop (Jones, 2007). Furthermore,
the large store of unconsolidated material means tidal banks are an
important source of aggregates (Dickson and Lee, 1973).
A numerical model is a particularly useful tool in assessing the po-
tential changes in sediment erosion or accumulation likely to occur as
a result of the removal of material from the bed. It is important that the
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Years Data source
Culver Sands
1795–1965 Digitised soundings
1979–2000 Single beam echosounder
2006–2010 Multibeam swath bathymetry
Hastings Shingle Bank
1988–2003 Single beam echosounder
2004–2010 Multibeam swath bathymetry
Table 5.1: Survey dates and types for the bathymetry data at Culver Sands
and Hastings Shingle Bank.
potential impacts are limited, and to predict those, it is necessary for
the background conditions to be determined. In this respect, the com-
bination of hindcasting with numerical models in conjunction with
analysing grain size data, backscatter information and the temporal
evolution of the seabed provides a powerful interpretation of a given
region. This chapter describes the application of hydrodynamic and
sediment transport modelling of two such banks: the Culver Sands in
the Severn Estuary, UK, and the Hastings Shingle Bank in the eastern
English Channel. The two sites differ markedly in their hydrodynamic
and sedimentological regimes, and therefore differences in the process-
es responsible for their formation, maintenance and potential eventual
fate can be identified.
The Culver Sands and Hastings Shingle Bank have both been sur-
veyed for a number of years to varying standards and extents (see
Table 5.1). These surveys provide a direct way to measure changes in
seabed depth which have occurred. With sufficiently high resolution,
bedforms on the seabed can also be used as indicators of transport,
both in terms of their absolute position, as well as in terms of bedform
asymmetry (Rubin and Hunter, 1987; Rubin and Ikeda, 1990).
The earliest work on both shelf and bank sediment transport path-
ways was the result of analysing early geophysical data sets (e.g.
Kenyon, 1970; Stride et al., 1972; Belderson et al., 1977; Kenyon et al.,
1981). More recently, numerical modelling has paved the way for re-
assessment of those earliest analyses with more detailed examination
of the predicted sediment transport pathways (e.g. Grochowski et al.,
1993; HR Wallingford et al., 2002; Hall and Davies, 2004; Guillou et al.,
2009; Guillou and Chapalain, 2010). Work done during this project
has produced a range of tools for analysing bedforms which are then
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used as input to a high quality shelf-scale numerical hydrodynamic
model. By incorporating sixty-two current meters and eighty-one tide
gauge records, a comprehensive calibration of sea surface height and
current speed and direction has shown the model to predict flows to
within 7–10 cm s-1, tidal heights to within 20 cm and tidal phases to
within ten minutes. This hydrodynamic model is used to predict the
shelf sediment transport pathways through a new combined grain size
distribution map. By combining high resolution numerical modelling
of shelf bank systems with traditional analyses of historic and modern
bathymetry, grain size and current data, the sediment regimes at the
two bank systems can be described.
The Bristol Channel is an area in which two principal theories of the
transport regime have been proposed, often referred to as a “bedload
parting” scheme (Stride and Belderson, 1991) and a “mutually evasive
transport” regime (Harris, 1988). The work which underpinned these
theories has not been revisited in twenty years, during which time the
accuracy and quality of numerical models have improved. The analysis
of the modelled transport with variable bed roughness and spatially
varying grain size, in conjunction with analysis of historic bathymetry
data, will be used to test which theory is most representative of the
transport regime in the Bristol Channel.
Hastings Shingle Bank is known to sit within a region which has
typically been characterised as a simple flood dominated transport
regime, with long-term eastward movement of material (Grochowski
et al., 1993; Reynaud et al., 2003). The numerical model will be used
to test the long-held view of a simple transport regime in the eastern
English Channel. Analysis of annual bathymetry survey data as well
as bedform orientation and asymmetry will be used to characterise
the local transport regime at the bank itself.
In both subset bank models, up-to-date and comprehensive model
inputs (from observation-based roughness to analyses of bedform
morphology and grain size distribution) will be tested to identify the
accuracy of the model.
5.2 the culver sands
5.2.1 Introduction
The Culver Sands is a sand bank in the macrotidal central Severn Estu-
ary located approximately 10.5 km south of Barry, Wales, and 13.5 km
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north of Watchet, England (Figure 5.1). During the Holocene marine
transgression, sea levels rose around the British Isles, flooding the
north-west European continental shelf (Allen and Rae, 1987; Shennan
et al., 2000; Evans, 2006; Brooks et al., 2008). During the initial stages
of sea level rise, wave action reworked pre-existing deposits, including
sands and gravels of glacial and fluvial origins, and wave-induced
currents transported sediment into the evolving Bristol Channel. This
persisted until sea levels were too high for significant effective wave
action on the shelf, at which point tidal effects began to dominate
(Jones, 2006). Since tidal dominance was attained, large parts of the
seabed have been swept clean of sediment (Figure 5.2).
The Bristol Channel coastline is characterised by cliffs with mud
flats close to river mouths (e.g. the River Parrett) (Harris and Collins,
1988). Sediment cover thickness over the majority of the channel is less
than ten metres (Lloyd et al., 1973; Brooks and James, 1975), though
sand banks increase sediment thickness locally (McLaren et al., 1993).
Surficial sediments under the current regime are supplied by riverine
inputs: the freshwater drainage area is 2.5×104 km2 (Collins, 1983).
Annual basin discharge is 1.6×106 tonnes of fine grained sediments,
of which 78% is supplied by the Rivers Wye, Avon and Severn. Co-
astal erosion (Harris and Collins, 1988), particularly in the Severn
Estuary (Allen and Rae, 1987), seabed sediment reworking (Harris
and Collins, 1988) and input from the Celtic Sea (Sollas, 1883; Murray
and Hawkins, 1976; Culver and Banner, 1978) form other important
sources of sediment (McLaren et al., 1993). Analysis of 562 grain size
samples from the central and inner Bristol Channel by McLaren et al.
(1993) indicates mean grain sizes in eighteen environments range from
0.008 mm to 0.40 mm, with an overall mean grain size of 0.12 mm.
In general, the finer material is located mainly in the inner Bristol
Channel whilst coarser material is found in the deeper areas in the
central Bristol Channel. A large proportion of the seabed in the central
and outer Bristol Channel is devoid of mobile sediments (McLaren
et al., 1993) (see Figure 5.2).
The sand banks in the central Bristol Channel are Type 2a banks
(Dyer and Huntley, 1999). This type of bank is typically found in
macrotidal estuaries, of which the Bristol Channel and Severn Estuary
is a good example (Allen and Rae, 1987) (spring tidal range is 11.2 m
at Burnham-on-Sea, 20 km from the Culver Sands). These banks are
characterised as having axial orientations parallel to the tidal axis.
They often form in the wake of islands or headlands due to significant
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gradients in bed shear stress as well as flow separation effects (Dyer
and Huntley, 1999).
Research into the sediment regime in the Bristol Channel and Severn
Estuary has given rise to two potential transport systems: a parting
zone dominated system (Stride and Belderson, 1990, 1991) and a
“mutually evasive” transport system (Harris and Collins, 1988). The
consensus appears to be that the shallower parts of the estuary are
dominated by the mutually evasive patterns whilst the deeper parts
conform to the parting zone theory (Stride and Belderson, 1991).
The bedload parting system can be explained by the asymmetry of
the tide in the Bristol Channel: the middle and outer Bristol Channel is
dominated by ebb flows, causing westward transport of sediment with
some coastal eastward transport thought mainly to be due to wave
action (McLaren et al., 1993); the inner Bristol Channel, or Severn Estu-
ary, on the other hand, is dominated by flood tides, causing sediment
to move north-eastward into the estuary (Stride, 1982). This system
puts the transport parting zone between Hinkley Point and Barry
(Figure 5.1). Stride and Belderson (1990) used “bedform morphology,
sediment parameters, heavy mineral abundance, current measure-
ments, sand transport rates, numerical models of shear stress, seabed
drifters and wave activity” to determine the transport regime for the
Bristol Channel.
Confirmation of the bedload parting theory of sediment transport
in the Severn Estuary has been sought through grain size change
analyses. Based on the premise that grain size tends to fine with
increasing distance from the source, McLaren et al. (1993) sampled the
Inner Bristol Channel and Severn Estuary 901 times. Of those samples,
247 were classed as hard ground (or exposed bedrock). From the
remaining 654 samples, a probability analysis identified the samples
from which lines of decreasing sediment grain size could be generated.
The classification of these lines was based on the probability of a
sample and its adjacent sample being part of a transport pathway
(based on the grain size distribution at each sample location). The
results of this approach identified 78 lines for further analysis based
on the confidence in the possibility of identifying a clear transport
trend in the data. This analysis appeared to confirm the bedload
parting scheme put forward by Stride and Belderson (1990), though
the position of the parting zone moved further north up the English
coast.
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Transport pathway (uncertain)
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Sandbank recirculation
Transport pathway
Watchet HinkleyPoint
River Parrett
FH  =  Flat Holm
SH  =  Steep Holm
Bristol Channel
Figure 5.1: Collated long-term transport pathways (Stride, 1982; McLaren
et al., 1993; HR Wallingford, 2002). Principal bedload parting
zone (separating westward and eastward transport) stretches
between Barry and Hinkley Point. Three proposed zones are
indicated: dotted line indicates the position of the bedload parting
zone after McLaren et al. (1993); dashed line shows the position
of the bedload parting zone after Stride and Belderson (1990);
grey box shows the location of the bedload parting zone from
HR Wallingford (2006). Uncertain transport vectors are those for
which there is little supporting evidence in the literature. Grey
outline indicates Culver Sands.
The grain size analysis from McLaren et al. (1993) was also used
to determine on which parts of the bed the sediment transport was
in dynamic equilibrium. The majority of the seabed in the Bristol
Channel was deemed to be erosional, though most of this erosional
surface coincided with an absence of surficial sediment. The Severn
Estuary was found by McLaren et al. (1993) to be more complex, with
an erosional surface along the English shore and a depositional regime
elsewhere.
The alternative “mutually evasive” transport hypothesis for the
current sediment regime in the Bristol Channel and Severn Estuary is
given by Harris and Collins (1988). Rather than sediment parting sepa-
rating westward and north-eastward transport (Figure 5.1), Harris and
Collins (1988) put forward a theory based on the deviation between ob-
served maximum current directions and calculated bottom stresses at a
number of sites in the Bristol Channel. Their proposition is that rather
than entire zones uniformly transporting sediment either eastward or
north-eastward, the shallow coastal regions form important channels
for eastward and north-eastward transport of bed sediment, whilst the
deeper channels allow westward and south-westward transport of sed-
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Figure 5.2: Combined BGS and RMA sediment distribution in the Bristol Cha-
nnel. Sediment classes have been simplified from the BGS Folk
(1954) classification scheme to four major sediment types.
iment out of the estuary. Through hydrodynamic modelling of bottom
stress, current meter analysis (and point predictions of bedload trans-
port) and bedform analysis from sidescan sonar, a picture of complex
transport emerges, with an overall trend of ebb-dominant transport in
the deeper central channels, and flood dominated transport along a
narrow (approximately 1 km wide) inshore zone.
Previous work has shown that the wave climate in the Bristol Cha-
nnel and Severn Estuary is capable of affecting bedload transport, but
that it is dominant in shallow coastal regions only (Stride and Belder-
son, 1990; Jones, 2007). To investigate the effect of waves on sediment
transport in the Bristol Channel, two wave conditions are defined: an
ambient condition and a synthetic storm condition. Significant wave
heights and periods have been calculated from an analysis of six time
series from the Bristol Channel wave buoys (five at the Channel Coast-
al Observatory (CCO) Minehead buoy, one at Centre for Environment,
Fisheries & Aquaculture Science (CEFAS)’ Scarweather buoy, see Figure
5.3). Ambient conditions are defined here as mean of values less than
95% of the maximum; storm conditions are calculated as the mean of
the remaining 5% of values in excess of 95% of the maximum. From
this analysis, ambient wave height is defined as 0.52 m and period is
6.2 seconds; the storm condition wave height is 1.71 m and period is
14.3 seconds. In both the ambient and storm condition, the results of
the analysis indicate waves arrive from 300◦ (Figure 5.4). The ambient
conditions are constant across the domain and in time whereas the
storm condition is temporally limited to 18 hours to simulate a storm
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Figure 5.3: Black shading indicates the spatial extent of wave penetration
based on averaged ambient wave parameters at water depths at
Culver Sands. Stars indicate the positions of the two buoys used
in the surface wave parameter analysis.
passing through the area. Storm conditions increase linearly from
the ambient conditions to the peak storm with an identical decrease
back to ambient. The timing of the storm has been made to coincide
with the peak spring tidal conditions to simulate the largest transport
potential.
The depth to which a surface wave affects the water column (wave
base) is defined as half the surface wave wavelength. The conversion
from period to wavelength is achieved using a full linear expression
for transitional water at a given water depth. Equation 23 describes
the initial estimate of the wavelength from the period
Lest =
gT2
2pi
(23)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m s2) and T is the
wave period in seconds. The initial wavelength estimate is improved
through iteration of Equation 24
Lcurr = Lest tanh
(
2pih
Lest
)
(24)
where h is the water depth (in metres). This process is repeated until
the difference between the current estimate of the wavelength (Lcurr)
and the previous estimate (Lest) falls below a defined threshold (given
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Figure 5.4: Wave direction for the CEFAS Scarweather buoy (A) in 2010 and
from the CCO Minehead buoy from 2006–2010 (B–F).
here as Lthresh = 5×10-6 mm), at which point the current wavelength
(Lcurr) is given as the final calculated wavelength (L).
The minimum depth at Culver Sands is 3 m relative to Chart Datum,
which is equivalent to the Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT) and is
therefore likely to be the minimum possible water depth across all
tides. The calculated wave base (half the wavelength) for a 6.2 second
period wave in 3 m of water is 16 m, indicating waves are capable of
affecting the sediment on the shallowest parts of the bank (see Figure
5.3); the maximum possible wave base for a 6.2 second wave is 30 m.
From the wave period, the wave orbital velocity can be calculated,
which can, in turn, be used to determine a sediment threshold of
motion. Soulsby (1997) outlines the procedure for calculating the wave
orbital velocity (Uw) as
Uw =
piH
T sinh(kh)
(25)
where H is the wave height in metres, T is the wave period in seconds,
k is the wavenumber (k = 2pi/L, where L is the wavelength) and h
is the water depth. The critical threshold velocity (Ucr) for a given
sediment can be calculated as
Ucr = 7
(
h
d50
)1/7
[g(s− 1)d50f(D∗)]
1/2 (26)
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where s is the ratio of the grain and water densities, g is the accelera-
tion due to gravity, d50 is the grain size. f(D∗) is
f(D∗) =
0.3
1+ 1.2D∗
+ 0.055
(
1− e−0.02D∗
)
(27)
and D∗ is the dimensionless grain size
D∗ =
(
g(s− 1)
ν2
)1/3
d50 (28)
where ν is the kinematic viscosity of water (1.36 × -6 m2 s-1 (Soulsby,
1997)).
The ambient wave conditions from the two buoys in the Bristol
Channel (the CCO Minehead buoy and CEFAS Scarweather buoy) give
a wave orbital velocity of 0.42 m s-1. Using Equation 26, the maximum
grain size which can be moved by the ambient wave has a grain size
of 0.69 mm, indicating sediments in the Bristol Channel are subject to
the influence of both waves and currents.
Existing work on the Nash Sands in the Bristol Channel, north-west
of the Culver Sands on the Welsh coast, indicates wave action affects
residual transport directions on neap tides, but that during spring
tides the current velocities overwhelm the wave effect (Jones, 2007).
Based on this limited effect of wave action, a simplified wave model is
applied using a spatially uniform wave climate.
The shelf model developed in Chapter 4 is particularly suitable to
the question of transport pathways in the Severn Estuary and Bristol
Channel. The grid resolution of the original model of Stride and
Belderson (1990) and its rectilinear nature pose obvious questions
about the model results in those shallow contentious areas (questions
raised by Harris and Collins (1991)). The flexible mesh means it is
possible to efficiently refine the model resolution, and the increased
computational power available means much higher resolution models
can be run in a practical amount of time. Likewise, data quality and
availability (notably bathymetric and grain size data) have increased
to match the mesh resolutions. As such, a high quality model of
tidally induced transport in the estuary is feasible. The analysis of
the observation-based variable bed roughness in Chapter 4 means a
roughness map with more realistic parameters can be used. The effect
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of this roughness approach has been shown to give similar results to
the combined uniform roughness results.
An important aspect of the mutually evasive transport scheme is
that transport occurs on both flood and ebb tides whereas the bedload
parting scheme relies more heavily on long-term residual transport.
The modelling being undertaken here provides results which can be
used to determine the influence of both proposed regimes: transport
asymmetry links with short-term transport characteristic of the mutu-
ally evasive regime; residual transport directions and magnitudes are
characteristic of the bedload parting regime.
Existing work on transport in the Bristol Channel has focussed on
time-insensitive analyses (e.g. bedform asymmetry, grain size distri-
butions). To determine the influence of the mutually evasive scheme
and the bedload parting scheme, analysis of high temporal resolution
transport data is necessary in addition to time-insensitive analyses.
The output of a numerical model can give the temporal resolution
necessary to identify the short-term transport regime, whilst analysis
of sediment distribution, bedform asymmetry and changes in water
depth give the long-term picture.
5.2.2 Seabed analysis
Morphological analysis of the seabed can yield insights into the sedi-
ment regime and the underlying hydrodynamic causes. Early work on
headland-associated bank formation processes revealed the role tidal
residual eddies or transient eddies played in their formation (Pingree,
1978; Bastos et al., 2002). Subsequent work on the migration of tidal
banks indicates they can migrate away from their genesis location,
becoming independent of the original source of sediment (Swift, 1975;
Harris, 1988; Dyer and Huntley, 1999).
A range of analyses is presented here based on an extensive series
of historic data (see Appendix 1 of HR Wallingford (2006)). Digitised
charts and single beam bathymetry surveys provide data on the evolu-
tion of the bank from 1795 to present. Three 1 m binned surfaces from
multibeam surveys in 2008, 2009 and 2010 (2010 bathymetry shown
in Figure 5.5) provide high quality data on the morphology of the
bed and the features which lie upon it. Differences between successive
surveys are used to identify which parts of the bed are most active
and, where possible, the long-term direction of sediment transport.
The historic data are used to track changes over 215 years through a
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Figure 5.5: The seabed at Culver Sands for 2010 gridded at 1 m resolution.
The red polygon indicates the licence area and the grey polygon
shows the extent of the multibeam data. Red and blue lines
indicate the position of two sets of profiles through the seabed
shown in Figure 5.11. The dots indicate grab sample locations
from the BGS and from vibrocore tops and grab samples from
the RMA. The blocky area in the north-west of the figure (behind
the location map) represents the extent of the higher resolution
data and shows the background low resolution data from the
UKHO. Rectilinear grid pattern in the north of the survey area is
due incomplete coverage of the seabed with the sonar acquisition
system.
novel technique for tracking bank migration. In order to account for
variability in the raw data density (from separations of up to tens of
metres for the oldest data to sub-metre spacing for modern multibeam
bathymetry), the surfaces were gridded to 10 m resolution. Spatial
extents also varied, but the subject of all the surveys was the bank itself
which is, therefore, present in all the data sets. The bedform analysis
technique from Chapter 2 is used to determine bedform asymmetry
direction, from which shorter term sediment transport direction can
be inferred. Finally, a slope and aspect analysis is used to determine
whether regional slope is a major control on transport direction in the
region, or whether wind and wave action are more important factors.
5.2.2.1 Bank migration analysis
Historic bathymetry charts have been used to determine long-term
bank migration in the Thames Estuary (Burningham and French, 2006,
2007, 2011). Two approaches were used to quantify the migration of
the main bank at Culver Sands. Appendix 1 in HR Wallingford (2006)
describes work where bank crest positions were manually digitised
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from historic bathymetry and the temporal evolution of those crests
described. Whilst easy to perform, this approach is sensitive to the
subjective decision on where the bank crest is located and its extent, a
limitation noted in the report (HR Wallingford, 2006). Furthermore, the
relatively coarse resolution of the historic bathymetry (10 m) means
each position is subject to an uncertainty of ± 5 m over and above
uncertainties due to differences between lead line depths from the
earliest surveys compared with single beam and multibeam sonar
systems employed more recently, as well as differences in the use of
different datums (see Burningham and French (2011) for similar work
on historical charts of banks in the Thames Estuary).
Objectively quantifying bank migration can be achieved with cen-
troid analysis. By contouring a single depth for each successive year’s
surface, a polygon can be formed describing the extent of the bank in
question. From the extent of the polygon, a single representative posi-
tion can be calculated from the polygon centroid. Successive centroids
can be used to calculate the bank migration rate. Figure 5.6 shows the
polygons derived from the 4 m water depth contours and the resulting
centroid for each of the years for which bathymetry data is available.
Repeating this process for a number of depths increases the confi-
dence in the calculated rates. It must be noted that this approach is
limited insofar as it is not able to account for changes in bank orienta-
tion or shape. This approach is also sensitive to data resolution: with
more data points, a more variable seabed (e.g. covered with small or
medium dunes) will bias the centroid position toward the variability.
To mitigate this sensitivity, the highest resolution data (from 2008
onwards) have been downsampled to 10 m to match the interpolated
historic surface resolution. Two contour depths have been selected
here (4 m and 7 m) with depths selected so that only the bank is
selected (deeper than 7 m and regional morphology is included in the
contours) but sufficiently deep such that the bank is sampled every
year.
It is clear from this analysis that the bank has migrated throughout
its history. This is confirmed by a visual analysis of the three most
recent contours (for the 2008, 2009 and 2010 multibeam bathymetry)
which show a north-westward movement of approximately 50 m yr-1.
Figure 5.7 shows the calculated migration rates for a 4 m and 7 m
contour analysis for all sites bar the two single beam surveys from
1999. The coverage of the 1999 surveys and the one month separation
in surveys means these two centroids are not robust in their character-
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Figure 5.6: The 4 m contour for the Culver Sands from 1795 to present. By
calculating the centroid position of those contours, a migration
path for the bank can be established. In the 215 years since the
first available survey, the crests have moved approximately 5 km
to the north-west. The bank also split into two banks between
1979 and 1989. The current dominant northern bank is ∼ 6.5 km
shorter than the earliest bank.
isation of the position of the bank; as such, they have been excluded
from the analysis.
The centroid migration results in Figure 5.7 show an important
migration of the bank over the last 215 years with initial westward
followed by more recent north-westward migration. The overall medi-
an migration rates are 50 m yr-1 and 58 m yr-1 for the four and seven
metre contours respectively. However, by splitting the domain into
two distinct periods, pre- and post-1980, when a significant change in
migration rates occurred in conjunction with the bank splitting (see
Figure 5.6), the new migration rates are 17 m yr-1 and 31 m yr-1 for
the 4 m and 7 m analysis pre-1980, whilst post-1980 rates increase to
92 m yr-1 and 167 m yr-1, a five-fold increase in migration rates.
Appendix 1 in HR Wallingford (2006) suggests a possible mecha-
nism for the change in migration rate could be due to a change in
the regional slope. To test this, a lowpass filter was applied to the
bathymetry data to remove the small scale changes in topography
and highlighting regional-scale features. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the
slope aspect and angle, respectively, of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
cosine-tapered lowpass filtered data with a cutoff wavelength of 30–
50 m.
The current bank position lies on a northward dipping sloping
seabed (regional slope is ∼ 0.7◦). The position of the bank in the
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Figure 5.7: Results of the automated contour analysis for 4 m and 7 m con-
tours. A sharp change in migration rates is evident around the
early 1980s. This coincides with both an increase in storminess
around the UK (Allan et al., 2009) as well as with a split in the
Culver Sands bank, whereafter the northern bank increases in size
and the western bank migrates into deeper water. Data from 1999
have been excluded due to the short interval between surveys
and the different quality of data (single beam surveys) producing
erroneously high migration rates.
Figure 5.8: The slope aspect analysis for the FFT lowpass filtered 2009 bathy-
metry at Culver Sands, bathymetry from BGS at 5 m resolution
and 50 m SeaZone bathymetry. Directions have been classed into
45◦ blocks to aid interpretation. Black 7 m contour indicates the
bank position in 2010; the white 7 m contour indicates its position
in 1965. The filtering has highlighted the bedrock strata to the
south-west.
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Figure 5.9: The slope analysis for the FFT lowpass filtered 2009 bathymetry at
Culver Sands and the coarser SeaZone bathymetry. Slope angles
have been limited to a maximum of 3◦ although the maximum
slope angle is 15◦.
late 1970s is on the flatter central portion of the survey area where
the regional slope is less than 0.1◦. Thus the bank appears to have
breached a crest in the underlying regional morphology in the early
1980s, at which point it split and increased its migration rate to the
north-west.
Interpretation of high resolution shallow seismic survey data from
2000 provides an isopach map of the bank thickness. Subtracting the
isopach values from the historic bathymetry from 2000 gives a surface
in which the bank has been removed (Figure 5.10a). The basement
surface shows a channel below the 1999 and 2000 contours. This deeper
channel is present in the 1886 surface (Figure 5.10b) (when the bank
was further to the south-east) and, given the dynamic nature of the
area, suggests it is a bedrock feature. The bank migrated across this
feature between 2000 and 2008, though the bank has widened in this
time.
In addition to using the contour centroid analysis, simple profiles
through the seabed can indicate changes in cross-sectional profile.
Selecting lines coincident with as many single beam survey lines
and the digitised charts, two profiles were taken through the sixteen
historic surfaces. Figure 5.5 shows the position of those profiles (line
C–C′ and D–D′) and Figure 5.11 shows the depth profiles.
The profiles in Figure 5.11 show the same overall pattern as has
been found from the contour centroid analysis: the banks have moved
in a northward direction over the past 215 years. In addition to the
migration direction, the profiles also show that the bank height has
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Figure 5.10: A. The bathymetry from 2000 with the bank removed, revealing
the underlying basement topography. The contours indicate the
4 m depth for the fifteen bathymetry surfaces between 1795 and
2010, highlighting the two dominant regions divided by a rapid
north-westward migration in the early 1980s. B. The bathymetry
from 1886 when the bank position was to the south-east. This
surface shows the presence of a deeper channel where the cur-
rent bank lies. Since this channel is present in the basement
surface in Figure 5.10, it is likely this is a bedrock feature into
which the modern bank has migrated.
decreased. Between 1795 and 1979 in Profile D–D′, the shallowest part
of the bank was between 0 m and 1 m below the surface (relative to
Chart Datum (CD)). Given the macrotidal nature of the Bristol Channel
(Allen and Rae, 1987) (spring tidal range of 11.2 m at Burnham-on-Sea,
20 km from the Culver Sands), this bank would have been frequently
exposed during low tide on springs. Since the early 1980s however,
the bank height has decreased. Since the split around the early 1980s,
the northern bank has continued to migrate northward, infilling the
deeper channel (Figure 5.11b). Analysis of the regional slope shows
that the bank was moving up a gentle slope prior to 1980. Since then,
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Figure 5.11: Sixteen profiles through the historic and modern data (digitised
charts, single beam surveys and multibeam bathymetry surveys)
from A. line C–C′ and B. line D–D′ in Figure 5.5. Single beam
and digitised charts gridded to 10 m resolution surfaces using a
near neighbour interpolation. 2006–2010 survey depths relative
to Chart Datum and gridded and sampled at 1 m resolution.
the bank is moving with the slope into a deeper channel to the north
(and has partially infilled it). It appears, therefore, that the bank’s
migration may be linked to the underlying bedrock slope.
5.2.2.2 Difference analysis
A combination of Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS), sol-
id state motion sensors, multibeam bathymetry and Post-processed
Kinematic (PPK) Global Positioning System (GPS) tidal corrections (con-
verted to Ordnance Datum through the Ordnance Survey osgm02
geoid model and Admiralty Tide Tables) provides depth soundings
with sub-decimetre vertical and horizontal positional accuracy. This
data can be used to calculate the difference between successive surveys
to reveal changes in bed morphology over time. The Culver Sands is
the site of an aggregate extraction licence area (see Figure 5.12). As
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Figure 5.12: The change in water depth from 2008 to 2010 at Culver Sands
A. around the licence area and B. around the shallow northern
bank. Changes smaller than 0.5 m have been excluded. Orange
indicates a loss of bed sediment, green an accumulation. Blue
line indicates the zone of active dredging from January 2008 to
July 2011.
such, a change in bed level is to be expected if the rate of removal
of seabed sediment is greater than any replenishment. Figure 5.12
shows the difference in water depth between the 2008 and 2010 survey.
Analysis of the difference values shows that 94% of the difference data
have values less than 0.5 m. Difference values within the range ± 0.5 m
have been excluded to focus on areas of large changes in bed elevation
only. This section describes the findings of the seabed analysis using
both novel and established techniques to give quantitative descriptions
of changes in bed morphology.
A clear picture of the change in the intervening two years emerges
from Figure 5.12. The shallow main bank in the north of the sur-
veyed region has migrated north-westward by ∼ 50 m. Analysis of
the changes between 2008 and 2009 as well as 2009 and 2010 gives
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volumes of 1.2×106 m3 yr-1 and 2.1×106 m3 yr-1 respectively. By way
of comparison, banks at the mouth of the Deben Estuary (along the
Suffolk coastline in the Thames Estuary) are estimated to have a gross
bypassing volume of 3.4×104 m3 yr-1 over a twenty year period (Burn-
ingham and French, 2007). A banding is evident in the west and central
regions, indicating the very largest bedforms (wavelengths 110–125 m,
Root Mean Square (RMS) heights 0.6–1.4 m) are actively migrating.
Figure 5.13 shows a zoomed in section of the survey including the
western end of the dredging area (Figure 5.5) for the four multibeam
bathymetry surveys (2006, 2008–2010). The black lines indicate manu-
ally digitised very large dune crest positions. It is possible to trace the
migration of these very large dunes across the four years for which
data are available (2006–2010). Although calculating a single average
for these dynamic features is difficult, inter-annual migrations are
10–50 m yr-1, with little doubt they are migrating westward.
5.2.2.3 Bedform analysis
In addition to absolute changes in bed level, the technique outlined in
Chapter 2 gives objective measurements of wavelength, orientation,
height and bedform asymmetry. Although the orientation of a bedform
is determined by the transport vectors at that location (Rubin and
Hunter, 1987; Rubin and Ikeda, 1990), the asymmetry of that bedform
gives a good approximation of the long-term transport in the area.
The technique requires the selection of a subset size into which the
multibeam bathymetry is subdivided, and it must be based on the
dimensions of the features of interest. At Culver Sands, there are
two principal scales of bedforms: the very large dunes (wavelengths
> 100 m) and small ones (wavelengths < 10 m) (nomenclature follows
Ashley (1990)). The migration direction, and thus transport direction,
for the very large bedforms is evident from the difference analysis in
Figure 5.12. This approach cannot be used for the smaller bedforms
because their heights are too small for the calculated difference to be
sufficiently resolved. Thus, the direction and asymmetry analysis is a
more suitable tool for analysing transport direction for these smaller
bedforms.
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For the analysis to be successful, the greatest coverage of the seabed
is required. Due to water depths at the time of acquisition, the shal-
lowest parts of the survey area will often have gaps (see Figure 5.5).
Not shown is a survey from 2009 which has more complete coverage
over the majority of the survey area. This data set forms the basis
of the bedform analysis. Given the scale of bedforms of interest, the
subset size chosen for the analysis is 200 m, which, with the 10%
highpass filter dimension for the analysis, will allow all bedforms
with wavelengths smaller than 20 m to be resolved; those greater than
20 m will be filtered out. Figure 5.14 shows the results of the bedform
analysis.
The analysis shows a complex distribution of bedform asymmetry
directions, though there is a single principal axis (W–E), illustrated by
the subset rose in Figure 5.14. The asymmetry rose shows that there
is a greater number of westward (274◦) facing bedforms than there
is eastward (87◦). Eastward facing bedforms occur in the centre of
the survey area, in the deeper section between the northern bank and
the extensive shallow flat area in the south. The bedform asymmetry
analysis shows that the number of forward and backwards facing
bedforms in each subset is almost equal, indicating the bedforms are
likely to be close to symmetrical. If the asymmetry is only slight, this
makes it difficult to identify. However, the combination of the very
large dune migration and the overall westward transport of sediment
indicated by the small bedform analysis suggests the off-bank area is
predominantly transporting sediment east to west.
The inset wavelength histogram and the coloured tiles in Figure
5.14 reveal a bimodal wavelength distribution at Culver Sands. A clear
spatial separation of the smaller bedforms (mainly in the centre and
north of the area) and the large bedforms everywhere else is evident.
A k-means analysis with two sets gives two values of 9.4 m and 16.8 m.
There is little depth dependency with the distribution of bedforms
and the backscatter from the sidescan sonar reveals no particular
dependency on grain size (Figure 5.15).
5.2.3 Shelf model refinement
5.2.3.1 Mesh and bathymetry
To more accurately model the flows over the areas of interest, it
is necessary to increase the mesh resolution. Using the refinement
technique described in Section 4.2.3.2, the mesh resolution is increased
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Figure 5.14: Measured bedform asymmetry direction from the automated
bedform analysis on the 2009 Culver Sands bathymetry data.
The selected subset size was 200 m, allowing all bedforms with
wavelength below 20 m to be analysed. The inset histograms
show the distribution of A. Heights B. Crest orientation (perpen-
dicular to asymmetry direction in the rose (E) C. Wavelength D.
Bedform asymmetry ratios. Subset rose (E) shows the measured
asymmetry direction across the domain. Areas with no results
are those identified by the bedform detection threshold as being
flat beds. The bedrock outcrops in the south-west of the survey
area were manually excluded from the analysis.
Figure 5.15: Culver Sands sidescan sonar data from 2010 (dark is high
backscatter i.e. coarse sediment or a hard bedrock surface). No-
table is the large expanse of exposed bedrock in the south of
the survey (represented by higher backscatter and visible strata).
The bank itself is composed of finer unconsolidated sediment
and is characterised by a large number of linear bedforms.
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Figure 5.16: Culver Sands model input mesh (resolutions of 1 km, 500 m,
250 m and 150 m) with interpolated bathymetry. Depths are
relative to MSL. In instances where data were originally relative
to a local ACD, they have been reduced to ODN as a proxy for
MSL. Bathymetry from four principal sources is used in the
interpolation in this image: the CEFAS Irish Sea bathymetry from
digitised charts; SeaZone; single beam surveying from the CCO;
and high-resolution multibeam bathymetry from a 2010 survey.
Evident to the north is the deeper palaeofluvial Breaksea Valley
formed during the last ice age (Evans and Thompson, 1979).
gradually from the continental shelf-scale model resolution (2-5 km) to
scales capable of representing the features of interest (tidal banks). The
extent of the highest resolution mesh (150 m) matches the extents of
the most recent and highest quality bathymetric survey data available
(2010). Around this high resolution zone, buffers of increasingly coarse
resolution are created to provide a gradual increase to the coarser
resolutions in the general shelf model (Figure 5.16).
The four bathymetry sources used to create the mesh in Figure
5.16 have all been reduced to MSL or Ordnance Datum Newlyn (ODN),
which serves as a proxy for MSL. The correction to MSL or ODN is
typically necessary only for the high resolution multibeam bathymet-
ry since the larger data sets do not give depths to CD due to their
coverage (CD being a localised datum). For the multibeam bathymetry,
the process of correcting the depth from CD to ODN requires the calcu-
lation of a correction factor which is applied uniformly to all depths
within the survey. For the 2008, 2009 and 2010 bathymetry data, the
PPK altitudes are corrected from the wgs84 geoid to ODN using the
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Ordnance Survey osgm02 geoid model. A subsequent correction of
−6 m corrects the bathymetry to CD based on values extrapolated
from the local Admiralty Tide Tables (Vol. 1, NP 201-08, Table iii, page
xxxv). To return the data to ODN, the correction was reversed.
5.2.3.2 Seabed sediment distribution
Coring campaigns as well as grab samples (Figure 5.5) provide a high
quality set of grain size analysis data at Culver Sands. Through Particle
Size Distribution (PSD) analysis (Blott and Pye, 2001), a representative
grain size value (d50) for each sample location can be calculated.
Although a hundred grab and vibrocore samples have been collected,
their spatial density is still too low to allow the interpolation on to the
model mesh in Figure 5.16 to be representative of the bed.
However, in addition to multibeam bathymetry and seabed sedi-
ment samples, sidescan sonar data were also collected. These data
provide a qualitative representation of the changes in seabed sediment
cover (as well as changes in slope). A seabed classification of the
sidescan sonar data gives much higher spatial coverage, though only
a qualitative interpretation. By combining the spatially extensive qual-
itative interpretation with the sparse quantitative information from
the seabed samples, the zones identified from the interpretation can
be given grain size values, from which a complete map of the seabed
sediment can be made. The sidescan sonar for Culver Sands is shown
in Figure 5.15. Figure 5.17 shows the sediment facies interpretation
from those sidescan sonar data.
The analysis of the sidescan sonar data has given three distinct
sediment facies (qualitatively referred to as coarse, medium and fine,
though with no reference to sediment grain size at this point). To
quantify the interpreted sediment facies through the grab sample and
core top (i.e. seabed) data (Figure 5.5), the full range of grain size
data is divided into three groups (d50 > 31 mm, 1 < d50 < 31 mm
and d50 < 1 mm). The median value from the samples which fall into
those three categories is used as the representative grain size for the
corresponding interpreted sediment facies from the sidescan sonar
data (Figures 5.17), giving values of 0.28 mm, 19.3 mm and 76 mm.
At Culver Sands, although three acoustic facies were evident (a fine
sandy bed, a gravelly bed and an entirely exposed bedrock surface)
the gravel and bedrock grain size values were merged into a single
category. Since the coarsest grain size is likely to be immobile (a 76 mm
sediment is unlikely to be transported anywhere on the continental
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Figure 5.17: Culver Sands sidescan sonar data interpretation with the three
identified grain size classes (d50 = 0.28 mm, 19.3 mm and
76 mm) applied. Areas with bedforms are not differentiated
from flat bed areas for the grain size interpretation. The final
model input merged the two largest classes together to reduce
the gradient between adjacent grain size regions. The grain size
data outside the survey domain is BGS data.
shelf), this category was merged with the finer gravel grain size to limit
the gradient between adjacent sediment facies. Due to the nature of
the triangular mesh, a large gradient between adjacent sediment facies
introduces unrealistic changes in bed level (with increased transport
along the boundary). This effect can be alleviated by reducing the
gradient between those facies. Since the medium facies is immobile
under tidal flow velocities (a 19.3 mm diameter grain in 5 m of water
requires a current speed of 2.0 m s-1 to initiate motion), the largest
grain size values have been replaced by the medium value. The net
effect is still one of an immobile bed, but there is less fringe transport
along the facies boundaries, improving the predicted transport.
5.2.3.3 Calibration
To determine the quality of the predicted tides over the Culver Sands,
a search for existing hydrodynamic data was performed. No hydro-
dynamic data were collected during the acquisition of the bathymet-
ry surveys, however, the British Oceanographic Data Centre (BODC)
repository does contain current meter data from the surrounding area.
Figure 5.18 shows the location of the current meters used to calibrate
the numerical model. In total, sixteen current meters were selected in
and around the Bristol Channel and Severn Estuary. In addition, the
shelf-scale model has been calibrated against sixty-two current meters
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Figure 5.18: Locations of the current meter data used to calibrate the numer-
ical model at Culver Sands. In total sixteen separate data sets
were used at nine sites in the Celtic Sea and Bristol Channel. One
site is located approximately 1 km from the current bank posi-
tion. The tidal stations shown are those used in the calibration
of the shelf scale model.
and eighty-one tide gauges across the shelf (see Section 4.3 in Chapter
4).
Based on the results of the shelf-scale modelling calibration, the
variable bed roughness was selected for the input roughness for the
hydrodynamic model, though updated to include the new grain size
data over the Culver Sands (Figure 5.17). The roughness quantifies
the amount of energy the seabed will extract from the currents, which
in turn changes predicted tidal heights and current speeds. Typical
roughness values at Culver Sands from the depth-dependent grain size
based roughness map are 35 m1⁄3s-1 over the rocky areas and 65 m1⁄3s-1
over the sandy areas. These magnitudes are closer to dune covered
sands (typically 32 m1⁄3s-1) and mud (typically 60–65 m1⁄3s-1). Modelling
by Jones (2006) of the Bristol Channel used roughness values in the
range 20–50 m1⁄3s-1 varying with water depth rather than both depth
and grain size as is the case here.
The differences in roughness magnitude here are a function of both
the grain size on the seabed (being derived from observations rather
than from an error minimisation calibration approach), but are also
dependent on the water depth (with roughness values increasing with
decreasing water depth). Figure 5.19 shows the results of the current
speed and direction calibration for three current meters in Figure 5.18
labelled A1–A3.
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Figure 5.19: Current meter calibration at sites A1–A3 and B1 in Figure 5.18.
Modelled and observed current speeds (left column) and mod-
elled and observed current direction (right column) at sites A1–
A3 and B1. Median RMS of the current speeds for sites A1–A3
and B1 is 0.19 m s-1.
The current speed and direction calibration across the width to the
Bristol Channel where the model resolution is between 2 km and 5 km
reproduces currents to within an average of 0.19 m s-1, a value which
falls within the accuracy specified by Bartlett (1998) (10% of observed
speed). There is some discrepancy in the shape of the current plots,
with alternating tides not matching the observed data as well.
Current directions differ most noticeably at slack tide, however, the
potential transport occurring at slack water is minimal (slack water
defined here when current speeds below 0.25 m s-1 after method out-
lined in Bartlett (1998)), thus the important aspect of the direction
calibration is the match during periods of higher velocity. Direction
analyses hereafter exclude modelled and observed differences when
the tide is at slack water. At sites A1–A3, the current direction calibra-
tion produces an average direction difference of 17◦. Site B exhibits
a static difference of ∼ 20◦ between the observed and modelled data
through all phases of the tide, indicating a misaligned tidal axis. Brief
testing showed this anomaly is affected by the position of the bank:
when 1978 single beam bathymetry is used in the model, the direction
discrepancy decreases by 3–5◦. This limited improvement suggests
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other factors are also important, such as the coastline position, regional
bathymetry and other bank sizes and positions within the estuary.
Across all sixteen calibration sites, the total RMS for current speed
is 0.19 m s-1. The analysis of the differences in the modelled and
observed current directions average 8.14◦ across all sites when slack
tidal directions are excluded from the analysis. These current calibra-
tion values fall within the suggested limits for coastal and estuarine
modelling in Bartlett (1998) (± 10◦ difference between observed and
modelled current directions, 10–20% in current speeds and 10% of
spring tidal range).
5.2.3.4 Modelled bed level change under tidal flow
Three principal types of analysis of the results are presented here:
1. Qualitative analysis of changes in bed level 2. Residual transport
pathway analysis 3. Asymmetry of sediment transport vectors (i.e.
bed mobility). These three analyses provide useful insights into the
mechanisms controlling the seabed in the area, both on a regional
scale and on a local, bank scale. The modelled bed change analysis
can be directly compared with the observed changes in bed level (see
Section 5.2.2.2), providing further validation of the modelled currents.
The analysis of the bedforms in Section 5.2.2.3 provide information on
long-term transport pathways. Comparison of the orientation results
with the residual transport vectors can be used to confirm whether the
bedforms respond primarily to tidal or wave action. These analysis can
be used to determine whether the transport of sediment in the Bristol
Channel is primarily the result of the proposed mutually evasive or
bedload parting theories, or whether a combination of the two is most
appropriate.
Typical sediment transport model results for the predicted change in
bed level elevation are often greatly in excess of the observed changes.
For example, Figure 5.20 has a maximum increase in depth of 4.6 m
and a decrease in depth of 5.4 m. These magnitudes are too large when
compared with the observations in Figure 5.12. More instructive are
the changes in areas away from the edge effects caused by gradients
between grain size boundaries (see Figure 5.17). The large area of
change in the position of the bank (Figures 5.5 and 5.12) shows a mean
depth increase of 0.7 m and decrease (i.e. shallower) of 0.3 m (standard
deviation is 0.8 m) in the 150 m resolution area (see Figure 5.16). These
magnitudes are still large, with annual changes from the bathymetry
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Figure 5.20: Predicted changes in the bed level over a spring-neap tidal cycle
at Culver Sands. Red colours indicate a loss of bed elevation
(i.e. erosion) whilst greens, blues and purples indicate an ac-
cumulation. Black lines indicate the position of the grain size
boundaries from the sidescan sonar interpretation and the BGS
surficial sediment polygon boundaries.
of a similar magnitude whereas these model results occur over a two
week period.
Figure 5.20 shows the results of the change in bed level after a spring-
neap tidal cycle when the model is run with the variable roughness
bed and varying grain size cover (Figure 5.17). The model is run for
a spring-neap tidal cycle since this period accounts for the majority
of the tidal variability in coastal areas on the north-west European
continental shelf. Examination of the distribution of the changes shows
they typically occur along the boundaries between different sediment
facies, though this is an artefact of the sediment grain size boundaries
in the model. The largest change occurs on the bank itself (Figure 5.20)
and does not fall along a grain size boundary.
The transport module within the modelling software does not pro-
vide a robust method for specifying a thickness of bed sediment (the
pure current non-equilibrium set up used here limits bedload trans-
port only, and not suspended transport (DHI, 2011c)). This limitation
means it is not possible to stop erosion once a specified loss of sedi-
ment has been reached. Therefore, under conditions where sediment
is capable of being moved, the model will continuously do so. The
results of the changes in bed level are therefore interpreted as the
potential for erosion rather than as predictions of changes in bed
elevation.
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Overall, the tidally driven sediment transport model predicts changes
in bed elevation across most of the Culver Sands bank, particularly
across boundaries in sediment facies (see Figure 5.17 for the sediment
facies’ boundaries). The overall pattern in bed level change is of a ten-
dency for the model to flatten the seabed morphology. In areas outside
the boundaries between sediment facies (i.e. the bank crest and the
flat areas in the east), the tendency is for an increase in water depth,
suggesting these areas are under active sediment transport. An area of
particularly strong erosion is the top of the shallow bank in the north,
either side of which is a zone of accumulation. This pattern matches
the observed pattern from the bathymetry time series (Section 5.2.2.2
and Figure 5.12), with an accumulation to the north of the bank and
erosion along the bank’s southern flank, indicating north-westward
migration. Due to the distance of this pattern from the boundaries of
grain size, this trend is likely to be due to the hydrodynamics and
their associated sediment transport rather than due to the difference
in grain size in adjacent mesh elements. Other areas of active bed
change correlate with the areas of migration of very large bedforms,
particularly south-east of the licence area.
5.2.3.5 Modelled tidal residual sediment transport
Figure 5.21 shows the results of the residual transport analysis. Resid-
ual transport is the net transport vector after a spring-neap tidal cycle.
Section 4.4 describes the calculation of the residual transport in x- and
y-axes. The residual transport represents the long-term movement
of sediment occurring over a spring-neap tidal cycle, averaging the
transport occurring over individual flood and ebb tides.
A number of striking observations can be made from the residual
transport vectors. Firstly, the mobility of sediment on the bed is very
strongly linked to the grain size distribution (Figure 5.17), with only
areas with the finest fraction (d50 = 0.28 mm) transported by the
tidal currents. Secondly, the principal residual transport direction is
to the west, though given the change in bank shape with time and its
oblique orientation, its migration appears north-westward (Figure 5.6).
Although the vectors in Figure 5.21 are scaled by the magnitude of the
residual transport, and therefore some direction information is not vis-
ible, analysis of the raw data indicates no predicted residual transport
within the 150 m resolution domain in any direction other than to the
west. Thirdly, there is a much greater proportion of suspended load
transport to bedload transport (see histograms a–c in Figure 5.21).
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Across the 150 m resolution section, the ratio of bedload to suspended
load averages 0.03 with a standard deviation of 0.04, indicating higher
transport as suspended load than as bedload. Finally, in areas where
sediment is transported, there is a strong depth-dependence, with the
shallow bank in the north experiencing the greatest transport: average
predicted transport rates on the bank are three times the magnitude
of those off the bank.
Spatial variability in the distribution is evident and matches the dis-
tribution from the analysis of the bed level change: increased transport
is predicted on the shallow section of the northern bank and in the
flatter areas to the east. Outside the higher resolution area, there is
increased transport east of the survey extent. This increase in transport
is linked to the distribution of sediment which, in this area, is based
on the BGS surficial sediment data which indicates a historic position
for the sandy central bank rather than its position today. Increased
tidally driven sediment transport is also evident to the south of the
area, where water depths are shallow (up to twelve metres) and seabed
cover is sandy.
Areas of deep water or areas devoid of mobile sediment on the bed
experience no significant transport. Some transport is predicted to
occur in the Breaksea Valley (see Figure 5.29) in the northern section
of the Bristol Channel and Severn Estuary. Analysis of the SeaZone
bathymetry in this area indicates the presence of vary large dunes
(wavelengths 150–300 m, RMS heights 2.8–3.9 m) which supports the
model results of active transport in this area. Although the resolu-
tion of the bathymetry data in this area is low (20 m), due to the
large wavelengths, profiles across the bedforms indicate opposing
asymmetry directions, with the northern bedforms facing the east
and the southern bedforms the west. The modelled transport vectors
match this pattern, with both suspended load and bedload transport
opposing one another in this area.
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Figure 5.22 shows the residual transport direction with no reference
to the magnitude of the transport. Long-term transport in the Bristol
Channel is dominantly westward with smaller patches of eastward
transport in the central middle Bristol Channel and in coastal embay-
ments. Coastal transport in the Bristol Channel is strongly influenced
by coastal orientation, with vectors tracking the shape of the coastline,
particularly evident along the Welsh coastline. The bedload parting
zone proposed by Stride and Belderson (1990) is evident, though
its position is further upstream in the inner Bristol Channel (Severn
Estuary). Transport in the inner Bristol Channel also exhibits charac-
teristics of bypassing, where eastward and westward transport occurs
in adjacent channels. The controlling mechanism for these bypassing
transport channels appears to be the water depth, where deeper chan-
nels are dominated by westward transport out of the inner Bristol
Channel whilst the shallower regions are dominated by the flood tides,
transporting sediment into the estuary.
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Figure 5.22: Residual total transport direction calculated from pure-current
driven sediment transport occurring over a spring-neap tidal
cycle. Direction categorised into 45◦ bins to facilitate interpre-
tation and overlain with subsampled 5 km apart vectors. Some
averaging of vectors in areas of complex transport directions
results in erroneous directions, particularly close to the bedload
parting zone (close to the entrance of the Severn Estuary) and in
the central Bristol Channel. A more complex transport regime
exists in the Severn Estuary than in previously published results
(e.g. Harris and Collins, 1984; Stride and Belderson, 1990, 1991;
Harris and Collins, 1991; McLaren et al., 1993). The position of
previously calculated bedload parting zones (Stride and Belder-
son, 1990; HR Wallingford, 2006) as well as the result from this
modelling are shown for comparison.
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5.2.3.6 Modelled wave residual sediment transport
Appendix B outlines an approach for the inclusion of waves on pre-
dicted sediment transport vectors. This approach is simpler than the
application of a fully spectral wave simulation, but does assume wave
parameters are uniform across the domain. Due to the approach in
which the wave model generates the transport rates (through the use
of a lookup table), a uniform grain size has been applied here which
simplifies the lookup table and eliminates interpolation uncertain-
ties at the expense of the extra granularity afforded by the spatially
varying grain size. Instead of the varying grain size, analysis of the
vibrocores and grab samples (Figure 5.5) indicates the migrating bank
has a grain size of 0.28 mm.
The combined wave and current sediment transport is calculated
using the equations of Engelund and Fredsø e (1976) whilst the trans-
port under pure tidal conditions uses van Rijn (1984a). The different
approaches means that comparison of the transport magnitudes is
not reliable, especially considering the combined wave and current
models use uniform sediment grain size whereas the pure current
models use a variable distribution. As such, the analysis here presents
only the results from the long-term residual transport.
Figure 5.23 shows the residual transport results from the ambient
wave model (defined as the mean significant wave height and period
for values less than 95% of the maxima from the wave buoys in
Figure 5.3; storm conditions are the mean values which exceed 95%
of the maxima), and Figure 5.24 the results from the storm model. In
both the ambient and storm models, the overall pattern of sediment
transport remains broadly the same as the pure tidal model (Figure
5.21). The same bedload divergence can be seen in the inner Bristol
Channel, although its position in both the ambient and storm models
is further east. Transport in the outer Bristol Channel in both wave
models is still out of the estuary. The wave action has homogenised
the westward transport in the outer Bristol Channel, including over
the Culver Sands.
Given the short term nature of the storm (18 hours) relative to the
length of the model run (a spring-neap tidal cycle), it is instructive
to view the temporal variability in transport. Figure 5.25 shows the
Progressive Vector Diagram (PVD) for an element on the main bank
for the storm model.
The PVD plot in Figure 5.25 clearly shows the effect of the waves
on the transport in the storm model. The quiescent transport at the
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Figure 5.23: Residual transport direction for the ambient model. Direction
categorised into 45◦ bins to facilitate interpretation and overlain
with subsampled 5 km apart vectors. Some averaging of vectors
in areas of complex transport directions results in erroneous
directions. The position of previously calculated bedload parting
zones (Stride and Belderson, 1990; HR Wallingford, 2006) as well
as the result from this modelling are shown for comparison.
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Figure 5.24: Residual sediment transport direction for the storm model. Di-
rection categorised into 45◦ bins to facilitate interpretation and
overlain with subsampled 5 km apart vectors. Some averaging
of vectors in areas of complex transport directions results in
erroneous directions. The position of previously calculated bed-
load parting zones (Stride and Belderson, 1990; HR Wallingford,
2006) as well as the result from this modelling are shown for
comparison.
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Figure 5.25: PVD for an element on the Culver Sands bank in the storm model
showing temporal variability in transport during a spring-neap
tidal cycle.
start of the PVD (in the top right of the figure) is that during neap
tides. As the spring-neap cycle progresses, the transport on each tide
is increased (shown as the more variable displacement). With the
onset of the storm, the eastward propagation of the waves decreases
the westward transport magnitude for its duration. Once the storm
has passed, the previous pattern continues. Nevertheless, during the
storm, overall transport is still to the west.
5.2.3.7 Modelled sediment transport asymmetry under tidal flow
Describing the sediment mobility on the bed can be achieved through
the transport asymmetry. Transport asymmetry is defined as the ratio
between transport along the tidal axis during flood and ebb tides,
describing sediment mobility over a spring-neap tidal cycle. Areas of
low residual transport magnitude may in fact have highly energetic
flows, capable of moving sediment regularly, but whose transport
on each tide is highly symmetrical. Likewise, areas of high residual
transport may be the result of a small transport magnitude, but with a
highly asymmetrical transport pathway. A transport asymmetry of 0.5
indicates symmetrical transport whilst a 0.9 asymmetry ratio indicates
mean transport occurs strongly in one direction with weaker opposing
transport. Transport asymmetry (R) is calculated as follows (after Dix
et al. (2007a)):
1. Calculate the linear regression for the eastward and northward
transport vectors.
2. Remove the linear trend to produce a gradient of zero.
3. Calculate the vector magnitude (QT ) whilst maintaining vector
sign.
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Figure 5.26: Bedload transport asymmetry in the Bristol Channel. High in-
dicates strongly asymmetrical transport and vice versa. Overall,
bedload transport over the bank is symmetrical, indicating mo-
bile sediment on the bed. Increased transport asymmetry is
visible in the south-east of the area, an area of coarser sediment
(Figure 5.17).
4. Calculate the transport asymmetry as R = Up/(Up+Un), where
Up is all positive transport magnitudes and Un is all negative
magnitudes.
5. R is limited to 0.5 6 R 6 1 (R = 1 −R, when R < 0.5).
QT is defined as:
QT =
1
N− 1
N∑
t=0
√
Q2Te(t) +Q
2
Tn(t) (29)
whereQTe andQTn are the eastward (U) and northward (V) transport
vector components and N is the number of time steps over which to
integrate. The calculated transport asymmetry at Culver Sands is
shown in Figure 5.26.
The distribution can be classified into two dominant types: high
and low, with a strong dependence for each on the underlying grain
size or water depth. In areas of coarse sediment (> 19.3 mm), there is
no transport; the finer sandy areas (d50 = 0.18 mm) show more sym-
metrical transport, though shallow areas (depths less than 6 m below
CD) experience increased transport asymmetry. Areas of symmetrical
transport are those in which the bed is active on each tidal cycle and
represents the majority of the area at Culver Sands. Within the low
transport asymmetry area in the centre of Figure 5.26, some variability
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can be observed, particularly an increase in asymmetry to the north
on the shallow bank slope. The bed level change analysis in Figure
5.20 shows the top of the bank is particularly susceptible to increased
erosion, experiencing a net loss of sediment. This erosional surface
corresponds in the transport asymmetry analysis with an area of in-
creased transport asymmetry, indicating a more active bed. Combined
with the residual transport vectors, the evidence points to an active
bank crest, surrounded by an area in which transport is less active
and which is mobilised equally on each tide, but with little overall net
transport, resulting in a small change in bed level and low residual
transport magnitudes.
5.2.3.8 Bank removal
To assess the stability of the transport around the northern bank, a
model simulation has been undertaken where part of the seabed has
been artificially lowered, simulating the removal of an entire sand
bank (Figure 5.10). The bank removal has been achieved through
the use of an isopach map showing the thickness of the sediment
during a survey in 2000. The bank thickness can then be removed
from the 2000 bathymetry and used as input in the transport model.
Figure 5.27 shows the difference in the residual total load transport
magnitude when the smaller bank to the west is removed from the
seabed. The effect of changing the bathymetry is evident, with a two
fold decrease in computed transport in the deepened section (red
and orange points in Figure 5.27) compared with the predicted total
load transport in Figure 5.21. The results of the removed bank total
transport also have more widespread effects, with a regional change in
transport magnitudes both to the north-east and south of the change
in bathymetry. An increase in sediment transport is observed between
the two main banks whilst the bank crest to the north experiences
lower total load transport. It appears from this the bank in the licence
area shelters the bed between the two banks and once removed, the
bed is likely to experience increased transport. The northern bank will
experience reduced transport, possibly slowing its migration.
Changes in residual transport direction are shown in Figure 5.28.
Overall, the majority of the locations experience small transport di-
rection changes: the standard deviation over the highest resolution
area is 0.04◦. However, some areas experience greater changes in direc-
tions. The distribution of those changes, when considered alongside
the changes in transport magnitude (Figure 5.27), shows a consistent
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Figure 5.27: Difference in residual total load transport with removal of the
small western bank from the model bathymetry, showing an
overall decrease in residual transport.
pattern: areas with decreased transport magnitudes (the red points
in Figure 5.27) are those areas in which the residual direction has
changed in an anti-clockwise fashion (by 0.5–5◦). The reverse is also
true, areas of increased transport show a clockwise change in transport
direction.
The changes in magnitude and direction have more spatially exten-
sive consequences than might first be imagined. The bank removal
area is approximately 4.5 km × 1 km—the extent to which this change
in bathymetry alters the magnitude and direction of residual transport
in the area is generally concentrated to the east of the area. There
is marked decrease in transport over the area where the bank has
been removed due to the increase in depth. The other changes in
direction and magnitude suggest the bank removes energy from the
water column, since the removal of the bank does cause an increase in
transport immediately east of the bank’s present location. This increase
corresponds with the newly formed slope from the deeper areas to the
shallow bank region (Figure 5.10). This slope experiences increased
transport from the flood tide moving into the estuary, eroding the bed.
Further east from this area, less transport occurs, particularly on the
shallow crest of the northern bank.
5.2.4 Discussion
The analysis of the Culver Sands and the Bristol Channel has re-
vealed a dynamic environment, in which sediment transport is active
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Figure 5.28: Difference in residual total load sediment transport direction
with removal of the small western bank. A positive difference
(yellow/red) indicates a clockwise change following the removal
of the bank, and vice versa. The distribution of changes is the
same as in the magnitude: areas of decreased transport magni-
tude (blue) have a clockwise change in residual direction, areas
of increased transport have an anti-clockwise change.
and spatially varying. In both the bathymetric and sedimentological
data analysis, numerous indicators of transport, including bedform
asymmetry, regional and local slope trends, bank migration rates, mor-
phological analysis and regional sediment distribution have shown
the overall transport around the Culver Sands is out of the estuary
to the west. Modelling of the shelf with a refined mesh, focussed on
the Culver Sands, has shown a similar pattern to that identified by
the other analyses (Harris, 1988; Stride and Belderson, 1991; McLaren
et al., 1993). Characteristics of both the mutually evasive and bedload
parting transport schemes are found in both types of analysis.
The hydrodynamic model based on spatially varying bed rough-
ness has reproduced currents across the Bristol Channel to within
an average of 0.19 m s-1 across all phases of the tide and 8.14◦ in
direction excluding differences during slack water. Sediment transport
modelling based on this calibrated hydrodynamic model has shown
transport in the main parts of the Bristol Channel is characterised by
the presence of the bedload parting zone in the inner Bristol Channel.
Residual transport analysis under tides only puts the position of the
parting zone broadly in line with the positions put forward in the past
from sedimentological and bedform analyses (Stride, 1982; Stride and
Belderson, 1990; McLaren et al., 1993), with a slight shift east further
into the estuary and a more sinuous profile.
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Within the upper inner Bristol Channel (the upper Severn Estuary),
transport directions are more variable than suggested by McLaren et al.
(1993), with a strong dependence on depth (at depths > 3 m, transport
is out of the estuary, whilst in shallow water, the sediment transport
modelling predicts transport into the estuary). Sediment transport is
strongly dependent on the composition of the seabed: the majority
of the seabed in the Bristol Channel is mainly swept bedrock and
immobile gravels (Lloyd et al., 1973; Brooks and James, 1975; McLaren
et al., 1993) (Figure 5.2). Coastal regions typically have more mobile
sediment (McLaren et al., 1993), and the results of the modelling
indicate that this sediment is being transported westward along the
English coast and westward along west-east orientated coasts on the
Welsh coastline, but east and south-eastward when the coastline is
orientated north-south. These opposing transport pathways are similar
to those proposed by Harris and Collins (1984, 1988, 1991) whilst the
overall westerly sediment transport on the ebbing tide is more akin to
the pattern described by Stride and Belderson (1990, 1991), as is the
presence and position of the bedload parting zone. The inclusion of
the wave component in the sediment transport modelling increases the
transport along the coast in line with the mutually evasive transport
regime.
Across the whole Bristol Channel, the addition of the ambient wave
conditions decreases heterogeneity in residual transport in the outer
Bristol Channel and shifts the position of the bedload parting further
east, though this is likely to be due to the treatment of waves as
spatially uniform across the domain. The storm condition applied
to the sediment transport shows little regional effect, with a similar
pattern to that found in the ambient model. The effect of the storm
is most prominent in the temporal analysis in the PVD, in which the
westward transport is decreased during the storm by the eastward
propagating waves. However, over both a spring-neap tidal cycle and
the duration of the storm, the residual transport remained westward
over the bank. Analysis of wave data shows that waves are important
in the Bristol Channel, and the wave modelling results show that
transport on the shallow Culver Sands is affected by the surface waves.
In order to better explore the effect of wave activity on sediment
transport in the Bristol Channel, fully spectral wave modelling (e.g.
Jones, 2007) is necessary.
The westward transport of sediment out of the Bristol Channel is
important in the hypothesis that the Culver Sands are formed of sedi-
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Figure 5.29: Bathymetry chart showing the tongue of sediment extending
from Steep Holm towards the banks at Culver Sands, suggesting
a possible historical transport link from Steep Holm to Culver
Sands.
ment sourced from the island of Steep Holm (formed of Carboniferous
(Dinantian) limestone (Evans and Thompson, 1979)) in the inner Bris-
tol Channel. The SeaZone and BGS bathymetry data (Figure 5.29) show
the tongue of sediment extending from the south-west of Steep Holm
at an angle of ∼ 230◦. The modelled residual transport vectors match
the orientation of the tongue and change from ∼ 235◦ to ∼ 260◦ on
approach to the present bank position. This sediment is likely to be
sourced from the north and north-east of Steep Holm where a patch
of sandy sediment is shown on the BGS surficial sediment charts. De-
position of this sediment due to decreased current velocities occurs
in the wake of the residual flow around the island. Analysis of the
bedform asymmetry surrounding the tongue of material indicates uni-
formly south-western asymmetry directions. Thus, the hypothesis of
the sediment at Culver Sands originating from Steep Holm is plausible
and supported by both the observational and modelling analysis, and
confirms the classification of Culver Sands as a Type 2a bank using
the Dyer and Huntley (1999) scheme.
Regional transport asymmetry analysis shows the mutually evasive
transport scheme is more dominant in the shallower parts of the
seabed. More symmetrical transport is indicative of the mutually
evasive transport regime, whereby material is moved more evenly
between flood and ebb tides. The mutually evasive transport regime
is also characterised by sediment transport into the estuary along the
shallower coastlines, whilst transport in the deeper parts of the Bristol
Channel is predominantly out of the estuary. The inclusion of the
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wave component alters the transport on the Welsh coastline to more
eastward transport when compared with the purely tidal transport,
suggesting that waves play an important role in the mutually evasive
transport scheme.
Analysis of bedform asymmetry in the modern multibeam bathy-
metry data sets confirms the regional westward sediment transport
direction from the numerical modelling. The objective bedform anal-
ysis shows an overall westward asymmetry in bedform morphology,
suggesting westward sediment transport. Similarly, analysis of tem-
poral changes in the position of very large bedforms on the seabed
south-west of the Culver Sands shows active migration to the west.
Volumetric analysis of the bank indicates an extremely active transport
regime: migrated volumes are 1.2×106 m3 yr-1 from 2008–2009 and
2.1×106 m3 yr-1 from 2009–2010, compared with banks at the mouth
of the Deben Estuary along the Suffolk coastline whose estimated
gross bypassing volume is 3.4×104 m3 yr-1 over a twenty year period
(Burningham and French, 2007).
The existence of over 200 years of bathymetry data has been used
to quantify the transport regime at Culver Sands. Analysis of the
movement of the Culver Sands through a novel centroid analysis
technique as well as through more traditional profile and bed level
change analyses has shown a long-term migration to the north-west.
The bank has shortened whilst migrating westward in the 200
years since the first survey. An abrupt change in both the size and
shape of the bank occurred during the early 1980s when it split in
two: a smaller western bank migrated into the deeper water to the
west; the northern section continued to migrate north-west, also into
deeper water. This split is manifested as a fivefold increase in the bank
migration rate, from ∼ 20 m yr-1 pre-1980 to ∼ 100 m yr-1 post-1980.
Recently however, the migration of the northern bank appears to have
slowed once more, with rates calculated from the 2008–2010 multibeam
surveys in the region of 35–50 m yr-1. The two transport directions
determined from the modelling (generally westward at Culver Sands)
and the bank analysis (in which the bank migrates north-westward
from 1980 onwards) suggest changes in the bank’s migration may be
due to episodic storms which significantly alter the bank morphology,
whereafter the westward transport of material by tidal flows continues.
A coincident increase in severe storm frequency with the increased
bank migration rates further supports this theory (Figure 5.30).
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Figure 5.30: History of severe storm frequency over the British Isles in Jan-
uary, February and March (JFM) and October, November and
December (OND) from 1920–2004. Modified from Figures 5 and
7 in Allan et al. (2009).
Increased frequency of severe storms, in which a severe storm is
defined as a change in absolute mean sea level pressure of 10 hPa over
three hours (Alexander et al., 2005), would increase sediment mobility
due to greater wave heights suspending sediment from the seabed
more frequently (Soulsby, 1997). Residual currents, which under less
stormy conditions would not be able to initiate transport, are capable
of transporting more sediment put into suspension through increased
wave activity. The cumulative effect of this is that more transport
occurs, which would be manifested at Culver Sands as an increased
migration of the bank.
A severe storm in 1981 which flooded parts of the Bristol Channel
and Severn Estuary forms the basis of a modelling study by Proctor
and Flather (1989). Analysis of the storm identified a surge of 1.5–
2 m in the Bristol Channel with significant wave heights of 6 m
recorded, waves which could affect the seabed in water depths up
to 60 m (Soulsby, 1997). Such large waves are certainly capable of
affecting the seabed at Culver Sands to such an extent that a wholesale
morphological change could be produced.
Figure 5.30 shows the annual number of severe storms over the
British Isles from 1920 to 2004. The link between the increased stormi-
ness and the migration rate is strong in the early 1980s. The increased
storminess in the decade from 1920–1930 shows higher levels of stormi-
ness than in recent decades. If the migration rate is a function of the
storminess, increases in migration rate from the contour centroid anal-
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ysis should occur at approximately the same time as the increased
severe storm frequency. The severe storm frequency shows two peri-
ods of intensified activity from 1920–1930 and from 1985-2000. The
bank migration rate data from the centroid analysis shows a similar
pattern, with a maximum in 1932 and more recently in 1984. Thus,
there appears to be a similar pattern in the migration rate and the
severe storm frequency. Furthermore, the recent decrease in migration
rate appears to match a corresponding decrease in the severe storm
frequency since its peak in the mid- to late-1990s. The direction of
the propagation of a storm is important, particularly with respect to
potential impacts on sediment transport. The modelling performed
here has shown that the wave direction affects sediment transport
direction.
An alternative explanation for the increase in migration rate can
be found by looking at the regional morphology. Filtering the recent
bathymetry data to remove features whose dimensions are below 30 m
allows more regional morphology to come through, and makes the
resultant slope aspect data cleaner due to the omission of small maxi-
ma. The aspect map in Figure 5.8 for the 2009 multibeam bathymetry
shows that the seabed to the north of the current bank position slopes
away to the north at an angle of ∼ 0.7◦, into a deeper channel. The area
to the south has an overall aspect to the south, though the regional
slopes are smaller (less than 0.1◦).
Seabed profiles through the Culver Sands show the location of an
immobile surface over which the bank is migrating. The progression
of the bank across this surface is north-westward and is split into two
distinct phases. From 1795 to the 1980s, the bank migrated slowly
up the regional slope. From the early 1980s onward, the bank swiftly
shifted to the north, and in doing so breached the break of slope.
Having breached the break of slope, the bank rapidly migrated down
the northward dipping slope. In doing so, it moved into a deeper
channel to the north and its crest deepened. As the bank has continued
its migration north-westward, the intermediate channel revealed by the
isopach analysis is being left infilled, reducing the overall volume of
the bank, and thus decreasing its height. Based on the past movement
of the bank and the surrounding bed morphology, the projected fate of
the bank is that it will eventually infill the deep channel to the north,
where, due to the increased water depth, the currents in the area will
be less able to transport the bank sediment and its migration will slow.
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The effect of increasing water depth from within the licence area has
been examined to determine potential increases in bed mobility and
transport direction. Changes in predicted residual transport vectors
from the modified bathymetry modelling indicate both increases and
decreases in transport magnitudes. The area with increased depths
experiences less transport; the area immediately east of it experiences
more transport. The decrease in depth which accompanies the bank
removes more energy from the water column. When this decreased
depth is no longer present, the flows are more able to erode the bed
further upstream. Conversely, the shallow bank in the north experi-
ences less transport. It appears the presence of the bank in the west of
the survey area is possibly deflecting flow over to the northern bank.
Analysis of the residual direction changes shows a deviation of flows
to the north where less transport occurs; areas of increased transport
show a clockwise deviation. Thus, the presence of the bank under
the present bed configuration deviates residual transport direction
towards the northern bank; the removal of the western bank decreases
this deviation, resulting in a decrease in transport on the bank itself.
The sediment transport modelling results suggest the whole of the
Bristol Channel is controlled by elements of both mutually evasive
(Stride and Belderson, 1990, 1991) and bedload divergence (Harris
and Collins, 1984, 1991) schemes. In particular, the eastward transport
along the Welsh coast matches the proposed corridors of eastward
transport from the mutually evasive regime whilst the westward trans-
port in the central and southern channel is more akin to the regime
described by the bedload parting scheme. It may be that the increased
resolution of the modelling here has allowed the transport corridors to
be resolved whereas previous modelling proved too coarse (Stride and
Belderson, 1990). There is little doubt of the existence of the bedload
parting zone marking a separation between the Severn Estuary (inner
Bristol Channel) and the outer and middle Bristol Channel. The trans-
port asymmetry indicates strongly asymmetrical transport shoreward
of the bedload parting zone, whilst the seabed to the west experiences
much more symmetrical transport, which is more indicative of the
mutually evasive transport. Transport along the shallower coastlines
is also predominantly eastward, another characteristic of the mutually
evasive transport scheme.
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5.3 hastings shingle bank
5.3.1 Introduction
Traditional analyses of bathymetry data, grab sample data, bedforms
and their morphology (albeit objectively and quantitatively) in com-
bination with higher resolution hydrodynamic and sedimentological
numerical models, driven with flows propagated across the north-west
European continental shelf, provide a valuable suite of tools for the
characterisation of sediment transport in dynamic shelf environments.
The combination of existing results from numerical models and ob-
servations and the numerical modelling of the north-west European
continental shelf undertaken during this project has shown that the
English Channel can be divided into three primary regions based on
sedimentological and hydrodynamic conditions (Grochowski et al.,
1993; Reynaud et al., 2003). Figure 5.32 shows the results of analysis
of bedform asymmetry and orientation during the 1970s indicating
the coarse direction of sediment movement.
Figure 5.32: Transport paths for sand in the English Channel based on geo-
morphological and sedimentological indicators (Hamilton, 1979).
The well-calibrated and improved resolution numerical shelf model
has produced a similar picture to the classic models and observations
of the past. By incorporating sixty-two current meters and eighty-one
tide gauges records, a comprehensive calibration of sea surface height
and current speed and direction has shown the model to predict flows
to within 7–10 cm s-1, tidal heights to within 20 cm and tidal phases
to within ten minutes. Figure 5.33 summarises the transport in the
eastern English Channel based on a spatially varying grain size cover
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derived from (Blanpain et al., 2007) and the BGS surficial sediment
charts. Based on the combined results of the shelf model developed
during this project as well as the sedimentological studies, the English
Channel can be divided into three broad areas principally based on
the hydrodynamic conditions, but also on the sedimentological charac-
teristics of the bed (themselves largely controlled by the distribution of
sediments during the Holocene marine transgression (Hamblin et al.,
1992)).
1. The Western Channel: Hydrodynamically dominated by ebbing
tides with a seabed composed mainly of sand. A sediment con-
vergence zone is found in the Western Approaches to the English
Channel where the lowest tidal currents are found.
2. The Central Channel: Experiences the highest tidal velocities
in the English Channel. A bedload divergence zone extends be-
tween the Isle of Wight, UK and the Normandy coast. The strong
currents have stripped the seabed of finer material, creating a
coarse gravelly seabed.
3. The Eastern Channel: Tidal flow from the North Sea via the
Strait of Dover meets with eastward flowing flood tides to create
a bedload convergence zone in the eastern English Channel.
Sediments on the seabed are typically sands, though the Strait
of Dover is swept of material and only coarse material remains.
The English Channel is typically starved of terrigenous sediment
input with the majority of the seabed comprised of skeletal carbonates
or siliciclastic sands with typical grain sizes of 10–60 mm for the coarse
flint fragments and 0.15–0.5 mm for the finer mature quartz (Hamblin
et al., 1992). The seabed in the eastern English Channel is dominated
by gravels and sandy gravels, though typically shallower areas have
more sorted sands.
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Transport in the English Channel is tidally dominated, with waves
playing a lesser role (Stride, 1963a; Kenyon and Stride, 1970; Stride
et al., 1972; Pingree and Griffiths, 1979; Reynaud et al., 2003). The
combination of the water depths in the English Channel as well as the
dominance of the tidal regime means the effect of waves will not be
included in this modelling. A tidal wave in the north Atlantic Ocean
controls the tidal range in the English Channel through amplification
eastward along the narrowing Channel (Howarth, 1982). Two standing
waves are formed in the Channel basin, the result of interactions
between the Atlantic tidal wave and the tidal wave from the North Sea.
This standing wave generates an amphidrome in the central English
Channel. Analysis of the shelf-scale numerical model indicates typical
maximum current speeds in the three parts of the English Channel
are (from west to east) 0.5 m s-1, 2 m s-1 and 1 m s-1. Acoustic Doppler
Current Profiler (ADCP) data indicate the spring tidal range at Hastings
Shingle Bank is 6 m, reducing to 4.75 m on neap tides, with typical
surface current velocities of 0.75 m s-1 and 0.5 m s-1 at the bed. The
English Channel wave climate is dominated by south-westerly winds.
A CCO waverider buoy 5 km offshore at Pevensey Bay indicates overall
surface wave direction is ∼ 40◦.
Existing work on the sediment transport regime in the English
Channel has focussed on observations of bedform asymmetry and
orientation (e.g. Kenyon, 1970; Stride et al., 1972; Belderson et al.,
1977; Kenyon et al., 1981) as well as from numerical modelling (e.g.
Grochowski et al., 1993; Chapalain and Thais, 2000; Guillou et al., 2009;
Guillou and Chapalain, 2010). Within the context of the eastern En-
glish Channel (Figure 5.33), Hastings Shingle Bank sits within a region
west of a convergence zone dominated by eastward/north-eastward
transport. To the east, in the Strait of Dover, the transport regime is
more complex, with a series of smaller interleaved convergence and
divergence zones. Transport potential is higher due to faster current
speeds (2 m s-1) because of the constriction of the English Channel
basin. As a result, the bed is swept clean of sandy material leaving only
coarse gravel and exposed bedrock (Hamblin et al., 1992; Blanpain
et al., 2007). The results of the shelf-scale numerical modelling indicate
the eastern English Channel, particularly in the Strait of Dover, has
complex long-term transport pathways, with a number of small con-
vergence and divergence zones, as well as smaller recirculation cells.
These results are in agreement with other recent modelling results
(e.g. Guillou et al., 2009; Guillou and Chapalain, 2010). The earlier
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interpretation of the Strait of Dover as a simple convergence zone
appears too simplistic given the complex flow interactions which arise
due to the confluence of the tidal wave propagating from the North
Sea and the standing wave in the English Channel (Grochowski et al.,
1993).
A transport parting zone in the centre of the English Channel, from
west of the Isle of Wight to the Normandy coast, marks the western
boundary of the eastern residual transport. Around the Channel Is-
lands, residual transport is typically in an anti-clockwise direction,
with coastal long-term transport going from St Malo to Cherbourg.
A number of small, localised transport divergence and convergence
zones are found, particularly in the Strait of Dover, along the north
French coast and around the Channel Islands. Previous models of
transport on the shelf, particularly the English Channel, have used a
limited number of tidal constituents (two in Grochowski et al. (1993)
and Guillou and Chapalain (2010)). Here, eight constituents have been
used (semi-diurnal: M2, S2, N2, K2; diurnal: K1, O1, P1 and Q1), and
subsequently, a great deal more complexity has been produced in the
long-term transport pathways.
5.3.2 Seabed analysis
Analysis of the morphology of the bed can provide insights into sed-
iment transport and drivers of that transport. Traditionally, a range
of tools have been used to determine the transport pathways, includ-
ing analysis of grain size distributions from both grab sample and
core data, and more recently from sidescan sonar mosaic analysis.
In addition to sedimentological analyses, temporal variability in bed
elevation can highlight areas of particularly active transport as well as
areas in which no transport is observed. Here, analysis of differences
in water depth between five multibeam bathymetry data sets is used
to identify parts of the bed under active transport and the direction of
that transport. A sidescan sonar mosaic is analysed and interpreted to
provide a spatially extensive qualitative seabed composition interpre-
tation. The sidescan sonar interpretation is ground-truthed using grab
samples and vibrocore top grain size data.
Hastings Shingle Bank is a sand and gravel bank approximately
7.5 km long in the eastern English Channel in shallow water (15–20 m
below CD at Hastings). To the south, water depth abruptly increases
to 30 m at the bank margin and more gradually to 60 m, marking a
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change in sediment thickness (from several metres on the bank) to
areas of exposed bedrock in the south. Using the classification scheme
outlined in Dyer and Huntley (1999), the Hastings Shingle Bank can
be described as a Type 1 bank: an offshore linear bank. Three Type
1 bank formation processes have been proposed: excess sediment
supply feeding the head faster than the tail is eroded; remnants of
larger deposits being eroded under present conditions; and transport
in equilibrium with the current flow conditions and with an active
sediment supply. Of the three proposed formation mechanisms, the
second (reworking of a larger deposit) is most fitting, though previous
work on the mobility of sediments at Hastings Shingle Bank suggests
it is no longer being actively eroded (Dickson and Lee, 1973). Recent
work by Mellett et al. (2012) on the evolution of Hastings Shingle Bank
has shown that it is a drowned gravel barrier complex whose formation
occurred in the early Holocene during the marine trangression and
which was subsequently drowned during continued sea level rise.
Figure 5.34 shows the seabed in June 2005 at Hastings Shingle
Bank, gridded at 1 m resolution. The seabed in the vicinity of the
shallow bank in the centre of the survey area is dominated by two
principal scales of bedforms: very large bedforms occur in the south-
west, on the eastern shallow bank and in the north and north-western
corners of the surveyed area; medium bedforms occur over most of
the area with the exception of within the licence area (where dredging
has eliminated any natural bed morphology) and on the shallow
central bank (nomenclature follows Ashley (1990)). Grab samples and
vibrocore top analyses indicate the shallow central bank is composed
of coarser sediment (mean d50 = 2.71 mm) compared to the areas
with extensive bedforms (mean d50 = 0.38 mm).
At Hastings Shingle Bank, work by Dickson and Lee (1973) has
shown there is little transport of material on the coarse shingle bank.
A pit was dredged on the bank and monitored over a six month period.
Diver samples from the pit showed dominant grain sizes of between
3.6 and 11.4 cm, though finer sandy material was found in the pebble
interstices. This finer material remains between the pebbles due to a
99% reduction in the lift force experienced by a 3 mm grain compared
with a similar grain on the surface (Dickson and Lee, 1973).
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5.3.2.1 Difference analysis
The annual time series data from the licence area from 2005 to 2010
give an insight into the degree of bed level change during that period.
Since the area has been dredged for aggregates, some loss of material
is expected within the area. Areas of accumulation are most likely due
to natural sediment transport but might locally be accounted for by
dredge plume settlement (Dix et al., 2007b). Figure 5.35 shows the
difference in water depth between the 2005 and 2010 surveys.
The difference values in Figure 5.35 exclude those whose magni-
tude falls within a 1 m range centred on the mean difference. The
size of this range is determined by the accuracy of the multibeam
sonar, tidal corrections applied during processing (the tidal curve
at Hastings 15 km north of the survey area) as well as a qualitative
assessment of the areas of interest. This effectively highlights areas
of significant change in water depth. Since the survey area has been
actively dredged over the period between surveys, a large change in
bed elevation is visible in the south of the licence area. The zones
of accumulation with a strongly linear character are artefacts of the
bathymetry processing, where tidal corrections have not corrected the
water depths along survey lines accurately. Unfortunately, it appears
these artefacts are present in all the data, and therefore the linear
artefacts in the difference analyses cannot be eliminated. An important
indicator of long-term sediment transport direction is the migration
of bedforms. Within the bounds of the coincident surveys, a number
of very large dunes (wavelength ∼ 180 m) have changed position in
the intervening 5 years. Tracking the crest positions of the very large
dunes across each annual survey (panels a–c in Figure 5.36), excluding
2006 which has a processing error in the GPS offset, gives a migration
rate of 10–15 m yr-1 in a north-easterly direction. Extrapolating the
activity on the bed from the very large dunes in the coincident area
to the other very large dunes in the region gives some indication of
potential transport.
In addition to the high resolution multibeam data in Figure 5.36,
single beam data from 1988 as well as from 1993–2004 (excluding 1997)
are available. The spatial extent of the data centres on the licence area,
with coverage extending generally to the west. Figure 5.34 shows the
position of two profiles. The temporal variability in these profiles is
shown in Figure 5.37.
The profiles through the interpolated single beam surveys are less
detailed than the multibeam surveys (2004 onwards). However, the
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Figure 5.36: Bathymetry for the six annual surveys for A. 2005, B. 2006, C.
2007, D. 2008, E. 2009 and F. 2010 at Hastings Shingle Bank.
2008–2010 gridded at 2 m, 2006 & 2007 at 1.5 m and 2005 at
1 m resolution. The 2006 data in B shows a processing error in
the navigation data which has shifted adjacent lines relative to
one another, giving an en echelon pattern along the very large
dune crests. The red lines indicate the positions of the very large
dunes in the 2005 survey.
overall regional morphological change is dominated by the aggregate
extraction (particularly visible in Figure 5.37b as a gradual increase in
depth in the central portion of the profile). The same very large dune
evolution visible in the multibeam surfaces in Figure 5.36 is evident
in multibeam profiles, but is less visible in the earlier single beam
data due to the coarse line spacing (typically 200 m) not resolving
the dunes. However, the profiles indicate that the seabed around the
licence area is generally inactive with little change in bed elevation
within the accuracy of the data.
Analysis of the multibeam bathymetry reveals a number of ship-
wrecks, particularly in the deepest areas. These shipwrecks are recent
additions to the seabed, and the scour pits which have formed around
them are indicators of the dominant flow direction. Without exception,
the scour pits associated with the wrecks all form to the north-east of
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Figure 5.37: Eighteen 1d profiles through historic and modern surveys at
Hastings Shingle Bank from A. line A–A′ and B. line B–B′ in
Figure 5.34. The static shift between the red lines and the green
lines represents a shift in the datum to which depths were
corrected.
the wreck, further emphasising the dominance of the flood tide in this
area.
5.3.2.2 Bedform analysis
The 2005 bathymetry data reveals that a large proportion of the seabed
morphology within the survey area is dominated by medium dunes.
The automated objective bedform analysis described in Chapter 2 used
the multibeam bathymetry data from Figure 5.34 as part of the devel-
opment of the technique. The subset size into which the bathymetry
surface is subdivided limits the maximum size of bedforms which
can be detected. It is, therefore, important that the feature of interest
dimensions fall below this size. For the medium dunes present on the
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Figure 5.38: Measured bedform asymmetry direction from the automated
bedform analysis on the 2005 Hastings Shingle Bank bathymetry
data. The selected subset size was 300 m, allowing all bedforms
with wavelength below 30 m to be analysed. Inset histograms
A–C show the height, crest orientation and wavelength distribu-
tion respectively. Inset rose (D) shows the measured asymmetry
direction across the domain. Areas with no results are those
identified by the bedform detection threshold as being flat beds.
The bedrock outcrops in the south-east of the survey area have
a similar spectral response to a bedform, and thus were often
indistinguishable from bedforms; the bedrock strata are respon-
sible for the south-easterly facing results in the south-east of the
survey.
bed, a subset size of 300 m sets the upper bound of detection at 30 m.
Visual analysis of the data indicates the majority of the medium bed-
forms are smaller than this allowing the automated bedform analysis
to correctly measure their dimensions. The bedform analysis results
are shown in Figure 5.38.
The bedform detection threshold chosen for the Hastings Shingle
Bank analysis has successfully identified the parts of the seabed where
bedforms are present (Figure 5.38). In total, 210 results have been
returned from a total sample size of 759. Since the analysis is based on
the periodicity of linear features on the bed, the dredging region, char-
acterised by furrows created by the dredge head, has been identified as
an area of bedforms. The orientation of those furrows is perpendicular
to the general orientation of the bedforms, and is shown in the rose
in Figure 5.38 with an orientation axis of 150–155◦. The asymmetry
analysis of the extensive bedform field in the south-east of the survey
reveals a generally uniform asymmetry to the north-east (median
orientation of 60.7◦ for asymmetry results between 0◦ and 90◦). This
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observation is confirmed by the location of the wreck-associated scour
pits which indicate a dominant north-eastward flow (typical scour
pit orientations are 50–55◦). The histogram in Figure 5.38 indicates a
single peak in the wavelength distribution with a mean value of 26.3 m
(standard deviation 4.8 m). The smallest bedforms (mean wavelength
22.2 m) occur on the steep slope off the bank in the east of the survey
area; south and south-west of the bank slope, wavelengths increase to
values closer to the bank mean value. Heights show little variability
(mean height across the domain is 0.19 m), though zones of larger
wavelength bedforms south of the bank slope have a corresponding
increase in bedform height, with a mean of 0.21 m.
5.3.3 Shelf model refinement
5.3.3.1 Mesh and bathymetry
The 2005 1 m resolution multibeam survey covering an area of 50 km2
provides a good quality input for the numerical model (Figure 5.34).
The extent of the 135 m resolution model mesh was based on the size
of the multibeam survey, smoothing boundaries to reduce the number
of vertices. A buffer surrounding the highest resolution subset was
created with a 500 m resolution extending around the 135 m subset to
the coast. The rest of the English Channel mesh was gradually changed
from a 10 km mesh at the western approaches to the English Channel
and in the Southern Bight to a 5 km resolution through the majority
of the Channel. At all times the coastline resolution was sampled to
match the adjacent mesh resolution.
5.3.3.2 Seabed sediment distribution
During the 2005 survey, in addition to the multibeam bathymetry, a
coring and seabed sampling campaign was undertaken (Figure 5.34).
Through PSD analysis of the vibrocore tops and grab samples (Blott
and Pye, 2001), representative grain size values (d50) can be calculated
at each sample location. Despite the large number of seabed samples
(110 in total, supplied by the RMA), the spatial density of those samples
is still too low for the model interpolation.
However, in addition to multibeam bathymetry and seabed samples,
the 2005 survey acquired sidescan sonar data. The results of the
processed sidescan sonar produce a mosaic with full coverage of the
seabed within the survey domain and provide qualitative data on the
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Figure 5.39: Hastings Shingle Bank model input mesh (resolutions of 4 km,
500 m and 135 m) with interpolated bathymetry. Depths are
relative to MSL. In instances where data were originally relative
to a local ACD, they have been reduced to Ordnance Datum
at Newlyn (ODN) as a proxy for MSL. Bathymetry from three
principal sources is used in the interpolation in this image: the
c-map digitised charts, SeaZone and high-resolution multibeam
bathymetry from a 2005 survey.
seabed composition and bed slope (Figure 5.40). A qualitative seabed
classification can be performed, identifying areas of differing material
on the bed. By combining the sparse grain size results with spatially
extensive, though qualitative, sidescan sonar interpretation, areas of
similar bed composition can be assigned a representative grain size
based on the observations.
The interpretation of the sidescan sonar mosaic has given three
distinct acoustic facies (referred to as coarse, medium and fine, though
with no relation to grain size at this point). To assign a grain size to
each of the acoustic facies, the grain size data have been similarly
split based on the position of the grab sample and the corresponding
acoustic facies. This gives three group boundaries of d50 > 10 mm,
1 < d50 < 10 mm and d50 < 1 mm. Within these three groups, mean
grain size values have been calculated. As such, the fine acoustic facies
represents sediment of 0.38 mm diameter, the medium 2.71 mm and
the coarse 11.38 mm. Figure 5.41 shows the grain size distribution
from the combined sidescan sonar and seabed sample data.
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Figure 5.40: Hastings Shingle Bank sidescan sonar mosaic (dark is high
backscatter i.e. coarse sediment). The active dredging zone in the
centre of the survey is shown outlined in blue. An extensive area
of finer sediment characterised by low to medium reflectivity
orientated 45◦ with very large dunes in the north-east forms
the eastern part of the main bank. Extensive dunes are present
over the majority of the medium tone area in the north-west
and south-east. Bedrock outcrops are visible in the deeper areas
in the south of the survey. Seabed samples include grab and
vibrocores from which values of d50 have been calculated.
Figure 5.41: Hastings Shingle Bank sidescan sonar mosaic interpretation with
the three identified grain size classes for each acoustic facies
(d50 = 0.38 mm, 2.71 mm and 11.38 mm). Areas with bedforms
are not differentiated from flat bed areas for the grain size
interpretation. Areas with bedforms are not differentiated from
flat bed areas for the grain size interpretation.
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5.3.3.3 Calibration
The subset model is based on the coarser resolution model of the
continental shelf described in Chapter 4 calibrated against 62 current
meters and 63 tide gauges around the shelf (Section 4.3 in Chapter
4). In contrast with the Culver Sands calibration, the hydrodynamic
model could be calibrated for both tidal heights and currents against
data from three ADCPs deployed during the 2005 survey. Figure 5.34
shows the location of the three ADCPs which form a line orientated
nne-ssw across the survey area. The data from the ADCPs provides
both current speed and direction as well as water depth, providing
comprehensive data against which to check the hydrodynamic model
output. In addition to the ADCPs within the survey area, a search of
the data repository at the BODC revealed a number of sites within the
broader vicinity of the bank (Figure 5.42).
Figure 5.42: Current meter positions used in the hydrodynamic model cali-
bration for Hastings Shingle Bank. In total fifteen current meters
at eleven sites were used in the central English Channel and
through the Strait of Dover. Also shown are the tide gauge
positions used in the shelf model calibration.
Given the good agreement across the shelf between the variable and
uniform bed roughness models, an updated mesh was produced to
include the new grain size data from Figure 5.41. The results at the
ADCPs C1–C5 in Figure 5.42 are shown in Figure 5.43. At all sites bar C5,
modelled current speeds are well reproduced, both qualitatively (their
shape and pattern of alternating highs and lows match the observed
data). Likewise current directions match well qualitatively. The outlier
is C5, which exhibits much lower modelled current speeds than the
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Figure 5.43: Results of the current meter calibration for the five current me-
ters C1–C5 in Figure 5.42 using a variable bed roughness. Both
current speeds and directions have been well reproduced at
all sites bar C5, where current speeds are under-predicted by
∼ 1 m s-1.
observations have recorded. The proximity of this current meter and
the apparently much higher velocities (1 m s-1 greater than those at C1–
C4) suggest a localised effect. The model is unlikely to resolve small
scale differences since the resolution in this area is approximately 5 km.
However, the direction at C5 has been well reproduced. Calculating
the RMS of the difference between the modelled data and the observed
data gives quantitative information on the model performance. For
the current speeds, an RMS of 0.25 m s-1; excluding differences during
slack water (when currents fall below 0.25 m s-1), the RMS direction
error is 23◦. The larger current RMS is due to the higher current velocity
in the central English Channel (2–2.5 m s-1) compared with those in
the Bristol Channel (1–1.5 m s-1).
Figure 5.44 shows the modelled current speed and direction at the
three sites at Hastings Shingle Bank (D1–D3). It is clear from these
results that the seabed at Hastings Shingle Bank when using the
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Figure 5.44: Results of the current meter calibration for the three current
meters D1–D3 in Figure 5.34 using a variable bed roughness.
In general, the current speeds are over-predicted, suggesting
the seabed is too slippery, removing less energy from the water
column and resulting in higher predicted velocities.
variable bed roughness is over-predicting current speeds (RMS speed
is 0.21 m s-1), although current directions are well modelled. Current
speed is strongly dependent on the bed roughness, with too little
roughness not removing enough energy from the flow, resulting in a
faster moving water column. Therefore, to correctly model the speed
at Hastings Shingle Bank, the bed roughness must be increased. Given
the observation based roughness has not succeeded in the specific
case of Hastings Shingle Bank, the traditional approach of testing a
number of uniform bed roughnesses has been employed. The method
is described in detail in Section 4.3.
A range of roughnesses were tested with Manning’s number of 20,
25, 32, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55 and 60 m1⁄3s-1. Figure 5.45 shows the RMS of
the residual current speeds for ADCP D1 in Figure 5.34.
The results of the uniform bed roughness at the D1 ADCP are clear:
a Manning’s number of 32 m1⁄3s-1 gives the lowest RMS of 0.1 m s-1:
more than a two-fold improvement over the variable roughness result
in Figure 5.44. This improvement at Hastings is due to the variable
Manning’s process underestimating the roughness since the majority
of the area is sandy, though the presence of bedforms in the area is
not able to be included due to the absence of sufficiently high quality
bathymetry data over most of the eastern English Channel. Figure
5.46 shows the results of the current speed and direction calibration at
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Figure 5.45: Average RMS of the difference between the observed and mod-
elled current speed at ADCP D1 in Figure 5.34 when a series of
different uniform roughness values are used in the model. The
minimum RMS of 0.1 m s-1 is more than half the value obtained
from the calibration in Figure 5.44.
Figure 5.46: Results of the current meter calibration for the three current
meters D1–D3 in Figure 5.34 using a uniform bed roughness of
32 m1⁄3s-1.
Hastings Shingle Bank (D1–D3) with a shelf-wide uniform roughness
value of 32 m1⁄3s-1.
The alternating high-low pattern for the flood-ebb tidal flows has
been reproduced, an important factor, particularly in long-term resid-
ual transport pathways. Likewise, directions both at slack water and
during the flooding and ebbing tides have been well reproduced, with
RMS directions (excluding values at slack tide) of 4.24◦.
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Figure 5.47: Predicted changes in the bed level over a spring-neap tidal cycle
at Hastings Shingle Bank, excluding values between -0.1 and
0.1 m. The smaller range of excluded values is due to the smaller
transport at Hastings Shingle Bank compared with that at Culver
Sands. Black lines indicate the grain size distribution boundaries
in the variable sediment cover model input.
Based on the calibration with the uniform Manning’s roughness of
32 m1⁄3s-1, the model at Hastings Shingle Bank falls well within the
limits suggested by Bartlett (1998).
5.3.3.4 Modelled bed level change
The predicted changes in bed elevation at Hastings Shingle Bank for a
spring-neap tidal cycle are shown in Figure 5.47. As with the results
at Culver Sands, the magnitude of the change is much larger than the
observed changes due to an inability to effectively limit erosion based
on the thickness of material available (DHI, 2011c). Furthermore, some
of the distribution of the changes in bed level are due to the model
changing the bed so that it is in equilibrium with the modelled flows
(Jones, 2007). With this in mind, care must be taken when interpreting
the change in bed level results, particularly in areas where differing
grain sizes are represented in the model (Figure 5.41).
The range of bed level change at Hastings is small: 95% of the data
fall within the -0.25 to 0.25 m range, though only 10% are greater than
± 0.1 m. The distribution of these values is strongly linked with the
distribution of the grain size in Figure 5.41, with fringes of changed
bed elevation along the grain size boundaries. However, some areas
of activity away from these fringes are evident: the break of slope in
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the east of the area, close to the very large dunes shows a continuous
area of change; likewise, the southern central region characterised
by a field of very large dune with a 3d character shows evidence of
potential bed activity in this region. Both the coarse bank area and the
secondary grain size class (see Figure 5.41) are devoid of any change
in bed level. In general, the bed change shows that there are only small
areas of notable changes in bed level.
5.3.3.5 Modelled residual sediment transport
More illuminating than the change in bed level is the analysis of the
residual transport magnitude and direction. Figure 5.48 shows the
total, suspended and bedload residual transport vectors. An interesting
pattern can be seen in the distribution of the two components of
the total load (suspended and bedload). In areas where material is
transported, the distribution of suspended sediment and bedload
transport is variable. Suspended transport dominates the north-east
and east, with almost no bedload transport whatsoever; meanwhile,
the west and south-west is a composite of both suspended and bedload
transport. This difference in the type of sediment transport makes
little difference to the long-term transport direction, however.
The mean direction for bedload transport is 59.2◦; for suspended
load the mean direction is 55.5◦, a 3.7◦ northward deviation between
bedload and suspended load. The standard deviations of the sus-
pended and bedload transport are 20.3◦ and 5.1◦ respectively, a not
insignificant difference. Although long-term transport pathways for
both suspended and bedload occur along the same axis, the variability
in the suspended load is much greater. This is not unexpected giv-
en the equilibrium with the flow which suspended load experiences
compared with the non-equilibrium transport of bedload.
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Analysis of the spatial variability in the magnitude of transport
shows that the largest transport occurs along the southern flank of
the bank. This increase is due to the increased bedload transport
contribution to the total load, suggesting the bed is more readily
eroded along this flank. Across the entire domain, the transport of
bed material matches the distribution of bedforms, particularly in the
south-east, where the extensive dune field is identified in the bedform
analysis (Figure 5.38). Similarly, the area north-west of the licence
area is found to exhibit more bedload transport. A particularly large
amount of transport is shown to occur in the location of the very
large dunes in the north-west. Analysis of the annual bathymetry data
suggests this transport is reflected on the bed as the migration of the
bedforms.
5.3.3.6 Modelled sediment transport asymmetry
Areas with low transport asymmetry are those which are likely to be
active across both flood and ebb tidal cycles, with material moving
equally on each tide. Conversely, a strongly asymmetrical transport of
material indicates limited movement on one tidal phase. In conjunc-
tion with the residual transport direction, it is possible to determine
whether an area is flood or ebb dominated. On this basis, it is clear
from Figures 5.48 and 5.49 that the majority of the bed at Hastings is
flood (north-easterly) dominated. Areas of particularly shallow wa-
ter close to the southern bank edge experience more symmetrical
transport, though the distribution of residual vectors in these areas
indicates no significant transport.
An area of very high asymmetry occurs south-east of the bank
in the deeper region, where the seabed is generally rougher than
elsewhere, due in part to the presence of outcropping bedrock (Figure
5.34). Overall, the transport at Hastings Shingle Bank is strongly
asymmetrical, with the residual transport direction in Figure 5.48
indicating transport to the north-east.
5.3.4 Discussion
The results of the analysis at Hastings Shingle Bank reveals an environ-
ment which is stable in the long-term. Differences between six annual
multibeam bathymetry surveys and between eighteen seabed profiles
from 1988 to 2010 indicate little change in morphology over and above
the aggregate extraction within the licence area. Outside the licence
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Figure 5.49: Total load transport asymmetry at Hastings. High indicates
strongly asymmetrical transport and vice versa. It is important
to note the magnitude of transport is not taken into consider-
ation in this figure. Overall, transport at Hastings is strongly
asymmetrical (ratios between 0.75 and 1). In general, the shal-
lower regions experience more symmetrical transport than the
deeper areas, where the overall transport is asymmetrical to the
north-east (see residual direction in Figure 5.48).
area, the very large dunes in the north-west of the survey migrate to
the north-east at rates of 10–15 m yr-1. Based on the mobility of these
very large dunes, the similarly sized bedforms elsewhere within the
bounds of the 2005 survey (notably in the north-east and east) can also
be expected to migrate under present hydrodynamic conditions.
Analysis of the 1 m resolution 2005 data with the objective bed-
form analysis tool produces results concentrated in the south-east of
the survey area. Measured asymmetry directions indicate a strongly
unidirectional trend, with a median direction of 60.7◦. Tidal axis ori-
entations from three ADCPs placed along a nne-ssw axis across the
shallow bank (Figure 5.34) indicate tidal flows in the area are, from
north to south, 50◦, 62◦ and 59◦. Tidal axes extracted from the numeri-
cal model indicate a median flood direction of 59.53◦ across the three
ADCP locations. The two southernmost ADCP tidal axes match very
well with the median asymmetry direction, providing strong evidence
for an active link between the current hydrodynamic regime and the
bedforms.
The combination of the mobility of the large bedforms and the
strong link between bedform asymmetry direction and tidal flows
indicates the seabed at Hastings Shingle Bank is locally mobile under
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tidal conditions. Since the seabed morphology has not changed in
the seabed profiles, the movement of material is considered to be in
equilibrium with the current tidal conditions, and that material is
moving through the domain to the convergence zone east of Hastings
Shingle Bank. All the evidence from the bathymetry data indicates
that transport occurs to the north-east.
Results of the sediment transport modelling at Hastings Shingle
Bank have shown a flood tide dominated transport regime. Grain size
distribution has a strong controlling effect on the distribution and
magnitude of sediment transport, with both of the coarser sediment
fractions (11.38 and 2.71 mm) experiencing no transport under tidal
conditions. Residual transport in the area is to the north-east and the
bank sits within a much larger area of eastward residual transport.
The shape of the bank deviates both flows and the subsequent
sediment transport northwards in the east of the area. Analysis of the
transport asymmetry and residual transport direction shows that the
area is flood dominated, with only a small area of more symmetrical
tide on the southern side of the shallow bank. However, the grain
size in this area is too large for sediment transport as either bed or
suspended load to occur.
5.4 conclusions
The Culver Sands and Hastings Shingle Bank differ markedly in their
sediment regimes. Total load transport at Culver Sands is greater than
at Hastings, however, both areas experience more suspended than
bedload transport. Given the composition of the seabeds (finer sands
at Culver Sands compared with the coarser material at Hastings Shin-
gle Bank) and the differences in water depths (water depths less than
20 m at Culver Sands compared with water depths often in excess of
20 m at Hastings), the subsequent differences in transport regimes
are not surprising. In general, the transport at Hastings Shingle Bank
conforms with the flood dominant pattern seen in the eastern English
Channel. Tidal asymmetry drives the residual flow with more trans-
port occurring as the tide floods than on the ebbing tide, a process
which drives net transport along the flood tidal axis. The distribution
of material on the bed is a strong controlling factor on the extent
of bed activity. Generally, the coarser parts of the seabed are devoid
of transport (e.g. the central shingle bank), a pattern which matches
observations made in the 1970s (Dickson and Lee, 1973). The finer
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sandy parts of the bed experience transport during most of the tide.
Very little symmetrical transport occurs, with material being moved
very strongly only on the flood tide.
This matches the observations made on the distribution of bedform
asymmetry, which suggest that transport in the deeper sandy areas
occurs along the flood tidal axis to the north-east. A very close cor-
relation between the median bedform orientation and the residual
transport directions has been observed (60.7◦ and 50–65◦ respectively).
The magnitude of modelled transport in the north-west of the survey
area matches an area in which the very large dunes have visibly mi-
grated over the 5 years of repeat bathymetry surveys. Although the
bedform analysis suggests the small bedforms are migrating, the fact
the very large dunes are mobile is strong evidence that the smaller
bedforms are mobile on shorter time scales (e.g. spring-neap tidal
cycles).
Conversely, the modelling and data analysis at Culver Sands has
produced a much more dynamic picture. From the modern multibeam
data, the very large dunes can be seen to migrate at rates of up to 50 m
yr-1, indicating substantial and active transport. In addition, due to the
wealth of historic data available at Culver Sands, it has been possible
to track the migration of the bank and its split into two separate
banks. The analysis has revealed a striking change in migration rate
since the 1980s: from 1795 to the early 1980s, migration occurred at
rates of approximately 25 m yr-1 with an increase in the 1920s; from
the early 1980s to the late 1990s, however, the rates increased to five
times their previous rate. In the most recent surveys, bank migration
is shown to have decreased to levels similar to those prior to the
1980s increase. The cause of this migration has been explored through
both the regional bedrock slope of the seabed over which the bank
is migrating, but also in terms of climatic changes throughout the
course of the bank’s history. The increase in migration rate coincides
both with increased severe storm frequency and also with the change
in bedrock slope (changing from upslope migration to downslope).
It is likely the two factors have contributed to the migration of the
bank, though its journey into a deeper channel is likely to reduce its
migration rate in the future through lessened sediment transport. An
exploratory model in which the seabed was artificially lowered to
simulate the removal of the western bank suggests the bank is actively
removing energy from the water column, which, following removal,
would be available for sediment transport.
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The numerical modelling paints a picture of transport dominated
by a large transport divergence zone. However, transport asymmetry
indicates that when material is transported, that transport is symmet-
rical, a pattern which is more akin to the mutually evasive regime.
With these two conclusions, the regime in the Bristol Channel exhibits
features common to both proposed regimes. Overall, however, the
dominant transport occurs out of the estuary, though more complex
pathways exist, particularly close to the shore, in coastal embayments
and in the Severn Estuary. Figure 5.31 shows the interpreted sediment
regime in the Bristol Channel, showing elements of both the mutually
evasive and bedload divergence theories.
In contrast to the dynamic environment at Culver Sands, the Hast-
ings Shingle Bank is a more sedate environment: transport is limited
to the deeper areas with the finer sediment cover, and changes in
water depth are extremely localised from the modelling results and
the bathymetry data analysis. The bedform asymmetry analysis has
confirmed the modelling results which show that the transport in the
sandy southern area is dominated by the flood tide. The bank mor-
phology is shown to deviate flow northwards, around the eastern end
of the bank. Under the present hydrodynamic conditions, however,
the bank itself is stable and unlikely to show any of the behaviour
of the more dynamic bank at Culver Sands. Recent work on the ori-
gins of the bank suggest it is a relict gravel barrier formed during
the early Holocene. This, combined with the lack of transport shown
here, confirms the bank is a relict feature from the Holocene marine
transgression, when shallower water depth (and thus more energetic
flows) could actively transport the coarse material on the bed.
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6
H O L O C E N E S H E L F S E D I M E N T T R A N S P O RT
6.1 introduction
The advantage of a numerical model is that the environment it creates
may be relatively easily modified to fit a number of past environments.
Previous palaeotidal numerical models have been created of the north-
west European continental shelf to investigate the effect of changing
water depth due to deglaciation and isostatic readjustment of formerly
ice-loaded crust on the distribution and magnitude of tides (Belderson
et al., 1986; Austin, 1991; Gerritsen and Berentsen, 1998; van der Molen
and de Swart, 2001; Hall and Davies, 2004; Uehara et al., 2006; Neill
et al., 2009, 2010). Using the tidal flow information from these models,
peak bed shear stress magnitudes have been calculated (Uehara et al.,
2006; Neill et al., 2010), with some work on understanding sediment
transport processes in the North Sea (Gerritsen and Berentsen, 1998;
van der Molen and de Swart, 2001).
With each new model application, there have been parallel im-
provements in computing efficiency, higher resolution data sets and
availability of supporting information. The original models used sim-
ple rigid-crust approximations for sea level change (Pantin and Evans,
1984; Belderson et al., 1986; Austin, 1991; Hall and Davies, 2004). More
complex models using bathymetry from post-glacial crust rebound
models (e.g. Lambeck, 1993; Peltier, 2004) have since been incorporat-
ed into the palaeotidal models (Gerritsen and Berentsen, 1998; van der
Molen and de Swart, 2001; Uehara et al., 2006; Neill et al., 2009, 2010).
Recently, the impact of changing ocean tides during the Holocene
marine transgression have made their way into palaeotidal models
(Uehara et al., 2006), as well as the inclusion of modern storm systems
(Neill et al., 2009). The models tend to focus on the extensive flooding
of the shelf from 16 ka bp to 8 ka bp. As such, the results have skipped
the intervening time periods, leaving a gap in the exploration of the
temporal and spatial evolution with the most recent increases in rising
sea levels. Existing models use modern bathymetry which has been ad-
justed for the isostatic rebound following deglaciation (Lambeck, 1993;
Peltier, 2004; Bradley et al., 2009). Changes in small- to medium-scale
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morphology and sediment distribution which result from sediment
transport cannot be accounted for in the isostatic readjustment mod-
els because changes in sedimentation resulting from local sediment
transport are dependent on the hydrodynamic conditions not present
in the isostatic models. Nevertheless, incorporating variable sediment
cover with full sediment transport equations has yet to be explored
over the north-west European shelf, and combining these aspects with
500 year interval bathymetric surfaces forms the basis of the work
reported here.
The application of palaeomodelling of this nature, particularly the
impact of changes in sea levels on sedimentation, is of particular
interest to a number of groups, including those involved in marine
aggregate extraction. Also critical to our understanding of the Qua-
ternary evolution of the shelf, knowledge of when seabed sediments
were last worked can form part of the process of identifying sites at
which extraction of sediment would cause minimal disruption to the
background sediment transport. The identification of potentially relict
seabeds from the bedform analysis in Chapter 3 can be investigated
through palaeomodelling the evolution of sediment transport on the
shelf. However, the application of this modelling is also useful when
considering future potential sea level rise. If a small change in sea level
is shown to produce large-scale changes in transport magnitude and
direction, then the anticipated sea level rise due in the next century
could have profound effects for planning offshore development.
6.1.1 Evolution of shelf-scale palaeomodelling
Belderson et al. (1986) used numerical modelling of tidal streams
to investigate the formation of large linear tidal sand banks along
the continental shelf edge. These banks had been postulated to be
moribund and formed instead when sea levels were lower (Stride,
1963b). To investigate this, Belderson et al. (1986) reduced water depths
by 100 metres and calculated M2 tidal currents on a 1/2
◦ longitude
by 1/4◦ latitude (approximately 35 km × 30 km) grid. These currents
were used to determine tidal ellipses for both the present and palaeo
condition, finding that the currents for the palaeomodel were 150–
250% of the present-day values. Although the maximum predicted
currents were too low to initiate transport of the sediment from which
the banks are formed (Belderson et al., 1986), the absence of the S2
constituent and the depth averaged nature of the results account for
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this discrepancy, adding 0.2 m s-1 and 0.15 m s-1 to the predicted
currents, respectively, increasing the speed to the required threshold
(Belderson et al., 1986).
Austin (1991) created a 2d 1/6◦× 1/12◦ (approximately 12 km × 9 km)
model of the M2 tidal constituent using a fixed bed friction value
across the north-west European continental shelf. The resulting peak
bed shear stress vectors were compared with present-day sediment
transport pathways (Stride, 1982) to assess the model validity, though
no explicit sediment transport was modelled. In total, six palaeomodels
were run, each generated by subtracting 5 m from present-day water
depths up to a maximum reduction of 30 m, representing present day,
∼ 6.8 (-5 m), ∼ 7.5 (-10 m), ∼ 7.8 (-15 m), ∼ 8 (-20 m), ∼ 8.8 (-25 m) and
∼ 9 ka Before Present (BP) (-30 m) water levels.
Results of the model indicated the M2 tidal amplitude spatial distri-
bution at 8 ka BP to be largely consistent with present-day modelled
results. However, the tidal amplitudes varied more significantly, with
differences of 1.1 m between modelled present-day conditions and
those at 8.8 ka BP. The results of the bed stress vectors at 8.8 ka BP
showed increased bed stress throughout the English Channel and
through the Strait of Dover; higher stresses were present in the Celtic
and Irish Seas; the Southern Bight experienced lower bed stresses than
under present-day conditions. The narrowest channels in the model
bathymetry were found to have the greatest spatial rate of change
in tidal amplitude, notably the English Channel and the Irish Sea.
The model results indicate that the mean high tide levels produced
through lowering sea level uniformly are 5% of those likely to be due
to crustal movements or eustatic sea level rise. As such, the importance
of isostatic readjustment following ice unloading is significant.
A 2d sediment transport model of the North Sea explored transport
evolution under both rigid-crust and isostatic rebound water depth
scenarios (Gerritsen and Berentsen, 1998). The sediment transport
model considered only the suspended sediment fraction, ignoring the
bedload transport. Due to problems with predicted sediment trans-
port close to the model boundary, the North Sea sediment transport
model was driven by a hydrodynamic model extending from 12◦ W
to 13◦ E and 48◦ N and 621/3◦ N; grid resolution was 1/8◦ × 1/12◦
(approximately 9 km × 9 km). Boundary flow was driven by predicted
M2 elevations at the model boundary. The rigid-crust models applied
uniform sea level drops of 5 m, 15 m and 35 m (5 ka BP, 7.2 ka BP and
8.5 ka BP respectively). The three isostatic readjustment bathymetry
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surfaces used were derived from the Lambeck (1995) model, represent-
ing surfaces 8.1 ka BP, 8.5 ka BP (one with a deepened Dover Strait,
one without).
Modelled sediment transport for the rigid-crust approximations in-
dicate the deeper parts of the North Sea are inactive; a line of sediment
accumulation extending from the Dutch coast to the eastern English
coast separates erosion in the southern North Sea and German Bight.
The English Channel was found to have areas of both strong accu-
mulation and erosion. Temporal variability in the rates of transport
indicate the intensity of sediment transport in the southern North Sea
increases from present-day magnitudes to those 8.5 ka BP. Similarly,
the English Channel is modelled under present-day conditions to be a
depositional environment. With decreasing sea levels, the transport
regime changes from depositional to erosional, increasing with each
successive time slice.
The three isostatically derived bathymetric surfaces show a general
northward progression in the erosion front along the north coast of the
Dogger Bank. Transport through the Dover Strait is low in comparison
with values obtained in freshly inundated seabed along the Dogger
Bank coastline. Overall, Gerritsen and Berentsen (1998) suggested that
in both the rigid-crust and isostatic readjustment models the water
depth and the resulting sediment transport are not strongly linked,
and as such, assessing potential transport on the basis of depth alone
is not possible.
van der Molen and de Swart (2001) created a 2d 1/8◦× 1/12◦ (approx-
imately 9 km × 9 km) model of the UK continental shelf to study the
effect of changing sea level on sediment transport along the Dutch and
Belgian coasts. Isostatic readjustments and resultant sea level change
were incorporated from the model of Lambeck (1995). Their model
results were compared against existing observations of palaeotidal
height along the Dutch coast from barrier deposits. The model pro-
duced results exhibiting a similar trend, though the magnitudes were
both smaller and larger at different sites compared with the obser-
vations. Their model results for transport from the coast to offshore
deposits were found to agree very well with calculated accumulated
volumes from sixteen cross-sectional transects of the Dutch coastal
Holocene deposits identified from core samples and seismic data.
Their estimates of overall sediment accumulation (calculated by inte-
grating bed level change across all modelled time steps) through the
Holocene were found to be of the right order of magnitude, though
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generally too great. However, small thickness values along the western
Southern Bight and large thickness values along the northern Southern
Bight and Dutch coast were successfully reproduced. There is also an
eastward bias in the modelled sediment thickness results. Differences
in their results and previous model results are largely attributable to
the inclusion of isostatic readjustment effects on water depth when
compared with previous models which did not include these effects
(e.g. Austin, 1991).
Hall and Davies (2004) used a 3d 1/6◦× 1/9◦ (approximately 12 km ×
12 km) model wherein water levels were uniformly reduced by 35 m,
equivalent to those around 10 ka BP. Initial model runs utilised only the
M2 tidal constituent, however subsequent runs used five constituents
(M2, S2, N2, K1 and O1). The difference in spatial distribution of the
stress on the bed due to the tidal flow did not change markedly
by adding the four other tidal constituents, though the magnitude
of the stress was increased in certain areas, particularly those with
weaker M2 and M4 tidal currents (e.g. in the northern North Sea
and the shelf edge west of the Hebrides). Modelled tidal heights at
10 ka BP created different resonances leading to higher high tides and
lower low tides. This increased range generated faster currents and
increased the shear stress in their model. The distribution of bed shear
stress convergence and divergence generated by the model agrees
with previously published modern patterns (Kenyon and Stride, 1970;
Stride, 1982).
Uehara et al. (2006) created a 2d 1/12◦× 1/12◦ (approximately 6 km ×
9 km) model to analyse the distribution of tidal amplitudes, tidal cur-
rent velocities, seasonal stratification and peak bed stress vectors.
Two crustal rebound models were used to alter model bathymetry to
incorporate changes due to ice unloading, those of Lambeck (1993)
and Peltier (1994). Boundary tidal conditions were driven using ei-
ther present-day tides or the output of a palaeotidal model. Prior to
10 ka BP, tidal currents and heights were significantly greater than at
present due to stronger ocean tides in the north Atlantic; tidal heights
and currents from 8 ka BP onwards exhibit smaller differences from
present-day conditions. The reduction in contribution to shelf tide
amplitudes was ascribed to a reduction in the ocean tides due to the
creation of new tidal seas as ice sheets shrank during deglaciation.
The hydrodynamic model results were in agreement with well dat-
ed evidence on tidal mixing front migration through the Celtic Sea
(Uehara et al., 2006). Peak bed shear stress levels are computed for
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each model time slice and used to infer sediment transport pathways.
Results indicated the pre-10 ka BP models generated three to five times
more stress on the bed than is generated under present conditions; of
this increase, 30–40% is the result of the reduced water depths, the
rest is due to the palaeotidal ocean model. Subsequent flooding of
the continental shelf generated sediment transport vectors of smaller
magnitude which is especially evident in the Southern Bight, where
the Dogger Bank formed a land bridge between the present-day UK
and European coastlines.
Uehara et al. (2006) make it clear that rigid-crust approximations of
palaeosealevels are insufficient (i.e. reducing depth statically across
the domain), and that modern bathymetry must be adjusted for the
effects of isostatic rebound due to ice sheet unloading if the spatial
distribution of tidal components is to be accurately predicted. In
addition, the role of ocean tides in the magnitude and distribution of
shelf sea tidal systems is of paramount importance if these results are
to be compared with geological evidence of sea level rise.
To assess the impact of wave action on bed shear stress during the
Holocene marine transgression, Neill et al. (2009) added wind stress
to the model of Uehara et al. (2006). The wind stress increased wave
motion, and hence shear stress, at the bed due to a greater proportion
of shallow sea, despite smaller fetch distances creating smaller waves.
Overall, wave heights and periods increased during the transgression
due to increasing fetch distances, though shear stress magnitudes
were limited because of the increasing water depths (Neill et al., 2009).
Further work on the impact of wave action on bed shear stress by
Neill et al. (2010) confirmed the decreasing impact of waves on bed
shear stress (and by proxy the amount of sediment transport which
might occur). The non-linear interaction between wave and current
boundary layers means stresses from combined waves and currents
are greater than the sum of each component. Nevertheless, areas in
which the wave action is significant tend to be shallow areas (e.g. the
Dogger Bank). Thus, as water levels increased during the Holocene
marine transgression, the impact of wave action on sediment transport
decreased to the condition seen today, in which tidal currents dominate
sediment transport pathways (Stride, 1982).
The models outlined above have so far made great strides in the
understanding of the evolution of tides over the last 20,000 years.
However, some areas remain unexplored. Hall and Davies (2004)
found including higher order tidal constituents had little effect on
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the overall distribution and magnitude of tides on the shelf. However,
they did show that the higher constituents did change tidal elevations
and currents in certain areas. In the present-day models outlined
in Chapter 4, the inclusion of higher order constituents is shown
to produce complex interactions such as dampening of the M2 tide
(Pingree and Griffiths, 1981).
The hydrodynamic models discussed here typically take the flow
vectors and calculate peak bed shear stress for discrete time slices since
the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) ∼ 20 ka BP (Clark et al., 2009). These
shear stress vectors are used to infer potential sediment transport path-
ways for comparison with present-day transport pathways. There is
work limited to the Southern Bight (North Sea) on subsequent residual
sediment transport (Gerritsen and Berentsen, 1998; van der Molen and
de Swart, 2001). However, working from the older models to the newer
models neglects the fact the origin of the palaeobathymetric surfaces
is from the present-day. Instead of working from the most ancient
to the most modern results, the results need to be interpreted from
the present-day backwards. Doing so is necessary since the point at
which the seabed begins to erode marks the latest point at which the
model can be trusted; beyond that, the seabed morphology cannot be
determined, and therefore conclusions on sediment transport changes
cannot be drawn reliably.
The Hall and Davies (2004) model opted to use a rigid-crust approxi-
mation of sea level change rather than an isostatic rebound bathymetry.
The modelling of Gerritsen and Berentsen (1998) and subsequently
by Uehara et al. (2006) has shown the non-uniform changes in depth
due to ice unloading are significant. Furthermore, the majority of
the existing models drive the elevation at the model boundaries with
modern M2 and/or S2 predicted tides. Uehara et al. (2006) have shown
that the use of palaeotidal harmonic constituents alter the predicted
tidal currents on the shelf. To date, the effect of a greater number
of tidal constituents, rebound bathymetry and palaeotidal inputs in
conjunction with spatially variable bed roughness and grain size has
not been explored.
6.1.2 Outline
Chapter 4 describes a novel method to calculate observation-based
bed roughness. This new bed roughness map, derived from bedform
measurements, grain size data and composite bathymetry data, has
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been shown to perform as well as a traditional uniform roughness
model which has been the most common approach to date (see Table
4.1). Recent models of the English Channel and the southern North
Sea have used variable bed roughness (HR Wallingford et al., 2002;
Guillou et al., 2009; Guillou and Chapalain, 2010), however, none of
the existing models of palaeosediment transport have done so.
The modelling in Chapter 4 showed that the distribution and mag-
nitude of sediment transport was a function of the roughness (with
higher Manning’s roughness values increasing sediment transport,
and vice versa), the distribution of sediment grain size as well as water
depth. The existing models calculate bed shear stress showing the
potential for sediment transport. The potential transport, however, is
dependent on the sediment grain size and its distribution.
The modelling to date has focussed on the differences between the
present day and the conditions at discrete times in the past. However,
the evolution of sediment transport relative to the rising sea levels
has not been explored. The modelling performed here investigates
changes in sediment transport at the highest temporal resolution (500
year intervals) to date.
The modelling undertaken in Chapters 4 and 5 has focussed on the
modern condition. This has revealed large parts of the shelf which are
largely inactive under present-day conditions. Through the use of a
range of data, including palaeotidal boundary conditions, palaeobathy-
metric surfaces and the varied grain size and roughness developed
in Chapter 4, it will be possible to identify a temporal evolution of
activity on the seabed across the north-west European continental
shelf.
6.2 model description
Modelling changes in hydrodynamics and the effect on sediment
transport over palaeo time scales requires a careful consideration of
the effect of glacial loading on crustal deformation. A number of
Glacio-isostatic Adjustment (GIA) models exist providing relative sea
level data which incorporate changes in crust elevation due to the
loading of the shelf, in combination with changes in sea level due to
deglaciation and the associated increase in the ocean volume.
For the numerical modelling undertaken here, the palaeobathy-
metric surface is derived from the ice-5g GIA model of Peltier (2004)
(see also Peltier et al., 2002). Peltier (2004) calculated the glacial re-
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bound component due to ice unloading at 500 year intervals and
combined each of those surfaces with a 10 arc minute topographic
data set (etopo2v2), providing the highest resolution bathymetric
surface used in such modelling to date. Figure 6.1 shows five palaeo-
bathymetry surfaces for part of the north-west European continental
shelf. The most prominent changes occur in the North Sea, where
prior to the beginning of the Holocene the British-Irish Ice Sheet (BIS)
and Fennoscandian Ice Sheet (FIS) coalesced and covered the North
Sea basin (Chiverrell and Thomas, 2010), after which crustal rebound
forms the majority of the observable change in bed elevation, although
the relatively shallow depths and sediment cover at the time facilitate
changes due to sediment transport. The inundation of the Dogger
Bank is evident in the 8 ka BP bathymetry (Figure 6.1e) where the 20 m
contour is gradually eroded, leaving an isolated high in the modern
bathymetry.
The bathymetric evolution of the north-west European continental
shelf is most evident in the North Sea basin, with smaller changes
occurring in the English Channel due to the isostatic response of the
crust. The impact of reducing water depth is most keenly observed in
increasingly shallow areas, such as occurred with the inundation of
the Dogger Bank and along the continental shelf slope.
The palaeobathymetric surfaces (e.g. Figure 6.1) provide the raw
data to create models of palaeosediment transport. Using the approach
to calculate bed roughness outlined in Chapter 4 with the marine
bedform analysis results in Chapters 2 and 3, a spatially varying bed
roughness map for each palaeobathymetric surface has been created.
Figure 6.2 shows the Manning’s number roughness for the present-
day palaeo model. For each of the time slice models, the Manning’s
roughness is the result of the grain size and form drag as well as water
depth, and each is therefore unique. This is the first time a temporally
and spatially varying bed roughness component has been introduced
into palaeomodelling. Uehara et al. (2006) highlighted the importance
of using palaeoocean tidal inputs at the model boundaries in order
to properly capture changes in tidal evolution. As such, the model
boundaries here are driven by surface elevation profiles derived from
five tidal harmonic constituents calculated from the output of the
palaeoocean model from Uehara et al. (2006).
Work to date on potential for sediment transport has been based
on calculated bed shear stress. However, due to the variable nature of
sediment cover across the shelf, the bed shear stress alone cannot be
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Figure 6.1: Five palaeobathymetry surfaces for the present day (A), 2 ka BP
(B), 4 ka BP (C), 6 ka BP (D) and 8 ka BP (E). Black line indicates the
present-day coastline whereas the grey shaded surface indicates
the extent of the land surface at each time slice.
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Figure 6.2: Roughness map for the present day using the Peltier bathymetry,
the grain size data in Figure 4.6 and the results of the bedform
analyses in Chapters 2 and 3. Inset histogram shows the distribu-
tion of Manning’s roughness across the shelf.
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used to determine when a seabed was last active. Instead, it shows
the potential for sediment transport at each location in the model.
The Quadratic Friction law can be used with the calculated drag
coefficient and the modelled depth-averaged current speed to calculate
bed shear stress. The bed stress is an important and preliminary step
to calculating sediment transport since increasing the friction on the
bed reduces the energy available in the flow for the initiation and
continuation of sediment transport. Equation 30 shows the calculation
of the bed shear stress (τ0s) from the depth averaged current (U¯), the
density of water (ρ) and the drag coefficient (CD)
τ0s = ρU¯
2CD. (30)
The drag coefficient and depth averaged current speed are output
by the model and the density of water is 1,027 kg m-3, yielding a stress
in units of N m-2.
Recent modelling of bed shear stress on the shelf has used an ap-
proximated shear stress derived from the tidal constituent amplitudes
and phases using a linear superposition (Neill et al., 2010). This ap-
proach allows the calculation of shear stress over an arbitrary time
period (Neill et al. (2010) use one year) but it is not able to resolve
non-linear short time scale interactions due to current variability. The
approach adopted here instead calculates the bed shear stress from a
limited time series of current speed and drag coefficient over a spring-
neap tidal cycle. This approach has two advantages: 1) the temporal
variability over a spring and neap tidal cycle can be explored since bed
shear stress is calculated for each model time step (every five minutes),
and 2) the mean bed shear stress is derived from the actual modelled
currents, including non-linear interactions between the different tidal
constituents such as have been observed in existing models of the
north-west European continental shelf (Pingree and Griffiths, 1981;
Hall and Davies, 2004). Harmonic analysis of the tidal elevations with
t_tide (Pawlowicz et al., 2002) from the model calibration in Section
6.3 shows that from the five input tidal constituents (M2, S2, K1, O1 and
N2), the modelled tides include an additional five higher harmonics
(M4, M6, M3, MS4 [a compound tide] and M8), a lunisolar synodic
fortnightly constituent (MSF) and additional compound tides (2MK5,
2MS6 and 3MK7).
To date, spatially varying bed roughness (in this case through the
Manning’s roughness coefficient M) has not been included in models
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of the north-west European continental shelf. The modelling under-
taken in Chapter 4 devoted some effort to establishing a method and
data set from which observation-based bed roughness measurements
can be calculated. As such, the calculated bed shear stress from this
palaeomodelling is also a function of spatially varying bed roughness
as well as temporally varying current speeds. The grain size data is
the same across all models and the models use the van Rijn (1984a,b)
sediment transport formula.
As with the modelling in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, a number of
secondary analyses of the raw model outputs can be performed to gain
further insights into the processes within the models. These include
the residual transport magnitude and direction (see Section 4.4) and
modelled tidal range.
6.3 model calibration
Although it is not possible to calibrate the palaeohydrodynamic model
outputs against observed tidal and current records (observed palaeoti-
dal data do not have the necessary temporal resolution for such
a comparison), the results of the hydrodynamics for the modelled
present-day tides can be compared with observations. Confidence in
the palaeomodelling is therefore derived from the performance of the
present-day model.
The uniform 10 arc minute (∼ 10.5 km) resolution mesh with the
bathymetry in Figure 6.1a and the variable bed roughness derived
from bedform and grain size observations forms the basis for the
model. The data used to calibrate the model are twenty-nine of the
National Tide & Sea Level Facility (NTSLF) coastal tide gauges around
the UK coast and nineteen North Sea Tidal Data locations in the central
North Sea (see Figure 4.7).
Overall, median Root Mean Square (RMS) differences between the
modelled tidal curves for the NTSLF gauges is 0.35 m and for the North
Sea Tidal Data is 0.48 m. The North Sea Tidal Data include some data
from the islands along the north coast of the Netherlands, areas which
are necessarily poorly resolved in the coarse mesh resolution used
here. Excluding the island-based results, the North Sea Tidal Data
median RMS difference decreases to 0.15 m. Cross-correlation analysis
of the modelled tidal data for the NTSLF data indicate a median lag
of 0 minutes whilst the offshore North Sea Tidal Data results have a
median lag of 15 minutes. The modern model developed in Chapter 4
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and calibrated at a greater range of sites reproduces tidal amplitudes
to within 0.2–0.25 m and phases to within 0–10 minutes.
6.4 results
The results of the modelling undertaken here are often presented as
difference plots. Since the transport models can only be depended
upon until the transport changes seabed morphology, the results are
interpreted from the present day backwards. As such, a negative
change in a given parameter (tidal range, transport etc.) represents a
decrease from the more modern condition, and vice versa.
6.4.1 Tidal range evolution
The spring tidal range across the shelf for the present day and at
8 ka BP is shown in Figure 6.3; Figure 6.4 shows the difference between
successive models in 500 year increments. Qualitative comparison
with results from previous models and from observations shows a
good degree of similarity. In particular, the macrotidal ranges west
of the Cotentin peninsula in the central English Channel and in the
Bristol Channel are evident in the present-day results. Similarly, the
amphidromic point in the southern North Sea is also well positioned
in the present-day model (Figure 6.3a).
The variability in the tidal range is most obvious in the south-
ern North Sea, where the inundation of the flatter relief during the
Holocene marine transgression has given rise to an area of shallow sea.
This inundation from 8 ka BP to the present day decreased the extent
of the low tidal range region immediately around the amphidromic
point in the southern North Sea as well as the overall extent of the
region of low tidal range currently confined to the eastern North Sea
(Figure 6.3).
At 8 ka BP, the low range region extended to the north coast of
the European mainland and the tidal range was approximately 2 m
smaller than at present. The English Channel shows less change in the
tidal range, with a relatively uniform distribution during the marine
transgression. There is a tidal range increase of 1 m in the western
English Channel from that at 8 ka BP which is matched by a decrease
of 1 m in the macrotidal range west of the Cotentin peninsula.
The variability in the change in tidal range between each 500 year
model (Figure 6.4) shows a non-uniform change from the conditions
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Figure 6.3: Modelled tidal range for the present day (A) and 8 ka BP (B).
White crosses indicate tidal range local minima.
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Figure 6.4: Modelled tidal range differences between successive 500 year
models from the present day to 8 ka BP.
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Figure 6.5: Fourteen sites on the north-west European continental shelf at
which model outputs have been sampled (background is the
cumulative residual transport magnitude difference from Figure
6.9). Colours of the dots refer to the line colours in Figures 6.6
and 6.11.
at the end members. For example, the change in the western English
Channel, Celtic Sea and Bristol Channel occurs in isolated episodes
between 1.5–2 ka BP, 3–3.5 ka BP and 7.5–8 ka BP, whereas the southern
North Sea experiences little change until 7 ka BP.
To further explore trends in changes in modelled tidal range, a series
of fourteen points starting in the Irish Sea, moving through the Celtic
Seas into the English Channel and finishing in the North Sea (Figure
6.5) provides temporal variability in tidal range. Panel a in Figure 6.6
shows the absolute tidal range whilst panel b shows the tidal range at
each location relative to the present-day range.
The largest tidal ranges are found in the western English Channel
and Celtic Sea whilst ranges are typically smaller in the North Sea. The
relative changes in tidal range, however, show that overall, there is little
change in range. For ten of the fourteen samples, the tidal range stays
between 90% and 115% of the present-day values. For the remaining
sites, the differences are opposite in sign: the decreasing ranges (from
8 ka BP to today) are those in the western English Channel whilst those
which have increased since 8 ka BP are found in the southern North
Sea.
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Figure 6.6: Tidal range evolution at fourteen sites across the north-west Euro-
pean continental shelf (Figure 6.5). A. Change in absolute tidal
range. B. Tidal range for each site as a percentage of its present-
day magnitude.
The tidal ranges extracted from the shelf model results match those
observed in Figure 6.6, with changes in the Irish Sea and English Cha-
nnel occurring around 3–3.5 ka BP. The sites in the North Sea remain
relatively stable over the last 6 ka, with increases in the northern North
Sea and decreases in the southern North Sea. These decreases are due
to the expansion of the region of low amplitude tides surrounding the
amphidromic point caused by the shallowing of the southern North
Sea basin.
6.4.2 Bed shear stress analysis
Using the results for the seventeen slices of the palaeobathymetry
from Peltier (2004) with the palaeotidal inputs from Uehara et al.
(2006), Figure 6.7 shows the calculated bed shear stress evolution on
the north-west European continental shelf.
It is evident from the similarity in the distribution of bed shear
stress in Figure 6.7 and the Manning’s roughness (and thus the drag
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Figure 6.7: Bed shear stress distribution in 500 year increments from the
present day to 8 ka BP.
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coefficient) in Figure 6.2 that the stress is dependent on the bed rough-
ness. However, the distribution of sediments (and thus the calculated
bed roughness) is also affected by shear stress, with areas of higher
shear stress typically composed of coarser sediment as finer material
is transported away.
Nevertheless, there is also variability in shear stress between each
palaeomodel as stress is dependent on the square of the depth av-
eraged current speed. Given the dependence on the bed roughness,
the distribution in Figure 6.7 shows the central English Channel and
southern North Sea have high bed shear stress values (between 0.2
and 2.0 N m-2) whereas the majority of the model domain (80–81% for
the seventeen models in Figure 6.7) falls below 0.2 N m-2. Comparison
of these 2d model results with those obtained by Neill et al. (2010)
indicate similar magnitudes and spatial distributions, suggesting for
the purposes of investigating changes in sediment transport, the 2d
shelf model reproduces previous results from 3d models.
As water depths decrease with each successive palaeomodel, bed
shear stress increases over the shelf in general, especially in the south-
ern North Sea. More specifically, three phases of change can be ob-
served at 1.5–2 ka BP, 3–3.5 ka BP and a slow decrease between 4.5–
8 ka BP. Each period of change is interspersed with stable conditions.
The quiescent North Sea under present-day conditions develops a large
tongue of increased bed shear stress (with values above 0.5 N m-2)
around 6 ka BP and a decrease along the East Anglian coast. Com-
paring the evolving water depth (Figure 6.1) and tidal range (Figure
6.3) with the bed shear stress shows the increase corresponds with the
decreasing water depths in the southern North Sea (Figure 6.1e) and
increasing tidal ranges (Figure 6.3). The decreased stresses along the
coastline and in the southern North Sea coincide with the expanding
region of low tidal range which correspondingly decreases current
speeds. Since current speed is squared in Equation 30, a small change
in current speed leads to a large change the resulting bed shear stress.
6.4.3 Sediment transport
The next step in the analysis of the palaeoenvironment of the last 8 ka
involves moving beyond bed shear stress calculations performed to
date and on to sediment transport predictions. A large number of
sediment transport formulae exist for a range of environments, but
a review of the approaches available in mike21’s Sediment Transport
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module (see Section 4.2.2.1) indicated the model of van Rijn (1984a,b)
was the most applicable given the range of grain sizes and the current-
dominated shelf environment.
When analysing the modelled sediment transport results as a func-
tion of time, it is important to note that the usefulness of a given
palaeomodel is limited as soon as a change in transport occurs. Work-
ing from the present day to 8 ka BP, if the transport magnitude decreas-
es between two results, the point at which that change occurs is the
last point at which the modelled results can be usefully interpreted.
This is because a change in transport indicates a necessary change in
bed morphology and these changes in bathymetry are not integrated
over the interval into the previous model. As such, palaeomodels can
only give information to the point at which a change occurs and not
beyond, an approach which differs from existing interpretations of
modelled results (van der Molen and de Swart, 2001; Neill et al., 2010).
6.4.3.1 Residual transport magnitude
The residual sediment transport vector over a spring-neap tidal cycle is
calculated using Equations 21 and 22. The direction and magnitude are
calculated from these vectors. Model run lengths in excess of a spring-
neap cycle do not provide additional sediment transport information
as successive modelled spring-neap cycles repeat the transport which
occurred in the previous cycle.
The residual sediment transport magnitudes are shown in Figure
6.8 for each of the seventeen palaeobathymetry and palaeotidal inputs.
The general picture of evolving sediment transport is that, working
from the present day backwards, as sea levels fall, transport magni-
tudes increase, although the spatial distribution is non-uniform, and
some areas experience a decrease in transport.
In the North Sea, a large tongue of high sediment transport rates
(0.1–1 m3 spring-neap-1 m-1) extending east from the English coast
(Figure 6.8q) is shown to grow seaward with each 500 year increment
from 6 ka BP. Regional transport extent within the North Sea changes
from a stable condition from today to 6 ka BP whereafter it rapidly
increases until 8 ka BP. Three regions of transport occur under present-
day conditions along the western edge of the North Sea along the
English and Scottish coasts. As water depths decrease with receding
time, these regions grow and cover the majority of the western North
Sea from the Shetland Islands all the way to the Dutch coast at 8 ka BP.
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Figure 6.8: Residual sediment bedload transport magnitude distribution in
500 year increments from 8 ka BP to the present day.
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With decreasing water depths in the southern North Sea and Thames
Estuary, an increase in sediment transport might be expected. However,
the results of the analysis show that transport in the Thames estuary
decreases with each time slice from the present day to 8 ka BP. In fact,
by 8 ka BP, large portions of the Thames estuary have transport values
less than 1 × 10-5, two orders of magnitude below the values in the
adjacent parts of the southern North Sea (Figure 6.8q).
Present-day transport magnitudes outside the area of no transport in
the English Channel are between 0.0005 and 0.1 m3 spring-neap-1 m-1.
As the sea level decreases moving backwards from the present day to
8 ka BP, the amount of transport increases by an order of magnitude
and the size of the area which experiences no transport at all decreases.
The median grain size (d50) in the central portion of the English
Channel is 8.93 mm (medium gravel on the Wentworth scale). The
palaeomodelling shows that medium gravel was therefore capable of
being transported in the central English Channel, and that features
which are composed of sediments of this size (such as the Hastings
Shingle Bank discussed in Chapter 5) are likely to have been formed
and/or modified during the marine transgression.
In order to track the evolution of transport on the shelf, it is useful
to work with both the difference between successive time slices as
well as the differences relative to today. Figures 6.9 and 6.8 show the
variability between successive models (e.g. from 1.5 ka BP to 2 ka BP)
and each 500 year increment compared against residual transport
magnitudes for the present day model, respectively. The pattern of
transport change between modelled time slices shows the majority of
the shelf is unaffected by the combined changes in water depth and
boundary tides. Those areas which are affected experience episodic
transport magnitude changes in the period from the present day to
8 ka BP. Since palaeomodelling is limited in its ability to model beyond
changes at a given time step, these results provide only a point at
which the current seabed was last modified by the hydrodynamics.
More emphasis is placed on times at which the sediment transport
has decreased (from newer model to older) as a decrease in sediment
transport rate is less likely to change the seabed morphology than is a
similar increase.
The changes between successive models in Figure 6.9 show a similar
trend to that observed in the tidal range plot (Figure 6.4) where
changes are episodic. In the case of the residual sediment transport
magnitude, the changes occur at similar times to the tidal range
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Figure 6.9: Residual sediment bedload transport magnitude difference distri-
bution in 500 year increments between successive palaeomodels
up to 8 ka BP.
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Figure 6.10: Residual sediment bedload transport magnitude difference dis-
tribution in 500 year increments between present-day conditions
and those 8 ka BP.
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changes: from 1.5–2 ka BP, 3–3.5 ka BP and 7–7.5 ka BP. However, the
sign of the changes for the transport result changes from negative
changes more recently (i.e. a decrease from more modern to more
ancient results) and positive changes at 7–7.5 ka BP, whereas the tidal
range results are all decreases.
The modelling results indicate the largest changes occur between
6.5 ka BP and 8 ka BP, with changes in transport magnitude of up to
1 m3 spring-neap-1 m-1 in the western North Sea and in the English
Channel. The most dynamic regions for sediment transport are the
English Channel, particularly the western English Channel, the Irish
Sea and the central North Sea.
In the English Channel between the present day and 8 ka BP, sedi-
ment transport magnitude is cyclic. The most recent increase in trans-
port in the western English Channel occurs between 1 ka BP and
1.5 ka BP, indicating this seabed has been relatively recently affect-
ed by changes in sea level. Meanwhile, the eastern English Channel
shows a much more sedate environment with little to no change (less
than ± 0.02 m3 spring-neap-1 m-1) all the way back to the oldest model
run (8 ka BP).
The outer Bristol Channel has been shown to be relatively inactive
under the present hydrodynamic regime in Chapter 5. The palaeo-
modelling here shows that the change in regime in the outer Bristol
Channel occurs around 3.5 ka BP when transport rates increase.
To further investigate the temporal variability in absolute and rela-
tive residual bedload transport magnitudes, point sampling of trans-
port magnitude at a range of sites across the shelf is shown in Figure
6.11. The selection of the locations is dependent on identifying those
areas subject to the most active changes in transport from Figures 6.10
and 6.9, finding points which approach locations used in existing sea
level rise studies (e.g. Brooks et al., 2008; Teferle et al., 2009; Bradley
et al., 2011; Shennan et al., 2012) and selecting locations which are
sufficiently far from the coast as to be unaffected by the relatively
coarse grid resolution.
The absolute residual transport magnitudes in Figure 6.11a show a
large range (typically over three orders of magnitude). For the majority
of the locations sampled, the changes are relatively small, though some
individual sites see changes of up to three orders of magnitude. More
useful, for comparative purposes, are the changes relative to today.
Figure 6.11b shows the percentage change for transport at each location
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Figure 6.11: Residual transport magnitude evolution at fourteen sites across
the north-west European continental shelf (Figure 6.5). A. Ab-
solute magnitude of residual sediment transport. B. Residual
sediment transport magnitude as a percentage of present-day
magnitudes.
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from the magnitude today. This approach shows the time at which a
particular area experienced a change in transport regime.
For the blue lines (indicating locations in the Irish and Celtic Seas),
the overall trend shows a decrease from the present day to 4 ka BP at
which point transport increases constantly until 8 ka BP. The green
lines (in the English Channel) show a longer stable regime than the
Irish and Celtic Sea samples: from the present day to 5–6 ka BP,
conditions are stable. The change in transport signifies the beginning
of a period of increasing transport beyond which interpretation is
difficult.
The North Sea shows the greatest transport magnitude change: the
southern North Sea samples show a stable regime until 6 ka BP at
which point transport rates decrease by 1.5–2 orders of magnitude
until 8 ka BP. Such a decrease is in contrast with what might be
expected for decreasing water depths, when more energy becomes
available for sediment transport (Soulsby, 1997). The northern North
Sea, in contrast, shows a similar trend to that in the English Channel:
a stable regime until 5 ka BP at which point transport rates increase
faster than in the Channel, after which further interpretation is unsafe.
6.4.3.2 Residual transport direction
The modern distribution of transport directions from the shelf modell-
ing in Chapter 4 reproduces the distribution of bedload convergence
and divergence zones observed since the first observations in the 1960s
and 1970s (e.g. Stride, 1963a; Allen, 1966, 1968; Kenyon and Stride,
1968; Kenyon, 1970; Kenyon et al., 1981; Stride, 1982; Amos and King,
1984). The palaeosediment transport model necessarily uses a coarser
resolution since the manner in which the palaeobathymetry is con-
structed (by using the modern bathymetry with the relative sea level
rise from the GIA model) limits the scale to which the data can be
reliably used. As such, the results of the analysis here are limited in
their ability to reproduce areas of complex tidal interactions or where
channels constrict (e.g. through the Strait of Dover, Bristol Channel
and Hebrides) due to the limited number of elements in the mesh.
Figure 6.12 shows the direction of the residual transport for seventeen
models from the present day to 8 ka BP.
The direction evolution on the north-western European shelf, partic-
ularly in the North Sea, shows rising sea levels increased to such an
extent that a formerly active area of transport north of the submerged
Dogger Bank disappeared. This disappearance left a relatively uniform
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Figure 6.12: Residual sediment bedload transport direction in 500 year incre-
ments from 8 ka BP to the present day.
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transport direction regime in the North Sea consisting of northward
and north-westward transport. The situation at 8 ka BP reveals a con-
vergence zone with this northward transport with material arriving
from the northern North Sea.
Elsewhere on the shelf, changes are localised, with the most signifi-
cant changes occurring in the western English Channel. Under modern
conditions, westward transport out of the English Channel away from
the Channel divergence zone meets north-eastward transport from
the shelf edge. With the decreasing water depth, the north-eastward
transport on the continental shelf diminishes due to an increase in
transport magnitude out of the western Channel into the north-east
Atlantic, bending southward around Brittany.
As with the tidal range and transport magnitude, the evolution
of the direction of transport can be investigated through differences
in modelled directions. Figure 6.13 shows the difference between
successive palaeomodels and the modelled results for today. The areas
which experience the most notable change in transport magnitude (see
Section 6.4.3.1) also see the greatest changes in transport direction. As
such, the North Sea is particularly changeable, with the disappearance
of a large bedload convergence zone in the western North Sea running
parallel to the English coastline (see panels p and q in Figure 6.12 and
panel p in Figure 6.13) between 7.5 ka BP and 8 ka BP. The Western
Approaches from today to 4 ka BP show stable residual sediment
transport directions (changes are less than ± 10◦). In contrast, the area
close to the French coastline sees changes in transport direction most
markedly between 4.5 ka BP and 8 ka BP.
6.5 discussion
The modelling of the shelf sea of the north-west European continental
shelf over the last eight thousand years undertaken here shows a highly
spatially and temporally variable environment. The focus of activity
is in the shallower regions, particularly the southern North Sea and
western English Channel. Tidal range within these two basins varies
several times from the present day, with the North Sea tidal range
increasing along the northern Dogger Bank edge (moving backwards
from the present day) whilst the western English Channel and Irish
Sea have decreasing tidal ranges. The high temporal resolution of
the modelling here shows that the decrease is episodic, with multi-
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Figure 6.13: Residual sediment bedload transport direction difference in 500
year increments from 8 ka BP to 0.5 ka BP relative to present-day
directions.
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millennial quiescent periods separated by changes over 500 years of
0.15–0.3 m.
The tidal range is stable to 4.5 ka BP across large parts of the shelf,
but the Irish Sea, Bristol Channel, western English Channel and North
Sea all experience episodic changes. In contrast, the eastern English
Channel is shown to experience no change in tidal range up to 8 ka BP,
when changes across the shelf are shown to increase to up to ± 0.5 m.
Existing work on shelf modelling of the Holocene marine transgres-
sion (see Section 6.1.1) has not focussed on the spatial and temporal
evolution in the period between the present day and the large scale
changes which occur around 8 ka BP (Uehara et al., 2006; Neill et al.,
2009, 2010).
Gerritsen and Berentsen (1998) modelled suspended sediment trans-
port in the southern North Sea and found that the transport magni-
tudes were not simply linked to the water depth, and that a decrease
in water depth did not necessarily increase sediment transport. The
modelled tidal range in the overlapping region in their model and the
modelling presented here indicates that the tidal range in the southern
North Sea decreases with each 500 year increment back in time. The
net effect of the decreasing tidal range is lower current velocities and
as such less energy is available as bed shear stress, resulting in de-
creased sediment transport rates (Figure 6.10). The sediment transport
results indicate the southern North Sea seabed morphology is likely
to date from 6 ka BP, whilst the eastern English Channel, dates from
7.5 ka BP.
Bed shear stress calculations from Uehara et al. (2006), Neill et al.
(2009) and Neill et al. (2010) show that the central English Channel
is an area which experiences high (∼ 2 N m2) bed shear stresses,
and thus is an area in which high sediment transport rates might be
expected. Grain sizes in the central English Channel at present are
up to 8.93 mm (Figure 4.6). The palaeosediment transport modelling
shows that at 7.5 ka BP, sediment was actively transported in the
area which currently experiences no transport. This indicates that the
sediments currently present in the central English Channel have been
inactive for the last 7.5 ka BP, and that bedforms comprised of grain
sizes of that order are similarly aged. It is not possible, however, to
rule out the winnowing away of finer fractions over the intervening
7,000 years, which would leave only the coarse grained sediment seen
today.
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Gerritsen and Berentsen (1998) only used three isostatically adjust-
ed palaeobathymetric surfaces, of which two were the same bar an
over-deepened Dover Strait, and so the time at which the changes in
transport occurred could not be pinned down. The modelling here,
with 500 year intervals between models, shows that the southern
North Sea actually begins to experience changes in tidal range around
5.5 ka BP, with wholesale changes between 7 ka BP and 7.5 ka BP,
reflected in the subsequent bed shear stress and sediment transport
rates.
The palaeosediment transport modelling indicates the western En-
glish Channel is likely to have been relatively active over the last
8 ka BP. Work on the morphology of bedforms observed on the bed off
the Cornish coast in Chapter 3 found it likely they were moribund and
in disequilibrium with present-day hydrodynamics. The modelling
here agrees with existing work by Uehara et al. (2006) which shows
that the western English Channel is a dynamic region which has ex-
perienced at least three changes in transport. The change between
7 and 7.5 ka BP is the most likely timeframe for their activity since
subsequent changes have been decreases in transport activity. Thus,
the bedforms in the western English Channel appear to have been last
modified between 7 and 7.5 ka BP.
The evolution of the western English Channel and Celtic Sea has
been highlighted by Hall and Davies (2004) and Uehara et al. (2006),
particularly in terms of the changes in transport direction, with a
change from on-shelf to off-shelf transport. The modelling here shows
a similar pattern, except the zone of off-shelf transport can be seen
to emanate from the French coastline into the Celtic Sea between
5.5 ka BP and 8 ka BP.
The most striking aspect of this palaeomodelling is the large change
in shelf hydrodynamics and sediment transport. In the residual trans-
port magnitude analysis, stable conditions prevail between the present
day at 4–6 ka BP, whereafter there is a large change until 8 ka BP. The
stable period is characterised by constant transport magnitudes at the
fourteen sites sampled across the shelf, although there are smaller
changes at 1.5–2 ka BP and 3–3.5 ka BP, where the western English
Channel experiences isolated decreases in transport, and 4.5–5 ka BP
when the western English Channel increases transport rates. Overall,
the temporal pattern is that conditions remained relatively unchanged
from present-day conditions to 4–6 ka BP and the spatial extent, mag-
nitude and direction of transport changes all increased between then
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and 8 ka BP. The underlying causes of these episodic changes are
not clear, but must lie in either changes in the palaeoocean tides at
the model boundaries or the palaeobathymetry. Whether the former
dominates the latter (or vice versa) or the two combine to form ideal
conditions for increased transport at certain times is not yet known.
6.6 conclusions
The modelling has shown that the majority of the shelf is relatively
unaffected by the increase in water depth from 8 ka BP to present,
but that areas with critical infrastructure (the southern North Sea
and western English Channel) and resources (e.g. aggregate licence
areas in the Thames Estuary, English Channel and Bristol Channel)
are heavily influenced by that increase in depth. The high temporal
resolution used in the modelling has shown that the changes are
not continuous, but instead occur in short bursts of proportionally
larger changes at 1.5–2 ka BP, 3–3.5 and 4.5–5 ka BP. The changes in
bathymetry at 6.5 ka BP mark the beginning of much larger changes in
the coastline of the north-west European shelf and its corresponding
transport regime.
Spatially, the central North Sea is shown to experience increased
transport with decreasing water depth, whilst the Thames Estuary
experiences little or decreasing change. In contrast, transport in the
western English Channel is episodic at 1.5–2, 3–3.5 and 5–5.5 ka BP.
The modelled tidal range at each location is an important secondary
factor in predicting changes in sediment transport, as a decrease
in water depth does not necessarily represent increased bed shear
stress: a change in water depth is shown to increase the size of the
amphidromic point in the southern North Sea, the net effect of which
is decreased current speeds and thus reduced transport. Bed shear
stress alone cannot be used to predict sediment transport, as it is
independent of the grain size on the bed. Instead, the bed shear
stress represents the potential for sediment transport. The sediment
transport modelling performed here shows that grain size distribution
is important, particularly in areas in which current grain sizes are not
transported, as with decreased water depths, they can become mobile
(e.g. in the central English Channel). Thus, in order to gain a fuller
understanding of the dynamics driving the evolution of shelf sediment
transport, it is necessary to include analyses of tidal range and bed
shear stress with sediment transport magnitude and direction.
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7
C O N C L U S I O N S
Sediment transport on the shelf has been the focus of intense study for
fifty years. The earliest studies developed in tandem with new tech-
nologies for imaging the seabed (Stride, 1963a; Allen, 1966, 1968; Ken-
yon and Stride, 1968; Kenyon, 1970; Kenyon et al., 1981; Stride, 1982;
Amos and King, 1984). Recently, with the proliferation of multibeam,
sedimentological and hydrodynamic data from a range of sources
across the shelf has fed a resurgence in shelf analyses of sediment
transport.
The work presented here has developed novel methods for quanti-
fying bedforms, a key indicator of sediment transport magnitude and
direction on the shelf. The techniques developed to analyse marine
bedforms have been used to objectively quantify their morphology
in shallow seas on the north-west European continental shelf. These
were also found to be suitable for the analysis of aeolian bedforms.
In tandem with increasing marine data volumes suitable for analysis,
satellite derived topographic data at resolutions fine enough to resolve
individual dunes became available. The quantitative techniques devel-
oped for the marine data were applied to a range of aeolian data sets
of very large dunes.
The analysis of the marine and aeolian bedform results was used
to investigate the question of whether aeolian and marine bedforms
are the result of the same process of formation. Rubin and Hunter
(1987) and Rubin and Ikeda (1990) proposed that bedforms orientated
themselves such that the transport of sediment was maximised. As
such, both longitudinal and transverse bedforms are formed by the
same process. To investigate this, longitudinal and transverse dunes
in marine and aeolian environments were subjected to a range of
statistical analyses.
Through statistical analyses of wavelength, height and water depth,
no structural differences were found between aeolian and marine
bedforms, sharing as they did the same distributions. This suggests
the mechanism by which they are formed is the same in both marine
and aeolian environments. Separating marine bedforms into energy
classifications based on the modelled sediment transport magnitude
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suggests bedform morphology is distributed based on maximising
transport, with those in medium and high energy environments con-
forming to existing distributions, whilst those out of equilibrium with
the current conditions deviating strongly from those distributions.
In addition, the analysis of bedform height and wavelength relation-
ships from a series of shelf environments has highlighted potentially
relict bedforms. Confirmation of their relict nature has been explored
spatially and temporally through shelf-scale palaeomodelling which
indicates these bedforms are likely to have last been active at least
7–7.5 ka BP.
Existing relationships for bedform height relative to water depth,
originally derived from riverine bedforms, were found to be poor
predictors for marine data. A new relationship defines more limited
heights across a range of water depths, a result which indicates rivers
provide a more dynamic environment for bedform growth, especially
for smaller bedforms.
Shelf sediment transport pathways were investigated across the
whole shelf as well as in detail at two study areas where a wealth of
supplementary bathymetric and sedimentological data was available.
The shelf transport pathways were derived from a well-calibrated vari-
able resolution 2d numerical model. The use of variable bed roughness
at shelf-scale represents the most comprehensive test of relationships
between grain size and bedform dimensions and the corresponding
drag they exert on the flow. The comparison between observed and
modelled flows indicates that when variable bed roughness is used,
the results are at least as good as those from uniform roughness mod-
els. As such, any future modelling of shelf-scale dynamics should
utilise variable roughness maps to improve model performance.
The large-scale model formed the basis of the subset models at
the two study areas, requiring less calibration and model develop-
ment. The approach is suitable for the analysis of areas up to tens of
kilometres in size with relatively little work required to calibrate the
model. The subset models were compared with time series analyses
of bed elevation changes as well as with morphological variability in
bedforms and tidal sand banks.
The Bristol Channel was shown to be a dynamic environment,
comprising aspects of both the existing proposed sediment transport
regimes. The Culver Sands bank is shown to be very active with
migration rates of up to 170 m yr-1. Modelling the bank indicates that
under present-day conditions, the bank will continue to migrate north-
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westwards, although its eventual fate is likely to be one of infilling
a deeper channel north of its current position, at which point it will
cease to exist. In contrast, the Hastings Shingle Bank is a stable bank,
with relatively modest transport. The quiescent nature of the transport
is largely down to the larger grain size and increased water depth,
a combination which means sediment is not able to be transported
under the current regime. Some parts adjacent to the shingle bank are
active, though in areas where grain sizes are smaller.
The modelling provided a tool with which to asses the temporal
evolution of sediment transport on the shelf over the last 8 ka BP.
Seventeen models covering the period from the present day to 8 ka BP
in 500 year intervals showed that the period which has been relatively
under explored in existing modelling actually experienced episodic
changes at 1.5–2 ka BP, 3–3.5 ka BP and 7–7.5 ka BP. These changes are
manifested in tidal range, bed shear stress and sediment transport and
direction. The modelling indicated the majority of the activity was
concentrated to the Irish Sea, English Channel and southern North
Sea, and that most of the change occurred prior to 7 ka BP. The more
recent episodes of change are separated from the earlier episode by a
change around 4.5–5 ka BP.
There are five principal outcomes of this thesis:
1. A novel technique for the quantification of marine and aeolian
bedforms has been developed. This allows measurements of
wavelength, orientation, asymmetry direction and magnitude,
height and bedform presence from 2d topographic data. The
bedform analysis technique has been successfully applied to a
range of marine and aeolian data forming the most extensive
catalogue of bedform dimensions collated to date and has shown
no difference in aeolian and marine bedform morphology.
2. The bedform analysis technique has been used to investigate the
distribution of bedforms in marine and aeolian environments.
This analysis has shown that bedforms in both environments are
governed by the same processes. The analysis has also found
similar relationships between wavelength and height as have pre-
viously been found, although the riverine relationships between
height and water depth are shown to place too high a bound on
bedform heights than is found for marine bedforms.
3. A 2d numerical sediment transport model of the north-west Eu-
ropean continental shelf has been built and extensively calibrated.
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Variable bed roughness is shown to produce results compara-
ble to the best uniform roughness models. It has been used to
predict macro sediment transport pathways on the north-west
European continental shelf which have been shown to agree with
existing pathways derived from bedform and sedimentological
interpretations.
4. Refinement in the shelf model and analysis of sediment distri-
bution and time series of bathymetry data has enabled detailed
study of two tidal banks (in the Bristol Channel and English Cha-
nnel) and their sedimentological evolutions. Predicted sediment
transport patterns match observations from bedform and mor-
phological time series analysis and show two distinct regimes:
the Bristol Channel is highly active with transport under modern
conditions; whilst the eastern English Channel is largely a relict
landscape with relatively little transport today.
5. Extending the numerical model to include bathymetry vary-
ing due to isostatic readjustment following deglaciation of the
north-west European continental shelf has shown that changes
in sediment transport pathways between the present day and
8 ka BP are not uniform, but rather occur in irregularly spaced
episodes. The effect of decreasing water depths is shown to
not simply increased sediment transport uniformly, but in fact
can decrease transport due to secondary changes in tidal range
distribution.
The stated aims of the work in Chapter 1 have all been met. The
bedform analysis technique has been developed and successfully
tested on the largest number of bedforms to date. The results of
the analysis have been analysed statistically to determine whether
differences in bedform morphology are evident in marine and aeolian
bedforms. No such differences were found, confirming the hypothesis
put forward by Rubin and Hunter (1987) and Rubin and Ikeda (1990)
on the relationship between bedform growth and sediment transport.
Furthermore, the extensive data set has been used to generate new
relationships between wavelength, height and depth.
The modelling aims (to develop new a variable roughness map, to
use a well-calibrated shelf model to investigate tidal bank and finally
to explore changes in sedimentation due to changes in sea level) have
also been successfully met. Using extant grain size and bathymetry
data in combination with bedform measurements, the first variable
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bed roughness map of the north-west European shelf has been created.
Testing against uniform roughness maps has shown it is capable of
producing realistic flows and is able to drive sediment transport which
follows patterns inferred from bedform interpretation. Using the shelf
model to investigate changes in sediment transport due to rising sea
levels has shown that those changes are not uniform, instead occurring
episodically.
Future developments for the work presented here include alter-
native approaches to quantifying bedforms. The spectral approach
selected here is relatively straightforward to implement, but it suffers
from some drawbacks, particularly related to the size of the domain
analysed. More recently, the Wavelet Transform has been used to
separate different scales of bedforms (e.g. Li et al., 2005; Andreotti
et al., 2009; Cataño Lopera et al., 2009), and may provide an alternative
approach for objective bedform analysis.
The numerical modelling is most obviously enhanced by extending
to a 3d domain. In doing so, the changes in velocity profiles in areas
of complex bathymetry would be better resolved, leading to better
estimates of bed shear stress, which in turn would improve predicted
sediment transport magnitudes. The sediment transport modelling
during the most recent marine transgression could be further investi-
gated in a number of ways, most obviously be extending the modelling
further back in time. In addition, comparison of predicted sediment
transport when using different GIA models (e.g. Lambeck, 1993; Peltier,
2004; Bradley et al., 2011) as well as using different palaeotidal bound-
ary inputs from global palaeohydrodynamic models (e.g. Griffiths and
Peltier, 2009; Hill et al., 2011) would be useful.
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A
G L O B A L B E D F O R M VA R I A B I L I T Y
a.1 marine
The data resolution of the SeaZone bathymetry from the North Sea in
Figure A.1 means that a rectangular subset size of 1.5 × 2.5 km allows
bedforms smaller than 300 m to be analysed.
The first obvious result of the analysis of the southern North Sea
is the extensive bedform coverage. The bedform likelihood analysis
suggests bedforms are present in 59% of the subsets created and
analysed. The wavelength distribution (Figure A.1c) shows a unimodel
wavelength distribution, with a mean value of 231 m. Likewise, the
height and asymmetry ratio distributions are unimodel, showing a
consistent and uniform envrionment. The large differences occur in
the asymmetry direction results (Figures A.1b, A.1f and A.1h).
The spatial distribution of asymmetry direction in Figure A.1h
shows four categories: north-eastward, eastward, south-westward and
westward asymmetry. This is replicted in the histogram (Figure A.1b)
as four dominant peaks. To quantify this four-fold distribution, a
k-means analysis with four clusters gives asymmetry directions of
39◦, 116◦, 233◦ and 291◦. The magnitude of this asymmetry varies,
however. Figure A.1f shows the spatial distribution of the bedform
asymmetry ratios. The black values indicate symmetrical dunes. The
symmetrical and low asymmetry bedforms are clustered in the north
of the survey area and in the Thames Estuary, whilst bedforms with
more asymmetrical profiles are concentrated within the zone of north-
eastward and south-westward facing asymmetry. The symmetrical
bedforms are the reason for the 116◦ and 291◦ asymmetry direction
results. A small area of south-westward facing bedforms is visible in
the south of the region along the eastern edge of the survey. This area
corresponds with the 233◦ result in the histogram analysis. This area
has relatively low asymmetry ratios, typically between 0.5 and 1.5,
compared with higher ratios in the more north-eastward asymmetry
region in the north of between 1.5 and 2.5.
The wavelengths relative to the size of the domain in the western
English Channel bathymetry off the coast of Cornwall has posed
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Figure A.1: A–D. Histograms for height, asymmetry direction, wavelength
and asymmetry ratio binned at 20 m, 5◦, 20 cm and 0.1 bins,
respectively. Wavelength (E), asymmetry ratio (F), height (G) and
asymmetry direction (H) results of the quantitative analysis for
the southern North Sea SeaZone data. The black results in F
indicate symmetrical bedforms.
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Figure A.2: The Cornish bathymetry height (B), asymmetry direction (C),
wavelength (D) and asymmetry ratio (E) analysis results. His-
tograms for each parameter are binned at 100 m, 5◦, 5 cm and 0.1
bins for wavelength, asymmetry direction, height and asymmetry
ratio, respectively.
processing problems, particularly in the requirement to have at least
ten wavelengths within each subset. For this reason, an elongate
rectangular subset has been selected. The analysis results in Figure A.2
show a uniformly orientated bedform field. The asymmetry directions
differ from south to north, changing from 68◦ to 244◦, respectively.
In addition to the bimodal asymmetry direction distribution, the
asymmetry ratios also exhibit a bimodal distribution, with peaks at 1.7
and 2.6. The length of the asymmetry vectors in Figure A.2 does not
show any clear spatial clustering for the bimodal asymmetry whereas
the asymmetry direction does. The mean height and wavelength from
the analysis results are 0.76 m and 1.3 km.
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The asymmetry directions match the apparent transport direction
from the bedform morphology. In particular, the bedform planview
shape indicates westward transport in the south where bedforms are
more sinuous, whilst the northern bedforms, showing a more typical
linear shape, are shown to be asymmetrical to the east.
Figure A.3 shows the results of the quantitative bedform analysis
at Hastings Shingle Bank. The four subset histograms (b–e) give the
distribution of height, orientation, wavelength and asymmetry ratio,
respectively.
It is apparent from the asymmetry vectors the area can be divided
into two categories: the first of north-east facing bedforms; the second
mainly consisting of north-west/south-east facing bedforms. These
two categories correspond with two differing environmental condi-
tions. The first group is focussed in the centre of the survey area. This
is an area of active aggregate dredging and is characterised by linear
furrows created by the dredge head. When sampled in the frequency
domain, these furrows are virtually indistinguishable from naturally
occurring bedforms. As such, the bedform likelihood analysis has la-
belled them as bedforms. The orientations measured over the dredged
seabed fall within the range 150–155◦, whilst asymmetry directions
are meaningless. The heights are generally higher than might be ex-
pected to occur under natural processes, but the artificial nature of
their creation means their dimensions are not bound by existing model
of bedforms.
The second bedform group consists mainly of naturally occurring
bedforms, concentrated in the deep water to the south, though with
smaller groups in the extreme north-east and north-west of the sur-
vey area. Analysis of the bedform asymmetry in the naturally occur-
ring bedforms elsewhere indicates a uniform asymmetry direction
of 60.7◦ for those in the range 0–90◦. This orientation matches both
scour pit orientations in the wake of large shipwrecks in the area
typically orientated 50–55◦. The mean asymmetry ratio is 1.84 which
is higher by comparison with that from the West Solent (1.27) though
similar to those seen in the aeolian dunes in the Simpson Desert (1.4),
Taklamakan (1.82) and Zone A in the Rub’ Al Khali (1.70) (see Section
2.4).
The wavelength histogram (Figure A.3d) shows a dominant single
peak in the wavelength distribution with smaller peaks of larger
and smaller wavelengths. The mean wavelength is 26.3 m with a
standard deviation of 4.8 m. Some variability in the spatial distribution
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Figure A.3: The Hastings Shingle Bank height (B), asymmetry direction (C),
wavelength (D) and asymmetry ratio (E) analysis results. His-
tograms for each parameter are binned at 1 m, 5◦, 0.1 and 5 cm
bins for wavelength, orientation, asymmetry and height, respec-
tively.
of wavelengths is evident, particularly with smaller dunes (mean
wavelength of 22.2 m) forming on the steep bank slope as well as in
the south-west of the survey.
Panels a–d in Figure A.4 show the wavelength, orientation, asymme-
try and height results, respectively, for the West Solent. The wavelength
spatial distribution can be segregated into two categories: those in the
central region with wavelength of between 5 and 12 m and those in
the south-west of the survey area, which exhibit wavelengths upwards
of 15 m. This distribution is mirrored in the wavelength histogram,
which shows two distinct groups. The bimodal distribution is not so
evident in the orientation results, which indicate crest alignments are
uniformly orientated with a median value of 159.22◦ with a standard
deviation of 23.1◦ across the entire domain. In the far eastern part
of the survey, along the northern coast of the Isle of Wight, there is
evident a deviation of orientations towards the north by approximately
15◦.
Using this spatial classification with a k-means cluster analysis with
two centroid groups gives wavelength groups of 10.2 m and 18.4 m.
The former group of bedforms is largely concentrated in the central
and eastern part of the channel. Within this group there is a possible
subdivision with slightly shorter wavelengths where the bedforms are
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Figure A.4: The West Solent wavelength (A), orientation (B), asymmetry (C)
and height (D) analysis results. Hatched cells indicate omitted
analyses due to gaps in the survey; empty cells indicate results
where the bedform likelihood threshold was not exceeded. In the
asymmetry panel, empty cells also indicate results which have
no particular asymmetry direction (i.e. bedform are symmetrical).
Histograms for each parameter are binned at 1 m, 5◦ and 5 cm
bins for wavelength, orientation and asymmetry, and height,
respectively.
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asymmetrical to the north-east and longer when their asymmetry is to
the south-west.
Perhaps more interesting is the distribution of asymmetry directions.
There are a number of coherent patches of opposing asymmetry direc-
tions through the domain. The two centroid directions are 70.3◦ and
251.5◦: a difference of 181.2◦. A large patch of north east facing bed-
forms occurs in the central part of the region, as well as two smaller
patches in the eastern section of the survey. The remainder of the
central and eastern section of the survey is covered in bedforms whose
asymmetry direction is to the south west. The number of bedforms
whose asymmetry is towards the south west is 334 compared with 264
to the north east (a ratio of 1.27), indicating the majority of the bed
has bedforms whose asymmetry is towards the south west.
Figure A.5 shows the results of the bedform analysis on data along
the north coast of Northern Ireland. There are two clear wavelength
groups in Figure A.5d with peaks at 15.0 m and 32.9 m. More than any
of the previous data sets, the heights are also clearly separated into
two groups, although this difference is not evident from the histogram
(Figure A.5a). However, a two cluster k-means analysis gives two
centroids of 0.42 m and 3.0 m.
Asymmetry directions show a consistent pattern, with transport in
the south-west and south of the subset showing eastward asymmetry
whilst the temainder of the domain exhibits westward asymmetry.
Asymmetry ratios across the entire domain have an average of 1.62,
though the ratios are larger for the westward facing dunes, particularly
in the north-west.
Figure A.6 shows the results of the analysis of the JIBS data but for
the very large bedforms. Due to the size of the features analysed, the
number of results is relatively limited. However, the results indicate
the overall asymmetry direction is to the east, with a mean ratio of
5.53, an extremely high value compared with other marine areas,
suggesting strong eastward transport around the coast.
The bedform analysis tool has generally identified the rocky out-
crops as spectrally similar to the bedforms, hence the large number of
results in the east where the seabed is not characterised by bedforms.
The far west and south-west of the survey has been excluded due to
the relatively flat bed. The mean measured height across the domain
is 2.19 m and the wavelength is 229 m. Overall, the area appears to be
relatively uniform in its bedform distribution.
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Figure A.5: The JIBS height (B), asymmetry direction (C), wavelength (D)
and asymmetry ratio (E) analysis results. Histograms for each
parameter are binned at 1 m, 5◦, 0.1 and 5 cm bins for wavelength,
orientation, asymmetry and height, respectively.
Figure A.6: The JIBS height (B), asymmetry direction (C), wavelength (D) and
asymmetry ratio (E) analysis results for the very large bedforms.
Histograms for each parameter are binned at 1 m, 5◦, 0.1 and
5 cm bins for wavelength, orientation, asymmetry and height,
respectively.
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The asymmetry analysis from the smaller bedforms (Figure A.5)
indicates a westward transport in the north reversing with proximity
to the shore. The larger bedforms, however, are uniformly eastward,
particularly in the west and centre of the survey area.
Figure A.7 shows the results of the analysis for very large bedforms
close to the north East Anglian coast in the North Sea. Due to the lim-
ited number of bedforms, an elongated subset size of 500 m × 1500 m
has been selected for the analysis. This analysis has produced seven
results for each of the five measurements. Overall, the asymmetry
appears to be to the south with relatively strong asymmetry ratios of
between 2 and 10, values much greater than in the majority of the oth-
er marine analyses. Orientations are varied with a mean asymmetry
direction of 222◦. In contrast to the orientations, the wavelengths are
much better constrained with a mean of 69 m.
Figure A.8 shows the results of the bedform analysis for a different
part of the Area 481 bathymetry, further north from that in Figure A.7.
A smaller subset size of 200 m allows the analysis of the much smaller
bedforms visible on the seabed.
In contrast with the larger bedforms analysed in Figure A.7, the
asymmetry direction here is bimodal, with a two-cluster k-means
analysis giving asymmetry directions of 9◦ and 187◦. Heights also
appear to fall into two categories, and a k-means analysis indicates two
main height groups of 0.23 m and 0.44 m, with the latter concentrated
in the north of the domain. The wavelength distribution is uniform
(mean is 17 m), although there is a slight increase to the north.
a.2 aeolian
Figure A.9 shows the results of the analysis of the Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission (SRTM) data for the Taklamakan Desert (area B in
Figure 3.1). Since the Taklamakan desert sits within a large depression
approximately 1,000 km × 500 km and is surrounded by mountainous
terrain, a simple altitude filter of 1,500 m has effectively focussed
the analysis on the dune region within the depression. The bedform
detection threshold has successfully isolated the flat regions of the
desert from those where very large dunes are evident, particularly in
the south-east of the region.
The histograms (Figures A.9b–e) exhibit unimodal distributions of
wavelength, orientation, height and asymmetry. Although the his-
tograms show simple distributions, the spatial variability is more
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Figure A.7: The height (B), asymmetry direction (C), wavelength (D) and
asymmetry ratio (E) analysis results for the very large bedforms
at Area 481. Histograms for each parameter are binned at 1 m,
5◦, 0.1 and 5 cm bins for wavelength, orientation, asymmetry
and height, respectively.
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Figure A.8: The height (B), asymmetry direction (C), wavelength (D) and
asymmetry ratio (E) analysis results for the small bedforms at
Area 481. Histograms for each parameter are binned at 1 m, 5◦,
0.1 and 5 cm bins for wavelength, orientation, asymmetry and
height, respectively.
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Figure A.9: A. Results of the quantitative analysis for the Taklamakan Desert.
Long vectors are orientated along the crest and scaled by the
wavelength. Short arrows indicate direction of asymmetry and
are scaled by asymmetry magnitude. Semi-circle radii indicate
measured heights. Histograms b–e show height, asymmetry direc-
tion, wavelength and asymmetry ratio distributions, respectively.
complicated. A general trend of decreasing heights and wavelengths
is readily identified moving from east to west. The eastern dunes
have heights of 90 m and wavelengths of 3.7 m whilst those in the
west have heights of 15 m and wavelengths of 3 km. The asymmetry
analysis shows a consistent asymmetry direction (302◦) with a large
dune asymmetry ratio of 1.82. Some deviation in the orientation of
the dune crests is visible, with a northward deflection when moving
from the south to north.
Figure A.10 shows the results of the quantitative dune analysis
for the Badain Jaran Desert (area C in Figure 3.1). The bedform de-
tection has successfully eliminated the flat region in the north-west,
but the mountainous region in the south has been classed as bed-
forms, leading to erroneous results. The dune field itself, however,
though relatively small compared with the other aeolian dune fields,
exhibits considerably more variability, particularly in the wavelength
and height results.
Figure A.11 shows the results of the analysis of the SRTM data for the
Simpson Desert (area D in Figure 3.1). The analysis results show the
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Figure A.10: A. Results of the quantitative analysis for the Badain Jaran
Desert. Long vectors are orientated along the crest and scaled
by the wavelength. Short arrows indicate direction of asymme-
try and are scaled by asymmetry magnitude. Semi-circle radii
indicate measured heights. Histograms b–e show height, asym-
metry direction, wavelength and asymmetry ratio distributions,
respectively.
uniform nature of the dunes in the Simpson Desert. Wavelengths fall
within a 1 km range across the entire analysis area and orientations are
very tightly grouped, with orientations from 150◦ to 175◦ accounting
for 95% of the results. Heights show more variability, with minimum
heights of 5 m and a maximum of 67 m, though the 95th percentile val-
ue is 16.7 m. The mean asymmetry ratios across the analysis area is 1.4
with a standard deviation of 0.28. The direction of the dune asymmetry
across the region is dominantly to the west, with a mean direction of
234◦, and 90.3% of the dunes showing asymmetry directions greater
than 180◦.
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Figure A.11: A. Results of the quantitative analysis for the Simpson Desert.
Long vectors are orientated along the crest and scaled by the
wavelength. Short arrows indicate direction of asymmetry and
are scaled by asymmetry magnitude. Semi-circle radii indicate
measured heights. Histograms b–e show height, orientation,
wavelength and asymmetry ratio distributions, respectively.
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B
M O D E L D E S I G N E Q U AT I O N S
b.1 hydrodynamic model
The governing equations in the flexible mesh dhi mike model are exe-
cuted in Cartesian coordinates to solve the 2d shallow water equations
(DHI, 2011a). These equations use the depth-averaged current in east-
ward and northward components and include the Coriolis parameter,
lateral, viscous and turbulent friction and differential advection (DHI,
2011a). The friction and advection terms are estimated using an ed-
dy viscosity formulation based on depth-averaged velocity gradients.
This approach is used to account for processes which occur at scales
smaller than the model grid resolution, a technique which was first
implemented by Davies and Jones (1990) in their continental shelf
model to improve the results of their earlier shelf model (Davies and
Furnes, 1980).
Based on the results of the shallow water equations, bottom stress
( ~τb) is calculated using a quadratic friction law with a specified drag
coefficient
~τb
ρ0
= CD ~ub| ~ub|, (31)
where ρ0 is the reference density of water (1027 kg m-3), CD is the
drag coefficient and ~ub is the flow velocity above the bottom. The
friction velocity (Uτb) due to the bottom stress is
Uτb =
√
CD|ub|2. (32)
In 2d calculations, ~ub is the depth-averaged velocity. mike allows
the use of two parameters to define the drag coefficient; the drag
coefficient is defined with either the Chézy number (C)
CD =
g
C2
, (33)
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or the Manning number (M)
CD =
g
(Mh1/6)2
, (34)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity and h is the total water
depth. n.b. In mike, the Manning’s number M is the reciprocal of the
oft-cited Manning’s number n. The calculated water velocities and
bottom shear stresses are subsequently used to calculate sediment
transport rates for non-cohesive sediment.
b.2 sediment transport model
van Rijn (1984a) developed a semi-empirical sediment transport model
whose basis is the product of the saltation height, particle velocity and
bedload sediment concentration (van Rijn, 1984a). Empirical analysis
of gravel transport was used to calibrate the mathematical model to
give the transport formula in use today. Comparison of the predicted
and observed transport of 580 flume and field results whose grain
sizes ranged from 0.2 to 2 mm showed the model predicted 0.5 – 2.0
times the observed transport rate 77% of the time (van Rijn, 1984a).
The model implementation of the van Rijn (1984a) formula for
bedload (Sbl) is
Sbl = 0.053
T2.1
D∗0.3
√
(s− 1)g · d503, (35)
where d50 is the median grain size, g is the acceleration due to grav-
ity (9.81 m s2), s is the relative density of the sediment ρ/ρs, where
ρ is the density of water (1027 kg m-3) and ρs is the sediment den-
sity (2650 kg m-3 for quartz). D∗ is the dimensionless particle size
parameter
D∗ = d50
[
(s− 1)g
ν2
]1/3
, (36)
where ν is the kinematic viscosity for water (1.36×10-6 m2 s-1 (Soulsby,
1997)). T in Equation 35 is a non-dimensional transport stage parameter
which describes how mobile a particle is for a given stage within its
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Dimensionless particle Critical Shields
diameter (D∗) parameter (θc)
D∗ < 4 0.24/D∗
4 < D∗ < 10 0.14D∗-0.64
10 < D∗ < 20 0.04D∗-0.1
20 < D∗ < 150 0.013D∗-0.29
D∗ > 150 0.055
Table B.1: The critical Shields parameter values for a range of dimensionless
particle diameters for use in the transport model of van Rijn (1984a)
(DHI, 2011b).
transport after the initiation of motion (van Rijn, 1984a). It is defined
in mike as
T =
(
uf′
uf,c
)2
− 1, (37)
in which the critical friction velocity uf,c is
uf,c =
√
θc(s− 1)g · d50, (38)
where θc is the critical Shields parameter (see Table B.1) and uf′ is the
effective friction velocity
uf′ = V
√
g
C′
. (39)
where V is the velocity (m s-1). The resistance due to skin friction
is based on the Chézy roughness parameter assuming a logarithmic
velocity profile
C′ = 18 log
(
4h
d90
)
, (40)
where h is water depth.
van Rijn (1984a) uses a variable critical Shields parameter chosen on
the basis of the dimensionless particle diameter D∗. Table B.1 shows
the critical Shields parameter values for a range of dimensionless
particle diameters.
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The calculation of transport rate of suspended load material (Ssl)
occurs when the friction velocity from skin friction (uf) exceeds one
of two criteria based on the dimensionless particle size and its settling
velocity (ws) (van Rijn, 1984b). The friction velocity from skin friction
(uf) assumes a logarithmic velocity profile and is given as
uf =
V
6+ 2.5 ln
(
h
2.5d50
) . (41)
The thresholds beyond which suspended transport is initiated are
defined as
uf >
4ws
D∗
when 1 < D∗ 6 10, (42)
and
uf > 0.4ws when D∗ > 10. (43)
The suspended load transport integrated over the water column is
defined as
Ssl = f · ca · V · h, (44)
where ca is the volumetric bed concentration
ca = 0.015 · d50T
1.5
aD∗0.3
, (45)
in which a is a bed concentration reference level defined as the larger
of 0.01h or 2d50. The correction factor f in the van Rijn (1984a) trans-
port model (Equation 44) is defined based on the bed concentration
reference a and the Rouse suspension parameter Z as follows
f =
(
a
h
)z
−
(
a
h
)1.2(
1− ah
)z
(1.2−Z)
, (46)
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in which the Rouse suspension factor Z is defined as
Z =
ws
βκuf
+ϕ, (47)
where κ is von Kármán’s constant (generally accepted to be 0.4 in
marine environments (Soulsby, 1983; Dyer and Soulsby, 1988)). β is a
correction factor transforming the hydrodynamic diffusion coefficient
into a suspended sediment diffusion coefficient based on the sediment
settling velocity (ws) and the friction velocity from skin friction (uf)
β = 1+ 2
(
ws
uf
)2
. (48)
When calculating the Rouse suspension factor, a suspended sedi-
ment concentration profile correction factor is applied
ϕ =
5
2
(
ws
uf
)0.8(
ca
co
)0.4
, (49)
in which co is the sediment firm packing concentration expressed as a
volumetric concentration (m3 of sediment per m3 of water) (van Rijn,
1984a; DHI, 2011b)
co = 0.65
m3
m3
. (50)
This equation describes the relationship between bedload concen-
tration and grain size, and for approximately 80% of the observations
in van Rijn (1984a) is within a factor of half and double the predicted
value, a good fit in sediment transport formulae.
b.3 wind and waves
b.3.1 Wind driven current
Within the mike flexible mesh model, the effect of wind and waves
on flow speed can be incorporated into the hydrodynamic module. A
specific wind field can be created, either uniform across the domain
or varying spatially and/or temporally, and the effect the wind has on
the flow is a function of the wind speed, direction, duration and fetch.
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Where the surface of the water column is free of obstructions (e.g.
ice), the surface stress is calculated by an empirical relationship be-
tween the density of air (ρa), the drag coefficient of air (CDa) and the
wind speed 10 m above the sea surface ( ~uw = (uw, vw))
τ¯s = ρaCDa|uw|u¯w. (51)
From this, the friction velocity associated with τ¯s is
Uτs =
√
ρaCD|u¯w|2
ρ0
, (52)
where the drag coefficient (CD) can be constant or variable. CD can be
determined from wind velocity using the empirical formula proposed
by Wu (1980, 1994)
CD =

ca w10 < wa
ca +
cb−ca
wb−wa
(w10 −wa) wa 6 w10 6 wb,
cb w10 > wb
(53)
where ca, cb, wa and wb are empirical factors and w10 is the wind
velocity 10 m above the surface. Recommended values for the empirical
factors are ca = 1.255×10-3, cb = 2.425×10-3, wa = 7 m s-1 and
wb = 25 m s-1 which give good results in open sea applications (DHI,
2011a). This surface stress is incorporated into the calculation of flow
in Section B.1 (DHI, 2011a).
b.3.2 Wave driven current
In addition to the effect of wind on the flow, a separate wave model
can be used to produce a range of parameters including significant and
maximum wave heights, wave period, direction, radiation stresses and
wave power. The waves generated from this wave modelling impact
energy and momentum to the water column.
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b.3.3 Parameterised wave driven current
mike offers a parameterised wave current based on defined wave
height and periods from observations rather than calculated based
on water depth (as is the case for the waves in Section B.3.2). This
approach is more efficient and given sufficiently high resolution ob-
servations can emulate the full wave model. However, the sparsity of
wave measurements, especially over the shelf means the data are often
more spatially homogeneous.
The approach undertaken in mike involves the calculation of all
possible sediment transport rates within a user-defined range of pa-
rameters. This range must cover the range of anticipated inputs (i.e.
wave height and period, current speed, grain size, bed slope etc.)
and must be resolved with sufficient resolution such that as the mod-
el uses this look-up table to assign transport rates to a given node,
the difference between adjacent values is not too large for the linear
interpolation.
The accompanying scientific documentation in mike states the con-
tribution the wave breaking makes to the energy regime is translated
through the water column as turbulent energy through the eddy vis-
cosity parameterisation. Three sources of turbulence in the combined
case are calculated in the model: 1) the wave boundary layer evolution
is determined using the wave boundary layer model of Fredsø e (1984);
2) energy dissipation due to wave breaking is parameterised through
the mixing length concept of (Elfrink et al., 1996); 3) the energy contri-
bution from the mean flow is calculated using the the turbulent kinetic
energy transport equation (Deigaard et al., 1986).
The temporal evolution of the boundary layer thickness under the
combined influence of waves and currents uses the integrated mo-
mentum approach of Fredsø e (1984). This approach includes factors
such as the near bed wave-orbital motion, wave breaking forces and
the surface water slope. Shallow water effects are included in the
formulation of wave motion, where, above a threshold depth, wave
motion is non-linear (that is, the velocities under the wave crests are
higher than under the trough) (DHI, 2011a).
Calculation of time varying wave orbital velocities and water surface
heights can be achieved through a number of wave theories. The calcu-
lated mean bed shear stress at the bed must be zero under oscillatory
waves, but will be non-zero for progressive waves. For breaking waves,
wave energy is converted into turbulence and transported downwards
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into the water column. The magnitude of this turbulence transfer is
dependent on the water depth and wave height and period.
Above the bottom boundary layer, near bed wave orbital velocities
can be calculated using a variety of theoretical and empirical relation-
ships. These non-linear wave theories resolve higher order velocity
components which are important in sediment transport (DHI, 2011a).
mike provides five separate wave theories, each of which are prefer-
able in certain situations; choice of the appropriate wave theory can
impact heavily on the predicted transport rates. Those five theories
are:
1. Stokes
2. Cnoidal
3. Vocoidal
4. Isobe and Horikawa (1982)
5. Doering and Bowen (1995)
The first three are the classic theories; the latter two are empirically
derived formulations. The choice of wave theory is determined based
on the wave climate and the proportion of deep- to shallow-water
waves (see Section B.3.2).
This parameterised wave approach is limited in a number of ways.
Wave parameters (height and period) are defined prior to running
the model. These typically take the form of mean values taken over
annual timeseries from offshore wave buoys. The wave penetration
in Figure 4.2 shows a dominance of deep water waves. From the five
wave theories available in the model, that of Stokes is recommended
by Soulsby (1997) for use in non-breaking deep water waves.
b.4 combined wave-current sediment transport
To include wave effects on sediment transport without using a full
wave model, mike offers a parameterised wave transport module. To
calculate the total sediment transport rates under the wave conditions
calculated above is the sum of bedload and suspended load transport.
mike offers only the Engelund and Fredsø e (1976) transport model
for transport under combined waves and current. The suspended
sediment transport is the product of the suspended sediment concen-
tration based on the vertical diffusion equation from Fredsø e and
Silberg (1985) and the instantaneous flow velocity (DHI, 2011b).
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The bedload transport uses a probability p approach where
p =
[
1+
( pi
6µd
θ′−θc
)4]− 14
when θ′ > θc, (54)
where the friction coefficient µd is defined as tan 27◦ (DHI, 2011b).
The skin shear stress (θ′) is
θ′ =
uf
2
(s− 1)gd50
. (55)
θc is the modified critical Shields parameter
θc = θc0 ·
(
1+
δzb
δs
)
, (56)
where zb is the bed level and s is the streamwise horizontal coordi-
nate and θc0 is the critical Shields parameter in uniform shear flow.
This modified version of the Shields parameter allows the model to
incorporate the effect bed slope has on the sediment transport rate
by changing the critical shear stress for the initiation of motion (DHI,
2011b).
Given a probability p, the non-dimensional bedload transport Φb is
Φb = 5p
(√
θ′ − 0.7
√
θc
)
. (57)
From this dimensionless transport, time-averaged transport rates
are calculated, including bedload transport, parallel and normal to the
mean current direction. The modified Shields parameter in Equation 56
incorporates the effect of transverse and longitudinal slope on bedload
sediment concentration, thus there is no requirement to include this
here.
Suspended sediment transport under the combined effects of waves
and currents is calculated based on the Shields parameter (Equation
55) from the calculated friction velocity uf in Equation 41. Based on
the grain motion probability p (Equation 54), the linear sediment
concentration through the water column (λ) can be calculated
λ =
√
θ′ − θc − pi6βp
0.027sθ′
. (58)
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The linear suspended sediment concentration can, in turn, be used
to calculate the bed concentration
cb =
0.65
(1+ 1/λ)
. (59)
mike generates a look-up table which improves performance of
combined wave and current sediment transport models to calculate
the resultant sediment transport. The look-up table is created based
on a range of parameters with specified intervals. Parameters which
must be defined include: current speed; wave height and period;
wave height to water depth ratio; grain size; bed slope normal and
parallel to flow. Once the range of potential sediment transport rates
has been calculated for the wave parameters of interest, the model
calculates the hydrodynamic and wave conditions for each time step.
Using the values stored in the sediment transport look-up table, two
linear interpolations (for each horizontal dimension) of the sediment
transport which applies to the hydrodynamic and wave conditions
at the time step are used to determine the total sediment transport.
It is crucial, therefore, that the spacings defined in the lookup table
are sufficiently small that the linear interpolation is accurate. This is
particularly true for wave climate extremes, where very small and very
large waves may be interpolated to greater values than are appropriate.
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C
M O D E L C A L I B R AT I O N
c.1 uniform roughness
c.1.1 Tides
To quantify the difference between the model output and the observa-
tions at the seventy-four coastal locations and eight offshore sites, two
principal metrics were calculated: the tidal amplitude difference (the
residual between the model and the observation) and the phase lag
of the modelled and observed tide. A cross-correlation analysis was
performed to calculate the phase difference between the model out-
put and the corresponding observation. This provides the amount of
time by which one tidal signal is offset from the other. The difference
between the tidal amplitudes for the tides are expressed as the Root
Mean Square (RMS) of the residual.
Figure C.1 shows the residual RMS for the range of Manning’s
numbers tested at fifty-three sites across the north west European
continental shelf.
Similarly, the results of the cross-correlation analysis provide the
phase difference for each model at the fifty-three coastal calibration
sites. Figure C.2 shows the phase variability for each of the twelve
model runs across the model domain.
The phase results of the uniform Manning’s models at sites such
as Newhaven, Calais, Devonport, Tregde and Viker show a general
decrease in phase offsets from positive offsets when the Manning’s
number is very low (5–15 m1⁄3s-1) to negative offsets when the Man-
ning’s number is very high (50–60 m1⁄3s-1). Manning’s numbers towards
the centre of the tested range exhibit the closest phase correlation with
the observed tides.
A number of very large phase differences occur, particularly in the
Norwegian data. Of the twelve Norwegian sites, four sites differ from
the model by more than an hour across all Manning’s numbers. These
sites are located more inland or on smaller islands where the model
resolution is too low to resolve the flows properly. Furthermore, the
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Figure C.1: The RMS of the residual between the model and the observations
at the coastal tide calibration sites. Bar colour gradation at each
site represents the uniform Manning’s number applied to the
model, ranging from 5 m1⁄3s-1 (blue) to 60 m1⁄3s-1 (red).
Figure C.2: The phase differences between the model and the observations
at the coastal tide calibration sites. Bar colour gradation at each
site represents the uniform Manning’s number applied to the
model, ranging from 5 m1⁄3s-1 (blue) to 60 m1⁄3s-1 (red). Note, a
phase difference of zero indicates the model tides are perfectly
in phase with the observations.
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Figure C.3: The RMS of the residual between the model and the observations
at the tide calibration sites from the North Sea Tidal Data cd-
rom. Bar colour gradation at each site represents the uniform
Manning’s number applied to the model, ranging from 20 m1⁄3s-1
(blue) to 60 m1⁄3s-1 (red).
fluvial inputs at many of these sites are often significantly larger than
the tidal signal.
Figures C.3 and C.4 show the results of the tidal analysis for the
data from the North Sea Tidal Data cd-rom.
A clear distinction between the two groups of sites in the North
Sea Tidal Data results is evident: sites 0021–0028 (those in the central
southern North Sea in Figure 4.7) exhibit much lower RMS values;
those from the Dutch coast have larger RMS values, but still within the
range from the other coastal sites (Figure C.1). This difference is due
to the proximity of the first group to the M2 amphidromic point in the
North Sea.
A similar grouping may be made in Figure C.4 as that in Figure C.3:
sites 0021–0028 have little variability in the phase analysis with typical
values of 30 minutes; the coastal sites, however, exhibit much greater
variability in the phase, with ranges of up to 2 hours between the
lowest tested Manning’s number (20 m1⁄3s-1) and the highest (60 m1⁄3s-1).
The trend across the coastal sites is one of higher Manning’s numbers
producing better matches with the observations. This demonstrates
the effect of water depth on the tidal wave propagation, since wave
celerity is primarily dependent on depth. The coastal bathymetry data
are less reliable that the offshore, and therefore deeper, data.
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Figure C.4: The phase differences between the model and the observations
at the tide calibration sites from the North Sea Tidal Data cd-
rom. Bar colour gradation at each site represents the uniform
Manning’s number applied to the model, ranging from 20 m1⁄3s-1
(lightest grey) to 60 m1⁄3s-1 (black). Note, a phase difference of
zero indicates the model tides are perfectly in phase with the
observations.
c.1.2 Currents
Figure 4.7 shows the distribution of current meter data used to cali-
brate the model. The same approach as for the tidal height calibration
was used for current speed and direction calibrations, though the
range of uniform Manning’s numbers tested was reduced to 20, 25,
32, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55 and 60 m1⁄3s-1 eliminating the roughest values
(Manning’s 5–15 m1⁄3s-1) since the tidal results at these unrealistically
rough beds were consistently the worst. Current speed and direction
values were extracted at the location of each current meter at 5 minute
intervals.
The current meter results are split into current speed and direction
analyses. Figure C.5 shows the current speed and direction results for
the nine Manning’s value calibrations for seven sites across the shelf.
In general, the pattern in the current speed is one where an increased
Manning’s number (i.e. a less rough bed) produces faster current
speeds due to the lower resistance. Current direction is most evidently
affected when the current speed is lowest, at which point the timing
of the change in current direction changes with Manning’s number.
The relationship between the current speed and its direction is
such that the change in current direction coincides with the periods
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Figure C.5: Observed current speed (left) and direction (right) for seven
sample sites across the shelf (dotted lines) and model results
(solid lines) for nine uniform Manning’s numbers for one day.
Moving from top to bottom, sites are located in the northern
North Sea, north of Scotland, central Irish Sea, southern Celtic
Sea, and the remaining three are in the central English Channel.
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of lowest current speed. Since transport is dependent on current
speed exceeding a threshold speed, and once that threshold has been
breached relates non-linearly to the current speed (Soulsby, 1997), then
from a sediment transport perspective, it is particularly important
that the modelled direction during the maximum flows matches the
observations. From a calibration perspective, the results of the tests
shown in Figure C.5 should ideally experience the same pattern of
maximum current speeds, and current magnitudes should be as close
as possible to the observations. The closer the model matches the
observations, then errors in predicted sediment transport rates are
minimised given sediment transport formulae “give predictions which
are within a factor of two of the observed values in no better than
about 70% of samples” (Soulsby, 1997).
The sites in Figure C.5 generally exhibit the same pattern for cur-
rent speed when modelled with the nine Manning’s numbers: as the
Manning’s number decreases (the bed becomes rougher), the current
speeds decrease. The pattern in the current direction is more com-
plicated overall, though the differences between the model results at
times of high current speed are of the order < 5◦.
Figures C.6 and C.7 show the distribution of the current speed RMS
and current speed phases for thirty-one of the sixty-two current meter
sites, primarily north of Scotland (Group 1 in Figure 4.7).
Trends in the RMS values for the current meter calibrations (Figure
C.6) show a similar pattern as the tidal RMS results. As with the tidal
height RMS values, current speed RMS values decrease with increasing
Manning’s number (decreasing roughness). In contrast to the tidal
height RMS results, a Manning’s number of 60 m1⁄3s-1 (i.e. very smooth
bed) does not often produce the lowest current speed RMS. However,
the changes in RMS values between successive Manning’s numbers do
become smaller as the Manning’s number approaches 60 m1⁄3s-1.
Some sites stand out with anomalously large average RMS values,
particularly b0026475, b0026499 and b0008420. The locations of these
three current meters are shown in Figure 4.7. Their spatial distribution
largely accounts for the poorer quality of the model output. The
first two in Figure C.6 (b0026475 and b0026499) are located close to
the German coastline, where the input bathymetry coverage is from
General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) only, which at these
depths (26 m and 21 m for each site, respectively), is considered
unreliable (IOC et al., 2003; Goodwillie, 2003). Site b0008420 is located
in the northern North Sea, west of the Swedish coast. The proximity of
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Figure C.6: The RMS of the residual between the modelled and observed
current speed at the offshore current meter sites (Group 1). Bar
colour gradation at each site represents the uniform Manning’s
number applied to the model, ranging from 20 m1⁄3s-1 (blue) to
60 m1⁄3s-1 (red).
this point to the M2 amphidromic point off the Swedish coast (∼100 km
away), where tidal amplitudes are < 20 cm, means current speeds are
low, and thus accurately reproducing them is challenging.
Whilst some sites exhibit large (> 0.1 m s-1) current speed RMS
magnitudes, in the majority of those cases, the range of values is
significant across the range of Manning’s numbers tested. Conversely,
some sites show very little change in current speed RMS across the
uniform Manning’s number calibrations.
Results of the cross-correlation analysis for the current speeds in Fig-
ure C.7 produce better results than were obtained with the tidal height
phases in Figure C.2. Excluding two sites (b0026475 and b0026499),
phase differences between the model and the observations rarely ex-
ceed 10 minutes across all Manning’s numbers tested. Sites b0026475
and b0026499 are the two sites off the German coast, for which the
model also performed poorly. Elsewhere, particularly in the central
northern North sea, current speed phases are zero across all Man-
ning’s numbers tested; variability within results for individual sites is
generally zero, bar the two results off the German coast.
The results of the current speed phase analysis indicates that the
timing of current speed variability is generally insensitive to bed
roughness. Since wave celerity is governed by water depth (c =
√
gh,
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Figure C.7: The phase differences between the modelled and observed cur-
rent speed at the offshore current meter sites (Group 1). Bar
colour gradation at each site represents the uniform Manning’s
number applied to the model, ranging from 20 m1⁄3s-1 (lightest
grey) to 60 m1⁄3s-1 (black). Note, a phase difference of zero indi-
cates the model tides are perfectly in phase with the observations.
where h is water depth and g is the acceleration due to gravity), bed
roughness should play a small role.
The second part of the model calibration with current data focusses
on the direction of the current. Processing the direction data (given in
the range 0–360◦) required the calculation of the vectors of the current
direction difference between the model and the observations in the unit
circle. Once the vectors were obtained, the inverse tangent of those two
vectors gave the difference between the two measurements in the range
−180 to 180◦. The advantage of this is that for direction where the
model result was 359◦ and the observation 1◦, the difference before this
method would be 358◦; with this treatment, that difference becomes
−2◦, which is much more representative of the actual difference.
Figures C.8 and C.9 show the results of the current direction analysis
for the current meters east of Scotland in Figure 4.7. The residual RMS
current directions in Figure C.8 show some variability. Within the
range of Manning’s numbers tested, the typical range is of the order
of less than 10◦, although at one site (b0026499), the range is ∼ 30◦.
Overall, the trend within the current direction residuals is of the
minima occurring in the centre of the tested Manning’s numbers,
between 32 and 45 m1⁄3s-1.
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Figure C.8: The RMS of the residual between the modelled and observed
current direction at the offshore current meter sites (Group 1). Bar
colour gradation at each site represents the uniform Manning’s
number applied to the model, ranging from 20 m1⁄3s-1 (blue) to
60 m1⁄3s-1 (red).
The results for the RMS of the direction residuals in Figure C.9 have
larger magnitudes than the current speed phase analysis results. How-
ever, the range of values across the range of Manning’s numbers tested
suggests that the bed roughness is an important factor in determining
the timing of the direction of the tidal flow. Across the roughnesses
tested, the range of phase offsets at each site is significant, though
trend is of higher Manning’s numbers (i.e. a smoother bed) producing
the smallest phase offsets (of around 15–30 minutes).
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Figure C.9: The phase differences between the modelled and observed cur-
rent direction at the offshore current meter sites (Group 1). Bar
colour gradation at each site represents the uniform Manning’s
number applied to the model, ranging from 20 m1⁄3s-1 (lightest
grey) to 60 m1⁄3s-1 (black). Note, a phase difference of zero indi-
cates the model tides are perfectly in phase with the observations.
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